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FOREWORD

This is the sixteenth of a series of historical reports
on Air Force plans and operations in Southeast Asia prepared
by the Office of Air Force History. The author, a former
history instructor at the Air Force Academy, interviewed
many key participants involved in the development and employment of gunships and has amassed extensive data relating to
this unique weapon system. Among the primary sources he
consulted were official letters, messages, memoranda, reports,
and minutes of meetings. He also consulted a number of historical studies dealing with gunships. Most of his research was
conducted in the office of Air Force History, the Albert F.
Simpson Historical Research Center and Air University Library,
Maxwell AFB, AIa. , and in the recordS of the Air Staff and
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force. In addition, he visited
the Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
and flew as an observer aboard a gunship during a training mission
at Eglin AFB, Fla.
In this history, the author discusses the little-known origin
of the gunship and the important pioneering efforts of a handful
of dedicated men. He records the remarkable improvisations in
aircraft and equipment that continually marked the progress of
the gunship as a weapon system. Further, he examines the controversy that the gunships provoked as they evolved toward
greater sophistication. Throughout the narrative, the author
details th. successes, problems, and failures of the gunship
force. The result is a very informative study which vrill be of
long-term interest and value to the Air Force.
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PREFACE

In an age of supersonic jet aircraft, megaton atomic weapons,
and sophisticated electronic devices, nothing seemed quite so
incongruous as a lumbering C-47 transport evolving into a potent
weapon system. Counterinsurgency warfare, as exemplified by the
Southeast Asian war, had generated modern air weaponry paradoxes
such as old T-28 trainers serving as attack aircraft. The gunship*
joined this group as an improvisation that surprised nearly every
one. From a humble modification of the apparently ageless C-47
(DC-3), the gunship grew into a highly complex weapon system.
In doing so, it pioneered new research developments and revolutionized aerial counterinsurgency tactics.

Basically, in the case of the fixed-wing gunship, the U. S.
Air Force installed side-firing guns in available aircraft (mostly
transports) and tactically employed them while in an orbiting
maneuver. This unlikely conversion of relatively slow, large-cabin
aircraft into heavily armed aerial firing platforms filled th€ need
for an air weapon system that could direct saturating, extremely

accurate firepower on generally small--even,fleeting--targets in
difficult terrain, varying weather, and prticularly during hours of
darkness. Very simply, the Air Forcets combat aircraft of the
early 1960rs often could not find nor accurately strike enemy
targets at night or under cover of the great jungle canopy. The
urgent need for such a capability became dramatically obvious as
guerrilla warfare expanded in South Vietnam.

From the outset, the AC-4? gunship and its successors-the AC-130 and AC-119--were inseparably linked to the war in
Southeast Asia. More and more, the enemy used the cover of
darkness and jungle to mask his supply movements and attacks
on South Vietnamese forts, hamlets, and forces. Because the
gunship could orbit, lock on a target with special sensors, and
carefully apply firepower, it became a vital weapon in the overall
U. S. -South Vietnamese war strategy. It quickly proved its worth
as a night protector of friendly villages, bases, and forces. Its

x

In this study ttgunshiptt refers to the fixed-wing, side-firing
aircraft of the U. S. Air Force or allied air forces.

v
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matchless effectiveness in night operations helped strip away the
enemyrs "shield of darkness. "'k Of the three principal types of
gunships the Air Force employed, the powerful AC-130 became
the preeminent truck-killer of the war. As a primary interdiction weapon, it was employed to try to choke off North Vietnamese support of Communist insurgent forces infiltrating into
South Vietnam.
Gunship successes sparked enemy counterme&SUf€sr especially
along the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos. The struggle to keep ahead of
the enemyrs defenses and to impede his largely seasonal combat
and resupply surges is a recurring theme of this history. During
the wet summer months when enemy logistics movement all but
ceased, the Air Force undertook crash programs to refurbish and
improve the gunships in anticipation of the end of the monsoons and
a new enemy surge of personnel and supplies down the trail. These
USAF efforts had one goal--to refurn a more effective and less
vulnerable gunship to combat in the dry winter months to counter the
stepped-up enemy activity. Also, the Air Force steadily refined
its combat tactics to better cope with enemy defenses. The gunship
was teamed with other aircraft over strongly defended areas, thus
its tactics grew more complex. The story of these cyclical equipment changes and the effect of changing combat missions takes up
a large but essential part of this narrative.

Besides spotlighting various combat activities in Southeast Asia,
a significant and engrossing story about Air Force research and
development is contained in the chapters that follow. The gunship
evolved dynamically through modification of several cargo aircraft--

C-4?rs, C-130ts, and C-119ts--with serious consideration also given
from time to time to other aircraft, such as light planes. Colorful
names--Spooky, Spectre, Shadow, and Stinger--kept pace with major
aircraft changes. Moreover, this pluralistic gunship development
became multinational by way of the U. S. Military Assistance
Program, with several types of gunships hrrned over to the Vietnamese and other allied Air Forces. The following account
chronologically traces the story of these unique weapon systems in
terms of the models of aircraft used, their numbers, and their
operational performance.

>:<

Maj William R. Casey, "Ac-[g: usAF's F1ying Battleship, "
Air Force/Ipe"" Digest, Feb 1970, pp 48-50.
vi
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Thegunship'srapidprogressiontowardgreatersophistication

t
I

t

touches and illuminates many of the problems associated with
matters
weapon system advancement. Thus, this study covers such
problems'
as Air Force management, contractor relations, technical size'
funding, and high-level debate and decisions concerning the
character, and effectiveness of the gunship force' Especially at
the beginning, the labon pains incident to the birth, acceptance'
The
and employment of a relatively new idea prove noteworthy'
lessons
solutions to some development problems and issues carry
far transcending the gunship program'

AnoutstandingthemeofthegunshipstorywastheAirForce|s

The
constant improvisation and tinkering as the system evolved'
weaponsystemdidnotspringoutofthethinktanks,movefrom
the drawing boards to the wind tunnels, or undergo exacting scientific-engineering analysis. Instead, its growth largely stemmed
from the Air p-orce making do with basic equipment already in the
and
inventory. It consisted of molding parts from various systemswhile
blending operational concepts from widely different sources'
most technological advances involve borrowed ideas and hardware'
the gunship development reflects this to an unusual degree'

PeoplearecrucialinanYprogrambutarelativelysmallgroup
ofkeymendeterminedthegunshiptsprogress.Facingopposition
for
and skepticism, these men battled first for a concept and then
and eventual
a weapon system employing it. The gunshipts success
then is a
This'
effort.
o' Ut"i" personal
acceptance hinged
"tti"ny
history of men as well as machines'
At
The text discusses gunship developments well into 1971'
additions
equipment
that time' some interesting "ttO important new
of L972
were entering the test stage. Arreao lay the enemy offensive
as well as other significant and fresh combat challenges' These
later activities must await future coverage'
Much of this study could not have been written without the
prior historical work of others and the kind assistance to the author
by numerous individuals and organizations. Their contributions can
be seen in the sources cited'
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I.

ORIGIN AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT

(U)Thegenesisofthegunshipideahasremainedrelatively

obscure, even though it was tested as early as 1926-1927 and
appeared in variou"- propo""ls during 1939 and 1942. The concept,
in its simplest torm, combined a long-known aerial maneuver
with previously employed weapons. Nonetheless' nearly two pylon
decades passed before firing laterally from an aircraft in.a
turn caught on as a useful combat tactic' , Its development
stemmed directly from battlefield needs of the war in southeast
in infancy'
Asia. Like marly new ideas, this one nearly succumbed impresThat the gunship eventually evolved into an effective and
sive weapon system was due mainly to a handful of men who early
saw its potential and doggedly urged its adoption'

(U) One of the strong proponents of the gunship idea was
to
Bell
Ra1ph E. Flexman, an Assistant Chief Engineer with
Aerosystems Company, Buffalo, N' Y' In early 1962 he became
intrigued with the-problems of limited war and counterinsurgency
on hardoperations. Bell had received several contracts to workAmerican
rising
ware associated with limited war' coincident with
involvement in the vietnamese guerrilla war. From this focus
of concern came a proposal for a gunship' On 2? December 1962
Flexman submitted to Dr. Gordon A' Eckstrand' Behavioral that
sciences Laboratory, wright-Patterson AFB, several ideas
he and his Bell associates were working on' He wrote that
respect to aircraft, we believe that lateral
firing, while making a pylon turn' will prov-e effective
in controlling g"ontd fire from many AA units' In
theory at least' this should more than triple the
efficiency of conventional aircraft on reconnaissance
and destructive missions. 1
. . . with

'klr, 1962 Flexman was an

Air Force Reserve Major with

an

M-Day assignment to the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory'
Wrigtrt-Patterson AFB, Ohio. In 1958-1959 he had served as a
human factors engineer and Technical Director' Human Factors
Office, Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin AFB' F1a' His interest
in human factors engineering enabled him to contribute to cockpit
and
design and controls. He is presently Professor of Psychology
1970'
In
Director, University of Illinois tnstilute of Aviation'Jr. award ofhe
co-shared the first annual Alexan'der c. williams,
the Human Factors society of America for his gunship efforts'
UIt|CLASSIF IEIl
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(u) of course, the idea of firing a weapon from the side of
an aircraft was not new. Swivel-mounted machineguns on Wor1d
War I aircraft fired laterally at air and ground targets. In 192627, lst Lt. Fred Nelson, a supervisor of one phase of an air
training program at Brooks Field, San Antonio' Texas, successfuIly experimented with a DH-4, equipped with a fixed-mounted'
side-firing, .30-caliber machinegun. Nelson flew in a pylon turn,
sighted through an aiming device on a wing strut, and scored
accurate hits on a ground point marked with lime. + In 1939 Capt.
Carl J. Crane, recalling the Nelson exploits, proposed a side-*
firing pursuit aircraft in an Air Corps Tactical School thesis.
The famed Flying Fortresses and Liberators of Wor1d War II relied
on waist gunners to help ward off attacks of German and Japanese
interceptors. Several C-47 transports of the 443d Troop Carrier
Group--in support .of British Brigadier Wingatets operations against
Japanese-held Burma--carried . 50-caliber machineguns that fired
from both sides of tLre aircraft. 2 These historical preeedents
were largely forgotten, however.

,

(u) The pylon turn harked back to the air races and flying
training of early aviation. A unique recent use, however, sfuck
in Flexmanrs mind. He had read an account of a South American
missionary, Nate Saint, * who executed the maneuver with a long
rope extending from the aircraft to the ground. This had permitted amazingly accurate delivery of mail and other objects to
remote villages. 3 In addition, Flexman recalled his experiences
as a flight insti'uctor, when he had pivoted his plane over a fencepost and held the post in view at the tip of the wing. He therefore believed it reasonable that with a very small sight one could
fire ammunition along the sight path to a target. AII this pointed
to possible counterinsurgency applications. 4
Orval R. Cook, Retired' helped Nelson by designing
the triggering mechanism. Infvw (U), author with Gen. Orval R.
Cook, Ret, Wash., D.C., 16 Jan 74.
-IfCapt. Carl J. Crane, "Range Finding and Fire Control Equipment for Pursuit Armament, rr Air Corps Tactical School thesis, i939'
I
nwi"gg of Praise ancl Prayer, a newsletter published by the
Vfissionary eviation ftUowship of Los Angeles, described Saintts
exploits in May 1953. The missionaryrs work with the Arica
Indians drew national attention.
'oGen.
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(U) Perhaps most influential to the development of Flexmanrs
proposal was his contact with Gilmour Craig MacDonald'k of Ames,
Iowa. In fact, this inventive and imaginative individual should be
credited with the first formulation of the gunship concept. On 27
April 1942' as a first lieutenant in the 95th coast Artillery (AA),
he had suggested a way to vastly increase the effectiveness of
civilian aircraft on submarine patrol:
With a view of providing means for continuous fire upon
submarines forced to the surface, it is proposed that a
fixed machine gun be mounted transversely in the aircraft
so that by flying a continually banked circle the pilot may
keep the underseacraft under continuous fire if necessary.
lMacDonald further pointed out the advantage of the side-firing pylonturn maneuver, in keeping the submarine crew from bringing its
own AA guns into action. He contrasted this with the normal
forward-firing aircraft, that might make one pass at the submarine, then lose precious minutes in positioning for anbther. 5
Nothing came of the proposal.

(U) MacDonald wrote on 2 lVlay 1945 to the Research and
Development Service Sub-Office at Dover Army Air Base, Dover,
Del., suggesting a transverse-firing T-59 Superbazooka be
installed in a liaison-type aircraft. He visualized that a plane so
armed, flying a pylon turn, could pin down enemy soldiers in their
foxholes and strike tanks effectively. World War II was waning,

however, and the proposal died.6

(U) Sixteen years 1ater, however, with President John F.

Kennedyts new administration emphasizing counterinsurgency operations, MacDonald resurrected his old ideas. On 14 September 1961,
(then an Air l-orce lieutenant colonel) he submitted a recommendation'

'MacDonald earned an engineering degree and ROTC commission at lowa State University. A born mechanic and tinkerer' MacDonald built and flew gliders, and raced cars and airplanes in good
barn-storming fashion. On active duty with the Army he became
expert in antiaircraft (AA) 6psrations and suggested weapon improvements. A prolific inventor, he produced the caltrop (an airdroppable
device for puncturing tires), an AA machinegun sight' a smoke-trail
rocket, and a rocket thrust-termination device. His inventions earned
him two Legions of Merit. A retired Air Force colonel, he works at
the Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin AFB, Fla.
.J:
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ttTransverse Firing of Rockets and Guns, " to a Tactical Air
Command (TAC) panel on limited war problerns' To his way of
thinking, Iateral firing could offer some real benefits to spotter
and liaison aircraft. 7 In a follow-up submission to the panel on 19
September 1961 he declared: "By flying a banked circle, the airplane can keep the gun pointed continuously at a target, and by
flying along with one wing low, Iimited longitudinal strafing can be
would
done without worrying about pullout. " His proposed project
t'
an
cost
problems,
ballistic
and
"investigate launch, fire control,
hours
of
100
and
take
estimated $100,000, last about 6 months,
test time on a liaison-type aircraft using the Eglin AFB land and
water ranges. B Bnt again the MacDonald proposal failed to arouse

a

a

response.

(u) During a Reserve active duty tour in late 1961 at Eglin
AFB, Ralph Flexman first met Gilmour MacDonald. From the
latter he learned of MacDonald's proposal to the TAC Limited War
committee and of the flying missionaryts feats.9 Back at BeIl
Aerosystems, Flexman mulled over the pylon-turn/lateral-firing
concept and introduced it at a Be1I brainstorming session in late
1962. 10 This led to his letter to Dr. Eckstrand (page 3).

(u) Flexman had concluded by 16 April 1963 that lateral
firing from a pylon furn was definitely feasible. He reported to his
Air Force professional colleagues the conceptrs advantages in limited
war operations. Aircraft often lost guerrilla-war targets between
first sighting and the time of the second pass.x In contrast, an
aircraft rolling immediately into a pylon tunl could sweep a target
with instant effective fire from a fixed aiming point. Flexman
further foresaw that lateral fire from a low-flying slow-speed aircraft could provide wider coverage, a high angle of fire, and a
capability for pinning down enemy troops.
(U) Nevertheless, the concept contained three major questionable areas: ballistics of the projectiles as they were fired and
their dispersion, ability of the pilot to aim his lateral weapon and
hold the target, and the reaction time necessary to change from
straight-and-level flight to an on-pylon turn.
-''Flexman

wea

called this the mismatch between the visual
pon-delivery envelopes.
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Flexman suggested to Capt. John C. Simonso that a test program
examine these points and at the same time demonstrate the
validity of the concept.ll

(U) Captain Simons had known Ralph Flexman for several

years as a result of their mufual interest in aeronautically
related human factors research. Flexman had sent him a copy
of the 1962 letter containing the idea of a pylon-turning sidefiring gunship. + Additionally, Simons was familiar with the South
American missionaryrs long-rope delivery techniques while flying
a pylon furn.12 Simons carefully weighed the informal proposal
for testing* T discussed it with Flexman by phone, and became an
advocate. rr He strongly supported the concept, viewing it as
opening up a profitable new research area, and would "bet anyone
a case of beer it will be much larger than rlateral firingt as its
only use.ttl4
*Captain (now Colonel) Simons was then a research psychologist
and pilot at the 6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Simons, a native of Buffalo, graduated
from the University of Buffalo and earned an M. A. in psychology
from Hofstra College. Entering the service'in 1943, he served as
a combat pilot in World War II (Italy), the Korean War, and Vietnamese War. His decorations include: Distinguished Flying Cross (1967)
for landing his enemy-damaged B-26K aircraft while wounded; Legion of
Merit (1966) for initiating the Air Force zero-gravity program using a
large-cabin aircraft as a weightless facility; Legion of Merit (1969) for
gunship development efforts; first annual Alexander C. Williams, Jr.
Award of the Human Factors Society of America (19?0) for ttDesign
of a major man-machine system"--side-firing gunships. More
recently Simons promoted and improved long-line loiter techniques,
a USAF follow-on to flying missionary practices and Flexmanrs
ideas. [See Lt Col John C. Simons and B. C. Dixon, Long!!ry Loiter:
Improvement of Some Free-Fall and Circling-Line T"chtiqrres,
Technical Report ASD-TR-69-95 (U) (Aeronautical Systems Division,
AFSC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, September 1969), I. l
*Fl"*-"n
wrote on the copy: ttJohn, I hope this will be of
some use to you. Itd be glad to discuss any aspect of it in more
detail with you. I might suggest yourd be a good man to participate
in such a field study. "
*Captain Simons was a fan of Cecil Scott Foresterrs tales of the
sea, and Flexmanrs lateral-firing concept brought to mind a broadside from a warship.
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1963 Captain Simons forwarded Flexmanrs
tentative test proposal to several offices of the Aerospace

(U) On 26 April

Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL) and wright-Patterson AFB
offi'ces interested in limited war and counterinsurgency development.15 Replies to this referral for comment and support'
however, did not reflect CaPtain
Simonsr complete confidence in
the concept. An B May 1963
response' for instance, named
general areas needing investigation (reminiscent of Flexmanrs
concerns): "what is the dispersion due to sighting wander?
Under what conditions can a
pilot sight a 'pop uP' target
and convert to an ron Pylont
attack against the target ? "
Again, would the lateral gun
firing be an "operational usefu1 technique" and would a
gunner-operated waist gun have
advantages over a Pilot-aimed
one? There was the suggestion some of the questions
might be answered by using
!ErG|t.
cameras rather than actual
;i
gunfire and by consulting on
ballistic matters with Eg1in
Lt. CoI. John C. Simons
AFB units.16
.'t.,rrrr:

(u) Meantimer ofie of captain simonsr supervisors referred
the concept to two different Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD)
review boards of weapon and ballistics experts. Both boards
evaluated the idea, raised serious doubts about the ballistics
associated with side-fired weapons' tkren rejected the concept as
technically unsound. This was in marked contrast to Flexmanrs
position when he wrote Simons on 16 April 1963, commenting on
questions involving the ballistics of laterally fired weapons. He
the published work of Dr. W. H. T. Loh, Associate Chief
"it"O
Engineer of Bell Aerosystems. Dr. Loh had developed equations
that could be computer-programmed to define the trajectory of
weapons fired from aircraft in an on-pylon turn. Flexman
estimated that for about $200,000 a computer study would verify
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the conceptts feasibility, provided the weapons-_used were of high
rn:uzzle velocity such as . 30-caliber or above.IT

(u) captain simons firmly believed only an actual firing
test would clear away all concern with ballistic problems. So in
May 1963, he proposed to sidestep local flight-support requirements and request the United States Army Laboratory, Ft. Rucker,
Ala. , to determine the dispersal patterns of the side-firing guns.
This effort collapsed, however, when supervisors told him he
"should not get involved with the weapons aspect. "18 Even though
success of the concept might hinge on live-firing test results, they
considered dabbling in weapon trajectories as Stretching a research
psychologistts duties a bit too far.
(U) Neverthelesg, Captain Simons persisted in his search for
support. An important factor was the encouragement of his immediate
idea
supervisor, Dr. Julian Christensen, who did not want to see the
for
Deputy
the
die without a test.lg On 20 May 1963 Simons submitted to
Engineering, ASD, a "Reque"i tor Support of Limited War Study. "
It proposed a 9-month sfudy: 6 months to check dispersal
patterns by sightings from an unarmed aircraft in an on-pylon
maneuver; 2 months for testing a weapon mounted in a T'28 aircraft; and I month of operational analysis to weigh such factors
as vulnerability, time-over-target (TOT)' and ultimate design.
Some of the groundwork for this request grew out of Simonsl
discussions with two interested pilots of the ASD office, Captains
J. D. Boren and J. A. Birt. Already the proposed air-to-ground
t'20
firing study bore the tentative 1.ri"f..r"-", 'iPto3""t Tailchaser.
(U) Meanwhile, Captain Simons Ciligently pursued test
arrangements. In June he prepared a flight-test plan for his
branch to establish skilI and display requirements and to develop
sighting techniques. Rejection of the concept by the ASD review
boards had seemingly blocked support from the flight-test section'
Simons therefore sought permission to fly some of the sighting
tests in conjunction with other projects. One of his superiors
gave him under-the-table approval for a few test flights' "
(U) Later that same month, Simons flew a T-28 at WrightPatterson AFB, accompanied by test pil"ot Capt. Harley Johnson.
He executed the pylon furn and visually tracked a target from the
left cockpit window. A grease-penciled horizontal line on the
glass served as a rudimentary sight. Target-tracking continued
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lateral distance, airspeed (f10-220
knots), altitude (500-3,000 feet), and pitch angle. On a second
T-28 flight that took off after dusk, simons found that by turning up the cockpit lights tr.e could track a light on ttre ground
with his makeshift sight.'z

for

10 minutes under varying

(U) Both these flights added convincing evidence that an aircraft could track line, point, and area targets while in a pylon
turn. A prime case in point was captain Simonst holding a tr.rck
in the sight as the vehicle drove from a route parallel to the
aircraft to one at right angles--a portent of the tracking that was
to make the gunship justly famous. simons observed that onpylon tracking in low-speed aircraft was free of the "yaw rigidity
and changing control forces" that often degrade the performance
of high-speed planes. He marveled at the pylon tupnrs simplicity
and the ease with which a target could be acquired and held in
the sight.

23

(U) Near the end of June, Simons and Captain Boren flew
a C-131 for 3 hours to check lateral-sighting techniques in a cargo
aircraft. F1ying low over southern Ohio' the pilot banked the aircraft about 10o and with rudder control follorryed a road, keeping it
in view with the single horizontal line on the left-side cockpit
window. Tracking this continuous target proved easy both from
the standpoint of flying and sighting. Next the pilot singled out
si1os, barns, moving horses, and even fighting geese as point
targets. The aircraft rolled into a pylon turn around the object
selected. Finally, he changed the hotizontal line on the window
to a vertical one. This did not affect ease of tracking but
precise sighting along a line was ]ost. From this flight Simons
concluded that cargo aircraft could acquire and keep targets in
the sight during a pylon turn, ,and saturate them with assumed
ballistic dispersion patterns. z*
(u) The first T-28 test flight had convinced captain simons
the conceptrs ballistic problems could be overcome. A ballistic
expert agreed they might be ironed out provided there was a
fixed-mounted gun.25 Advocating ever more strongly the air-toground study, Simons started to improve the gunship apparatus'
working from simonsr suggestions, ssgt. Estell P. Bunch, also
of the AURI, prepared the plans and supervised the fabrication
26
of a holder into which gunsight reticles could be inserted.
Reticle designs included a horizontal line, a vertical line' concentric circles, a cross, and combinations of these' 27
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(U) Plans to verify sight and gun alignments followed. In
June 1963 one of the C-131Bts at Wright-Patterson was fitted
witl. a new sight, mounted at the pilotts left cockpit window.
The sightts optical axis was perpendicular to the aircraftfs
flightpath. Next three s;rnchronized cameras were installed. One
16-mm motion-picture camera was positioned to record the sight
alignment. Another, in the cargo compartment back of the wing,
aimed through a window where a gun might be positioned. A
third camera was placed to photograph the special flight instrument panel in the cargo compartment. The panel showed altitude,
airspeed, turn and bank, and attifude factors--a light came on
when the pilot pressed the trigger button. From this test equipment simons hoped to obtain enough data to plot pilot eruor
involving altifude, line-of-sight distance' wind, indicated airspeed
(IAS), and to secure realistic inputs for computing the firing geometry. 28 Later, a second version of a camera installation was
prepared including one camera to record the pilotrs sight alignment and three cameras to represent guns. This concept was
presented to the ASD flight test organization (luaior Gough project
pilot) but wgs delayed indefinitely because of lack of priority.
CATNERA INSTATTAIIO}I
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(U) ta July 1963 Captain Simons gave his supervisor a
progress repon on test flights and preparation of test equipment.
u" trignrighted his success in tracking various targets and urged
that the next step be turnover of the c-131 to ASD cargo fLighttest personnel. suggested test equipment was installed in this
aircraft. Flexman believed two flights should supply ample data
to adequately analyze the essential firing functions before actual
firing tests.- Looking to the fufure, he foresaw ASD research
into minimum and maximum tumbling characteristics of ammunition fired from the waist gun, the prospect of using the onpylon technique for pickup and delivery, and possible use of a
laser beam to designate targets, or side-looking infrared equipment to acquire nigfrt targeti during the pylon turn' 29 That
these three areas had significant development later establishes

a

Simons as farsighted indeed.

(U) As a "fa1lout" from the Simons proposal of 20 May 1963
(page ?), a meeting was held on 1 Ju1y. Attending were captain
Sitt.otts, Lt. Col. James L. Hight and Captains Birt and Boren-the latter three from ASDts Directorate of Crew Subsystems
Engineering.^^on 3 July this group officially supported testing of
ths concept. sU By August Captain Simons had the part-time
services of Captains Birt and Boren to help set up sightingdefinition flights. On 28 October a new flight-test plan' ASNM
63-1, changed Project Tailchaser from a lateral-firing to a
lateral-sighting project because of resistance to the firing phase.
The plan prescribed use of a C-131 and later a T-28 in flights
from Wright-Patterson AFB, possibly Ft. Rucker, Ala' ' and
Eglin AFB. Captain Boren became project m&rlEt$€fr with Captains
Birt and Simons and Staff Sergeant Bunch designated engineers.
Capt. Edwin J. Hatzenbuehler was named project pilot' il
(u) The plan projected 300 testing hours spread over I year.
It allotted 2 weeks for installing test apparatus, followed by 25
flying hours in a C-131 to select targets, check out equipment'
and develop pilot techniques. A second phase specified that flighttest pilots validate experimental designs and techniques.. The
final phase stipulatea that a C-131 evaluate designs by "tactieal"
pilot subjects. After analysis of these c-131 flights, a T-28 would
ny patiern similar to the initial flight tests but keep adaptation
to a" particular counterinsurgency aircraft in mind. F}ight tests
were expected to include simulated firing passes at point, line' or
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area targets, and at varying altitudes and airspeeds. A11 tests
were to be recorded on film.32 At last it appeared a firm test
plan was ready.

(U) Heartened by the latest flight-test plan, Captain Simons
reported to Ralph Flexman on 13 November that all test equipment
had been installed in the C-131B aircraft and checked out. The
first flight was set for 15 November but Simons cautioned that
problems persisted--chief among them a need for funds to sustain
a complete flight-test program.33
(U) Crablike progress ensued and the C-1318 camera test
equipment stood idle. The part-time officers, Captains Birt and
Boren, were recalled by their units for higher-priority duties.
Project Tailchaser was virtually at the bottom of the tist of
prioritics and was likely to stay there, in view of the increased

attention given Vietnam-related counterinsurgency developments.
Test flights were hard to aruange. In ? months the C-131B made
just two flights and these were preliminary procedure checkouts. 34
Not a single actual or camera-verified firing test had taken place.
People remained skeptical of the whole concept. Frustrations
mounted with the seemingly endless delays.

(U) With undimmed enthusiasm Captain Simons, Staff Sergeant
Bunch, and other pioneers of the conceptts early testing, remained
convinced of Tailchaserrs potential. On 10 February 1964 they
were cheered by news from Captains Boren and Birt of a flight set
for the near future, "hopefully in February.rr Technicians reinstalled the cameras (they had been removed from the c-1318) and'
boresighted them like guns. + Test pilots scanned aerial photos of
ohiots Clinton Country seeking test targets. But over this activity
loomed the priorities problem--a roadblock to the tests. At one
point ASD returned the sighting-project files to the AMRL, commenting the project deserved total attention of several people whom
it could not provide and admitting "limited surveillance and
informal management of the projecttt had fostered delays.35 Again
the planned flights failed to take place.
'iA boresight tine is an optical reference line used in harmo"
nizing guns, rockets, or other weapon launchers.
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(U)Finallyafewflightsweremadeinthesummerof1964.

By this time, however, the press of his other duties forced
He picked
captain simons to give up his gunship responsibilities'
in the
lst Lt. Edwin Sasaki, a fellow AMRi ""s""tcher interested
on the
project, to act in his stead as human performance engineer
Captainpilot,
project
lateral-firing team.36 In addition, the
he in
Hatzenbuehler, was replaced by Maj' Richard M' Gough and
Simons
turn by Capt. Ronald W. Terry' Despite these changes'
kept up his interest in Project Tailchaserts develTT-lit'r^::t?1ating fn.t tt" conceptrs acceptance hinged on live-firing tests. "

(u) The appearance of captain Ronald w. Terry'''as a
project pilot p"orrla a propitious development' His personality and
projected a subtle btenbing of tact and tenacity, self-confidence

openness, intelligence and common sefls€r and, most significant
s-alesfor the progress of the gunship, an uncommonly convincing
manship. Also, his past mental conditioning made himofkeenly
1963 he
receptive to the gunshiprs possibilities' In the spring
in
(AFSC)
team
had served on .n" eir For." systems command
and
fi61d
south vietnam. Its job was to assess problems in the
overall goal
suggest hardware developments to deal with ttrem--the
Asia
being a 5-year development program to satisfy Southeast
visiting
weeks'
6
requirements. The team probe- for almost
and- advised
bases and talking with the men who worked alongside ofknowledge
the South Vietnairese. 38 Combined with this firsthand
it was to
was Terryrs fighter pilot experience' He knew how hard
tight
in
and
place ordnance on ? iarget in bad weather, at night,
lactical situations. 39

vinton, va., captain (now colonel) Terry and
cadet'
enlisted in the Air Force in 1952' became an aviation
4 years he
For
received his commission and wings in May 1954'
received
he
1961
flew F-86's with TAC at Clovis Lpg, N. M. In then
participated in
a B. s. in management from Indiana university,an AFSC
team that
a nuclear test s*eries. In 1963 he was part of
are:
studied limited war in Vietnam. Amon$ his decorations
test
II
combat
Legion of Merit (1968) for leadership ott ttt" Gunship
and
Cross
and evaluation team (Sep-Dec 196?); Distinguished Flying
Air Medal for aerial combat missions southeast Asia.

%of
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Lt. CoI. Rona1d W. TerrY
(U) Captain Terry first came across Project Tailchaser
at ASD'
while pemsing the files in Flight Test Operations
Obviously,theprojecthadbeendormantforsometime'Yetas
the idea for
he read, Terry was intrigued by the potential of
developmentanduseinVietnam.Disregardingtheballistic
he obtained permisskeptics who branded the concept unworkable' project' Terry's
sion to work on Tailchaser' Immersed in the
interestheightenedandhegainedapprovalatseveralpointsto
a scena:l." ,:: t
evaluate the idea further. l.inaily,'ie drafted
system--mainly
tactical operation employing a side-firing weapon
this system as perin defense of hamlets and forts' He viewed
role--prepared
forming a policeman-on-the-corner or prowl-car
foranythingandabletorespondanywhereatmostanytime.ASD|s
LimitedWarofficewarmlywelcomedthescenarioandpromised
This achievement, together with Terrvrs first
;:;;"r-i..Zb
C.l3lfliehtwherehepracticedlateral-firingtechniques,fueledhis
+i^^ n" became primarily responsible for restoring
;;;;";;5;
momentum to the gunshiP idea'
+An
drir-ing a
outline Plan of the actions to be undertakenprepared
a
simons originallv
;-;"-;;;"orr"..
qvcte
+Lo svstem-the
^^
^f
of
describing the advanlages
il;il";"; ;;;;";""nario
--r ^.^ l ^.l
"ro.r,
extended
search time,- amount of ordnance,
;r";:''.T;;;";,
:+^ J;ooArnn--r
same sensor-gun orientation--and its disadvant*"'it-",";"
obtained this
tages--vulnerability, slow enroute time' Terry
pilot'
scenario when he took over as Tailchaser
. -i
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(u) In August 1964 the ASD Limited War Office and Flight

Test operations, together with the AMRL' took a significant
step in the testing of the lateral-sighting study. An amendment
to the flight-test plan specified that one or two small-caliber guns,
remotely hred by the pilot, be installed in the cargo doorway of a
C-131 (SS-8ZO) "to determine the feasibility of firing guns with the
lateral sighting system. " Eglin AFB would help install the guns
and conduct the ground tests, firing blanks to determine if the
mounts could stand the recoil. The amendment also prescribed
preflight boresighting and safety precautions.42 Groundwork had
been laid for the long-awaited firing test.

(u) The c-131 was flown to Eglin AFB to become the test
".
bedt'for the firing. A relatively new weapon was selected and
installed on the left side of the aircraftts cargo compartment'
The General Electric (GE) SUU-IIA, ?.62-mm gun pod (Gatling gun)
could fire 6,000 rounds-per-minute. *43 Staff Sergeant Bunch, who
worked on fabricating the sight and other test equipment, played a
key part in mounting ttre Gatling g'an.44
T

(U) Ttre first' live-firing tests occurred in late summer. The pilot flew the C-131 with line-of-sight (LOS) distance to the
target varying from l, ?50-9,000 feet. Altitudes ranged from
500-3,000 feet and airspeed, 115-250 knots. On Eglin's water range
a l-second firing burst scored 25 hits on a minimum }O-foot-square
raft and ?5 hits on a maximum 5o-foot-square one.45 A testing
phase on the land range saw 25 manikins scattered in different
positions over three-quarters of an acre. A 3-second firing run on
engine is tested out.
+By coincidence the Air Proving Ground Center (APGC) at
Eglin naa 1l Gatling guns on hand when the c-131 aruived. A May
19-62 operational support requirement had authorized the weaponrs
development for use on counterinsurgency aircraft. GEts missile
and armament department at Burlington, vf., produced the Gatling
gun and APGC tested the first model from 19 November 1963 t'o 25
J"nr".y 1964. In May 1964 the first four protot;rpe gun pods
arrived at Eglin for inflight evaluation.
*ASD's Limited War office and Flight Test operations, the
AMRL, along with the APGC and 1st combat Application Group at
Eglin participated in these tests.

'i:{ stand at which

some mechanism
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this area target hit 19 manikins with 10 of them considered "ki1led. "46
The test results exceeded expectation". T As Captain Simons had

long predicted, they adequately confirmed the conceptrs feasibility
and convinced many of the skeptics that this was ihdeed a worthwhile
weapon system. At this point ASD assumed management of the
program.

(U) The C-131 test results aroused the interest of lst Combat
Application Group'kpersonnel. They asked Captain Teruy, Staff
Sergeant Bunch, and other Tailchaser crewmembers if a gun kitr
in side-firing mode could be built into other aircraft. Specifically,
they wanted to modify a C-47 or C-123, since USAF Special Forces
units in South Vietnam were using these aircraft.48 Captain Terry
jumped at this opportunity--in short order three SUU-IIA Gatling
guns (miniguns) were installed in a C-47 cargo compartment.49 The
C'47 side-firing tests in September 1964 repeated the successes of
the C-131 tests.

SUU-IIA Gatling Guns (miniguns)

'An organization at Eglin active in testing and adapting equipment and tactics for counterinsurgency operations.
+A gu.t kit included wiringr gun, pilotts sight, and other equipment needed to convert a cargo aircraft to a weapon system.
UNCLASSIFIEO
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(U) The Air Force carefully weighed the combat advantages
and disadvantages of this C-47 with lateratly-firing guns. The
aircraft was available as were the crews to fly it. The plane
could carry a large volume of ammunition and flares and could
be used for cargo, troop, and reconnaissance missions. It
possessed 2-engine safety, long alert capability, lengthy timeover-target, and capability to loiter for flaredropping. Inflight the crew could select ordnance; choose varied weapon
dispersion patterns; arm, disarm, maintain, and repair weapons;
and carry out immediate bomb damage assessment (BDA). ''' Some
of these things any slow-mover could do, others only could be
done in large cabin aircraft.50 Admittedly one major disadvantage
did exist--the C-4?rs vulnerabitity to ground fire and aerial intercept. Critics swiftly seized upon this weakness and argued that it
was formidable enough to cancel out all the aircraft's advantages
and nullify its usefulness.
(U) Captain Teruy was articulate in pointing up the advantages
of the side-armed C-4? in a Vietnam-like setting. He considered
the Gooney Bird a Johnny-on-the-spot that could cover a hamlet
with continuous fire, holding off the enemy until arrival of
additional air or ground support. Terry knew his fighter operations and pictured the serious problem of precise ordnance delivery
in tight situations involving rugged terrain, bad weather, night
flying, hard-to-detect targets, and exact location of friendly forces.
The fighter pilot relied mainly on a forward air controller (FAC)
for target acquisition and location of friendly forces. Once on his
own' the pilot faced a sea of green jungle that often thwarted his
efforts to acquire or reacquire targets. Dr
(U) On the other hand, thd C-47 could fly over the terrain
and spot friendly forces and the probable location of the enemy.
Then, after acquiring and locking on a target in a pylon turn it
could deliver continuous fire with a near-surgical precision of
artillery. If the first bursts missed the target, instructions quickly
furnished by an observer on the ground or in the aircraft put the
fire on the mark. Moreover, the accuracy of the side-firing miniguns allowed wider discretion in attacking within basically friendly
*This term encompasses the determination of the effect of all
air attacks on targets (e. g. , bombs, rockets, or strafe); also
referred to as "battle damage assessment. "
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territory. In contrast, use of napalm, bombs, and rrcckets could-and did--break up attacks on hamlets but -ight require an aid
program later to rebuild these same vitlages.52 As to the C-4?rs
rmlnerability, Captain Terry felt the aircraft could be effective
flying above the range of small-arms fire expected in South Vietnam.
Certainly it should be less vulnerable than the helicopters already
being used extensively as gunships. Arguments on the gunship went
on in a similar vein at various Air Force comrnand levels.
(U) Captain Teruy kept talking to different people about the
potential of the modified C-47 and briefings moved steadily up the
command chain. These efforts culminated with a presentation on
2 November 1964 by Captain Terry and Lieuterlant Sasaki to Gen.
Curtis E, LeMay, Air Force Chief of Staff, ano other Air Staff
members. General LeMay reacted favorably and directed that a
team go to Vietnam, modify a C-47 and test it in combat' ** Six
SUU-IIA miniguns were also to be installed in aircraft there. Staff
Sergeant Bunchrs projected assignment to fyrkey was deferred while
The administrative
he prepared another gunsight for the test. "
machine moved to high gear to support the oversea comba,t test.
(S) At this time American concern over Vietnam mounted' as
South Vietnamese ability to repel Vietcong and North Vietnamese
attacks appeared to be deteriorating rapidly. By the spring of 1964
the initiative had passed to the Communists;200 of 2'500 villages
lay in enemy hands, and "incidents" surged to 1, BO0 per month.
South Vietnamese forces faced serious recruiting problems. Troop
morale was low, losses of weapons and desertions were high.
*L.t"r General LeMay spoke of gunships with less favor: "Itts
not a very good platform and you canrt carry the load. You dontt
have the range, staying capacity, or anything else. Theytre too
vulnerable both on the ground and in the air. " Despite these sentiments the General was the one who first committed the Air Force
to the aircraft. [Intvw (U), Dr. Thomas G. Belden' Chief Historian'
Of c/AF Hist, with Gen. Curtis E. LeMay, 29 Mat 72.1
*Besides Captain Terry, Lieutenant Sasaki, and Staff Sergeant
Bunch, the team included TSgt. Thomas E. Ritter fAerospace Studies
Institute (ASD)], Capt. Peter E. Carnevale (ASD)' 2d Lt'. Ralph D'
Kimberlin (APGC), ard A3C A11en W. Sims (APGC).
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Increased Vietcong activity in the Mekong River Delta area climaxed
with a major defeat of the South Vietnamese in July 1964. In August
came the Tonkin GuIf incident and attacks on U. S. facilities' which
deepened American concern and involvement. On the night of
31 October/1 November the Vietcong attacked Bien Hoa AB, inflicted
serious damage, and cast serious doubt on airbase security. Seven
U. S. and 3 Vfqen aircraft were destroyed, 16 U. S. and 2 VNAF
aircraft, damaged. In addition, the political turmoil in Saigon
g""*.54 Thesi events generated a need for greater U. S. aid and
iir po*"t if the country was to be saved. In beefing up Vietnam
units, the Air Force ea_gerly sought new ways to bolster counterinsurgency operations. cc

(s) The Air staff prepared the way for the c-47 combat tests
by telling the Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Forces (CINCPACAII)
of the side-firing aircraftrs advantages. The plane could loiter
firing patterns, correct malfunctions inflight'
around targets,
"ha.tgu
quantities
of ordnance accurately on the target.
and deliver great
White best fitted Jor night and counterinsurgency operations, its
great slant range'o might enable it to strike targets on steeg
mountain slopes or in other previcusly inaccessible spots.""
(S) Word of the tests spread. CINCPACAF notified both the
Commander in Chief, Pacific Command (CINCPAC) and the Commander, united states Military Assistance command, vietnam
(COMUSMACV). The latter requested the program be expedited'
estimating an effective test and evaluation should take from 60 to 90
davs.57 bn 12 November 1964 Lt. Gen. James Ferguson, Air Force
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research and Development, wrote to Maj'
Gen. Joseph H. Moore, Jr., 2d Air Division commander in Vietnam. He asked General Moore to personally evaluate the system,
chiefly from the standpoint of its value on night missions. He
added that tests at Eglin had shown it "highly effective against
troops in wooded terrain, " and stressed that the upcoming C-47
test and ?. 62-mm mirrigun evaluation reflected the swing of research and development (R&'D) application to counterinsurgency
requirements.5B

testing decision posed a dilemma to the Air Staff,
for it had begun ro oppose unrestricted evaluation of equipment in
South Vietnam. The opposition sprang mainly from a feeling that

(s)

T?re

f-sight distance between two points not

at the same elevation.
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the U. S. Army had used such tests to support its case on service roles and missions. Nevertheless, the gunship needed some
kind of combat trial to prove its validity. The Air Staff therefore
steered a middle course by considering the gunship a "unique" R&D .,",
item to be closely controlled as to roles and missions controversies?Y
It told MACV that interest in the gunship test was primarily on
"operational use of this equipment in RVN [Republic of Vietnam]
rather than a test of the equipment. "60 Walking this fine line
between operational and hardware evaluation would not be easy.

(S) Meanwhile, Gen. Walter C. Sweeney, Jr., TAC Com-

mander, doubted that the gunship could survive the gunfire expected
in Vietnam and fulfill its mission. He flatly said, "This concept
will place a highly vulnerable aircraft in a battlefield environment
in which I believe the results will not compensate for the losses of
Air Force personnel and aircraft. " He further saw a successful
gunship test weakening the Air Force in its battle with the Army
over use of helicopters in offensive fire-support missions. Conceivably, it might encourage the Army to use transports in a
ground-support role. Whatts more, if the gunship was made a permanent weapon system, its use might be "disastrous in some future
conflict. " [H. seemingly had in mind a more conventional war such
as a NATOtSoviet conflict on the Great Plain of trurope. ] General
Sweeney could only conclude: "...we should continue to vigorously
oppose the offensive. . employment of all such highly vr;lnerable
aircraft. "61 His criticism presaged an enduring opposition among
many people in TAC. Significantly, TAC was the command charged
with employing the gunship !

(S) The Air Force Chief of Staff rejected the TAC Commander's position on gunships. Gen. John P. McConnell, Vice Chief
of Staff, explained the USAF position to General Sweeney. He pointed
out that the side-firing C-47 was to be evaluated for specific counterinsurgency missions, and it gave every appearance of being wellsuited for the Southeast Asian environment. He accented the gunshiprs anticipated role of defending hamlets and outposts under night
attack. Thus he indirectly fingered an alarming weakness in
tactical air, i. e., night operations capabilities and strike aircraft
responsiveness. There were too few strike aircraft for airborne
a1ert. Furthermore, those on ground alert could not react quickly
'''North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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enough to prevent the enemy from overmnning outposts and vi11ages.
At least the armed C-47 might be able to hold off the enemy until
strike aircraft arrived. General McConnell admitted the survivability problem of transport aircraft but deemed it most desirable
to test the concept in counterinsurgency situations. 62

(S) The test team

by Captain Terry arrived in South
Vietnam on 2 December 1964. Gun kits for modifying two C-47rs,
gunsightsr &rld ammunition arrived on 9 December.63 Bien Hoa
Air Base, near Saigon, became the staging base as it was the center
of C-47 operations. As personnel and equipment arrived, the whole
operation fe1I under the supervision of the Joint Research and Test
Activity (JRATA). +64 In quick orrler the team installed the gunsightnc
(a converted 16-mm camera reflex viewfinder with crosshair reticle),""
guns, and other ancillary equipment in C-47 rs made available. 66
The team had modified the first aircraft by 11 December, the second
by 15 December, but did not modify the third because two guns had
failed during early operation of the first aircraft. o ( A simple
reliable manually-operated flare dispenser for night tests was installed in the cargo-compartment door. These modified aircraft
were first known officially as FC-47rs due to their tactical role and
for want of a better designation. 68
headed

(U) Captain Terry set about introducing the gunship concept
to the C-47 crews assigned to the project from the lst Air Com-

mando Squadron.69 He especially stressed boresighting the miniguns because firing was anticipated near friendly troops. Rough
boresighting was done by depressing the guns about 10o and aiming
at a target some 2, 500 feet away. For inflight boresighting the
pilot flew a 20o bank at 2,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL)around a Mk-6 flare dropped in the sea. After making an approximate mil * setting in the gunsight he flew parallel to the direction
of the flarers smoke. While in the 20o bank he kept the gunsight

*In Febmary 1964 the JCS ordered all Vietnam research and
test agencies combined in one command. COMUSMACV therefore
established JRATA on 23 April 1964 consisting of representatives
from the U. S. Army, the Air Force, and OSD/Advanced Research
Project Agency (ARPA). The Commander, JRATA, advised
COMUSMACV on research development, testing, and evaluation.
*Thu average height of the surface of the sea for all stages of
the tide; used as a reference for elevation.
*A rnit is 1/6400 of 3600.
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47
Airmen load ammunition into an AC- J*0
pipper on the head of the smoke and fired a 3-second burst from
one gun--watching with the other observers the rounds kick up the
water. Next he executed upwind and downwind passes to negate
wind effect then adjusted the gunsight for windage. T0

(U) The pilot also made checks for proper elevation, using
the mil setting determined for one gun to adjust the other guns.
This setting was valid for only a single given slant range. An
altitude/ang1e-of-bank relationship had to be established for computing settings of other slant ranges. As a rule of thumb'
compensation for range was set at about 10 mils for each 500 feet
of altitude. In sum, these boresighting tests produced mil settings
accurate enough for tactical use. Above 2,500 feet, however'
observers could scarcely see the rounds hit the water unless weather
and sea conditions were excellent. The basic mil setting for each
aircraft was posted near the gunsight but most pilots had no trouble
remembering it under battle stress. Finally, to keep things simple
and insure firing accuracy, a decision was made to fly firing
passes at a constant altitude.71
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(U) Additionally, Captain Terry used these overwater flights
to teach the C-4? pilots how to acquire a target (tfre Vtt<-6 flare)
and ro11 in on it and fire. Approaching the target area the pilot
would position the FC-47 to keep the target off the left wing'
banking the instant it passed under the left-engine naceIle. This
dropped the left wing and permitted the gunsight pipper to pick up
the target. There followed just a few seconds of tracking before
the pilot fired a 3- to 5-second burst while in the pylon turn.
Most firing passes were rnade at 3,000 feet, a slant range.of 5'000
feet, and airspeed of about 120 knots. During the tracking/firing
pass, the copilot warned the pilot if he was exceeding any of these
established limits. If so, the pass would be discontinued at once.
The training progressed smoothly. After a few flights, the C-47
pilots mastered the proper angle of bank and other maneuvers
involved in attacking a target with a side-armed aircraft.T2
(U) The FC-47 carried a crew of seven USAF personnel plus
Vietnam
Air Force (VNAtr.) observer. The pilot (aircraft comone
mander) fired the guns while controlling the aircraft as the copilot
monitored instruments and coordinated crew activities. A flight
mechanic monitored operation of various aircraft systems. The
navigator checked the aircraftrs position, and in the target area
worked with the VNAF observer to verify target information and
establish liaison with ground forces. Two gunners were assigned to
pre-flight, load, and troubleshoot inflight operation of the miniguns .
A loadmaster armed and dropped flares from the rear cargo door.73
Additional observers frequently accompanied this normal crew complement during the test and evaluation period.
(S) The FC-47 flew the first of several day combat missions
on 15 December 1964.74 On this sortie Captain Terry and the crew
worked with a FAC, seeking targets of opportunity and trying to
become familiar with counterinsurgency operations and theater rules
of engagement.'l'75 The gunship fired accurately on enemy sampans'
buildings, trails, and suspected jungle staging areas. The afternoon
of 2l December, a FAC called on the FC-47 to attack a large
structure into which 14 Vietcong had reportedly run. Shortly after
the strike, friendly forces fougg the building 'rlooking like a sieve'r
and 2I bodies scattered about. ro

(S) The FC-4?'s first night mission on 23124 December went
equally we1l. While on airborne alert, the gunship was directed
'i'Directives delineating the circumstances and lineitations under
which U. S. forces will begin and/of continue combat engagement with
other forces.
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to go to Thanh Yend (west of can Tho in the Mekong River
Delta area), where the vi.etcong had the outpost under heavy attack.
Arriving at 2312, the FC-4? dropped 1? flares and expended 4, b00
rounds of 7. 62 ammunition. The outpost defenders reported the
Vietcong broke off their assault. Next the aircraft was diverted at
0020 to aid rrung Hung outpost 20 miles farther west. A VNAF c-47
had already dropped 70 flares over the area but the vietcong continued their onslaught. At 0040 the gunship started operations using
B flares and 4,500 rounds of ammunition. Trung Hung defenders
announced the Vietcong offensive ceased with the first burst of fire
from the skies. 77 This performance marked the FC-4T as a night
operator. As captain Teruy put it, saving forts or hamlets at night
"was the only thing we ever got to do. "?B
2237

(S) The sudden significance of the gunshiprs night role was easy
to understand. Since 1963, night attacks on south vietnam outposts
and hamlets had soared alarmingly. During the first half of 1g64
these assaults spotlighted the need for a much greater night air
effort. At stake was the entire RVN pacification program, as the
Vietcong under the cover of darkness assaulted and overran forts and
strategic hamlets in government-designated t'safe areas. " continued
enemy successes would lay bare the RVN's incapability to protect
these villages and outposts and effectively stifle its attempts to reestablish control over vast areas.79
(S) June 1963 saw a sharp upswing in USAF night flare and
strike-support missions. B0 By September C-123rs had joined VNAF
flareships on airborne alert. BI No longer did the mere dispensing of
flares from a C-47 or C-123 intimidate the enemy in night attacks.B2
Now the vietcong adopted more aggressive tactics. when the flareship (or attack aircraft) aruived, they stopped the attack only to
renew it when the plane left. After these softening-up forays, the
fort or village would be overrrr. 83 Small wonder the Air Force
hurried the gunship into night operations, putting it on airborne
alert to compensate for its slow reaction speed and to enlarge its
coverage. By 26 December 1964--11 days after its first combat
mission--the gunship had flown 7 training and 16 combat sorties,
expending I79,710 rounds and experiencing 33 malfunctions. 84

(C) Brig. Gen. John K. Boles, Jr., USA, Director of JRATA,
flew as observer on the gunship night mission of 28 December.
Captain Teruy piloted the FC-4? to Ngai Giao, a district capital 37
miles from Bien Hoa. The vietcong were attacking the town and its
fort. Arriving over the area at 2030, the aircraft found each corner
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of the sma1l triangular fort outlined with flarepots and designated
by a fire arrow. ''' The gunship dropped Mk-6 flares and swept the
embattled fortrs perimeter with gunfire. To prolong support
Captain Terry fired the guns singly. Over t hour and 21 mirute:,;
18 flares were dropped and 7,000 rounds fired--the miniguns {-t:.iig
reloaded once. 85 Vietcong tracer fire failed to hit the gunship.
General Boles noted: "At the end of the mission the personnel at
the post reported that due to the air support, the VC attack had , RA
been broken off and they were extremely grateful for this support.
As the aircraft departed Ngai Giao for its orbiting station over
Saigon, the crew reloaded the guns. At about 2230 the FC-47 was
directed to support another outpost, but the Vietcong ended the
assault before the aircraft could fire a shot. At 2400 this airborne
alert mission ended. It had demonstrated once more the qrrnshipts
unique capability in night operations.
(S) A stil1 more dramatic demonstration of gunship power unfolded on the night of B February 1965. The aircraft was sent to
the Bong Son area to help blunt a Vietcong offensive in the Vietnamese highlands. From 1850 to 2310 the miniguns blazed, pouring
20,500 rounds onto a hilltop where the enemy had dug in. This
strike killed about 300 Vietcong. *87
(C) Gunship techniques were essentially the same in day and
night operations with adjustments to accommodate flares. Few
targets, for example, required a lateral pass (flying parallel to a
target). Hence the pilot attacked in a pylon turn and returned to
"his most advantageous flare drop position in a minimum of time. "BB
Nonetheless, night operations did disclose problems. General Boles
highlighted one--dropped flares started fires in woods, rice stacks,
or houses. He cited the Ngai Giao support mission with six or eight
confusing fires started near flare markers on the col.ners of the
fort. This made it difficult for the gunship crew to find the fort as
operations progressed, and location might have become impossible

'oThe fire arrow could be made of many materials; metal gas
cans filled with gasoline-soaked sand were often used. Ignited, it
was easy to see at night. Hamlet defenders relayed to strike aircraft the enemyrs position with reference to the fire arrow.
+Operations of the gunsrrip test and evaluation stayed classified until the 4th Air Commando Squadron deployed to South Vietnam
c>n 22 November 1965. Nevertheless, an Associated Press
correspondent saw the FC-47 in January 1965 and reported some
infornration. [Hist (U), USAFSAWC, I Ju1-31 Dec 65, p 15. ]
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had one of the fortts corner flares burned out. General Boles suggested that TIARA'|' replace fLares for markl:ng enemy targets and
use of an airborne floodlight be considered. 89

(u) In response to General Bolesr suggestion, the Air Force
fix-mounted a large searchlight in the doorway of an unarmed c-47
and tested it. From the normal operating altitude of 3' 000 feet
above ground level (AGL), the searchlight's intensity was too weak
on the ground for easy target identification. with the c-47 simu-

lating the gunship, tests showed the searchlight when fixed-mounted
for leve1 flight lost effectiveness as the plane banked to fire' If
aligned with the gunsight, it likewise detected few targets. Seemingly'
system in a
the best answer would be to install an improved lighting
90
separate aircraft that would work with the gunship'

(U) As the Air Force sought an effective airborne lighting
system, the gunship relied on flares for illumination. The most
commonly used flare, the Mk-24 Mod 3, could illuminate an area
with 2-million candlepower for 3 minutes. The Mk-24 would not
complete air burnout if released below 2,500 feet AGL' Most
crews therefore dr.opped it at 3,000 feet AGL on a crosswind heading
upwind from the suspected target. After flaredrop the pilot held
the same heading for 15 seconds, meanwhile trying to avoid having
the gunship illuminated with its own flares and attracting ground fire'
This interval also gave the flares time to ignite and permitted the
pilot to survey the area before executing a pylon turn and acquiring
ihe target. An attack technique evolved whereby the pilot would dip
the 1efi wing, fire, Ievel out, dip the left wing again, fire, and
level out again. After two to four firings and 2Il2-3 minutes, the
pilot would have returned to the original flaredrop position. Then
by dropping more flares, constant illumination could be maintained
over the target area. At times the flares alone discouraged enemy
night attacks or halted those in progress.9l
(u) Two or three flights were usually required to check out
the pilot and other gunship crewmembers in combined flare and
firing operations. This presupposed, however, a crew experienced
-luminescent material which the Army
tested for possible use in bombs or mortar projectiles. when released in the air, TIARA glowed rather than flamed and gave off
1itt1e light. It worked poorly in humid and hot weather. For these
reasons the Army did not put TIARA in bombs or other projectiles.
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in day-firing and night flaredrops' The dive' bank' and climbingturn maneuver was quickly discarded as too complex andfarnotmore
needed. Its varying airspeed and angle of bank proved
and hampered target acquisidangerous at nigirt tttan tfr" pylon-turn
92
Most of these gunship test
tion and firing accuracy as wetl.
missions were flown over the flat Mekong River Delta area where
terrain problems were few.93
(U)Thegunshipfiredtracerammunitiononnightmissionsto

see where the minigun rounds were hitting' The gunrsrapid fire
appeared as tongues of flame spewing from the black sky accompanied
morale
by a distinctive sound. An impressive sight' it boosted the
It didntt
of fort and hamlet defenders but terrorized the enemy. the
Magic
"Puff
s1
take long for the FC-4? to earn the nicknames
Dragon"* and "dragonshiP. "

(C)IC-4Tmissions--particularlynightones--highlightedthe

comlanguage difficulties and equipment problems in air-to-ground fliring
precision
to
munication. Adequate communication was crucial

duringclosesupportofabesiegedpost.FewArnericanadvisor's

were in the -"rry forts and villages. Most contact was therefore
with vietnamese and the gunship carried a vietnam observer to what
facilitate conversations. The navigatorrs task was determining
supportthegroundpersonnelneeded.Toeliminateconfusionthis
observer"
sometimes involved a painstaking exchange of notes with the to the
attack
to
orders
on one night mission captain rerry received
what appeared
north of the fort under assault. In the flarelight he saw
He
requested
to be another fort north of the one being supported. south
he was'
the direction and was told it was to the
confirmation of
-a""eral
Boles considered the Ngai Giao mission of 28
; ;;;il:-d
"quite successful in that the communications worked fine
;;;;;"
by
and the man on the ground was able to speak and be understood
Nevertheless'
us and by our VietnJmess Air Force Officer aboard. "a common
the General noted that inadequate communication was
deficiency.

95

nickname's origin' Captain Tcrr'v- believt'd
of the Dragon'
it derived from a mix of 1964 being the chinese Yearof
fire from the
stories from captured enemy prisoners about tongues
gunship, and recollections of the fairy lsls' Puff th"-Eg!g I+lq<ln'
Others trace its origin to the childrs song' popular in late 19tj4'
regarding a magic dragon.
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(S)Additionally,thegunshiptestaccentedthedifficultyof
(BDA)'F--a problem cornmon to all
bomb damage
frequently
""""""iount
combat air operations in south vietnam. Ground teams
results
assess
and
found it too risky to penetrate enemy territory
removed
of a FC-4? attack. Furtherlrror€r the Vietcong carefully
no BDA capability
their casualties under cover of darkness' Having on
the ground who
man
the
to
of their own, the gunship crew turned
tape
aircraft's
the
had to report wtraihad happened. Playback on
ttmore,
more,
reCorder produced little more than "number one";
tfrirrg". "good shooting"; until that sure indicator of success
;;;
ilOf
g"-*"V nowrr ivas heard. Added to this was a trickle
"r,"-"y
to the test team via
of intelligence on io-u strikes that filtered BDA
detail' the gunship
American advisors. Despite this dearth of
General
attacks did keep forts and villages out of enemy hands.96the
combat
McConnell and other top Air Stitf members had followed
warmly
they
specifics'
test with intense interest. Even without the
in
greeted the FC-4?ts tactical success and foresaw its efficiency
outpost defense freeing fighters from some night commitments.9T
(S) 'Ihe SUU-l1A ?.62-mm gunpod (the minigun) was -" 5"y
close
component of the test gunship and its performance received on the
evaluation in combat operations. The fina\ evaluation report
January'
suu-llA was not puotished until February 1965. But init late
ample
had
Headquarters
Headquarters PA|AF notified Air Force
informationandcouldprojectthenumberofpodsneededforfuture
"easy to load'
operations. It said the tests had shown the pod
malfunction rate
maintain, and capable of quick turn-around' " Theextensive
special
was low and the maintenance personnel needed no
and
accuracy
of
training. PACAF concluded that "A high degree
reliability has been demonstrated, " making the minigu:
_eJJective
It "trequested
weapon for both day and night missions in Vietnam.*
98 The Air Staff had been
126 pods to equip up to 50 aircraft.
pressingforthissuu-uefigyrebecauseofanestablishedl-year
days later
lead time fo,. pro".rrement. 93 It notified PACAF a few
that procurement action was under w&fr with a "tn.-,? 3tt]t^",1
pods"tOO
authorization in Fiscal Year 1965 funds for the first 82
(S)TheAirForcetestteamtsfinalreportconsideredthe
minigunanexcellentweaponfortheside-firingaircraftbutnot
*Used generically. Obviously, the gunship did not carry bombs.
*L"t", experiment with the ?. 62-mm guns revealed they were
excellent against unprotected personnel but ineffective against
introops in bunkers or fortifications' The guns likewise proved
carrying
or
adequate against trucks--particularly those sandbagged
bags of rice.
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entirely trouble-free. At times the locking lug on the GAU-2/A g,rt'''
rotor service would break. This allowed the gun to overspeed because no provisions were incorporated to interrupt power when all
ammunition had been expended. Life of the gun was thereby
reduced. There was a further need for greater cooling of the gun.
The report recommended modifications to correct these deficiencies
and develop a more compact and accessible po6.101

(C) \trhile the combat tests failed to silence critics who deemed
the gunship vulnerable to ground fire, they did demonstrate the
FC-47ts capability to operate in South Vietnam at the 1965 counterinsurgency level. D:ring the missions the aircraft met with smallarms fire--mostly .30-caliber--but took few hits. Due to the gunship's orbiting altitude most of the rounds arrived nearly spent. In
one case a round penetrated the cabin, hit the navigator in the heel,
but caused no inju'ry.l0Z Such incidents were enough, however, to
generate recommendations for armor to protect the FC-47 during
close-range strike operations. The test teamrs report concluded
that the gunship could hit the majority of targets yet be relatively
invulnerable to ground 1i.s.103
(S) Commanders found it unnecessary to await completion of

the combat evaluation before charting the gunshiprs future course.
Interim test results so intrigued General Moore, 2d Air Division
Commander, that he asked for a squadron of FC-4?rs as quickly as
possible.104 On 23 February 1965 General Ferguson, then serving
as Commander, AFSC, strongly seconded the request to Headquarters
USAF. He noted that
. . . the

reports which have been received indicate spectacular
success in killing Viet Cong and in stopping attacks together
with concurent great psychological factor way out of proportion to effectiveness of other aircraft strike efforts and
ground force u11op1s. 105
''"'GAU-21A" referred to the 7.62-rnrn minigun that could fire
6' 000 rounds-per-minute with a rnts.zz\e velocity of 2, ?50 feet-persecond. The gun with accessories and mounting comprised the
SUU-llA pod. []n-Country and Out-Country E"ik" Operations tl Eouttt^gas.!
4{", 1 Jan 9!_ Q!_ng 69 (S), DCS/Ops, PACAF, Nov 1970, II, 51. I Capt.
Joseph Yarrish, 2d Air Division Avionics Officer, flew on L2 FC-47
missions and saw 1 gun barrel explode during firing. A ballistics cloth
shielded the gunners from injury. [End of Tour Report (S), Capt
Joseph Yaruish, 2d

Air Div, I Mar
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Ferguson urged prompt production of gunpods and planning for conversion of a better transport aircraft to a gunship. He called for
a "highest Air Force and DOD level" review, so that every possible
channel can be cut in producing this capability that is needed.106
On 2 March the Air Staff requested the PACAF Commanderts requirement for gunships, stressing the special significance of the as.sociated
minigun requirem"r-r1.107 Study on the type and e.xtent of the gunship
force had begun.

(S) The Air Force test teamrs report noted the FC-4?lgr size
kept it from realizing its fu1l potential in night strike operations'
For future gunships, the. report recommended an aircraft having
more cargo compartment space and greater payload.'i'IOB A PACAF
capabilities study of 12 March 1965 suggested the Air Force use the
C-131 (or its T-29 counterpart) as the gunship ainframe an-d that a
squadron of 16 aircraft be deployed to south vietnam. on 20 March

c-131
the PACAF commander proposed Headquarters usAF adopt thc^g-47'
109
for its advantages of speed and double-payload over the aging
After reviewing the test teamrs and PACAFis recommendations, the
Air Staff ordered a feasibility study on 20 April to weigh them
against the availability of aircra11.1i0 On 12 May the Air Staff111
No
decided to utilize the C-47 as the gunship for Southeast Asia'
serious questions were raised regarding the suggested size of the

gunship force.

(S) On lB June PACAF formally proposed a 16-p1ane h-C-47
squadron to Headquarters USAI-. Foreseeing difficultics in GAU-2/A
minigun production, the proposal specified four C-471s should be
modifierl with .30-caliber machineguns at once. The 12 minigunequipped aircraft were to fo11ow as soon as possible. When their
supply permitted, miniguns would replace the interim - 30-caliber
guns. Aircraft, aircrew, support personnel' and cquipmcnt were
to be provided in one package from outside PACAF. "Of tn*e 321)
personnel (?9 officers and 250 airmen) projectecl, about one-iburth
had to be in place for the first 4 gunships. upon Air, Staff
approval of this proposal, PACAF would seek GINCPAC and
COMUSMACV concurrence in the deployrnr:'-1.ll2 On 13 July 1965
Headquarters USA-F- directed the deployment of a gunship squadron
to South Vietnam, the rnove to be completed bv 9 Novemberl" 113

'kThe sum

of the weight of the passengers and cargo that an

aircraft can carry.
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(s) After the Air Force completed FC-47 combat testing
and the study of a future gunship force, many essential items had
fallen in place. operational tactics had been defined, problem
areas pinpointed, the need for the gunship capability established,

available airframes and equipment determineA (tLre minigun remaining a trouble spot), and the first gunship squadron ordered deployed'
A new weapon system moved into the usAF inventory.1l4

(u) In retrospect, several significant points of the gunshiprs
early history stand out. One thre"Jittg through the entire story of
grrrr"f,ip development is the part played by improvisation' Captain
simons first tested the concept in the o1d T-28 and later in the
c-131. Combat evaluation took place in the c-47, one of the oldest
planes in the Air Force. A camera viewfinder served as the gunThe miniguns' although new, just happened to be available
"igtt.
Eglin AFB where the gUnship tests were he1d. Assembling gunat
ship components was largely a matter of tapping local shop resources
and ingenuity. Improvisations seemed endless and contrasted
sharply with the long slow stages of engineering' test' and manufacturing required for most modern weapon systems' Likewise' the
gunship tactic of side-firing from the pylon turn synthesized old
aerial maneuvers and weaponry ideas. This make-do-with-what-yourve
got attitude gave the gunship system rare economy and availability
that would continue to spur its future evolution and sophisticated
development.

(u) A related salient factor was the tortuous path the sidefor a
firing concept traveled before being accepted as a valid basis
combat weapon. At seve;'al critical junctures the proposal almost
files'
died. It faced bureaucratic oblivion' burial in government
of
problems
rejection by ballistic experts, plus the usual delaying
an aircraft
time' manpower, and money. Some critics doubtedsome
believed the
and
combat
in
survive
employing the concept could
+ Only the dogged persistence of
idea violated Air Force doctrine.
key individuals enabled the concept to emerge from such a deadly
thicket.

'''Thirty-three missions were flown.
*General Sweeney, for example, said the concept was counter
to Air Force doctrine.
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(u) The rore of four imaginative ancr cr.termined men
was
outstanding. Most Air r.'orce devclopments invorve team effort
with credit for improvements and changes broadry shared. The
gunship was no exception. Nevertheress, in evaluating
the gunshipts origin, one is soon struck with the singular results
produced
by MacDonald' Flexman, Simons, and rerry. Each of these
men
focused on problems of counterinsurgency warfare. Each
the vietnam war with intense interest and saw new combatstudied

bhauenges. Each pushed the gunship concept to help meet counter
insurgency requirements after he discov.r"o th"t current Air
Force

aircraft, tactics, and weapons could not.

MacDonardrs

inventive
mind seized upon the o1d pylon turn, merged it with a laterally_
fired weapon, and introduced a new concept. l-rexman pursued and
transmitted the idea, stressing all the while its varue in the vietnam war. A pilot in three wars, simons recognized the
in placing munitions on targets with the preciseness calledproblems
guerrilla warfare. since the side-firing aircraft courd helpfor in
attain
this accuracy, Simons refused to let the idea die. on his southeast Asian trip in 1963, Terry learned firsthand
was needed
to deal with attacks of insurgents. He therefore what
fert the concepr
had to be tried- In the tenacious attack on the problems
at'hand,
each of the four men served in a distinctive yet overlapping
role.
''i.-,"1""*,
MacDonald can be tabbed the "originato", " Fr'u"-an
the
"
simons the "tester, " and rerry the "s"11.""'i Their
evolutionary
efforts combined to create what was probabry the most unique
weapon system employed in Southeast Asia__the gunship.

I
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II.

GUNSHIP

I

(AC-47)

(U) The selection of the C-47 as the first USAF gunship
put the new ?.62-mm minigun into one of Air Force's oldest
operational aircraft. In fact, it was not unusual for gunship crew
members to discover their aircraft had been built before they
were born. The first flight of the Douglas Aircraft DC-3--the
C-47 in military guise--took place on 18 December 1935, and only
a few years thereafter it became the most widely used transport
in the world. The armed forces ultimately received 10'123 production models, most of them during Wor}d War II. 1 Despite its
age and apparent obsolescence, the aircraftrs great versatility'
reliability, and all-round ruggedness kept it in use. These characteristics prompted the Air Force to rely heavily upon it during
the Korean war and to deploy it to Vietnam during the escalating
counterinsurgency warfare of 1961. 2
(U) The first USAF commitment of four C-47rs occurred
with the arrival of the Farm Gate detachment* in November 1961.
By this time the South Vietnamese already had two squadrons of
U. S. -supplied aircraft and were using therrl in a variety of roles.
Both USAF and South Vietnamese C-47's flew extensive airdrop'
medical evacuation, and transport-type missions. Graduallv they
moved into flareship operations in support of besieged hamlets
and forts. In late 1965 the deployment of the first squadron of
gunship-configured C-47 ts added stil1 another operational *
dimension. These armed C-4?ts began one more chapter in the
illustrious and seemingly endless history of the old Gooney Bird.

'oDetachment 2, 4400th Combat Crew Training Squadron,
Tactical Air Command.
+'Among
the articles on tkre C-47 ts employment in counterinsurgency sifuations are: Major George T. Deken, "Adaptable
rBirdsr for Counterinsurgenc/,rr I1!! Air W.arfare Center
9ulil$gll{,
Report, II (Sep 19?0); J. L. Cole, "An O1d Airplane in a New War, "
Hislorian, 18 (Summer, 19?1); Robert R. Rodwell, "A
-@
Flight International LXXXXI (Jan 196?);
Ntght *ith
Vietnam,
" The Airman, XI (Jun 1967); and Lt Col
"Vignettes from
-Au"osp"""
Ross E. Hamlin, "Side-Firing Weapon Systems: A New Application
of an Old Concept, " Air University Review, XXI (Jan-Feb 1970).
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(s) one FC-4? continued operations in vietnam after the
Air Force test team completed its work and returned to the
united states. This gunship was soon pressed into service to
counter a serious enemy threat to cut Vietnam in half through
the highlands. Gen. William c. westmoreland, commander'
MACV, ordered all-out air support for a large-scale troop deployment to block the enemy push. During this operation the

IlC-47 flew two interdiction strikes between 1850-2310 on the night
of B February 1965. It fired 20,500 rounds of ?.62-mm ammunition
and ground observers reported 100 vietcong killed by strikes. on
the afternoon of the Bth the Vietcong captured a sergeant of the
Army of the Republic of vietnam (ARVN). After the gunship
attacks, the sergeant escaped and told of helping carry away B0-90
enemy bodies of the 250 he believed had been killed. He cited the
confusion of enemy troops as to the source of the firepower.
Some thought they had been hit by a heavy ground attack, while
others thought it was a new gun of some kind. An impressed u. S.
Army advisor in the II Corps area requested the^3 FC-4? be permanently committed to support operations there'

+

7.62-mm Gun Pods
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(U) Other C-47 rs were available for possible gunship missions in various parts of Vietnam, but the limiting factor was the
shortage of guns, particularly replacement gun barrels. Captain
Terry felt interim weapons might be used and began scouting the
USAF inventory to see what might be available. At McClellan
AFI3, Calif., he founcl some old World War II .3O-caliber' machineguns about to be salvaged. A personal appeal to Gen. Mark E.
Bradley, Jr., Commander, Air tr'orce Logistics Command (AFLC),
resulted in all .30-caliber assets being allocated for the gunships.
Captain Terry and other members of an AF SC team designed a kit
using 10 of the .30-caliber guns. The team flew to Vietnam and by
June 1965 had modified four more C-47's with this interim arsenal.
The machine gun-equipped aircraft proved successful but the guns
wore out rapidly. Nonetheless, the 300 guns, extra barrels, and
spare parts kept the aircraft going until the arrival of the first
gunship squadron. +
Readying the GunshiP Squadron
(u) A number of steps, preliminary to a gunship squadron
deployment, began soon after the first F'C-47 ts cornbat success.
As previously noted, Headquarters USAF weighgd proposals for
utilizing other aircraft for the gunship role but elected to go with
ttre C-47, largely on the basis of its availability. Hence the Air
Staff directed AFLC in May 1965 to prepare a feasibility study on
installation of GAU-2lA guns''' in 2O C-47ts. Warner 116fins Air
Materiel Area (WRAMA) completed the study on 2 July 1965 and
submitted it to AFLC and Air Force Headquarters for review. "
The Air Staff then asked AFLC and AFSC to coordinate all plans
for the aircraft modifications as the gunship squadron moved closer
to reality.

(C) Headquarters AF'LC assigned modification number 1729'
'rlnstall GAU-2/A gun, " to the gunship program. WRAMA and
ASD worked together on the modification proposal and specified
'''Pre\rious miniguns in SUU-11 pods had problems with weight,
accessibility, and ammunition loading. The new General Electric
module with the GAU-2A gun would occupy less space than the
SUU-l1 pod and have 30 percent fewer parts. Its simpler feed
system was expected to extend the barrel life of the guns by about
one-third. [AFLC Historical Study 374, AI'LC Support of Forces
in Q.quthgas.!- Asia: qpg-gr"f Aircraft Proiects, 1965-1968 (S-NOI'ORN)
(Hq AFLC, Feb 19?1), p 38.l
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these items in each aircraft: three GAU-2A miniguns; a gunsight;
a ballistic cloth; associated racks, controls,
and wiring; com-''
Projected cost for modifymunication and navigation equipment.
ing 20 aircraft tctaled $4,288,975. This included the new General
Electric module, the GAU-2|A gun, and over $2 million for spare
items. 6

(C) Still another addition to the gunship equipment was a
flare launcher. Interest in a flare-launch capability for the gunsirip
had developed almost at the very beginning of the tests at Eglin.
The Special Air Warfare Center (SAWC) had asked Headquarters
USAF for such capability, and on 13 August 1965 the Air Staff
directed flare launchers be installed. WRAMA awarded a contract
to the Gary Corporation, San Antonio, Tex. , to manufacture the
launchers and install an actuator mechanism obtained from Nawy
excess. Although officials knew these actuators differed from those
used at Eglin, they were considered suitable. Tests showed, however, that the slightly faster firing time kicked rather than pushed
the flare. WRAMA and SAWC adjusted the actuator mechanisms
(called Pogo Sticks) to the original production model configuration.
The contractor then completed this further modification by the end
of November 1965. By mid-Apri1 1966 SAWC had cornpleted
extensive and successfuL tests of the flare launcher.
r

(C) During the early planning for the gunship program, the
Air Force decided to modify a total of 26 C-47 rs with a side-firing
capability. Sixteen gunships would be assigned to PACAF, 6 to
TAC for training p.urposes, and 4 would be used for command support and attrition. o The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the Secre*
tary of Defense approved the USAF gunship plans and on 13 July 1965

'''Communications and navigation equipment included: VHF
(very high frequency)/fnt (trequency modulation) radio with homing
adapter lthis equiprnent was key to close air support since it was
compatible with IJ. S. Army field communications equipment]; a
standard USAF VHF (very high frequency)/AiVl (amplitude modulation)
radio; an UHF (ultra high frequency) radio; an interphone system;
plus other equipment to provide VOR (very high frequency omnirange),
ADF (automatic direction finder), TACAN (tactical air navigation system), ILS (instrument landing system), and IFF (identification, friend
or foe). [For meaning of these terms see Glossary. ]
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the Air Force ordered the squadron deployed to South Vietnam, to
arrive there not later than 9 November. On 16 July AFLC set
the modification program into motion. A11 aircraft were to be
completed and ready to depart by ? November. v

(C) The early deployment date meant a tight modification
schedule. To speed the program, C-471s would be taken from
storage--most of them from Davis-Monthan AFB--and modified concurrently with IRAN (inspection and repair as necessary). On 20
July a prototype C-47 would begin IRAN/modification with all other
aircraft beginning by 15 August. A 4O-dav flow time was p1ann"d.l0

On 12 August Headquarters USAF amended the modification requirement to include more specifics on electronics equipment. 11 (It
allowed acceptable substitute items to prevent any delay in the
delivery schedule. ) The modification program was assigned a high
priority, the contract being let on 28 July 1965.

(U) The program moved along rapidly. A11 other IRAN inputs
were suspended in order to concentrate on the C-47 1s. Contractor
and WRAMA personnel, virtually working as one team, completed

the prototypets IRAN/modification on 1 September. Production of
the other C-47rs started 16 September with the last one finished on
25 October--ahead of the deadline. Twenty of the modified aircraft
had been delivered to Forbes AFB, Kans., by 19 October. One
week later, the remaining six were sent to trg1in AFB for use in
training.l2

(U) The modification of the C-47rs called for three GAU-2F lA
gun pods on each aircraft. The Air Force recognized these pods
would not likely be available as they were just entering production.
It therefore ordered the separately procured SUU-11/A gun pods
installed until the GAU-28lAts arrived.'i' Even the supply of SUU-11/A's

$

i'MR 1445-1 (FS-17291C-47) (U), Dir/Op1 Rqmts & Dev Plans,
Amendment to Modification Requirement for C-47 Aircraft, 12 August 1965.
This amendment pointed out "the GAU-28lA and SUU-ll/A pod installations
are identical with the exception of the pod mounting frame and the gun
module mounting brackets. When the GAU-28lA with modules becomes
available, the pods and mounting frames will be removed in the field and
the guns and modules installed. " In July 1965 the Air Force considered
modification of the SUU-ll's pod's 7.62-rnrn miniguns into the GAU-28/A
module. Four months later it signed a sole-source contract with General
Electric to do this work for $100,000, funded under Project 1559-22.
[Study (U), Hq AFSC, Puff, the Magic Dragon, in Doc 108, II, Research
and Development Time to Operational Needs in Southeast Asia (Lr)
(ASI, Project Corona Harvest, Aug 1969). ]
N.CUSStFIID
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however, proved inadequate as the modification progressed.

(S) In line with the C-47 modification effort, Ileadquarters
usAF ordered TAC on 13 July 1965 to organize and train a FC-47
squadron for deployment. within TAC the SAWC and its lst Air
commando wing (ACWg) had the main responsibility for readying
the unit.13 tA-C Headquarters requested SAWC to submit an aircrew training schedule, suggest locations for squadron activation
and training, and specify help needed beyond sAwc resources. It
stipulated that sAWC personnel would support the proiect, but air14
craft and aircrews would come from other Air Forc"" so,,t"es'
(S) Selection of a base for squadron activation and gunship
training posed an immediate problem. Headquarters TAC directed
SAWC to survey the Eglin AFB complex for an available auxiliary
field. 15 The excellent Eglin land and water ranges were naturally
a prime consideration. Hurlburt Field and the entire Eglin area'
however, were already overtaxed as to space for aircraft and
transient quarters for personnel. After much discussion, message
traffic, and consideration of such bases as Tyndall' Maxwell'
MacDill, and Cannon--Forbes AFB, Kans" was selected as the
training location.16 A conference at TAC'Headquarters on 22 JuIy,
attended by representatives from various TAC and SAWC agencies'
hammered out a concept of operation. 17 One decision was to
establish Training Detachment B of the lst Air Commando Wing at
Forbes AFB to administer the program. on 27-28 July a SAWC/Ist
ACWg staff team visited Forbes to survey support facilities and to
coordinate range training with Headquarters B38th Air Division'lB
(s) Activation of Detachment B took place on 9 August with a
smalf advance party on hand.19 The SAWC listed the detachmentts
training requirements as lI c-47 and 4 FC-47 aircraft plus a cadre
of instructors: 15 pilots, 15 navigators, 10 flight engineers, 10included
loadmasters, and 5 weapons mechanics. Additional manning
44 officers and 115 airmen.20 Some of the instructors were also
expected to support the concurrent training of the 5th Air Commando Squadron, a newly formed psychological warfare unit at
Forbes. Most of the detachmentts cadre came on temporary duty
(TDY) from other TAC units and was in place by 15 Augus 'Lt. Col. William C. Thomas, former commander of the 319th Air
Commando Squadron at Hurlburt Field, was chosen to command
Detachment B. The entire program was now labeled Big Shoof'"ttd21
the FC-4? unit designated the +1fr eir Commando Squadron (ACSq)'
-

'''Th" sth ACS training program was designated Quick Speak'
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Arrival of the men to be trained wrapped up the major preliminaries.
Rigorous training got under way on 29 Atgust.z2
(U) Major problems quickly turned up in the Forbes program'
Only one FC-47 was equipped with the minigun due to a shortage
of gun pods. To meet the pressing need for firing training, J|/,I-2
.SO-caliber machineguns were mounted in the other three FC-47ts.
Use of the M-2 caused maintenance trouble for armament personnel
unfamiliar with the weapon. Assistance was obtained from U. S.
Army personnel at Ft. Riley, Kans., to resolve some of the difficuftils. 23 It was first assumed M-2 equipped aircraft would provide
enough firing training. SAWC noted, however, "debriefs of FC-47
crews returning from SEA indicated that training with the .30 caliber
guns would not be sufficient because of the d ispersal pattern and
lateral thrust of the SUU-II/A guns. t' Hence training was revised
to include maximum possible time in the one minigun-equipped
FC-47.24

(U) Modification problems likewise came to light that required
correction by contractor personnel. Detachment personnel discovered during October a serious deficiency in ferry-tank installation
on FC-47rs destined for Vietnam. The two 500-gaIlon auxiliary feryy
tanks had been installed backwards in the cabin thereby permitting
fuel to siphon in flight. Furthermore, the navigator had little
working room because the Loran set had been placed on his table
instead of on brackets above it. These contractor difficulties, the
pressure to use every possible flying hour, and the extensive
maintenance required on some of the C-47ts exacted long hours from
maintenance personnel to keep an acceptable in-commission rate.25
(U) Big Shoot created singular supply problems as well'
Besides the usual complications caused by dispersal of SAWC operations, a critical shortage existed in survival equipment such as
parachutes, radios, individual survival kits, and flareguns. These
were eventually secured from SAWC or TAC resources. Use of
.30-caliber guns on the FC-4?ts for training entailed special procurement of ammunition, 26 a src"essful but slow task.
(S) A number of training hitches developed and were resolved
as the program progressed. Approximately 50 percent of the men
who arrived for training had never attended survival school at
Stead AFB, Nev. Time now prohibited their attendance so TAC
formed a mobile training team of survival specialists who

sEfrl--'
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administered the training at Forbes. Likewise, a Ft. Bragg Special
Warfare School team arrived and gave the men field training necessary for defending forward operlting bases (FOB's) in Vietnam'27
capt. Ronald R. trllis, who had flown one of the original FC-4?rs
in Vietnam, was diverted to Forbes enroute to a new stateside
assignment. This afforded the trainees an opportunity to talk with
someone having combat e"perience.2B Thus, in many cases'
unusual effort was essential to insure members of the squadron
were operationally ready by the November deadline.

(s) The Fc-47-equipped 4th Air Commando squadron faced
the many problems that beset any unit preparing for deployment to
a combat theater. Yet it moved steadily toward operational status
and its November deployment date. The advantages in the unitrs
utilization of an old, but reliable, aircraft like the C-47 had been
offset by complications arising from the unique gunship modifications and the new pylon-turn, side-firing training. Nevertheless'
these challenges had been met. On I November Big Shoot came to
an end with the inactivation of Detachment B and return of its
personnel to Hurlburt and other TAC bases. Deployment of aircraft
to Vietnam also
and personnel of the 4th Air Commando Squadron
29
began under code name Operation Sixteen Buck'

Proiect Red

Sea

(s) while the 4th Air commando Squadron was still at Forbes
AFB, a significant test project, called Red Sea, had commenced
in Vietnam. Forward-looking infrared (FLIR) was installed in a
F'C-47 based at Bien Hoa AB to determine if it would enhance the
gunshipts night effectiveness. Red Sea represented part of a major
usAF drive to improve night operations capability. The need for
an improved capability was clear since analysts estimated in 1964
and 1965 that B0 percent of Vietcong logistics support moved during
darkness. In July 1965 the Air Force Chief of Staff ordered a
FLIR test program. on 28 July an infrared system developed by
Texas Instruments was tested at Eglin AFB using a company DC-3.
The plane flew over -simulated Vietcong targets such as small boats'
huts, personnel, and trucks.30 Next came the Red Sea tests in
Vietnam with the FC-47 trying the FLIR system during different
climatic conditions and over various terrain feafures. The many
variables, the moisture, and the equipmentts inadequate sensitivity
created many problems. The FLIR operator was unable to
distinguish village perimeters but could spot markers such as
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The scant success of these tests 1ed ther Air' l"ot'ce:
rlre arrow.
to return the equipment to 'Iexas Instruments for furthrtr dcvt'1opment. General Bo1es, Director of JITATA' ro(:ommended that
development of aerial infraled systems be pushed de-'spite thesc
discouraging test results.32 Although Red Sea was not suc:c:ess{ul,
it was a forerunner of future'atterrrpts to givc thc gunship bettct'
eyes in the night.
U.L

199!_S11;ltp Operations

(S) Deployment to the Republic of Vietnam of thc 4th Air Comrnando Squadron with its 20 AC- 47's''' (16 plus 4 for command support and attrition) was part of a hurried attempt by the llnited States
to shore up the crurnbling South Vietnarnelse government and its
slipping control over the countryside. The threrat of a C)ommunist
victory in the South had been growing tnore st'rious montl-t by month.
Looking back from 19?1 the Air Force Chief of Stalf' Cieneral .Iohn
D. Ryan, commented:
In 1965 such a takeover seemcd inevitable. Communist
forces controlled most of the country. South Vietnamese
morale was low and the fall o1' the government was
imminent unless the Vietnamese rryere given substantial
assistance. Air power was the onlv way of providing
assistance: quickly in arnottnts large enough to takc the
initiative ancl victory away from the \riet Cong.'"

(S) It was into ihis situatjon that the 4th ACSq arrived at Tan
Son Nhut All, outside Saigon, on 14 November 1965. The squadron
was assigned to the 2d Air Division and plac:cd under thc opcratiotrtil
control ofl the 6250th Clombat Sulrport Cit'oup. ra The gunships lverer

readily wclcomecl, &s thc tt:st of interirn FC-47's in Vietnam hacl
pr.oveci extr.cmel.y effe<rtivi: 1'or night close air support. Fur:therrulorc,
a Vietcong monsoon (summer) offensive had underlined the urgent Ileed
for more gunships, especially for outpost and village defense. JD
I{eadquarters USA}- now offic:jally to6k the wraps off the AC-'17 gunship. A 2d Air Division news rerle:rse oll 2'.1 Novemltt't' (22 November
'l'The "FC:-4?" de'signation 1ol' tfrt' 41h ACSrlts gunships hzrcl been
questioned in September 1965. A rerview led to the new dt:signation
"AC-4?D. " I'{en<:e:f9r.th, all tr.ansport aircrafl mocliliiecl into a gunship configuration wcre) tcl c:arrv the modilield mission symbol' "A"'
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in Washington) discussed the aircraft and the 4thrs move to \/ietna-i6
For the first time the American public had official information on
this new weapon system.
(S) Bringing aircrews to operationally ready status was the
4th ACSqts first order of business. Pilots, copii.ots, navigators,
and flight mechanics had come with the aircraft. Loadmasters and
weapons mechanics, however, did not arrive until December 1965.
Cross-training of the loadmasters and weapons mechanics began at

once so enough fu1ly qualified crews would be available without delay.
Training was conducted between missions. By I May 1966, 26 crews
had become combat qualified which actually exceeded the I. 5 aircrews allotted for each authorized aircraft.3T

(S) The long-standing armament problem remained an early
operational headache. To cut weight for the long overwater flights,'
the limited number of miniguns on unit aircraft had been removed
at Forbes. From 20 November to 17 December 1965--pending
arrival of the gun pods in South Vietnam--the AC-4?rs flew 58
courier and cargo -issions. SB The aircraft also caruied out flaredrop sorties and provided familiarization for aircru*s.39 By l?
December t?re ground crews had enough miniguns to install one or
two in each AC-47. None of the gunships received its fu1l complement of three miniguns in 1965. Nevertheless, their existing
armament enabled the squadron to operate on a full-time basis.40

>k

(S)

Seventh Air Force Operations Order 411-65 stated the 4th
Air Commando Squadronrs mission in Vietnam was "to respond with
flares and firepower in support of hamlets under night attack,
supplement strike aircraft in the defense of friendly forces, and
provide long endurance escort for convoys.'r41 Given the Vietnam
situation of 1965, these were demanding tasks. The gunshiprs

versatility, however, attracted special assignments--search and
rescue, forward air corrtrrclling, and reconnaissance.42 The 4th Air
Commando Squadron faced unexpected challenges almost at once. In
June 1965 the 2d Air Division had drawn up a proposaL for gunship
'oTo avoid adding cold-weather equipment

for the northern route,
the AC-4?'s crossed the Pacific via Hawaii. The flight from Hamilton
AFB, Ca1if. , to Hawaii took 13 hours. [Historical Study 1? (S), Hq
WRAMA, @\nne'" RoIe in Southeast A"i., AC-41 Gunship, I Jan 601

Apr 70, p

99. l
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operations which CINCPACAF later backed. One-fourth of the
proposed l6-p1ane squadron would be used in each of Vietnam's
four military corps areas. Tan Son Nhut would be the main
operating base with forward operating locations at Da Nan$'
Pleiku, Nha Trang, and Binh Thuy to better support combat in the
corps areas.43

(S) In line with the proposal

and shortly after the 4th
ACSq's gunships touched down- at Tan Son Nhut, a contingent of the
unit moved to Da Nang. Ttrere followed' however, an unanticipated
shift of four AC-4?ts from Tan Son Nhut to Udorn Royal Ttrai Air
Force Base (RTAFB)' Thailand' to support the war lapping over
into Laos. These gunships began ftying day armed reconnaissance
in late December 1965 over the steel Tiger+ area of Laos. It
was tkre Laotian dry season and the AC-4?rs were to strike at
enemy traffic moving down the Ho Chi Minh Trail complex to South
Vietnam or to help control strikes of other aircraft on the Trail
targets. This interdiction role required development of new
tactics and techniques partly because operations over Laos proved
far more hazardous than over South Vietnam. Antiaircraft fire
was heavier, the Laotian teqgain mountainous, maps poor' and
weather conditions difficult. +a No one foresaw at this time that
the gunship would become famous in Laos and that its effectiveness
in an interdiction role would have far-reaching impact'
The hearry gunship commitment botl. in south vietnam
(in-country) and Laos (out-country) produced notable records within
a short time. In the remaining days of 1965, the 4th Air Commando Squadron flew 1,441 hours and 277 combat missions, mostly
during the hours of darkness in support of fort and village defense'
The gunships expended 13?,136 rounds of ?. 62-mm ammunition and
2,548 flares and received credit for 105 Vietcon$ killed.45 This
from a recently organtzed unit' a new
was a remarkable effort
ttrookiett
crew personnel--fighting a unique
weapon system, and
war in an unfamiliar environment. Two AC-4?ts were.lost, however. Enemy ground fire downed one on 1? December46 "" it flew
cross-country ffpm Tan Son Nhut to Phan Rang. Its wreckage

(s)

'ksteel Tiger, initiated in April 1965, was the code name given
to an operational area south of the 17th paralLel in Laos where
strikes were made against enemy infiltration routes'
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day a
with no survivors was spotted on 23 December. Ttre next
ttMaydaytt
gunship on a mission over Laos was heard transmitting
and ttSpooky 21tt as it neared the target area. This ended all
contact with the aircraft and the crew was officially listed as
missing.4? Ttrus the squadronts debut in Southeast Asia was not
without its grim moments.

(S)

The appearance of a complete gunship squadron in Southeast Asia during late 196S mimored thtJ fast-changing face of the
war. The year saw the United States give up its restricted
advisory-type role for a clear air-and-ground combat commitment.
This switch saved South Vietnam from aLmost certain collapse but
the survival struggle had just begun. Strong Vietcong and North
Viehram forces, estimated at 265' 000, remained undefeated. Allied
strength consisting of 651, BB5 Vietnamese (regular and paramilitary),
184, 314 Americans, 20' 000 Koreans, 1, 500 Australians, and 100
New Zealanders was Still increasing. Phase I of U. S. air and
ground deployments--of which the 4th Air Commando Squadron was
a part--ended in the last half of 1965 with Phase II set for'1966.
Air Force strength in Southeast Asia had already mushroomed to
more ttran 20,000 men and 514 aircraft in South Vietnam and 9' 000
men and L,207 aircraft in Ttrailand. The U. S. buildup was to
continue in step witir the intensified air and ground effort.48
19

66

9"nsftip. Operations

(S)

AC-47 gunship operations and deployments in 1966 reflected the rising A-"rican invotvement in Southeast Asian fighting.
Some deployment adjustments were made to improve command or
strengthen operational responses. In lMay 1966 the 4th Air Commando Squadron shifted its headquarters from Tan Son Nhut to Nha
Trang 49 where its newly formed parent unit, the 14th Air Commando Wing, * was based. In June, AC-4?ts were deployed to Bien
Hoa AB (III Corps area). These aircraft were in addition to those
previously placed at the bases of Da Nang (I Cor_ps area), Pleiku
itt Corp"- area), and Binh Thuy (IV Corps area).50 The missions
of this dispersed gpnship force expanded in number and variety.
Most fell into these main categories: hamlet and fort defense,
close air support for ground combat units, convoy escort, control

*Activated on B March 1966 by Special Order G-45, Headquarters PACAF, 10 February 1966.
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of airstrikes, armed reconnaiss&rc€r and interdiction. Often gunships fLew with other aircraft and several types of missions might
be combined in a single eveningts operations. Missions were not
limited to the hours of darkness but the majority of them took
place at night.
(S) Defense of hamlets and forts was a key gunship mission
that often began with a relay of a call for help to a Spooky- on
airborne alert. This was the case when the Vietcong attacked a
hamlet in Phu Yen Province on the night of B January. Amiving
over the village, the gunship fired 13' 000 rounds of. 7. 62-tnrn
ammunition within 100 meters of friendly positions. The fire
silence{- one .50-caliber machinegun and the Vietcong broke off their
attack.5l During the night of 9 April, Majors Jack Haller and Jack
Greden, pilots of Spooky 23, were called to defend a special forces
camp close to the Cambodian border. The nearness of the border
and heavy AA fire passing within feet of the plane severely hampered the pilots. They nevertheless pressed their attack, then
provided flares and fire suppression for a F-100 flight that followed.
Finally, with ammunition exhausted and fuel low, Spooky 23 refurned
to base. The Commander of Detachment B-41 of the Special Forces
Group reported, "The superb airmanship and aggressiveness displayed by the AC-47 was the major determining factor in preventing
the fort from being overrun.tt United States personnel counted 168
Vietcong kil1ed by the air strikes. Many weapons were captured
including the first Vietcong flamethrower found in the IV Corps
(Delta) area.52 On 15 July a company of Vietcong assaulted a 32man Popular Force outpost in Phong Dinh Province. The attackers
proclaimed by loudspeaker, t'We are not afraid of your firepower. "
Thereupory 4 AC-4?rs dropped ?5 flares and expended 48,800 rounds.
Two F-100ts next napalmed the enemy positions and the Vietcong
stopped the attack. 53 During the night of 11 October, a record was
set for the most 7.62'rnm rounds fired in a single night by an
AC-47. The gunship expended 43,500 rounds and 96 flares to aid
a besieged outpost in Kien Phong Province. After using up its

t'Puff", and
of the AC-4? gunship, "Spookytt,
"Dragonshipt', are used interchangeably in this chapter. Puff was
once used as a call sign when the 1st Air Commando Squadron had
the first of the gunships. The 4th Air Commando Squadron began
using Spooky as their radio call sign, based on their night flying in
camouflaged aircraft.
'FThe designations
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entire flare and ammunition load, the aircraft landed, reloaded'
and returned to the attack. The outpost commander credited the
AC-47 with saving the fort.54

(s) Hamlet defense was not entirely restricted to south vietnam. On 4 March six enemy battalions attacked the strategic
city of Attopeu, Laos, defended by outnumbered Royal Laotian
troops. Two AC-47ts, commanded by Maj. George W. Jensen and
Capt. Theodore M. F4ur€rr helped route the enemy forces.
Major Jensents Spooky 41 used a starlight scope'. for locating the
enemy. With the dawn of 5 March a FAC reported spotting 26
enemy dead. General Ma, commander of the Laotian forces, was
highly pleased with the grmship strike results. Later, Spooky 41
sighted 300 of the enemy and the regional commander gave permission to strike. The outcome was a body count of 52 in groups
of 6 to 20.55 The Deputy Commander, 2d Air Divisiqn/l3th Air
Force. commended this action:
outstanding airmanship, personal bravery and hard work
of your AC-47 crews (Spooky 41 and 43) no doubt saved
Attopeu from possible capture the night of 4 March 1966
and dealt a devastating blov,r to attacking enemy battalions.
A review of the reports of the action indicates a rqinimum
of 100 killed by air, an actual number probably over
250, with many more wounded". My congratulations on
a most effective display of tactical air power. ao

(U) The case of the fort of

Thanh Anh best illustrates the
irnportance of these many gunship missions in defense of hamlets
anJ outposts. This fortification was part of the "oilspottt concept
for dealing with counterinsurgency. It cal1ed for providing the
From these
people and villages protection and physical security.
..
ttstrategic'r and t'defended"
villages

fortified areas, a circle of
would expand outwards to eventually extend the Republic of Vietnamrs rule to tkre borders of Cambodia and Laos. Such a fortified
ring was begun in the Mekong Delta (IV Corps) area of vietnam,
circling Binh Thuy AB and the provincial capital of can Tho.
Thanh Anh, B miies south-southeast of Binh Thuy AB' defended a
point where the Bassac River meets a canal. It denied the vietcong
useofanexcellentwaterwayintothemoresecureinteriorarea
Anhts
and was also the first fort of the next larger circle. Thanh
*An image intensifier using reflected light from the stars or
moon

to identifY targets.
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significance made it a prime Vietcong target. In July 1966 Vietcong bullhorns biared: "Leave the fort. Leave now and you will
live. Stay until the next dark of the moon and you will be killed.
No one will be spared.rr5?

(U) Firing on Thanh Anh intensified as the no-moon period
neared. The fortts 26 defenders were besieged by an estimated
two companies of Vietcong. Nighfly the enemy dug narrow zi.g-zag
trenches that eventua.lly edged to within 250 yards of the triangular
fort's perimeter. The Popular Forces men at Thanh Anh filled
the trenches by day only to find them booby-trapped and redug
during the night. Nightly, it became routine for a single gunship
to keep the Vietcong close to their trenches. During the darkness
of 13 July, however, four gunships fired almost 50,000 rounds of
?.62-mm ammunition and about 90 flares to repulse mass attacks.
The 4th ACSq responded so frequently to aid this beleaguered fort
that pilots concluded Thanh Anh was the only tiny Vietnamese
village with its own private air force. 58
(U) Thus, the gunshipst role developed as a key element in
the Vietnamese governmentrs reassertion of control over the
countryside. The outposts might be small and seemingly insignificant. Notwithstanding, for the first time effective and longsustained night air support meant the difference for survival of
many remote fortified points. In the eyes of most observers, this
could steel the will to resist the Vietcong and bolster support for

the government.

(S) Despite considerable success in defending hamlets and
forts, the gunships could not avert the fall of the A Shau Special
Forces camp in early March. The camp nestled at the base of a
narrow valley about 20 miles southwest of Hue and 2 t/2 miles
from the Laotian border. The triangular-shaped fort and adjoining
2,300-foot airstrip was a watohpost on an enemy infiltration route.
At 0200, 9 March 1966, the fort came under heavy Vietcong and
North Vietnamese attack. Fire barrages from mortars, 75-mm
recoilless rifles, and automatic v;eapons killed two Americans and
eight Vietnamese. Another 30 Americans and 30 Vietnamese were
wounded. A 1ow cloud ceiling made air strikes prohibitive. The
Vietcong pressed this advantage until dawn and resumed the assault
that night. C-123 flareships dropped 377 flares trying to keep the
area illuminated for the defenders.59
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(S) At

1120 on I March an AC-41 was dispatched to A Shau.
The camp had reported it was in immediate danger of being overrun. Despite a ceiling near 400 feet the pilot, Capt. Willard M.
Collins, and the copilot, lst Lt. Delbert R. Peterson, tried to get
under the clouds and aid the camp defenders. On the third
attempt the plane reached the fort and made a firing pass at the
besiegers. During a second pass, intense ground fire tore the
gunshiprs right engine from its mount and silenced the other
engine only seconds later. The Spooky crashlanded on a mountain
slope and one crewmember had his legs broken. The uninjured
crewmembers prepared for an expected enemy attack. Barely 15
minutes after the crash, the crew repulsed the first enemy probe
but a second one killed the pilot and the injured airman.od

.

(S) A USAF

HH-43 rescue helicopter dropped through the
clouds to pick up the remainder of the crew just as another enemy
assault began. Using a M-16 rifle and a .38-caliber pistol,
Lieutenant Peterson charged an enemy .5O-caliber machinegun
position. This permitted rescue of three survivors*or but prevented his own evacuation. Later, A-lE strike aircraft were
directed to destroy the downed AC-47, if possible, during their
missions in support of the camp. 62 At the same time, U. S.
l\llarine jets employing radar bombing and other aircraft attempted
to penetrate the cloud cover. Nevertheless, abandoning the camp
during the day was considered the wisest course in the face of the
estimated 2,000 attackers. The fall of A Shau on 10 lWarch showed
the enemyrs awareness of the value of nighttime attacks during
weather that restricted air operations.63 In spite of Spookyts
heroic defense efforts, a gunship had fallen victim to that awareness.

(S) Another

gunship mission--assisting defenders of U. S. air
bases--was closely related to that of supporting village and outpost
defense. The rapid American buitdup had brought more hit-and-run
attacks on U. S. installations, particularly air bases. An orbiting gunship on airborne alert apparently deterred some base assaults. At
times, however, Spooky defended bases with firepower. For
instance, the enemy launched a mortar attack on Binh Ttruy AB on
20 February 1966. In spite of incoming mortar rounds, Capt.
Theodore Faurer and his crew took off in an AC-47 and struck the
mortar positions, helping break up the attack. 64 A like action
took place at Pleiku AB on 22 April. Capt. Albert Haddad and

*

The aircraft was short one crewmember that day.
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his crew were having a weather briefing when the mortar attack
began. They rushed to their gunship while ot?rers ran to shelters.
Fuel flooded the ramp area. Debris and dud mortar rounds
littered both the ramp and runway. Ignoring their own safety, the
aircrew saved the AC-47 by getting it airborne and later assisted
in silencing the Vietcong fire.65 Another mortar attack on Binh
Thuy took place on tfie night of B July. Two gunships responded
within 3 minutes and their firepower ended the bombardment.
Again, squadron gunships flew a special orbit ni ghtly for 2 weeks
around a Saigon POL (petroleum, oil, and lubricants) tank farm.
It was feared the enemy would retaliate to the initial bombing
strikes on POL dumps in the Hanoi and Haiphong areas.66 Spooky's
success in helping deter and quell attacks on bases led the Commander, 14th Air Commando Wing, to remark: "I think werre
going to find that the 4th Air Commando Squadron is the greatest
thing since sex, so far as protecting a base is concerned. t'67
(S) Several spectacular 1966 actions typified another gunship
mission--the close air support of ground combat units. On 15 April
such a unit trapped an estimated battalion-size Vietcong force at night
in the crook of a river near Tan An. Helicopters sprayed the river
with bullets to cut off escape in that direction. Six AC-47 sorties
were flown, led by Lt. Col. Max L. Barker, 4th Air Commando
Squadron commander. The gunship attack was pushed until all
ammunition was gone. Flares were dropped to light up the area
for ground troops and other air strikes. By American count, air
action killed 470 Vietcong that night.'i' Close air support involving
the AC-4?rs also recorded high enemy casualties later in the
month. During daylight of the 23rd, elements of the Zlst ARVN
Division engaged in Operation Dan Chi 219 closed with the Vietcong.
The fight lasted into the night. T?rree dragonships dropped 68
flares and fired 23,000 rounds into enemy positions. Six A-lH and
19 F-100 strikes supplemented the gunship fire. At dawn 228 Yietcong dead were confirmed with an estimated 170 carried away. The
air liaison officer (ALO) of the 21st ARVN Division stated that "the
application of TAC air during the period of heavy contact probably
saved the friendlies from being overuun a4d prevented heavier
friendly casualties from being inflicted. "68
(U) On the afternoon of 2 August, a 2-platoon task force of
the 2d Battalion, 35th Infantry, U. S. Army, came upon a Communist base camp. In the ensuing fight the American task force
was sumounded and suffered heavy casualties including the
'rQuite accurate counts
cases but

of men killed were possible in

in others they were approximations.
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company commander and first sergeant. The enemy also surrounded
a company-size relief force and dealt it severe blows by mortars
from high ground. At about 2200, whistles, bugles, and screams
seemed to signal a Communist pep rally prior to a full-scale assault.
The ground commander requested air support and a gunship* was
directed to provide cover. Rays of a single flashlight through a
tiny hole in the jungle canopy marked the task forcers defensive
position. Working via radio with this force, the gunship poured gunfire around the position. Aided by Spooky both encircled forces
beat off the enemyf s attacks. The next morning U. S. patrols
counted 106 enemy bodies and found evidence that others had been
removed. The 2d Battalion Commander commended the 4th Air
Commando Squadron, stating that "the men of this battalion have
great appreciation for and full confidence in the United States Air
Fo""" and point to this particular action as an outstanding example
of interservice cooperation at its finest.tt69

(S) The gunships played an increasingly significant role in
major ground combat operations. These included Operation
Hawthorne (a search-and-destroy mission in II Corps)' Masher,
Paul Revere (a long operation to intercept enemy forces crossing
into South Vietnam from Cambodia), and Prairie-{a search-anddestroy operation along the DemiLitarized Zonel.Io Close air support missions were chiefly in the northern half of South Vietnam
due to the American counterstrategy of blocking the enemyts infiltration and any drive to cut the country in two. To support American

Marine operations near the Demilitarized Zone, one gunship based
at Da Nang was placed on special ground alert at Dong Hoa on 25
August. The short naryow runway (3,900tx 56t) of pierced aluminum
planking over sod and the lack of maintenance, refueling' and arma- ,.,
ment resupply facilities made operations doubly difficult in this area. "
As additional U. S. Army and Marine troops arrived, the support
sorties for ground units steadily rose.

(C) In 1965 the 2d Air Division had begun to emphasize night
aerial armed reconnaissance of South Vietnamts rivers, coasts' and
roads. Nicknamed Snipe Hunt, the surveillance carried over into
'rThe AC-47 crew consisted of: Capt. Douglas C. Whipple' pilot;
Capt. William R. Fredenberg, copilot; Capt. John K. Birchfield, Jr. '
navigator; SSgt William R. Reddick, flight engineer; SSgt Charles L'
Sandlrs, air gunner; A1C Robert W. Soals, air gunner; and AlC
John H. Yoskelevitch, loadmaster.
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s. Army ov-l aircraft, FACts in o-1 air-

craft, and C-123ts or AC-4?rs using f1ares.72 During the night
of B January 1966 a spooky detected and rolled in to attack a

Vietcong junk along the South Vietnamese coast. The gunship
naval
forced the craft aground, then flew cover as Vietnamese?3
A like
equipment.
and
ammunition
off
units boarded it and took
Thuy
Bintr
at
alert
AC-4?
An
on
operation occurred on 20 June.
in
Point
League
was ordered to assist the U. S. Coast Guard cutter
a
apprehending a Vietcong supply vessel moving up the coast to
Mekong River outlet. The gUnship silenced a machinegun on the
ship, dropped flares, and squelched fire from the shore. This airsea action resulted in the capture of a steel-hulled vessel and over
?,000 weapons. T4

(s)

The great versatility of the AC-47rs became clearer as
the months went by. It could be a deadly strike aircraft or protective mother hen. In February, for example, the gunship flew
cover for an American ship lying helplessly offshore after an
enemy attack. In March it atta&ed 40 Vietcong sampans. In April
it resumed its protective role of flying escort for a truck convoy-ready to strike in case of ambush.75 Spookyts flare capability'
loitering time, and firepower combined to give it a flexibility that
military commanders in Vietnam quickly grasped.

(S) At times gunships acted as forward air controllers in the
Tiger Hound area of Laos and within Vietnam. All pilots of the

attr aCSq took an abbreviated gQurse in this kind of mission. Overcoming poor cockpit visibility 76 tLr" gunship crews competently
controlled strikes by most aircraft in vietnam--A-lE'5, B-5?rs,
F-100rs, F-4Crs, F-5rs, and a number of Navy aircraft. In some
eases the AC-4?ts supplemented the firepower of the strike aircraft they were controlling by suppressing ground fire with the
miniguns. TT

(s) of all gunship interdiction missions, perhaps the most
telting ones were flown outside South Vietnam- Ambassador to
Laos William H. Sullivan requested that gunships be committed to
support a major American attempt to locate and destroy enemy
supplies and equipment moving along infiltration routes in southern
Laos. The AC- ?ts were to be part of interdiction operations
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designated by the code name, Cricket, fro*r, in the Tiger Hound*
geographical area of Laos bordering on South Vietnam. (See Map 3).
In response to Ambassador Sullivants request, American officials
in Vientiane, Laos, urged on 10 January 1966 that the 2d Air Division deploy six to eight gunships to Nakhon Phanom RTAFB in
Thailand for operations over Laos. On 5 February the 2d Air
Division set up the requirement for these gunships. Twelve days
later, however, attention was momentarily diverted from the Laotian
interdiction mission by urgent phone calls from the Deputy Commander of the Thailand-based headquarters of the 2d Air Division/
13th Air Force. The calls asked for AC-4?ts to help defend the
Air America airstrip in norttrern Laos (Lima Site 36) which was
under heavy enemy pressure. The two gunships immediately sent
to Udorn RTAFB, Thailand, performed well but failed to save Lima
Site 36. Nevertheless, the Ambassador to Laos and the Air Attache
were sufficiently imprdssed with the gunshipst capabi-Iifir that they
requested the AC-4?ts be left at Udorn permanently. to

(S) Meantime, Admiral Ulysses S. Grant Sharp' Jr.,

Commander, Pacific Command (PACOM)' approved on 19 February the
original request to position AC-4?ts at Nakhon Phanom. T'hen,
after Thailand gave the go-ahead on 25 Febrtrrary, the 2d Air Division
deployed four AC-4?rs and five aircrews to Udorn RTAFB for 179
days temporary duty (TDY).79 The gunships were sent to Udorn +
in lieu of Nakhon Phanom as two of the gUnships were already tttere.Also, it was believed they could better fulfill Ambassador Sullivanrs
requirements for both site defense and interdiction missions from
that base. Subsequently, the AC-4?ts were shifted to Ubon RTAFB in
April because the arrival of A-lE aircraft at Udorn overcrowded the
ramPs.80

*Operation Cricket (sometimes call.ed Truck Buster) grew out of
a conference,in Vientiane, Laos' 1-2 February L966. Representatives
of the U. S. Ambassador and U. S. Attache to Laos and t'Le Commanders
of Task Force ?7 and 2d Air Division attended the conference.
*The Tiger Hound mission was to impede to the maxirrrum extent
possible the infiltration of personnel and equipment from North Vietnam through the southern area of Laos to South Vietnam. [?th AF
OpOrd 435-66, subj: Tiger Hound, 22 Jan 66.1
*rh" Ac-4lts and crews at Udorn became Detachment 5, 4tt.

Air

Commando Squadron.
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(S) Two major types of. AC-47 interdiction missions emerged
in Laos: (1) armed reconnaissance over the intricate network of
roads and trails known collectively as the Ho Chi Minh Trail, and
(2) assisting in interdiction of Trail traffic by controlling strikes
of other aircraft. Bl Thailand-based gunships as well as Spookies
from Pleiku and Da Nang flew Tiger Hound area missions. 82

The busy gunships averaged two armed reconnaissance sorties a
night with each sortie lasting about 6 hours. 83 These were pioneer
flights over a rugged and inadequately charted mountainous area
where the enemy had long been skillful in concealing Trail developTask Force Commander,
ment. Col. John F. Groom, Tiger Hound
ttWe put them over lnown
Spooky
interdiction
effort:
sized up the
roads and trails when we were sure there was truck traffic, and
with their own flare capability and side-firing guns' they have done
exceptionally well in the Tiger Hound area. "84
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(S) The roadwatch "truck-bustingil mission on the night of
23 February was typical. Capt. William Pratt and his AC-47
crew spotted a truck convoy halted where a bomb crater gutted
the road. Working in a valley with sheer cliffs, the gunship first
struck the rear truck setting it afire. Next the aircraft began an
orbiting strike maneuver around the trapped trucks. The convoy
replied to the attack with intense small arms fire. The gunship Bb
stayed on the target, destroying 11 trucks and damaging many more.- (S) As the number of AC-47 interdiction sorties rose' a
system of truck-busting began to take shape. Two Spooky gunships
from Udorn were scheduled to fly continuous coverage at night over
the Cricket area and part of the Steel Tiger area of Laos. One
aircraft took off at 1800, the other at 2400. The gunships flew a
planned schedule that allowed at least four contacts per night with
each of the roadwatch teams operating clandestinely around the Ho
Chi Minh Trail network. After flying to the designated area, a Lao
observer on board the gunship radioed the roadwatch team. If a
target was indicated in the area the gunship would drop fJares along
a road or trail in an effort to acquire the target. Once a truck
was spotted the gunship went into its strike orbit and fired away.
At times it would call for additional strike aircraft. This system
was first employed on 2I NIarch and proved effective. Ttre success
in striking and harassing trucks at night was tempered by the
enemyts dogged persistence in using hundreds of troops and coolies
to quickly repair roads, build new ones, remove damaged or
destroyed vehicles from the roads, and in the strengthening of his
air defenses. oo
(S) The AC-47 gunships also flew reconnaissance and forward
air control missions at night to complete the 24-hour roadwatch
begun by O-lE aircraft during the day. The gunships covered the
Tiger Hound area toward the south end of the Laotian panhandle
and Cricket operations were flown in the north portion. Hence for
the first time effective around-the-clock capability seemed possible.
In a ddition, the gunships shared airborne battlefield command and
control center (ABCCC) functions with C-130A aircraft, thus providing on-the-scene coordination, targe^t-validation by Laotian
authority, orld forward air controlling. o
r

(S) The interdiction success of the gunships attracted trouble.
The enemy responded w ith more and better air defense. Communist forces were equipped with various AA weapons including 3?-mm
gurisr which outstripped the range of Spookyrs miniguns. As a result'
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by 30 June 1966 four guns_hips were lost to ground fire, three of
them downed over Laos. BB This was nearly one-fourth of the
entire Southeast Asia gunship force and triggered a reassessment
of gunship utilization in the more hostile environment of Laos.
The 4th Air Commando Squadron had replaced half the losses with
aircraft based in South Vietnam. Nevertheless, the squadron commander recommended to the 14th Air Commando Wing that the
gunships be returned to close air support in South Vietnam. 89
Entering into his recommendation were the improved enemy defenses,
the AC-4?ts vulnerability due to slow speed and aerial tactics used,
the difficulty in operating over the rugged terain, the combat
exposure time (about 800 hours of night combat per crew in a L2month period), the questionable suitability of the gunship for the
FAC mission, and the need for more air support in South Vietnam for hamlet and outpost
defense. The wing commander,
'paCar',
and PACOM, agreed with the proSeventh Air Force,90
posed redeployment. On 20 July t{e 4th Air Commando Squadron
flew its last Tiger Hound missio-n. Yr By the end of August all
gunships had departed Thailand.92

rs from Thailand tied in
with other deployment planning and actions. A case in point was
the deployment of A-26rs for interdiction missions over Laos.
When the Air Force first directed AC-47rs be sent to Thailand'
Gen. Hunter Haruis, Jr., Commander in Chief' PACAF' doubted
the gunships could survive the hostile environment over Laos. He
expressed some of his reservations to General McConnell, Air
Force Chief of Staff. The latter noted that the gunships would have
to operate within range of enemy ground weapons in Laos. He
proposed A-26 aircraft as a possible alternate to the gunship and
offered eight of them for eva1uation.93 General Harris accepted
this substitution for the AC- ?rs with the concurrence of Ambassador
Sullivan and the Thai government. In Jgne 1966 the A-26rs began
interdiction sorties over southern Laos.94 AIso reinforcing the
AC'47 withdrawal decision was the urgent need to relieve C-123ts
of their Vietnam night flare duties so they could return to an airlift role. It was felt the AC-47fs redeployed from Thailand could
probably handle the flare requirements.9S

(S) The withdrawal of the

AC-47

(S) Previous to the decision to withdraw the AC-4?ts, the
Air Force had planned to deploy eight more AC- ?rs and aircrews
from the United States to Thailand to support a full-fledged interdiction effort over Laos. In January 1966 Ambassador Sullivan had
asked for aircraft suitable for Operation Cricket and the gunship
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was considered as part of the force to meet the requit"*urrt.96 The
Air Staff and JCS approved the proposed deployment of additional
was a
AC-4?ts. Ttre Secretary of Defense (SECDEF), however,
t'limit
Thailand
to
he
wanted
bit reluctant to proceed, stating that
deployments to those which are essential to fulfill mission requirements. "9? On 2b May General McConnell requested CINCPACAF
to furnish further information in support of the deployment request.*g8

(S) Based on ttris extra information provided by Headquarters
usAF' the office of the secretary of Defense (osD) approved the
AC-47 deployment. A date of I October 1966 was set for the aircraft to be in Thai1and.99 Meantime, to make up for t]:e loss of

gunships, A-26 Counter Invaders assumed the interdiction role
over Laos. This led Seventh Air Force to request in September
(with PACAF's concurrence) diversion of the additional AC-4?ts to
South Vietnam for def,.ense of military 6ssg5.100 When Pacific
Command concurred in and forwarded this request to the JCS on
22 October 1966, the supplemental AC-4?rs had already touched
down at Clark AB, Philippines, on the way to 11t"i1sn6.101 The gunships were ordered held at Clark until the JCS approved the diversion. The JCS approval was not received until 22 Decernber and
the additional AC-4.?'s did not arrive at South Vietnamese bases
until January o1 1967.102

(S) CoI. Gordon F. Bradburn, Commander, 14th ACWg' had
coupled his proposal for withdrawing AC-47rs from Ttrailand with
anticipated improvements in South Vietnam gunship operations. He
pictured one AC/C-4? ftying airborne alert from Ll2 hour before
sunset to 712 hour beyond sunrise at each of the bases in the four
corps areas of Vietnam. One more AC/C-47 would be put on 15minute ground alert at each base. Colonel Bradburn expected
these actions to enhance gunship support in the corps areas'
strengthen command control, and better centralize fLare requirements. He estimated a ?B percent in-commission rate could be
maintained under his proposed schedule. Accepted by Seventh Air
Forcg,- this airborne/ground alert program commenced on 22 JuLy
1966.

10 3

XPACAF was to answer these questions: What was the
necessity for deploying gunships to Thailand rather tl:an South Vietnam? How were operational requirements currently being met? What
was ttre estimate of. AC-47 vulnerability ? What was the detailed
rationale for employment of A-lE,8-26, and AC-47 aircraft? What
was the success of the present night interdiction operations ?
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(C) While most attention focused on combat operations in
Laos, the United States set in motion a major
effort to shore up counterinsurgency forces in Thailand and Laos.
Northern Thailand and Laos, so close tc the central area of conflict, appeared marked for "national liberation" movements as
South Vietnam had been in the late 1950's. In both countries the
South Vietnam and

ingredients were there--poor transportation and communication
networks, an economy at bare subsistence 1eve1, frictions among
ethnic groups, rugged isolated terrain suited for guerrilla bases,
an inadequately trained and equipped constabulary, and inequitable
distribution of land and resources. To thwart this growing threat
the United States launched an extensive assistance and training program along with large base constrlction projects. Since mid-1964
the U. S. Air F orce had assumed a large role in the effort by
setting up a counterinsurgency training detachment--called Water
Pump--at Udorn RTAFB in northern Thailand. By Late 1965 another
project (encompassing Water Pump) saw formation of the composite
606th Air Commando Squadron at Nakhon Phanom RTAFB. The
squadron and augmented operation bore the name of Lucky Tiger.
The 606th was to have C-123rs, T-2BB's, U-108's, and CH-3rs. In
early June 1966 it was decided to also add AC- ?rs because of
their operational success. Eight AC-47 rs and 214 pers,onnel were
to be deployed to Nakhon Phanom in September 1966."t

(C) Headquarters USAF designated Warner Robins Air Materiel
Area as weapon system control point for AC-47rs destined for the
606th ACSq. The contract with Air International of Miami specified
that four Gooney Birds begin modification into AC-47's by 15 Ju1y,
four more by 1 August, with SEA deployment of the first four due
in early September. When September arrived, however, the gun- los
ships were not ready and the deployment date was slipped to October.--PACAF then revised the 606thts target date for ful1 operational
readiness to 1 November. 106 Arrival of the AC-4?ts in the last
months of 1966 introduced the gunship concept to the Thais and
Laotians. Spookyrs utility as a counterinsurgency weapon was
spreading.

(S) The first full year of gunship operations had already
demonstrated the weaponrs systemrs versatility and value. The gunship had successfully flown a wide range of missions, from protective cover for friendly convoys to destroying those of the enemy.
Its around-the-clock operations extended over all areas of South
Vietnam and Laos.'l' Its ABCCC and FAC functions became a
xAt this date Cambodia had not been engulfed in the fighting.
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valuable adjunct to other air operations. Most important, it helped
fill the crucial void in night air operations--a void the enemy had
been so skillfully exploiting both in South Vietnam and Laos. In
early December 1965' for instance, only 25 percent of armed reconnaissance missions had taken place at night while B0 percent of the
enemy traffic moved during darkness.lo? The gunship had a major
part in the effort to correct this imbalance.

(S) Impressive statistics for 1966 pointed to the extent of
AC-41 operations and the gunshipts effect on the enemy. The 4th
Air Commando Squadron, the sole gunship unit, claimed successful
defense of its 500th fort on t,he last day of 1966. Three more fortq,.,o
were added that night to officially end the year with a total of 503.'""
Men of the squadron were very proud of their role in helping defend
outposts/hamlets and running totals (the Spooky Count) were kept of
the successes. l09 In all, during 1966 they dropped 81' ?00 flares and
expended 13,616,643 rounds of ?. 62-mm ammunition. In January
more than 2,500 flares and 611,600 rounds were used' compared to
a peak in December of 10,451 flares dropped and over 2 million
rounds expended. The squadron flew 5,584 sorties which consumed
about 25,000 hours of flying time--a11 accirient-free. As for interdiction, the gunships had been credited with 204 enemy trucks
damaged or destroyed by the time they withdrew from Laotian operations in midyear.lI0 Onty an estimate could be made of total enemy
killed by gunship strikes but it was conservatively placed at well
over 4,669.111 In sum, the statistics showed the scope of operations.
However, it was often the letters and messages expressing the
gratitude of embattled defenders--"if it had not been for the Spooky
girOs"--that most heartened the men of the 4111.112 Lt. Col. Robert
E. Gibson, the new squadron commander' summed up 1966: "'Wetre
proud of our record and hope to meet the challenge of 1967 with
the same success. tr113
(S) The compilation of operational statistics often does not
reveal the extent of a unitf s problems. As might be expected, the
gunship squadron wrestled with some notable ones during its fuIl
year of combat operations. Most critical, of course, was the loss
of four AC-4?ts during the first 6 months of 1966 (six gUnships lost
since Nqvember 1965). Projecting this loss rate over a year would
have meant an B0 percent attrition rate for aircraft and 61.5 percent
for persotrtr"1.ll4 These figures graphically highlighted the AC-47
vulnerability in areas heavily defended by AA weapons such as
Laos and 1ed to the decision to commit the gunships exclusively to
South Vietnam operations. The 4th also had difficulties with
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command control of its widely dispersed operating locations (aggravated by inadequate communications),115 turnover of pe-rsonnel' 116
a high dud rate in flares,11? and inadequate facilities.ll8 Inasmuch
aS the squadron had deployed in late 1965, most of its experienced
personnel wound up the l-year Vietnam tour around the same time.
Hence, the personnel turnover in October 1966 hit the unit far harder
than a normal rotation would have. An investigation of the rise in
flare duds looked into "kickert'+ practices and moisfure problems of
outside flare storage. It turned up no specific cause for the many
flare duds but investigators did recommend better protection of the
flares from the Vietnam weather.ll9

(U) Almost from the moment the gunship arrived in the
combat theater, efforts got under way to improve its capability.
Gunners of the 4th Air Commando Squadron recommended an important change--declination of the miniguns 12o. Under direction of
SSgt. Wayman E. Hicks, gunner on the 4thrs standardization crew'
the guns were declined in go increments and 12o was found most
desirable. In March advantages and disadvantages of the 12o
declination were analyzed and the modification was approved. The
and the new
first gun mounts entered the machine shop on I April
t"
Captains
mounts were installed in 12 gunships by 30 June.
Russel R. Young and Robert K. Stein, with Sergeant Hicks' further
researched and tested the 12o declination, then published a new
squadron manual on minigUn operations.l2l The Air Force Armament Research and Technology Division at Eglin analyzed_ the squadron test results and published its findings in a broc617vs.l22
Adoption bt the 12o declination decreased the angle of bank required'
making it easier for the pilot to ro11 onto the target. It added
stability to the gpnship permitting easier flare-handling and gunnery
operations, decreased ttre slant range of the guns allowing for_an
increase in altitude, and raised the minigunts impact ve1ocity.123
(S) Two communication modifications and a flareholder
improvement were likewise completed. A11 the gunships were
equipped with a dual-headset capability at the navigator position.
This allowed the VNAF observer and the crew navigator to simultaneously monitor aircraft-ground communications, thereby saving
time in this critical operation. In addition, an improved multichannel
*A "kickert' was the gunship crewmember charged with

the flares.

dropping

nlr
*.
.
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radio (Wilcox gg7 VHF) was installeo.I24 Construction and installation of steelplated flare boxes by the rear cargo door allayed a
nagging fear of crews that ground fire might set off a flare. The
new boxes also kept flares from shifting in flight. 125

(S) Though not enlirely successful, the tests made of the
starlight scope and the . 5O-caliber machineguns in the AC-4?rs had
great portent for the future. The Army-developed starlight scope
or starlight. On 4 March 1966, Major Jensen piloted a gunship
that used a starlight scope over Attopeu with huge success in locating enemy troops (p 53). Tests of the scope on other occasions
were inconclusive. Seeking a better truck-busting weapon, gunship
crews evaluated the .50-caliber machinegun as a possible substitute
for the 7.62-rnrn minigun. Both equipment tests were delayed after the
Ubon-based test gunship was shot down over Laos. Aboard were
the squadron and Seventh Air Force test project officers--Major
Jensen and Major Joe Reilly. Some armament tests continued on
gunships out oi Da Nang but the results were inconclusivs.126
Despite problems, this testing pointed the way to major future development of gunship sensors and armament.
19

67

Gunship Operations

(U) The momentum and success of 1966 gunship operations
carried over into 1967. A major gunship augmentation got under
welr reflecting the still-rising intensity of the fighting in South
Vietnam and an even greater commitment of U. S. forces. Gunship
operations roughly followed the 1966 pattern. Close air support
missions predominated in the north of the country and outpost/
hamlet defense in the south. In the middle, or highland region, it
was mostly air support but mixed with sorties to defend forts' U. S.
Army Special Forces camps, or to assist in base defense.
(S) Heavy fighting in South Vietnam's midsection led the 4th
Air Commando Squadron to replace C-47 flareships assigned to C
F1ight at Nha Trang with AC-47's in January. C Flight and also
B Flight at Pleiku now operated in the II Corps area but no formal
division of the tactical area of responsibility (TAOR)+ existed for
either flight. B Flight normally covered the area mainly to the
{'A defined area of land in which a designated commander
controls assigned forces and coordinates support.
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north and west of Pleiku, C Flight from Bong Son south to Qui
5Lon.12? Locations, and corps areas supported" of other 4th ACSq
flights remained the same: A Flight (Da Nang), I Corps; D Flight
(Bien Hoa), III Corps; and E F1ight (Binh Thuy), IV Corps. A11
these flights operated on the same basic plan: Two aircraft
orbited on airborne alert to cover areas of usual enemy activity
while one backup aircraft on ground alert provided additional
assistance as required (only E Flight in the Mekong Delta kept two
gunships on ground alsrf).128

(S) In the northern part of South Vietnam (I Corps), A Flight
gunships continued to provide close support of U. S. Marine Corps
(USMC), Republic of Korea (ROK), and ARVN troops. Gunship
action in the first phase of Operation Lien Ket I--a joint USMC,
ROK, and ARVN thrust 16 miles southwest of Chu Lai--typified the
support of multinational forces. Six AC-47's supported friendly
troops in close contact with the enemy from dusk to dawn on 19
February. The gunships fired I23,000 rounds during more than 12
hours over the embattled area.129 It was just such missions that
prompted Lt. Gen. Robert E. Cushman, Jr., Commander of the III
Marine Amphibious Force, to commend the 4th Air Commbndo
Squadron on 26 September:
Please extend to the members of the "Spooky" crews
that have served with us here in I Corps my best
wishes and congratulations for a continuing outstanding
performance of duty. Immediate response and
enthusiastic and devastating support have become the
trademarks of "Spookytt in I Corps. ttSpookyt' crews
have earned the profound respect of all whom they
have supported of free world armed forces and have
accounted for over 200 enemy confirmed killed and
520 enemy probably killed. Their splendid display of
professionalism and devotion to duty have been a
significant contribution to the defeat of enemy forces

in I CorPs.

(S) In early

1ry"1 6ot

"

t130

poor weather over the I Corps area masked
the Vietcong movement to positions closer to bases near the
coastal cities and bases at Hue, Da Nang, and Chu Lai. This
more southerly enemy activity caused abandonment of alert aircraft at Dong Ha near the Demilitarized Zone and generated more
II Corps gunship missions. In addition, major ground sweeps
against infiltration routes from Cambodia (Operation Sam Houston)
called for many AC-47 seifiss.l3l
1967
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(C) Defense of forts and hamlets, however, remained the
major gunship effort. On the night of 27 /28 June, Dragonships
from Binh Thuy AB in the Delta region flew four sorties in
defense of Tra Ech outpost in Phong Dinh Province. About I00
Vietcong were launching a heavy attack on the post with B2-mm
mortars and 75-mm recoilless rifles. By the time the first
Spooky arrived and fired into Vietcong positions along canals
adjacent to the outpost, the intense enemy fire had killed 10 of the
defenders and wounded 2. When flares lighted the area, the Vietcong ceased their attacks but resumed them the instant the flares
flickered out. Another AC-47 was called in when flares of the
first were used up. Three armed helicopters added their firepower as did fighters directed by the gunships. By the time the
fight was over, the gunships had fired 29,500 rounds in helping to
repulse the Vietcong. The nightrs performance constituted a milestone--the 1,00Oth outpost successfully assisted by Spooky crews.132
A similar defense of Headquarters Quang Tin Province on the
morning of 6 September drew praise from General Westmoreland'
MACV Commander, who offered his t'heartiest congratulations to aircrews involved for this outstanding example of quick reaction and
professional airmanship resulting in significant loss to the enemy.rr133
(S) Earlier in 1967, high-Ievel interest in the greater use of
the gunships for base defense was aroused after the Vietcong
bombarded Da Nang AB and the adjoining Vietnamese village of Ap
Do during the early morning hours of. 27 February. The shelling
killed 47 persons and wounded 45 others, including 12 and 30 U. S.
servicemen respectively. Eleven U. S. aircraft were destroyed or
damaged.l34 This was the first time the enemy had put into action
his 140-mm rockets which gave him an effective range beyond the
basers defense perimeter. The implications for base defense
throughout South Vietnam were immediately obvious. Any airfield
the enemy judged worthy of attack was now a potential target. He
could fire from previously prepared sites and drastically cut his
time in position during an attack. Whatts more, the vast firepower of the Russian-made I22-rnm and 140-mm rockets could be
devastating. These factors underscored an urgent need for more
aircraft to bolster the static ground defenses of airbases.135
(S) The Da Nang attack touched off a reassessment of the
base defense system and a fresh look at the gunship role. The
first reaction was to expand the alert orbit over Tuy Hoa and
several other bases.136 This proved largely an expedient since
the Vietcong timed their attacks while the AC-4?rs were on the
far side of their orbit. What was really needed to help counter
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the expected uphrrn in enemy attacks was an AC-47 alert orbit
over every base throughout the critical night hours. As one base
security officer sized up the sifuation: t'At the present time and in
the foreseeable future the AC-47 is the best deterrent we have to
attack by mortar, recoilless rifle, or rocket. rt137

(S) Reacting to the Da Nang attack, Headquarters USAF
queried the Commander in Chief, PACAF, on 28 February if he
needed additional AC-4?'s for airbase security.l3B On B March the
but not if a "tradelatter replied that more AC- lrs were desirable
off of other priority items would be requir"6. 11139 Seventh Air
Force pressed PACAF on 20 March for an increase in the 4th Air
Commando Squadronts total AC-47 authorization from 22 to 32 along
with 29? additional manpower spaces. In support of this request,
Seventh Air Force cited the Da Nang attack, noting that the AC-47
had continually proved an effective weapon system in combating
night attacks but that "the present force of 22 AC-4?'s is insufficient to provide all-night airborne alert over major U. S. rrtilitary
bases. "140 In fact, about one-half ttre bases could not be covered.
Faced with more frequent and aggressive night attacks on Eouth
Vietnamese bases and military complexes, Seventh Air Force
believed the extra gunships essential. As an interim measure, it
would divert four psychological warfare-equipiled C-4?ts to nightly
flare missions beginning 23 March. An analysis of enemy attacks
had shown the hours from 2200 to 0300 as most crucial. The
AC-4?ts on hand would fly most sorties during these 1toots.141
Intermittent flaredrops would be made around Bien Hoa AB with allnight flaring in a 6- to 9-mile area surrounding Da Nang.142
(U) Headquarters PACAF urged CINCPAC to approve the
Seventh Air Force request without a trade-o11.143 In turn, CINCPAC
sought JCS approval of the requirement but warned that manpower
spaces were not available ttto compensate for requirements sub-i11u6. "144 On the 13th of April CINCPACAF told the Air Force
Chief of Staff the base security situation was critical and that the
additional gunships were a priority ma11gr.145
(S) Two enemy attacks further highlighted the crucial condition of base defense--one on ? May at Binh Thuy AB destroying four
A-1 aircraft and two VNAF H-34 helicopters, another on L2 May at
Bien Hoa AB destroying one F-100, one O-1, one VNAF A-lH, and
some facilities.'! COMUSMACV and Seventh Air Force therefore
'FThirteen other aircraft (USAF and VNAF) received major damage.
Eight persons were killed at Bien Hoa. [Hist (TS), PACAF, 1967, I,
p ae2.l
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moved quickly to convert some C-47rs obtained from VI{AFrs 4l7th
Transport Squadron to gunships. Ten were to be converted by I
September and another six by 1 January 1968 but supply shortages, primarily guns, plagued the conversion program. There
was some hope that new MXU-470 guns for USAF AC-47's would
arrive and free the older SUU-[ guns for the VNAF. The MACV
commander went all out to spur the lagging operation, declaring
that "the requirement for the taetical firepower capability of the
AC-47 aircraft is immedialg. 't 146 He also added his weight and
solid backing to the request for additional gunships in a message to
CINCPAC. r4 ' In the meantime, Seventh Air Force informed
COMUSMACV it was arming UH-IF helicopters for defense of jet
airbases. 14B

(S) The request for extra gunships hit Headquarters USAF and
the DOD at a time when debate was under way to find a better aircraft as follow-on for the AC-47. ''- Consequently, there was some
hesitancy in approving an increase in AC-4?ts. Then too, the Air
Staff advised CINCPACAF that even after the Secretary of Defensers
approval, it might be 6 to B months before the gunships could be in
place. Alarmed, the PACAF commander replied that he saw the
ttsix to eight month delay in receiving additional capability inconsonant with urgency of requirementtt and urged the time be sharply
reduced. He proposed t'beginning modification" of the aircraft at
once on the basis of advanced attrition. This would--his argument
ran--point up the possibility of fast deployment of the additional
AC-47 rs and might help get the request approvs6.149 At the same
time, PACAF directed that Seventh Air Force survey its current
resources to see if more gunship capability might be obtained in
some way.

(S) With base defense still a hot subject in Vietnam, MACV
planned a seminar for 10 June 1967 to discuss it. In preparing for
the seminar and conducting the PAcAF-directed survey of current
resources, Seventh Air Force examined various aircraft as possible
substitutes for gunships.150 It evaluated but rejected the C-?A
Caribou as inferior to the AC-47 in loiter time and armarnent
capability. 151 In the eyes of Seventh Air Force officials the quickest
way to beef up airbase defense was to expedite the VNAF C-47
conversion. To this end, a Southeast Asia Operational Requirement
'''seventh
recommended

Air Force and PACAF took part in the debate
the C-130 as the follow-on gunship.
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(SEAOR) was submitted to Headquarters USAF on 28 May. It
covered the modification of 16 VNAF C-47 's with SUU-ll guns then
being removed from USAF AC-4?ts to make way for the new
M)CU-4?0 guns.152

(S) On 27 May Headquarters USAF advised the PACAF Commander that five ttadvanced attrition replacement AC-4?rstt would
be rushed in response to urgent airbase defense requirements-delivery hopefully to begin about 15 August. Simultaneously, the
Air Staff asked TAC to see if it could spare PACAF some AC-4?ts,
then receive replacements from among the five AC-47ts due out of
modification around 15 Augu"1.153 TAC replied it could send
PACAF two- gunships without seriously harming its SEA training
prograrp. rb4 Air Force Headquarters therefore directed TAC to
have the best available crews ferry the aircraft to PACAF as soon
as possible. Near the end of June--and before the two gunships
left TAC--the Air Staff informed the CINCPACAF that substitutions
of equipment would insure delivery of the additionaL AC-47 's within
4 months of SECDEF's approval of the AC-47 request--an approval
still pending. The Air Staff further stipulated that upon,such
approval the five advanced attritiorr
-gunships would be applied
against the 10 additional AC-4?t". rbb
The PACAF Commander,
approved the accelerated deployment of the five gunships. He turned
down TACrs offer of the two gunships, noting that expenditure of
funds and equipment for their transfer seemed unwarranted.156
(U) While these steps were being taken to shore up airbase
defenses and augment the gunship force, the enemy launched a
second major attack on Da Nang. It came early on 15 JuIy- -a L7 minute barrage of 140-mm and 122-rnrn rockets that created havoc.
Eight Air Force men were killed and 138 wounded. Eleven aircraft
were destroyed, 31 damaged. Structural damage was slight except
in the bomb-storage area. Five AC-47ts supported Da Nang during
the attack, dropping flares and raking the rocket-firing positions
with 26, 000 r6un6s.15? Once again the base defense problem was
spotlighted but not resolved.

(S) On the 14th of August, OSD's revised guidelines for additional military deployments to Southeast Asia'k authorized an additional 10 AC-4?fs for Southeast Asia effective October 196?. In
line with this, the Air Force directed the 14th Air Commando
'j'SEA Deployment Program
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(Fire Support) be activated in October 1967 with an authorization of 16 AC-4?rs. It also cut the gunship authorization of the
4th Air Commando Squadron (Fire Support) from 22 to 16.158 Thus
the 32 authorized AC-47's were evenly split between the two gunship squadrons. To fill the increased authorization and to meet
attrition requirements, Headquarters USAF instructed AFLC to
modify eight more AC-47 rs for December 196? deplola:'renf.159 It
noted that the aircraft u/ere available from command excess and
should be programmed promptly into the contract facility for inspection and repair as necessary (IRAN), camouflage paint, and modification. On 9 September 1967 the Air Staff requested TAC and PACAF
to coordinate deployment schedules, personnel requirements, and
Squadron

SEA base prob1ems.160

(S) Representatives of the

Seventh Air Force and the 14th
(the
gunship parent unit) met on 15 September 1967
Air Commando Wing
to plan operations for'the larger gunship force. They produced a new
plan for AC-47 deployment (Table 1). The operational coqcept ca1led
for a better contribution by gunships to airbasg dsfsnss.16I The
FOL at Da Nang would be augmented and a new FOL added at Phang
Rang. The special value of Da Nang stemmed from its nearness to
an operationally active area. Phan Rang gave greater tactical
dispersion and better coverage in that area.[62 The larger (five
aircraft) flights at Da Nang and Binh Thuy would have the heavier
firepower essential in the highland and delta regions. The two
flights at Nha Trang on the central coast would form a supplementary
pool for support either to the north o"
The entire concept
"o.t16.163
pivoted upon the dispersal of flexible and
quick-reacting units of
workable size.

(S) The 14th Air Commando Squadron was to be activated on
25 October 196? at Nha Trang AB and assigned to the 14th Air Commando Wing. Since the squadron would be organized on a oneofficer-and-one airman basis, * it would most likely be December
before all its aircraft and aircrews arrived to implement the new
ope ational plan. In the interim the 4th Air Commando Squadron
would continue
6.16r's.164 When the additional aircraft and air"s the theater, they would first go to the main
crews arrived in
operating base at Nha Trang then to the 14th ACSq's operating flight"J65

(S) Amid these preparations a modified

C-130A--the prototype
Gunship ll--reached Nha Trang AB on 21 September to undergo SEA
'"PACAF SO G-189 (S), 23 Oct 67.
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TABLE

1*

AC-l+7 DE?LOS"IENT

FIieht

Air Base Location Aircraft
hth Ai-r
Da Nang

Pleiku

Commando

Squadron--I6 aircraf'r:

(ror)

)
Phu Cat (FOt)
Nha Trang (Itos)

B

n

ll.rth

(Pot

Air

5

7

4

6

Consnand.o Squad-ron--16

aircraft uE (I

Phan Rang

(f'Of,)

L

o

l+

6

(I'Ot)
(f'Ol)

Key:

I

4

z

3

-]t.,,
"ADDrevr_atr_on

(1 ttoa;

3

(MOe)

Binh Thuy

IJE

l+

Nha lbang

Bien Hoa

Operational F""gg."

Ai-rcrews

Z

5

IIE--writ

NoA)

1+

equipment

FOl--forward operating location
MOB--main operating base
NOA--nonoperational

aircraft

+.
'A rrfragrr (fragmentation operations order) was the daily supplenent
to standard operations orders governing the conduct of the air war in
SEA. It contained mission number and function, t;pe of ordnance, time on
target, and other instrrrctions.

SOIIRCE:

Staff

Surmary Sheet

(s), Ttft Af', Ac-l+7

Realignment, 16 Sep 57.

(Ttris page is Unclassified)
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combat evaluation. This follow-on gunship carried four (M-61AI)
20-mm Vulcan cannons, four (MXU-4701A) 7,62-rnrn miniguns'
sensors, and illumination 6.-tisss.166 It represented a major
advancement in gunship development but its effectiveness could
only be surmisel at this 1i-".t02 Seventh Air Force, however,
had already gone on record as recommending just this aircraft
to replace the effective but aging AC-47. Stillr the substitution of
AC-130 gunships for AC-4?rs remained uncertain at this point.

(s) Refinements to perfect the AC-47 went on. In January
196? the Air Force received the first MXIJ-470/A minigun modules

for the Spooky aircraft.168 Features of the new gun surpassing
those of the SUU-IIA included: electric loading' a vertical drum
holding 500 more rounds, easier access for inflight maintelnance,
and a simplified boresight. The MXU-4?0/Ars vertical design
also took up less space. It was anticipated that mounting the guns
closer together would leave the cargo door clear for quicker egress'
Further, the 1\D(U-47OlA was expeeted to overcome a serious problem of the SUU-[AI-the need to manually load and delink belted
ammunition during combat which at times dented or damaged
rounds that could jam the drum-feeder systern.169 Two of the new
guns were mounted on each of three AC-4?ts from C Flight, 4th
ACSq. Unfortunately, the mounting proved unsatisfactory so all
llvD(U-4?0/A modules were withdrawn pending a review of

'"or, I March 1966 WRAMA had received a funded purchase
request from ASD for procuring GAU-2A miniguns and MXU-47OlA
modules at a cost of $42,000 per unit ($80'000 per unit including
Spares and labon). Previously, General Electric had signed a
$^2 milion contract with AFSC for development of the MXU-470/A
with this 1966 delivery schedule: ? in June, 25 in Ju1y, 25 rn
August, 25 in September, and 6 in October. Slippage, however'
led wRAMA to notify Seventh Air Force in september 1966 that
the first of the new modules would not be delivered until October
1966. IAFLC Historical Study 3?4 (S)' AFLC Support of Forces
Asia: Special Aircraft Proiects, 1965-1968 (AFLC'
it @!
Feb 1971), pp 42-43.1
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installation instruclior.". *170 The difficulties were largely overcome
a few months later except for spare parts. These became so
critical during July-september 196? that the firing rate was cut
back from 6' 000 to 3,000 rounds-per-minute to prolong barrel
life and reduce feeder mechanism wear. Concerted action of units
in South vietnam and wRAMA eventually eased the gun prob1ems.171

(C) Other AC-47 modifications centered on increased safety
of operations. * In Southeast Asia a newly designed ceramic,
armorplated flareholder was installed along with a 2rl2-ga11on, 100pound-per-square-inch, water fire extinSuisher.l?2 Meanwhile, in
the united states the Air Force and Navy jointly developed and
tested a 4-tube, 24-fIare, semiautomatic flare launcher. This
remotely controlled launcher could be reloaded in flight and
jettisoned automatically should a flare accidentally ignite inside the
aircraft. AFLC concentrated on an emergency smoke-removal
system for the AC-47. Experience had shown crew survival to
depend on swift removal of toxic smoke resulting from an onboard
flare-ig^nition. Evaluation of smoke-removal kits began in late
1967.173 Lastly' flak curtains were hung behind gun positions to
protect gunners from shrapnel flying off an operating weapon.174
A11 these developments aimed at more crew security.

xMounting
the rear module was the chief problem in installing
the new Mxu-470/A. After pinpointing the difficulties in January
196?' the engineers redesigned the installation. on b Apri1 rg6?
the 14th ACWg notified WRAMA that 2G new modules had amived
without installation instructions. WRAMAIs reply of 12 April
outlined the difficulties in the rear module installation and agreed
to send engineering information and drawings. The need to reinforce the window for the third minigun brought further delays.
Not until June 196? were modification kits and instructions readv
for shipment to Nha Trang AB. [Ibid., pp 43-45. ]
+'By
mid-1967 several electronic changes had been made
FM-622A radios with homing adapters were substituted for ARC-44
VHF-FM radios with ARA 31 adapters. ARN-? radio compasses
replaced the ARN-6 models and APX-2b AFF/SIF reptaced the
APX-6 iFF. Red night lighting was provided for the cargo area to
improve safety during total blackouts. [AFLC Historical Study 374
(S), AFLC Support of Forces in Southeast Asia: Slu"ial_
SISII
proiects, tg 65-1968-(eTf reu E-ffi-p ilsr.
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(C) As

1967 ended the U.S. Air Force could point to another
highfy productive year of gunship operations. The Spooky Count
had soared to 1,596 outposts and hamlets successfully defended.
Crews spoke proudly of not having an outpost overrun while a
dragonship was overhead.ITS Ammunition expenditure, peaking in
September at 4,733,633 rounds, testified to the intense activity of
the AC-47r".176 Operations expanded even more as stepped-up
enemy attacks impelled military commanders to look to the gunships as a critical supplement to base defenses. A total of 3, 650
enemy were credited as confirmed kills for the AC-47 ts with
about an equal number categorized as probable. t= The 4th Air
Commando Squadron lost three aircraft to enemy ground fire. A
fourth disappeared while on normal orbit off the coast near Cam
Ranh Bay. A fifth crashed on landing and was destroyed at Binh
Thuy AB. A11 losses happened during the first half of the year.l??

(U) Significantly, the first major gunship increase began in
1967. Ttre year saw a new gunship squadron added, 10 more
AC-4?ts authorized, and conversion of some VNAF C-47ts to gunships started. Entering the picture for the first time was the
follow-on aircraft for the AC-47. Debate in Washington had

seemingly settled on the C-119 as the best available replacement
for the AC-47. Nonetheless, the AC-130A (Gunship II) had
arrived in South Vietnam for combat evaluation. The gunship force
was not only expanding in Southeast Asia--a sign of its efficiency-it was also on the climb to greater sophistication.
1968

(U) As

@h:!p

Operations

1968 opened, there was an

air of optimism in

South

Vietnam and Washington that the tide in the war had turned against
the Vietcong and the North Vietnamese. U. S. and South Vietnamese
officials warmed at the thought of their vastly reinforced air,
ground, and naval forces arrayed against a believed weakening foe.
They singled out the enemyf s loss of men, decline in control over
the population, and failure to mount major offensives as proof the
Allies were closing in on their objectives. This optimism was
severely jolted during the early morning hours of 30 January as
the North Vietnamese touched off their month-long Tet Offensive.
Coincident with the shock came a depressing American concern
over tkre enemyts encirclement and siege of 6,000 U. S. Marines
and a South Vietnamese Ranger battalion at Khe 5"tt6.178
'''Figures totaled from four quarterly historical reports of the
14th Air Commando Wing.
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(S) Before the Tet Offensive, military commanders in
South Vietnam had shared the pervading optimism but considered
a large-scale enemy assault as highly possible. Gen. William W.
Momyer, Commander, Seventh Air Force, and General WestmoreIand both expressed such concern in January. Nevertheless, the

period of Tet* was a most important celebration and the Saigon
government did not disrupt holiday plans. Liberal leaves and
passes left ARVN units (outside I Corps) at 40 to 50 percent of l?9
their normal strength. Some units were on alert, many were not.
Consequently, the severe and widespread attacks rocked American
and South Vietnamese troops. Heavy fighting hit Saigon. The
old Vietnamese capital Hue was overrun and largely destroyed in
the ensuing battle. T?re enemy struck 36 of 45 provincial capitals,
64 of 242 district capitals, and 50 hamlets. His aftacks on maior
airfields and other installations destroyed 53 aircraft and damaged
344.180 One of the enemyrs greatest offensives of the war, it
inflicted immense damage. Its timing, strength, and psychological
shock (particularly on the American public) overshadowed the
equally disastrous impact on Vietcong and North Vietnamese strength.

(U) The enemyrs Tet Offensive dictated an almost complete
commitment of air power. Spooky gunships were hard-pressed to
keep up with demands on them. On several occasions AC-4?rs on
airborne alert were able to instantly pinpoint rocket and mortar
positions firing on friendly installations. For example, as the
offensive began, the 4th ACSq AC-47 rs and crews deployed from
Nha Trang and Phu Cat to Da Nang to bolster security in that often
hit area. On tJ:e night of 3-4 March the Vietcong and North Vietnamese assaulted 12 separate locations in the Da Nang tactical
area of operations but did not strike the airbase. At the time,
Spooky 11 and Spooky 12 were flying airborne combat air patrol
(CAP) over Da Nang and its helicopter satellite field Marble
Mountain. Minutes after the enemy attacked southwest of the main
base, Spooky

11 engaged

the site firing the rockets. Secondary

explosions erupted. The next day, ground parties came upon unused rocket rounds denoting a premature end of the enemy attack.l8l
The quick response of the gunships in striking enemy firing locations was credited with curtailing the attacks and reducing damage
and losses.

(U) The 14th Air Commando Squadron, under the command
of Lt. CoI. Charles A. Hodgson, became operational on 15 January.
'''The Vietnamese New Year based on the first day of the lunar
year. In 1968 it fell on_30 January.
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A1most at once its AC-4?rs were tested in the southern half of the
country by the Tet Offensive. During February, with only 13 aircraft, the 14th averaged 1I missions and 168,000 nounds expended
each night. In the first 3 months its gunships flew 170 missions
in support of troops in contact, 491 in defense of villages' and
6 in defense of airbases. Gunship and maintenance crews had to
exert an all-out effort to handle the expanded flying require-"nts.lB2

(U) Two other operations underscored the potent advantages
of the Spooky gunships in 1968. The night of I March, Spooky 41

and Spooky 42 attacked a 700-ton munitions trawler at Bai Cay Bay
--11 miles north of the gunships' base at Nha Trang. The trawler
was exchanging fire with gunboats of the U. S. Navy and the Vietnam Navy. In the words of Spooky 41ts commander, Lt. Col.
Richard C. Lothrop:
We had been firing on the ship and it had run aground
about 20 vards from the shore. It began burning. In
a few minutes, the intensity of the fire had greatly
increased. Then it just blew up. It was a spectacular
explosion. . . . A fireball went 1000 feet into the air.
It was obviouslv a load of munitions.lB3

Lt. Col. Robert C. Oiffot, commander of

Spooky 42 (which relieved

Spooky 41), reported:

There was a large secondary explosion when we fired
on the tree line just north of the beach area where
the ship was grounded. Ten minutes later we were
working over an area southwest of the burning ship
when we caused another secondary explosion about
180 feet up the side of a 6i1.184

Together, Spooky 41 and Spooky 42 expended over 38,000 rounds
while on the scene from 0130 to 0700. They were credited with
sinking one ship and destroying tons of enemy -r1ni1i6ns.1B5

(U) T?re second Spooky operation occurued in western Quang
Duc province. It was in defense of a compound at Duc Lap consisting of MACV Subsector Headquarters, Civilian Irregular
Defense Group (CIDG) c&ffrpr and outposts. The Vietcong and North
Vietnamese opened up on the compound at 0105 on 23 August. Firing
of rockets and mortars was instantly followed by a sapper attack
on key positions. U. S. Army helicopters arrived within 30 minutes

l;
u1{cLASSlfftt)

trltlcLqssriirD
B1

of a call for air support. Two Spookies from Nha Trang and Pleiku
joined the action 15 minutes later. At once they illuminated the
area and raked the defense perimeter with minigun fire. Enemy
sappers cut through extensive wire emplacements and several fire
fights broke out within the compound. Eight American advisors-six wounded--abandoned their burning bunker at 0700 to take up
positions on the northeast defense perimeter. The gunships
experienced heary automatic fire from at least 10 AA sites spotted
around the embattled area. Major Daniel J. Rehm, pilot of Spooky
41, observed:
When we arrived, the buildings in the compound were
all afire and the men were grouped in a blockhouse
below the burning operations center. I set up a quick

orbit of the area and began firing on targets about 200
to 300 meters' from ttre camp. Almost immediately we
began receiving intense anti-aircraft fire from four
different points. I began with a long burst at a target
from my mini-guns but when ttre tracers started to fly
close to us, I moved to another altih:de and began to
ttpecktt
with short bursts at the enemy 1esa1iens.186
IocITFf, 0r rIily tiltTtrTrD nctD${rs
tI torpi-trctrol Zorc
t969
T CTZ
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(U) The enemy held to the attack in the teeth of an onslaught
gunships,
tactical fighters, B-52ts, and assorted Army airof
craft. For the next several nights at least one Spooky supplied
flare illumination and firepower over Duc Lap. In 228 fLying hours
the gunships expended ?6L,044 rounds and 1,162 flares. During
the first days of the assault as many as four AC-47f s worked the
area simultaneously. The heavy air traffic led to the designation
of the first aircraft over the target (usually a gunship) as onscene
commander. His job was to assure safe altitude separation,
target entry and deparfure, and maximum ontarget fire of all aircraft. Most important, however, was that all this air effort
saved another outpost. The AC-4?rs not only dealt the attackers
savage blows but stiffened the confidence of the defenders--particular1y at night. As the men at Duc Lap put it, Spooky truly
became their "Guardian Angel. "187
(U) Excellence of gunship operations brought the Presidential
Unit Citation in June 1968 to the 14th Air Commando Wing and
thereby to ttre 4th Air Commando Squadron. The award covered
the wingrs operations
in South Vietnam from B March 1966 to 7
March 1967. j'lBB On 3 July the 14th Air Commando Wing also
passed the 100,000th mission mark in the Republic of Vietnam.l8g
The gunships figured prominently in the attainment of both these
milestones. Moreover, as the mi ssion milestone was reached, t,Le
gunship squadrons celebrated their own successful defense of 2,284
Allied outposts 190
the Spooky count continued to mount.

"tr6
(U) The nature of AC-47 operations deviated little during the
year but there were some organizational changes. On 1 May the
14th Air Commando Squadron became the 3d Air Commando Squadron (Fire Support).191 After a further redesignation on 1 August
the wing and two squadrons became the 14th Special Operations
Wing, 3d Special Operations Squadron, and 4th Special Operations
Squadron.192

(S) The need for closer relations with ground units became
evident at midyear. The constant turnover of ground personnel
prompted some Spooky crews to report that ground controllers did
'kThe citation read in part: ttFlying the venerable C-47 atrcraft, one squadron of the wing helped abort a large number of
night hostile operations against friendly forts and hamlets through
flare drops and minigun safuration fire. "
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not know what a gunship was or what it could do. This gap in
understanding impaired the quality of gunship ground support.
Hence the 14th Special Operations Wing (SOWg) and the gunship
squadrons tried to brief Spooky's operational capabilities to
members of the Direct Air Support Centers (DASC's) and air
liaison officers in each of the four corps areas.193 Some progress
along this line had been made over the years since the gunships
first appeared in Southeast Asia. For example, the U. S. Armyts
I Fie1d Force Vietnam had written a regulationx explaining the
missions, characteristics, capabilities, limitations, rrrles of engagementr &od operations of the gunships. It briefly covered what
a ground commander needed to request and employ a gqnship. In
addition,an effort was made to keep the regulation up to date.
Nevertheless, maintaining liaison with the Army on Spooky operational capability seemed a recurring problem. *

(C) The Direct Air Support Center in each corps area formed
the key link in gunship operations. Ground units requested spooky
support through the proper DASC by giving a unit call sign along
with a primary and alternate radio frequency (FM, UHF, VHF, or
HF). The DASC relayed this information to a Spooky on airborne
or ground alert. In light of the scarci.ty of gunships, it was
understood they would be diverted only to assist troops in contact
with the enemy. once spooky and the engaged unit were in contact,
the ground controller marked the location of friendly elements and
the enemyts position by fire aruow (or other pyrotechnic), strobe
light, + or flashlight. If possible, the ground controller also
supplied information on probable enemy routes of approach and withdrawal' location of any friendly artillery fire, and the maximum arc
of such fire above the terrain. Next the gunship dropped flares on
order of the ground commanders. The rules of engagement forbade
spookyrs firing on a target until contact with the ground commander
was made directly or through forward air controllers. Furthermore, Spooky could not open fire without a FAC clearance unless

Aug

'i'IFFORCEV/Reg 525-II, AC-47 (Spooky Weapons System),
68.

20

+To i-p"ove communications with ground troops, an informal
pamphlet on "Gruntisms" (terminology and vocabulary used by ground
troops) and SEA radio terminology was available at FOL's. [Hist (S),
14th SOWg, I Oct-31 Dec 69, Staridardization Section. l
+a tigtt that produces short intense flashes.
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the ground commander identified himself and reported an emergency.'
At times a ttwalk-intt+ adjustment of fire would be coordinated
between the ground controller and gunship crew.

(C) In September 1968 the Air Force experimented with
employing an AC-47 with Marine helicopter gunships. Dubbed Night
Hawk, this night hunter-killer operation had the helicopter use a
night observation device (NOD) to locate enemy troop concentrations
and mark the target area for Spookyrs superior firepower. The
first mission on 16 September obtained no results. The same was
true of a later ttwell plarured and well executedtt mission.lg4 Commanders considered the concept promising but Night Hawk never
became a standard operation. It did, however, bring to the fore
the need for a NOD in the AC-41 so it could detect and destroy
targets without aid from other
"ir"r"11.195
(S) Several AC-47 modifications were considered and tested
during the year. The Special Air Warfare Center requested a
semiautomatic flare launcher for its gunships, complete with
bulletproof jettisonable flare-storage containers. SAWC coupled to
this request the proposed installation of an emergency smokeremoval (eraser) system for six AC-47 r".196 Both these improvements were evenfually to become standard on gunships. Additionally, to vary the use of C-47 aircraft, SAWC asked that some
of the AC-47ts flare launchers be pallet-mounted for rapid installation and removal. Since August, Microtale sensor-monitoring
receivers had been evaluated in Southeast Asia. The results
furned out so well that Seventh Air Force proposed in October that
26 AC-A?rs be so equipped. It maintained that with the growth of
airdropped sensor fields, the gunshiprs sensor monitor refined target detection in enemy base areas, along trails, and around friendly
bases. Seventh Air Force accordingly recommended the portable
receiver be used in all gunship gir.sis11. 197

oTh""" procedures were spelled out for U' S' Army personnel in I Field Force Vietnam Regulation 525-11, 20 Aug 68.
For a detailed discussion of gunships and techniques see Major
victor B. Anthonyrs 1I'@ and Techniques of Nigqt Operations,
1961-19?0 (TS) (Ofc/AF Hist, Mar 1973).
+A step-by-step adjustment of fire by the FAC until the
gUnship had zeroed in on the target.
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(U) T'he year 1968 had commenced with frenzied response to
the enemyts Tet Offensive. It closed with the AC-4?ts showing
steady solid performance in a variety of missions. Perhaps but a
few people realized that 1968 was to be the peak year of USAF
AC-47 operations and strength. Signs of decline came into view-the equipping of the VNAF with Spookies and the planned arrival
of the more advanced AC-119ts. Still the strength of AC-47 operations at yearrs end differed little from the yearrs start.
1969 Gunship Operations

(U)

The year 1969 would mark the final year of USAF Spooky
operations in the Southeast Asian War. Both the 3d and 4th
Special Operations Squadrons would be deacti.vated and their aircraft turned over to the Vietnamese Air Force and Roya1 Laotian
Air Force. The return of the Spookies to Laotian operations after
an absence of over 3 years would leave in Thailand at yearfs end
only a trace of the once-strong USAF AC-47 force. While most
attention fell on unit deactivation and the return to Laotian, operations, Spooky would fly the usual missions in South Vietnam almost
up to the yearrs close.

(s) The dragonships

went back to Laos because that portion
of the Southeast Asian War took a sudden turn for the worse. The
conflict there had seesawed since 1962. Each dry season--roughl)r
from mid-September to mid-IVlay--the North Vietnamese and Pathet
Lao* would move from bases in northeast Laos toward the Plain of
Jars. Every wet season the Royal Laotian forces and those under
the Meo* General Vang Pao would strike back as the enemy met witJ:
resupply problems. In December 196? the enemy set about making
the roads more serviceable in bad weather and stockpiling supplies.
This let him push farther into central Laos, where he ensconced
himself as poor weather arrived. From I January to 15 May 1969
an enemy offensive had wrested 34 major operational or Support
(Lima Site)T bases from pro-government forces in the northern
(Barrel Rol1) area of Laos.l98 The rapid loss of Lima Sites and
splintering of government forces brought on a crisis by March.

*A Laotian Communist military force or person.
*Muo--An aboriginal people of China inhabiting Southwest
China and the northern parts of Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam.
*Li-" Site--An aircraft landing site (dirt strip) used as a
resupply point.
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crisis siphoned aircraft from

Commando Hunt

operations: C-130 Blindbat flareships, AC-130 Spectre gunships,
and at times C-123 Candlestick flareships. This diversion grew
until it hurt Commando Hunt operations. To fill the gap temporarily, Seventh Air Force decided to shift some AC-47 rs to
Thailand to help meet flare drop/fire support requests from
commanders

in

1ass.199

(S)

Co1. William H. Ginn, Jr., Deputy Commander for
Operations, 14th SOWg, flew to Laos to visit General Vang Pao to
explain how the Thai-based Spooky gunships could best be used. He
found the Meo leader hard-pressed by North Vietnamese attacks in
Military Region II, the enemy apparently intending to oust Meo and
Laotian units from the area north of the Plain of Jars. Colonel
Ginn projected an aura of professional toughness in his meeting
with Vang Pao as he sought to bolster Meo morale and convince his
hosts t'we knew our business and that we were good at it. " He
provided the General strobe lights for better marking of Meo

xCommando Hunt I, III, V--Air interdiction campaigns directed
against the flow of supplies from North Vietnam to Vietcong and North
Vietnamese forces in South Vietnam and Cambodia. These campaigns
in southern Laos (Steel Tiger area of operations) bore numerical
designations that changed with the semiannual monsoonal shift. The
three northeast-monsoon, or dry-season campaigns, took place in
1968/1969, 1969 ltglO, and 19?0 ltglt. They covered roughly,.the period
from October through April.
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positions and briefed vang Pao on gunship capabiliti"". Th"
Colonel assured the General that he "had lost his last Lima
511s.rt200 The Meo chief responded enthusiastically and Colonel
Ginn departed believing he had not only given Vang Pao more
combat effectiveness but also a tremendous morale boost.

(s) seventh Air Force in coordination with Thirteenth Air
Force ordered the Spooky gunships to Udorn RTAFB for support of
Lima Site defense in the Barre1 Roll area. Two AC-4?rs and 23
personnel from the 4th SOSq went to Udorn on 12 lMarch* followed
by an additional 2 AC-4?rs and 28 personnel 3 days 1"1sr.201
Blue Chip--the out-country control agency at Headquarters Seventh
Air Force--would direct Spooky operations over Laos. The orders
would be reiayed through Alleycat, the nighttime orbiting ABCCC

controlling the Spookies.202 One AC-4? would be on night airborne
alert backed up by another on ground alert.

(s)

Quict<ty the AC-4?rs moved into action. on the night of
15 March 1969, a ground forward air guide (FAG)--called Swamprat
--directed a Spooky and two A-l aircraft against enemy troops
attacking a friendly outpost (UG-922059). One ground unit reported:
"Fire from the tspookyr was extremely accurate and following the
their
attack, friendly troops reported seeing enemy troops..carrying
t'
T-he outpost
wounded to high ground northeast of the target area.
stayed in friendly hands.203

(S) During 19-20 March, Spooky put withering fire on enemy
troops assaulting a friendly outpost. The site commander saw
1?5-200 enemy dead and wounded being carried from the battlefield.
He attributed most of these casualties to AC-4? miniguns. On 20
March a FAC in the Bouam Long area reported an enemy withdrawal from an B2-mm mortar position in the wake of accurate
Spooky 1i"..2O4 Such actions did double duty. They broke up
enemy attacks and at the same time lifted the morale of the besieged
men. As in South Vietnam, the gunships were at their best against
'When Colonel (now Brig. Gen. ) Ginn returned to Udorn
RTAFB, he called the Spooky crew members together and informed them it was up to them to make good his pledge. [Intvw
(U), author with Brig. Gen. William H. Ginn, Jr., l\l[axwell AFB,
A1a., 9 January L974.1
+Th" date varies. History (S), 14th SOWg, I Jan-31 lyar 69
(no page number) says the new operating location at Udorn was
t'on 14
estattisrted "u wtarch. " Page 20, same sourc€r says:
March ?th Air Force directed that the Wing assign AC-4?s and
crews to Udorn RTAFB.. .. t
f
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concentrations of troops breaking into the open in attacks on outposts.*

(U) Profuse praise poured in for gunship deeds in Laos. In
May the American Air Attache in Vientiane, the Laotian capital,
congratulated Seventh Air Force for the ttoutstanding supportt'
supplied by the Udorn Spooky detachment. He wrote: "Ttte concentrated firepower provided by AC-47s of this detachment has been a
major factor in site defense and air to ground support for tactical
operations in northern Laos. rr205 Site commanders expressed
similar sentiments.206 After commitment of the Spookies in March,
no Lima Site fell--thus making good Colonel Ginnrs promise to
General Vang Pao. Indeed, the General recaptured some Lima Sites
previously lost.

(S) Recommendations that the AC-47rs be left at Udorn grew
out of their success in the Barrel Roll area sf laes.207 Moreover,
North Vietnamese strength in Laos had risen by four to five battalions. As of 5 May 1969 about 9 battalions threatened 900 friendly
troops defending Lima Sites 32 and 56.208 In July the CINCPACAF
agreed gunship operations might have to continue from Udorn but
he suggested to Seventh Air Force a possible permanent deployment
of AC-lI9G gunships instead of the Spookiss.209 Meantime, the
onset of the southwest-monsoon rain so limited air activity that two ^-^
Udorn-based AC-4?ts were sent back to Vietnamese bases orr g Jrrrre.2lO
(S) Spooky successes in Laos also gave impefus to a program
for c.onverting Royal Laotian Air Force C-47ts to gunships. Originally, four were to be modified. A series of events, however,
caused abandonment of the conversion. The transfer of eight VNAF
C-47rs with 7. 62 SUU-II Mod kits to the RLAF was arranged
instead. The first five VNAF aircraft were turned over on 5 July 1969
'''To spread awareness of Spookyts capabilities, a firepower and
flare-illumination demonstration was planned for the Laotians around
unoccupied Lima Site 113 on 20 June 1969. [Msg (S), 7/13AF to 7AF,
subj: Spooky Capability Demonstration, 13 Jun 69; Maj Richard F.
Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA (S) (Hq PACAF,
Project CHECO, 30 Aug 69), p 19. I Maj. Gen. David C. Jones,
Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, Seventh Air Force, sounded a note
of caution amid the glowing praise for Spooky. On 28 March 1969
he wrote to i\ltaj. Gen. Louis T. Seith, Deputy Commander,
7/13AF: "As you will recognize in our operations in Bamel Roll, we
have to walk a fine line between giving support when needed but not to
whet their appetites for air to the extent that they fall back and count
onlv on air. "
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and the last one on 2 october 1969. By 30 September 1969 five of
these aircraft had been modified into gunships. 2ll This equipping
of the RLAF with gunships was assisted by transfer of the 3d
Special Operation Squadronrs AC-4?rs to 11t" y54p.212

(S) The significant downturn in USAF Spooky strength marked
the mounting stress on Vietnamization of the war--a highly
publicized national policy embraced by the Nixon administration.
The amival of the follow-on AC-ltgG gunships began the one-forone trade-off that was to make the AC-47 surplus to USAF needs.
On 26 June 1969 all Spookies of D Flight, Bd SOSq, were flown
from Binh rhuy to Nha Trang,'F where their ceremonial transfer to
the VNAF took place on 30 .Irns.213 The 3d SOSq flew its last
mission on ? August and was inactivated on I September 1969.214
This left the 4th sosq the sole surviving usAF spoohy unit and it
was scheduled for inactivation on 15 December 1969. zrD The end
of USAF Spooky operations was definitely in sight.
(S) As the 3d SOSq left the scene, the 4th SOSq had to reshuffle its Ac-47 forces. It closed out its forward operating location at Phu Cat and took over the former 3d SOSq FOL at Bien
Hoa. Squadron deployment then stood. 2L6
Air Base Location
Da Nang (FOL)
Pleiku (FOL)
Nha Trang (MOB)
Bien Hoa (FOL)
Udorn (FOL)

Aircraft

Missions Per Night

4

3

2

1

4

1

3

2

2

2

'i'The 3d SOSq transitioned toward deactivation as early as 18
February 1969 when B Flight at Phan Rang was abolished, its aircraft
redistributed to other FOL's, and its frag missions deleted. [Hist (S),
14th sowg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 69. I Two 3d sosq aircraft had been transfemed to the 4th soSq on 10 February 1969. AIso, the Military Personnel center had been alerted to a. cut in crew authorizations
stemming from the transfer of AC-47 's to VNAF. [Msg (S), CINCPACAF
to USAFMPC, subj: AC-47 Transfer, 28 Jun 6g. l
*A11 were airborne missions except for one airborne and one
ground alert at Udorn.
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The 4th SOSqts return to eontrol of AC-47 flights in the III and
IV Corps areas of South Vietnam harked back to its 1965 operations in the war theater. Seemingly the 4th had come full
circle after nearly 4 years of war.

(S) Spooky deployment after the deactivation of the 3d SOSq
was rather short-lived. The change of bases planned in the Nha
Trang Proposal{' and the anticipated arrival in late 1969 of the
AC-lIgKt s would bring additional realignment in gunship force locations. However, the 15 October 1969 relocation of the 4th SOSqrs
flight and squadron headquarters from Nha Trang to Phan Rang
was the sole major move involving gg-47rs.277 Before this shift,
a Bien Hoa Spooky fell to enemy ground fire on I September and
two others suffered damage from mortar fire at Pleiku. This
forced a reduction of the 4thts fragged missions to six airborne
and one ground alert in September.zlB
(U) As the Spookies gradually reduced operations, they could
proudly look back over ttre year at a fattened statistical record.
The AC-4?ts had averaged 20 sorties each night throughout the
Republic of Vietnam. Flight A of the 4th SOSq, based at Da Nang,
hit a new daily high on 27 February when it fired 219,800 rounds
in rlefense of friendly forces. 219 During the first 6 months of
1969' the two Spooky squadrons were credited with 1,473 enemy
ki11s6.220 The boast of having successfully defended over 3,000
outposts, villages, and hamlets was often heard. The intense
pride in this record stood out strongly in 14th Special Operations
Wingts vigorous opposition to a Seventh Air Force suggestion .that
the call signs of the AC-47 and AC-119 be changed regularly. T
'r'The Nha Trang Proposal was approved by CINCPACAF and
CSAF between 15-18 January 1969, COMUSMACV 6 February 1969,
CINCPAC 19 February 1969, and JCS 26 February 1969. Purpose of
the move was to: (1) save military manpower spaces, (z) tet ttre
VNAF use Nha Trangrs jet training facilities and thereby avoid construction to modernize and update such facilities elsewhere, (3) curtail spending of U. S. currency at Nha Trang for villa rents and
hotel leases, and (4) ease the growing friction between large numbers
of U. S. military personnel and the civilian population in the Nha Trang
area. [Hist (S), 14th SWg, l Oct 69-31 Dec 69, Plans & Programs
Officer Section. l
*Seventh Air Force believed the continued use of the call sign
Spooky alerted the enemy to the nature of the mission and allowed
him to prepare defensive countermeasures.

#
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In light of th9 gunshiprs reputation, ttre Wing reported, ttre call
sign Spooky "identified the aircraft and its capabilities and is
used frequently as the method for requesting the required suppo t'1.tt221
For the moment that argument won out.
(U) With respect to Spookyts renown, a fitting event oce*r.:.r:d
on ttre night of 2 March 1969. col. conrad s. Al1man, commander
of the 14th Special Operations Wing, climbed into a 3d SOSq AC-47
to mark the wingf s 150,0001h combat mission. This milestone total
surpassed that of any other Air Force combat unit in vietnam and
the gunships had contributed a major portion of it. Two days later
the 14th wing was awarded the vietnamese cross of Gallantry with
Palm--the first usAF unit so honored by the vietnamese Governmerf . In the course of the recognition, attention was called to
such engagements as Dak ro, A shau, and Duc Lap where the Spookies
had played import^n1 ,o1ss.222
(U) An act of heroism on the night of 24 February 1969 epitomized the valor of Spooky crews. A gd SOSq AC-47 (Spoolty ?1)
was on combat air patrol in the Saigon area. Nearly 4Il2 hours
passed before Maj. Ken carpenter, aircraft commander, received
word of enemy activity in the vicinity of Bien Hoa. As Spooky ?1
turned to meet the enemy, the pilot and copilot spotted rnuzzre
flashes on the southern and eastern perimetels of Long Binh Army
Base. With hot activity below they moved into attack orbit and fired
about 3' 000 rounds. After t,l.e second pass, they were directed to
give the ground troops more flare illumination--specificatly about
2 kilometers south of Long Binh--and to remain over the area. In
the cargo compartment, Spooky ?1ts loadmaster, AlC John L.
Levitow from Connecticut, was busily setting ejection and ignition
controls on the IV&.-24, 2-million candlepower, magnesium flares.
He would carefully hand the flares to one of the gunners, Sergeant
Ellis C. Owen, who hooked tkrem onto the lanyard. The sound of
mortar fire rose above the engine noise. A turn of the aircraft
indicated the pilot was fixing on a new target. Then came the
sudden shock of a blast, a white flash, showers of flying metal,
and the sinking sensation of the aircraft veering sharply right and
down. Crewmembers in the rear of the aircraft were thrown
violently about and injured. Unknown at the time, a North Vietnamese Army B2-mm mortar shell had hit Spooky ?1ts right wing?z3
(U) At the moment of the blast, Sergeant Owen had one finger
through the safety pin ring preparatory to dropping a flare. Knocked
from his hand, the armed flare rolled on the floor. The crew knew
(This page is UNCLASSIFIED)
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it took but 20 seconds for the flare to ignite. They also knew the
consequences of an ignited flare on board--the 4,000o Fahrenheit
burn and the incapacitating toxic smoke. In that instant of crisis'
AIC Levitow, severely injured with shrapnel on his right side,
was dragging himself to the open cargo door to pu11 away one of
his injured comrades. Suddenly he saw the armed flare for the
first time. It was rolling between number one minigun and a
jumble of spilled ammunition and storage cans. Filled with terror
at the sight of the smoking flare, Levitow knew he had to get it
out at once or all would be lost. Moving in pain and with great
difficulty in the pitching gunship, he finally reached the flare. He
grasped it and crawled slowly but determinedly to the open door.
At last he pushed the flare out--it ignited almost instantly. Major
Carpenter regained control of the aircraft and managed to get it
and the injured crew back to Bien Hoa AB. Later he said, ttlt is
my belief that this story could not have been told by any other
member of my crew had Levitow failed to perform his heroic
action. " But the story was told and AIC John L. Levitow received
Americars highest military award--the Medal of lHonor.224
(U) The flight of Spooky 71 and AIC Levitowrs brave actions
were, in a sense, a fitting climax for all the many missions of
AC-47 crews over a span of 4 years. Numerous crewmembers had
responded courageously to emergencies and the enemy effort to knock
them from the skies. Now the gunship missions had almost become
routine.

(U) In late October 1969 the 4th Special Operations Squadron
Spookies engaged in their final major operation in South Vietnam.

North Vietnamese regulars and Vietcong had attacked between Bu
Prang and Duc Lap on the II Corps border with Cambodia. Evidently the enemy wanted to push new supply routes into the interior
of II Corps. In the ensuing 30 days the AC-47's flew two missions
nightly. Frequently they landed, restocked ammunition and flares,
then returned to the attack. The gunships fired over 400' 000
rounds and dropped over 8,000 flares in support of ground units.
Heavy ground fire, however, compelled adoption of modified
combat techniques. The AC-4?rs maintained complete blackout
over targets where they received intense ground fire, desynchronized
the engines to hinder ground fire that keyed on engine noise, and
moved off target for safer and faster reloading of the miniguns.zz5
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(S) As in past years, AC-47 operations had their difficulties
in 1969. A serious shortage of 7.62-mm tracer ammunition developed in late May. Immediate steps were taken to conserve
tracer rounds and thereby avoid having solely ball ammunition left
for the miniguns. Units were ordered to use only ball ammunition
in daytime training missions and to restrict the rounds expended
for pilot upgrading. Expenditure of rounds on interdiction targets
was held to 6,000 unless the firing touched off a secondary explosion
or ground fire. By JuIy the tracer shortages had tapered o11. 226
In October and November aIL C-47 rs were scheduled for fuel-cell

,
.

"*-

explosive-suppressant modifications which put more work on a
burdened maintenance sectiol.zz1

t

(S) Problems arose in the manning of certain crew positions,
mainly enlisted ones. Ear1y in the year a shortage of gunners
hampered the 4th SOSq's operational readiness. AC-47 loadmasters
were also in short supply.22B gy the end of March, however,
assignees began to catch up with projected inputs and shortages
eased. High personnel turnover--nothing new to a gunship squadron or any other Southeast Asian unit--required continuous and
aggressive in-country training programs. Moreover, a higher percentage of newly assigned personnel were recent flying-school
graduates. This demanded more stress on training, standardization,
and checkout of aircrew members than ever before. It also dictated
care in balancing the crew experience level at all pg1ts. 229
(S) Force changes further hindered gunship operations.
Aruiva1 of the AC-119ts and the phaseout of the AC-4?rs added,
deleted, and moved gunship forces. Under the Nha Trang Proposal
the 14th Special Operations Wing and other units left Nha Trang and
that base was returned to the Vietnamese. More force reshuffling
was planned when the AC-119K's deployed to Vietnam. 230 A11 this
activity aggravated the normal difficulties in communication between
many operating locations.
(S) The upcoming deactivation of the 4th SOSq and phaseout of
USAF AC-47 operations forced a further review of AC-47 missions
flown over Laos from Udorn RTAFB. Since it would probably take
the RLAF over 6 months to attain a AC-47 capability,2Sl proPosals
were made to support Lima Sites in the Barrel RolI area with
AC-119G's in lieu of AC-4?ts. On 12 August, Seventh Air Force
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therefore directed two AC-4?fs at Udorn be replaced by two AC119G's effective 9 September. This exchange included the idea of
using the AC-119G to fly armed interdiction over the Ho Chi Minh
Trail and also act as a FAC. While arranging the exchange, I4th
SOWg pointed out that the AC-119G offered no particular advantage
over the AC-47 in Lima Site defense, troop-in-contact support,
or armed reconnaissance (considering its limited sensor capability).
In fact, over tl:e rugged Laotian temain the AC-47 might possess
a better recovery advantage in an emergency than the AC-119G.
Covey* FAC reports and debriefings of AC-119G crews following
FAC missions also raised questions as to the AC-119Gts suitability in a FAC yo1s.232 The AC-119K was likewise considered
as a substihrte for the AC-47 but rejected at this [i;qe because
Udorn could not properly support this jet aircraft.oor These
arguments, plus the strong support from the U. S. Ambassador to
Thailand for continued AC-47 operations from Ud_o_rr,r, led to
cancellation of the exchange order on 23 August.234 It was later
decided to assign three AC-47ts and five gunship aircrews,to the
432d Tactical Reconnaissance Wing at Udorn. These AC-47rs
would fly missions until the Laotians were ready to handle tfrem.235

''^
11
"

(S) On 30 November Lt. Col. Adam W. Swigler, Jr., Commander of the 4th Special Operations Squadron, boarded Spooky 41
and took off on a very routine yet momentous mission. When he
landed at Phang Rang AB at 0710, I December 1969, the last
fragged mission of the squadron had been flown. * Fifteen days
later the 4th SOSq was deactivated and its AC-47rs redistributed
as follows: 432d TRWg at Udorn, three; VNAF, three; and RLAF,
eight, under the Military Assistance Program (MAP).236
(U) Since November 1965, the 4th SOSq had pioneered in the
deployment and tactical development of the gunship. It had flown
a broad spectrum of missions over varied terrain, covering all of
'The call sign of the O-2 and OV-10 FAC aircraft of the 20th
Tactical Air Support Squadron operating in North Vietnam and Laos.
IrA
landing and 'rwetting downt' ceremony had been set for
0630 but Spooky 41 was busy defending troops-in-contact at that
time.
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parts of Laos. At one time or another it provided fire support during many major battles of the war. Over
4 years of operations the Spookies successfully defended 3,926
hamlets, outposts, or forts. The unit fired 9? million rounds
and was credited with killing 5, 300 enemy soldiers. It dropped
nearly 270,000 flares as it sought to strip away the cover of
darkness from the enemy. Thus the 4th Special Operations Squadron departed the war with an enviable record. *
South Vietnam and

(U) As the curtain closed on 1969, so ended the role of
USAF AC-47 rs in the Southeast Asian War. F'or 4 years Spooky had
met a critical need beyond all expectations. It early earned a
reputation as a nighttime defender and never lost it. Whether it

was convoy, special fo'rces camp, isolated Vietnamese hamlet, airbase troops engaging the enemy, or medical evacuation team-Spookyts stream of minigun fire dealt attackers deadly blows and
lifted defendersr spirits. Spooky could loiter over and illuminate an
area then strike with pinpoint precision--proving the predictions of
its originators that it was well-suited for counterinsurgency situations. The Spooky Count and the airmenrs boast that no ou@ost or
village was ever lost while under gunship protection--these reflected
Spookyts great contribution to the war. The gunshipts ful1 impact
on Vietcong and North Vietnamese strategy is hard to pin down. It
is clear that from lg65 on Spooky countered the enemyrs previous
advantage of picking out friendly positions for striking and overrunning at night. It forged key links in a security chain that protected the pacification effort and strengthened friendly control over
the South Vietnam countryside. Most important, it was just this

'oThe 4th SOSq was presented its third Air Force Outstanding
Unit Award for achievements during aI June 1968-15 June 1969. This
last presentation included the ttvt' device denoting valor. T?re accompanying citation stressed that the 4th SOSq had "contributed immeasurably to counterinsurgency actions by delivering highly effective
firepower against enemy forces. " During the award period the squadron accumulated almost 4,700 sorties totaling about 16,500 combat
hours and defended successfully more ttran 2,000 Allied positions"
(In late December, eight AC-4?ts from Phan Rang AB were ferried
to the Thai-AM facility, Bangkok, . Thailand. ) [Hist (S), 14th SOWg,
1 Oct-31 Dec 69.l
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pacification aspect of guerrilla warfare that counterinsurgency
experts claimed would spell final success or failure.

(U)

While pointing to the importance of the first gunship
effort, one should not lose sight of its limitations. The AC-4?
was an aging aircraft--to say the least. Its design did not afford
the best view of a target, and the miniguns proved ineffective
against troops not in the open. Spookyrs firing orbit had to be at
a fairly low altifude which put it in range of enemy small-arms
fire. Its limited power and slow rate of climb magnified operational problems over mountainous areas. Lack of sensors made
it a marginal performer on night armed reconnaisssnss.23T

(U) Whatrs more, the AC-4?ts initial commitment over the
Ho Chi Minh Trail in 1966 was questioned after a combination of
rugged terrain and hea.r4y AA fire laid bare Spookyrs vulnerability.
The successful return of the AC'47 gunships to Laotian operations
in 1969 failed to silence critics of the aircraftts survivability, since
Spooky was defending Lima Sites in a lightly defended environment similar to that in South Vietnam. * Also, in spite of Spooky
successes in airbase defenser sorrl€ consideration was given to
alternative aircraft. On 7 April 1969 PACAF submitted a required
operational capability (ROC: PACAF-6-69) fob a helicopter to replace Spooky. PACAF believed a helicopter more flexible, fasterreacting, and capable of operating within base perimslsrs.23B
Ag", design, and armament clearly circumscribed the AC-4?rs
role.
(U) The end of USAF

AC-47 operations did not mean that
Spooky was being retired to storage or put out to pasture. Despite the aircraftrs lengthening years, its simplicity of operation'

$1

*Spooky

c.rews declined several Alleycat-assigned targets in
Laos during April 1969. These targets, reported as trucks and
roads, were h:rned down mainly ttbecause of the high risk. t' [Ltr
(S), E Flight Comdr, 4th SOSq, to Col Ginn, Dep Comdr/Ops,
14th SOWg, subj: Spooky Targeting, 4 Apr 69.
1
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versatility, and legendary dependability* made it an almost ideal
weapon System for transfer to indigenous air forces. Consequentl
AC-47 operations went on under new banners. A total of 53
AC-4?ts had been built costing about $6. ? million so a considerabl
number of them would be around for some time.239 As the gunship pioneeq, the USAF AC-47 was the progenitor of gunship operations by Allied air forces and a second generation of improved
USAF gunships as we1l.

*It was remarkable this 25- to 26-year-old aircraft had so
few maintenance problems. Its operational readiness stayed high
over the years. Quality maintenance was a critical factor in SEA,
made more difficult to attain due to high personnel hrrnover and a
mar:ning level of 90 percent at times. [See Hist (S)' L4th SOWg,
I Apr-30 Jun 69. l
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(AC-i3O)

Seeking Improved CaPabilitv

(U) The imaginative and resourceful men who spurred on
the first gunshipts development foresaw the weapon systemrs
immense potential for growth, refinement, and improvement.
Captain Simons* suggested various missions a more sophisticated
gunship might perform. As early as 1963 he mentioned the
possible inclusion of infrared and laser-beam equipment to enhance night target acquisition. Captain Terry+ noted, as the
AC-4?ts first combat test and evaluation got under wayr that his
thoughts turned to using bigger and better aircraft that could
accommodate the more advanced sensory components and heavier
armament.

(U) The ideas of these men picked up support. The initial
test unitrs evaluation report ended with a recommendation that an
aircraft of greater payload be considered for future gunships. In
February 1965 AFSC urged plaruring for a better transport than the
c-47 for the gunship ro1e. Thus, from t].e beginning ideas and
recommendations abounded for greater gunship development.
(U) Various AC-47 shortcomings were apparent despite its
combat Successes and reliability. An old aircraft of limited cargo
space, its low wing prevented a fu]l view of the target and posed
problems in minigUn placement. Its top speed was a relatively
slow 200 knots and its takeoff weight restricted ammunition and
flare loads. A follow-on gunship had to overcome some of these
disadvantages and permit equipment changes or additions that
would strengthen the weapon system.

Most attention focused on a higher-performance aircraft,
although some thought was given to a smaller side-firing airplane.
One such proposal, Operation Little Brother, stemmed from June
1966 discussions of a Limited War Study Group and AFSC Task
Force. Talk dwelt on a prototype aircraft that could provide close
support of counterinsurgency ground forces with an accuracy. "equal
to or better than Army organic ground-based fire support. " C)n
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Fig. 6 (c )
21 June 1966 Captain Terry and Captain James Wolverton* bti"f"d
the Study Group on side-firing operations. On 1 July the Group
proposed a twin-engine aircraft of 2,000-pound payload and highwing design. The Cessna Super Sky Master Model 337 was
initially deemed appropriate. Ttre projected aircraftts armament
would be a semi-recoilless, 40- to 42-rnrn gun capable of firing
500 rounds-per-minute. The MXU-47OlA Minigun Module was proposed after studying availability, coSt, weight' recoil, and reliability. A pilot and gururer would crew the aircraft which could
operate from unimproved landing and takeoff areas. Theqplane
would be equipped with an automatic pilot and instruments for
VFR day and night operations. It would cruise at speeds between
100-190 mph and fly 10 hours without refueling. Inclusion of a

fire-control system would afford the pilot/gunner the best firing
position for greatest accuracy. l

was assigned
eel The development of a fire-control system
f
(AFAL).
Wing
Commander
Air
Avionics
Force
Laboratory
to the
(RAF)
officer with
Thomas C. Pinkerton, a Royal Air Force
'FCaptain Terryts close associate at the ASD gunship office.
+Under AFSC|s Director of Laboratories.
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AFAL, largely designed the critical system and it was ttren fabricated in the Air Force shops. For flight tests AFAL leased an
aircraft from cessna Aircraft corporation and ASDts shops modified it. After several successful flight tests, the fire-control
systemts potential was so apparent that work on a suitable system
for a bigger aircraft like the c-130 began before Little Brother
ended. The improved and more reliable Ac-130 fire-control
c.$a
system owed a lot to the Little Brother tests.2
(U) The Air Force pursued the Little Brother project for a
few months during the latter half of 1966. The project died from
the shortage of available funds and resource demands of other
projects, including the development of heavier gunships to replace
the AC-47.
(U) Developments regarding the Air Forcers night attack
capability dovetailed with its desire to improve the gunship. Deeper
u- s. involvement in the southeast conflict put problems of usAF
night operations in stark relief. The vietcong were obviously
attacking and moving supplies during darkness to exploit Air Force
inability to strike effectively 24 hottrs a day. putting it simply--
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the Air Force had to see a target to hit it. Furthermore, the
rugged teruain and dense foliage in many par:ts of SEA offered
day-and-night cover for insurgent base camps and truck parks.
The Air Force faced the fact it had no around-the-clock capability
and launched an all-out effort to get one. This in turn was to
shape gunship improvements.

Q, In

the Military Aircraft Panel of the
Presidentrs Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) turned its attention
to night operations. The Panel reviewed and recommended expansion of the Armyrs night vision program. On 18 May 1965 it urged
Dr. Donald F. Hornig, Special Assistant to the President on Science
and Technology, to push the application of night vision developments to aircraft, suggesting the technical stafus of current projects
justified a crash program. On 3 June Dr. Hornig conveyed the
Panelrs recommendations to Dr. Harold Brown, Director Defense
Research and Engineering (DDR&E), OSD. He pointed to the need
for "early experimental assessments" and giving night capability
"to our units in Vietnam as rapidly and on as large a scale as
practicable. " Dr. Brown replied on 18 June that, in line with the
PSAC recommendations, high-priority programs had been t'designed
to assure the utility of the devices in helicopter and slow- and
high-speed fixed-wing aircraft. "3
1964 and 1965

g> In early December President Lyndon B. Johnson expressed
interest in the night vision program and asked Deputy Secretary of
Defense Cyrus R. Vance about it. Secretary Vance informed the
President that helicopter*mounted systems were to be tested in Vietnam in March 1966 and A-lE-mounted systems in August 1966. A
transport aircraft reconnaissance-strike system, primarily designed
for interdiction missions, would be evaluated in Vietnam during
January 196?. President Johnson likewise questioned Mr. Ilornig
about the subject. The Science Advisorrs response of 3 January 1966
stressed the importance of the problem, noted the programts limited
funding, and voiced the opinion that faster progress could be made.4

(illr This White House interest spawned several conferences
attended by: Dr. Vincent V. McRae, Technical Assistant to the
Presidentrs Advisor on Science and Technology; Dr. Richard S.
Garwin, member of the Presidentrs Science Advisory Committee;
Gen. Bernard A. Schriever, Commander, Air Force Systems Command; Lt. Gen. James Ferguson, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff
for Research and Development. These meetings and others
involving the Office of Defense Research and Engineering set the
nr:.
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stage for an extensive Air Force effort to attain a night/strike*".",r
reconnaissance capability. The high-priority program that took
shape was labeled Operation Shed Light. *5

GT As the first step in Operation Shed Light, Headquarters
USAF designated a team on ? February 1966 to "clarify the capability as well as limitations of the night attack problem. " On 5
March the team ended its deliberations and made 29 specific
recommendations for insuring the best around-the-clock capability.
It identified the main development needs as: (1) a self-contained
night attack capability in the low-threat environment for targets of
opportunity on lines of communication, Ql a battlefield illumination
airborne system (BIAS) to perform real-time reconnaissance for
Army field units and serve as hunter-illuminator for strike aircraft
carrying out close air support, (3) a night hunter for high-threat
environment, and (4) enhancement of ground and airborne forward
air controller capabilities. The team also set development requirements in the fields of navigation, illumination, target marking, and
sensors for target detection and acquisition. After review of fl*e
teamrs findings, the Air Staff commenced an Air Force-wide program on 18 March 1966 to achieve a creditable, tactical, night
attack capability without delay. It informed the major commands of
Operation Shed Light the same day. Central supervision of the program was vested in the Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and Development, who asked other Air Staff agencies concerned and all major
commands to organize offices for coordinating Operation Shed Light
matters. 6
Gl On 23 March Air Force Headquarters instructed AFSC to
prepare a plan showing time phases and cost of the 29 recommendations. T?re Limited War Office at ASD did the spadework on the
plan and became the focal point for planning work on ttre 29 items.
From the various in-house discussions proper integration of sensors
and weapons emerged as the key to improved night capability. The
completed AFSC Program Package PIan was coordinated with the
Army and Navy to foster better sharing of developments among the
military services. The Air Staff reviewed the plan on 9 June and q
on 15 Juty the Air Foree Chief of Staff told AFSC to implement it. '

{'At the same time the Navy established a requirement for aircraft capable of night operations.
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Gunboat emerged as one of ttre proposals
under Operation Shed Light. It was viewed aS an extension of the
AC-47 side-firing system. It wou]d, however, reali.ze vastly increased operational effectiveness by putting heavier and more
accurate firepower in a bigger aircraft. By adding guns of
.
different caliber and a larger ammunition load, firing could continue longer and with improved fire patterns. An image intensifier--obtained from the Armyts night-vision development--would
team with the fire-control system to pick up targets in the dark.
A radar beacon, DF homer reception, and loran D+ could--when
available--bolster night and bad-weather operations. Stronger
armorplate would protect the crew and the inerted fuel tanks would
retard fire. The Gunboat aircraft would have about the Same mis-

E> Project

sion as the AC-47: close support of hamlets, special forces c&lTIFSr
and installations. But in addition, the new gunship with 20-mm guns
and sensor equipment could far better interdict targets' even
fleeting ones. 9

G, In July 1966 the Director of Development' Deputy Chief of
Staff, Research and Development, USAF' took charge of Project
Gunboat. T?re first planning meeting was held on 2 SepteYnber at
Wright-Patterson AFB with representatives of Headquarters AFSC
and ASD. Project objectives were discussed and configuration of
the prototype aircraft considered. Next, ASD quickly surveyed
various laboratories and companies for necessary equipment and
rushed into development components not on hand. The Air Force

Armament Laboratory started an armament effectiveness study on
use of high-caliber weapons. While ASD laid the groundwork for the
prototype test progf&rl1 Headquarters USAF analyzed mission requirements.l0 On 16 November Project Gunboat personnel tentatively
picked the C-130 as the prototype, the same aircraft selected for the
BIAS-Hunter+ project. Armament would consist of 7.62-mm miniguns,
20-mm guns, and maybe .5O-caliber machineguns. Funding for

+See glossary

t'lorant',
for definitions of "DFtt, tthoming",

and ttloran Dtt.

"loran Ct',
+gtAS--A battlefield illumination airborne system consisting of
an illumination unit of 28 xenon arc lamps, downward-looking infrared radar, and forward-looking radar with moving target indicator
(MTI). The lampst illumination was equivalent to 4 times a fulI moon
over a circle 2 miles in diameter from an altitude of 12,000 feet.
[Herman S. Wo1k, USAF Plans and Po!!g!5 R&D for Southeast 4P
1965-196? (rs) (ofcE-Hist, .lun tg60ttHisa (S), ASD, Jul 1968-Jun 1969. l
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the Gunboat prototype was put

un,.1er

-

Project

1559.

*I1

€; The Air Staff directed AFSC in January 196? to configure
a C-130 under Project Gunboat, an in-house effort expected to take
6 months. Planned tests were to determine: if it was dcsirai:it:
to use the 20-mm cannon at altitudes of 6 to 10 thousand feet;
how well the starlight image intensifier optical viewer and firecontrol system worked in pinpc,-inting targets at night; and the best
?. 62-mm and 20-mm guns.12

mix of

t

(C)

Choice of C-130A (serial number 54-f626)13as the Gunboat aircraft on 26 Februarw 196? marked a momentous milestone

t]rt.rli.,r t.r.,r.r'iirt.ilrt'r'...1

i.'r.S:

\3 "X. k\R

..

*

F*RIL

First AC-I-30A Gunship
'''Project 1559--An effort for "quick reaction programming
and funding" for counterinsurgency R&D. On AFSCTs request, Headquarters USAF allocated $500, 000 to launch Project 1559 on 6
January 1965. Expenditures increased in later fiscal years and AFSC
used the money to support testing and evahation of existing equipment or to exploit technical advances in new equipment. [Herman S.
Wolk, USAF Plans and Policies R&D For Southeast Asia 1965-196? (TS)
(orc/A.p n-ist, ,lunJg69, p tg.l .
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but there was no great rejoicing. The aircraft had been in three
to the project. At one time
maior accidents before being assigned
ttsick-two-six. rr14 Be that as it
,r11t11b." "626" had been nicknamed
may, ASD commenced modification of the aircraft on I April 1967
at Wright-Patterson AFB. 15

Ff Benefits from selection of the 4-engine, high-wing, Lockheed-built Hercules transport became apparent at once. A chief
advantage lay in the manifold increaser in compartment space and
load capacity over the C-47, making room for more equipment.

Four 7.62-rnrn miniguns and four 20-mm M-61 rmlcan cannon (able
to fire 2, 500 rounds of high-explosive incendiary shells per minute)
were installed. Sensor equipment included a night observation devicel
an AN/OPN-34 (V) side-Iooking radar, and an APS-42 forward-looking
radar. A computerized fire-control system linked guns and sensors.
This was a giant step toward giving the gunship crew a target
acquisition+ system that could aim and strike precisely--even at
niglt. Also added were: a Bell Optical sight; a steerable illuminator
containing two 2O-kilowatt xenon arc lamps giving off visible, infrared, or ultraviolet light; a semiautomatic Fairchild Hiller \/k-24
flare dispenser; armorplating; inert fuel tanks; APN-153 doppler
radar for navigation; direction-finding homing instruments; and an
FM radio transceiv"*. 16
.

(u) As modifications made headway, the Air Force decided
to substitute Gunship II for the more nautical Gunboat designation.l?
Gunship II was more in keeping with a follow-on gunship to the

AC-47 and also denoted the second-generation nature of the C-130
prototype.

xThe night observation device--also called starlight scope-intensified irnages through use of ambient (sumounding) moonlight
or starlight. This telescope-like instrument had a limited capability
to detect personnel and vehicular/riverboat traffic. The Air Force
tested the NOD in its aircraft, putting one in an AC-47 in Southeast
Asia. Some results were negative and some higlrly successful as in
ttre battle over Attopeu on 4 March 1966 (see Chap II). In April 1966
the NOD development became Project Combat WalL under Shed Light
in response to Southeast Asia Operational Requirement (SEAOR)
3?-FY-66. Most of the 1966 NOD tests concerned suitable mounting
brackets for the scopes. [Hist (S), Dir/Ops, l Jan-30 Jun 67' p 220.1
+Target acquisition--Ttre detection, identification, and location
of the target in sufficient detail to permit the effective employment

of

weapons.

{$nEl
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G, Modifications were completed on the Gunship II prototype
and it entered the flight-test phase* on 6 June 196?.18 It watflown
to Eglin AFB for checkout of sensors, fire-control system and
armament. Initial flight tests 12-23 June) demonstrated the successful integration of the NOD, fire-control system, and gunsight.
The pilot aimed, fired, and hit the target without ever seeing it
with the naked eye.19 Next the aircraft went through a ttcut and
tryt' cycle that included tests and modifications then more tests and
modifications. 20 After about l-month testing at Eglin, another 4b
days were spent at Wright-Patterson AFB putting in more equipment. Eventually three major sensors for locating and identifying
targets were installed: a NOD, a side-looking radar (SLR), and a
FLIR system--all mounted on the left side of the aircraft. "&
major improvement, the FLIR enabled the Gunship II to detect
the
heat from vehicles after they furned off their lights or drove under
jungle canopy. The fire-control system integrated inputs from the
three sensors and provided position and attitude information to the
pilot. This allowed him to place the aircraft in a search or attack
orbit. Signals from the fire-control system drove a pipper (bead)
in the pilotts gunsight. When the fixed reticle (system of lines) in
the gunsight was aligned with the pipper, the pilot had completed
aiming and was ready to fire.21
f3l In a final series of tests at Eglin, Gunship II scored high
on a number of covert search and attack missions. The NOD and
other sensors searched a designated area on the range to detect,
identify, and track targets. The aircraft then made firing passes
utilizing the BIAS. It also proved its ability to detect targets at
night on the water range. The weapon firing was devastat^ing and
accurate, hitting the target 29 times of 30 firing passes. zz Based
on these results, the prototSrpe was certified ready fo_r September
deployment to Southeast Asia for combat evaluation. zo

>K

The flight-test program comprised five phases. The first,
conducted at Wright-Patterson AFB, tested the experimental firecontrol system and the integration of several sensors. T?re II, III,
and IV phases flown at Eglin AFB entailed boresighting and alignment of the armament; testing the integrated fire-control system
and guns by firing from various slant ranges and altitudes; and
checking the effectiveness of the sensors in acquiring simulated
targets. Phase V was the combat evaluation in SEA. [AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), AFLC Support of Forces ir Sorth"*s! Asia:
Special Aircraft Proiects, 1965-1968 (AFLC, Feb 1971), Doc IB6. l
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(tr

l?re flYing tests likewise helped establish basic
"tetry.
requirements for the AC-130. These positions were identified:24

Aircraft

Flight Engineer

Commander

Loadmaster

Pilot

Master Armorer / Scanner

Fire Direction Officer

Armorer 17.62-rnrn
Navigator
Armorer/20-mm
Navigator / Sensor Operator- -NOD
Radar
Navigator/Sensor Operator--IR and

subsystems in Gunship II
required crewmen who were scientists and engineers in the various
technical areas. The AFSC development team had these skiLls and
thus made up half the crew when the aircraft was tested and deployed. (The rest cif the crew came from TAC. ) An outstanding
example was Lt. Col. James R. Krause, master navigator, former
AFAL engineer, and one of ASD's leading infrared experts. He
showed what the infrared system could really do in the hands of
an operator with ski1l and know-how. l$oreover, he instilled confidence in the future crewmembers who pould operate the sensor.
Majors Teruy and Wolverton* similarly iarried their expertise
into crew positions. A remarkable group of men, they flew"1
thousands of hours in tests and combat-evaluation missions, often
working on their equipment by day and flying combat at night. They
formul.ated tactics and procedures for uqing the systems and instructed folLow-on crews. 25 Perhaps even more significant, these
intensely dedicated men formed a nucleus around which future development effort uould flourish.

e

At first, the new experimental

Evaluating the Protot:rpe

in Combat

The AFSC- TAC crew flew the prototype Gunship II to
South Vietnam for a 60- to 90-day combat evaluation, omiving on
21 September 196?.26 The evaluation task force, commanded by
Maj. Jack L. Kalow and based at Nha Trang AB' divided the

l9

*Both ttrese officers had been promoted to major. Major
Wolverton, Chief Engineer of Gunship II, had developed the basic
pylon-turn equations. He was often calLed a |ttechnical optimisttt
for his unshakeable belief ttrat things would always work.
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combat test into three phases. Ttre first was devoted to close
air support missions from airborne alert in the delta region (IV
Corps Tactical Zone) around Binh Thuy. (This traced the pattern
of the AC-47rs combat evaluation wherein the first flights were
over areas posing the least terrain or enemy-defense problems. )
The second phase tried the Gunship II weapon system against
enemy lines of communication in Tiger Hound). The third phase
involved armed reconnaissance and ground support missrons in
the highlands of II Corps (CTZ).27 The first evaluation sortie
was flown on 24 September, the last on 1 Decemoer.28 The
pnased test program ended on 8 December 196?. *29

The Air Force invited the U. S. Army to participate in
the test and evaluation to insure a realistic program. From the
outset they were partners30 and contributed people and equipment
to the test. After combat missions involving its troops, Army
test personnel reported Gunship II operations in support of ground
combat units were rrsignificantly better than that of other comparable
existing gunships. "31They expected even more improvement t'by irfr
creased reliability of equipment and further development and refinement
of operational techniques and procedures.tt The Army evaluators
stopped short of an unqualified indorsement, however, pending
"receipt and review of the Air Force proposal for further development, production, deployment and employment."t32

G

The prototype Gunship II test results were most favorable, 33 particularly as to interdiction. During septemberoto
r+
December, the AC-130 sighted 94 trucks and destroyed 38.

(}

'klnterestingly, the 3 April 196? issue of Aviation Week and
Space Technologi report,ed Urat a Lockheed AC:r56-a_ir"ffi'F
armed attacl: veision of''the C-130 turbo-prop transport, " was being
used in Laos. ttThe aC-tgOs have been fitted with seven fixed, sidepointing .50 caliber rapid fire machine guns plus heavy armor plate, "
said the article. This account so surprised the Office of the Secretary
of the Air Force (OSAF) that it asked CINCPACAF "whether armed
C-130 tgunshipst are in fact operating in SEA. " Seventh Air Force
replied: t'Armed C-130 tGunshipsr are not repeat not operating in
SEA and do not anticipate they will be in foreseeable future. " [Msg
SAF-OPPC ?7406 (S), OSAF to CINCPACAF, Apr 1967; msg (S)'
?th AF to OSAF, 0807532 Apr 6?.l
*Th" AC-130 flew a special mission near Udorn, Thailand,
that proved the ?. 62-mm and 20-mm projectiles could penetrate the
typical single-canopy jungle in that area. [Hist (s), TAWC, I Ju1-31
Dec 67, p 34. l

€fofl'ih
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Major Terry was piloting the prototype on an armed reconnaissance
mission in November when a large convoy of enemy vehicles was
detected. He repeatedly attacked and destroyed or damaged eight
vehicles. (Later he received the Distinguished Flying Cross for
his performance on this mission. )35 Maj. Gen. William G. Moore,
Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and Development, praised
the new system, stating that 'rthe C-180 Gunship II test bed aircraft
had unprecedented success in identifying and destroying enemy l-ines
of communication both in South Vietnam and Laos. " In doing so it
had "far exceeded fighter type kill ratios on enemy trucks and other
equipment. "36 In fact, the interdiction strikes went so well the
Z7
prototype almost didntt finish the close-support part of the evaluation.
During the entire evaluation period, Gunship II fired 87,720 roundrs
of 20-mm and 222,800 rounds of 7. 62-mm ammunition and dropped
310 flares. 38 By the end of 196?, the SEA evaluation showed the
prototSrpe- "a three-fo1d improvement over its predecessor--the
hc-+2".i'39

G7 During the tests the prototS4pers main system components
were used for both close support and armed reconnaissance of
enemy supply lines. Only the APS-42 rravigator radar failed to
measure up--a se.rious shortcoming over rugged terrain.40 At a
Wright-Patterson AFB conference on 11-12 December 196? this item

was discussed, along with about 200 engineering changes proposed
for Gunship II. The meeting failed to reach a firm decision on a
navigation-radar change but the conferees did decide to add raCgS
A1
homing and warning (RIIAW) equipment to the prototype for better ddfense.='

(g> Gunship IIts strenuous testing, which involved at least
one and sometimes two or three missions a day, generated
maintenance problems with the t'breadboardt"F equipment. Whereupon, General Momyer decided to return the prototype to the
United States for a general refurbishing. When he so informed
General Westmoreland, the MACV Commander was reluctant to let
the aircraft go for an estimated ?-month reworking. He asked
General Mom;rer to look into "a11 alternatives which might
accomplish the modifications and sti1l get some use out of it before
the end of the Northeast Monsoon. " General Momyer then directed
only a minimum overhaul of Gunship II so it could be back in the
theater by the first half of February.42 This demanded an all-out
effort to refurbish sensors and other equipment. Nevertheless' the
job was done and the protot;rpe returned to Southeast Asia on 12
February 1968.43
'rA term for equipment put together for test purposes' often on
rather crude mountings, to detect trouble spots before final engineering design.
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€> Almost at once Seventh Air Force committed the pry
totype to working the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos.44 The aircraft was based at Ubon RTAFBT'' in eastern Thailand, a strategic
staging point for missions over the southern Laotian panhandlei45
After several fire-control harmonization flights, the AC-130A
began flying combat on 27 February. on the.third sortie it
destroyed nine trucks and two storage areas.46
Gunship II flew combat in Southeast Asia from February
to November 1968. The prototype sighted 1' 000 trucks, destroying 228 and damaging 133. It attacked 481 trucks with no visible
results. The aircraft destroyed 9 and damaged B of 32 sampans
or boats sightefl.47 These figures kindled enthusiasm in commanders and officials about the gunshipts operations. It appeared
that at last an effective weapon system was available'for nighb
strikes on the supply trails. *

S

'oTh" first USAF personnel had arrived at lrbon RTAFB on
25 April 1962. It became the home of the Bth Tactical Fighter
wing on B December 1965. [Hist (s), Bth TFWg, 4 Jul-30 sep

69, p

1.1

didl

.L

'A1though based at lfbon RTAFB, Thailand, the prototype
and crew were orge.nized as Detachment 2 of the 14th ACWg at
Nha Trang AB, South Vietnam.
*On tS August 1968 Maj. Gen. Harry E' Goldsworthy' ASD
Commander, cited 22 persons for their contributions in development and deployment of the Gunship II prototype: Maj. Ronald w.
Terry (ASD) and Maj. James R. Krause (AFAL)--Legion of
Merit and Distinguished Flying cross; Maj. James R. Wolverton
(ASD)--Legion of Merit; Wing Commander Thomas C. Pinkefhln'

RAF (on duty with AFAL)--Special Citation; Elbert W. Larrick
(ASD), Edwin E. 11a11 (ASD), John H. McAdow (ASD), Calvin C.
Reese (ASD), Charles J. Weiskittel (ASD)--Award for Exceptional
Civilian Service; Lovell Mahood (ASD)' Herman J' Lafferty
(AFAL)--Decoration for Meritorious Civilian Service; Col. Louis
Schaffer (ASD), Co1. Richard P. Tipton (ASD)' Maj' Robert D'
Mouw (ASD), TSgt Estell P. Bunch (AMRL)--Air Force Commendation Medal; Lt. Col. Richard M. Gaugh (ASD)' Capt' Jerome
P. Dufour, .11. (ASD), MSgt Farris C. Hein (ASD)' TSgt Robert B'
Davis (ASD), Robert E. Wittman (Air Force Materials Laboratory
(AFML)--Certificate of Merit. [News Release 68-?51 (U)' ASD, 15
Aug 68. l
:.il
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Gl The prototype compiled most of this interdiction rec&rd
during its relatively short time'F in Laotian operations. In June
1968 the 14th Air Commando Wing recommended Gunship II be
refurned to South Vietnam. It pointed to the deteriorating weather
over Laos, the drop in tmck traffic, and the mounting threat of
AA fire in many Trail areas. With the monsoon change the prototypets truck-kill rate had fallen from nine trucks per night to
one.48 The 14th suggested the aircraft operate from Da Nang and
thus remain close to Laos so the ABCCC could still divert it f/aere
for lucrative truck targets. It was also pointed out that the prototype could perform test and evaluation projects in South Vietnam
before the AC-119rs arrived. This would give crews experience in
close air support.49

a
&

I On 14 June General Momyer, Seventh Air Force Commander, ordered the prototype transferred to Tan Son Nhut AB
near Saigon for about 60 days.50 T?re next day representatives
from Headquarters Seventh Air Force, B34th Air Division, I4th
Air Commando Wing, and the prototype crew met to discuss Gunship IIts in-country employment.5I This group believed the gunship could, if necessary, help meet an expected third phase of the
enemyts big Tet Offensive in the III and IY CTZts and combat the
rocket threat in the Saigon area.S2
G| Gunship II flew all sorts of missions during its deployment in South Vietnam. Twenty-ei.ght of 151 missions (246 sorties)
supported troops in contact with the enemy and accounted for 240
enemy killed.53 Missions ranged almost the length of South Vietnam and several special ones went as far north as the Demilitarized Zone in search of suspected enemy helicopters. Even while
supporting troops, the protot5rpe continued to interdict sampan and
truck traffic on the rivers, canals, and roads.54
G? Besieged with equipment malfunctions, the Gunship II
prototype flew its last mission on 18 November 1968. It was then
ferried back to Wright-Patterson AFB, arriving on 26 November
1968.55 Subsystem problems had reached ttsuch proportions as to
critically limit operational capability" of the prototype in SEA.
An ineffective infrared system and failures in other equipment had
dimmed chances of the aircraftts success in the forthcoming
'i'In April 1968 the prototype stayed briefly at Naha AB,
Okinawa, for maintenance and installation of a new fire-control computer.

I
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interdiction campaign. The 14th Air Commando Wing and Seventh
Air Force recommended the prototype be exchanged for a production model AC-130 as soon as possible.

56

(f) After the protot;rpe wound up combat operations, the
Air Force examined its cost effectiveness. Development costs
totaled $724,237, including $166,312 for the refurbishment.
Spares and services ran another $35?,399. Flying costs were
estimated at $552,784, figuring I,484 hours at $326 an hour plus
the salaries of crewmembers. A 2O-month depreciation cost of
$539,500 was tacked on despite the aircraftrs having already passed
its B-year depreciation period. Ammunition costs ($1,469, 606)
constifuted a sizable chunk of the overall expenditures. The flares
cost $99,300. Amounts for flaresr &rrrrrruflition, depreciatioh, development, and flying pushed the overall cost of the prototypers development and operation to $3,742,826. Dividing this total amount by the
results of the missions would give an estimate of Gunship IIrs cost
effectiveness. To find a yardstick for operational results, the
number of trucks destroyed or damaged, boats destroyed nor damaged'
secondary fires and explosions recorded, gunsites destroyed, and
every five enemy killed were eaeh considered a major event. A
total of 749 major events was arrived at which brought the cost per
event to less than $5,000. 57 This computation proved the Gunship
II prototype to be one of the most cost effective close".support and
interdiction systems in the U. S. Air Force inventory.'
Forging the Follow-on Force
During the early phase of the prototypers combat evaluation, weekly reports were so promising that the Air Staff proposed
to Dr. Haro1d Brown, Secretary of the Air Force' that seven

€,

oTh" flying hour total included: 150 test flying hours' 100
ferrying hours, and 1,234 combat hours. Original cost of the C-130
was $2. 6 million, depreciated over the 20 months ASD used the aircraft' as a gunship. Each 20-mm round cost $2.11 and each 7. 62'rnrn
round, $0.14. The ?49 major events (during both phases of the
combat evaluation) consisted of 266 trucks destroyed' 133 trucks
damaged, 9 boats destroyed, B boats damaged, 2?3 secondary
fires ind explosions, 12 gunsites destroyed, and 240 troops killed
(each 5 fatalities counted as an event)' [Hist (S)' Gunship II Proj
Div, I Jul-31 Dec 68, PP 5-?. l
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aircraft be modified into gunships. Eleven JC-130A|s used
for telemetry* acquisition on the Eastern Test Range (ETR) had
recently become available for other missions.* Ot 27-28 September
196? twelve generals from Headquarters USAF, TAC, PACAF, and
Seventh Air Force reviewed the Shed Light program. These iltfipers
proposed four of the JC-l30Ars be modified for a near real-time*
reconnaissance intelligence function (BIAS-Hunter) _and the other
seven be configured like the Gunship II prototyp". 58 When he
JC-130A

eventually reviewed the proposal, Secretary Brown approved the
four BIAS-Hunter aircraft but cut the number of JC-130Ars for Gunship II modification to two. He desired "that the number of additional Gunship II type aircraft be limited to a test quantity that can
be covered within tkre allocated R&D and modification funds.tt59 The
Secretary was not sure how well the gunshiprs sensor systems would
work. He also questioned the need to add another costly gunship type

-*'-Telemetry
is the radio link between an aerospace vehicle
and a ground station used to transmit information.
*Th" ETR had to change its telemetry system to S band by
19?0 in accordance with DOD frequency reallocations. It was
decided to abandon the old and limited JC-130A telemetry systems
rather than undergo the expense of a major configuration to
accommodate the telemetry changes. [Memo (S), Alexander H.
Flax, Asst SAF (R&D) to Sep Harold Brown, subj: Gunship II'

I7 Oct 67. l
+
-ReaI time is the absence of de1ay, except for the time
required for the transmission by electromagnetic energy, between
the occurrence of an event or the transmission of data, and the
knowledge of the event or reception of the data at some other
location.

*

I
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the AC-4? and the AC-119,

*his

choice for the follow-on gunship.

(U) Secretary Brownrs selection of the C-[gG to replace the
AC-47 disappointed gunship proponents and most Pacific air commanders. It had come about, however, after much debate and
serious study.
(ffr As early as May 1967, General McConnell, Air Force
Chief of Staff, had informed CINCPACAF and TAC of AFSCts work
on the C-130 gunship test bed and of a ttseparate project under way
to determine a follow-on aircraft for the AC-47. " The Air Staff
made clear the C-130 and C-123 were not being seriously considered for the role because they were needed for airlift. An ongoing study was already comparing the C-LZL, C-IlgG/K, C-54,
C-118, PzE, and C-97. The study group sought an aircraft of
greater payload, longer loiter time, and better survivability than
the AC-47, capable of caruying the new sensor equipment under
development. T?re Air Staff Board set 12 May 1967 for revigw of
the follow-on aircraft. 60 From the study and review came ?tt""o-mendation to the Secretary of the Air Force that the C-119K be the
substitute for the AC-47.
*secretary Brownrs decision was probably influenced to some
extent by a memorandum from Dr. Alexander H. Flax, Assistant
SAF (R&D), who wrote: "I have doubts about the merit of proliferating Gunship II at this time. We have had almost no satisfactory experience with night sensors other than LLLTV (which
does indicate the possibility of some success in operations,
particularly at low speed or at brighter light levels than cloudy
moonless nights). Forward-looking IR has not worked well at long
range. Downward-looking IR in the RF-4 has required hours of
post-mission interpretation to get useful results. The IR unit here
has higher resolution which is better, but we donrt know how much
better. The good LLLTV results on tlre B-5? have all been obtained
at speeds of 175 knots or less. Radar MTI, properly designed and
applied, works on moving trucks, but there is apparently litt1e
interest in this. On a recent visit to Eglin AFB, I found no evidence
of work in this area (although some was planned). . . . I think that your
suggestion that one or two additional aircraft may be needed*lbr
test (very comprehensive tests at Eglin AFB and possibly in Panama,
followed by in-theatre test if warranted) is a sound approach. I do not
recommend going ahead with seven aircraft at this time. " lMemo (S ),
Alexander H. F1ax, Asst SAF (R&D), to Secretary Brown, subj:
Gunship II, 17 Oct 67. l
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(U) Important factors entered into the C-119K selection.
Developers of the AC-47 had recognized that a high-wing design
was most desirable for a side-firing gunship. Such design
afforded a clear line-of-sight along the length of the fuselage for
both firing and use of sensors. This point alone tended to eliminate the C-IZI, C-54, C-118, and C-97. Also the availability of the
aircraft had to be considered due to the need for early deployment
to Southeast Asia. A ready source of C-119rs was to be found in
Air Force Reserve units. The power-limited payload of the more
plentiful C-119Gts, however, could not accommodate the sensor and
other equipment planned for the gunship. Ttris serious problem
could be somewhat overcome by turning to the C-119K which had two
additional J-85 jet engines. Modification of the C-119Grs into the
C-119K configuration seemed feasible from the standpoint of funds,
time, and resources. For these reasons the Air Staff Board

q

recommended the C-I19K as the best follow-on gunship aircraft.

tr Secretary Brown considered several factors in acting on
this recommendation. In January 1967 he had.talked with people in
SEA about the need for greater payLoad, longer loiter, and better
survivability of the AC-47 replacement. I.{ence he knew the require:
ments as well as the preference of comrlr'anders for the C-130.
Dr. Brown believed, however, that onqe modified into gunships the
C-130rs .'would most likely remain so.,-" This would therefore adversel;
affect critical USAF airlift resource-3. 61 On B June he approved
selection of the C-119 but directed the C-ngG be modified as the
immediate AC-47 successor. He further agreed the jet pod-equipped
C-119K could be modified later should an increased payload seem
necessary. In effect, the Secretary adopted a wait-and-see policy
on weight demands and sensor equipment pending outcome of the
AC-130 prototype tests. If the tests proved out, the C-119K ^c_ould
be used to accommodate the new target acquisition systems. 62 In
the wake of this decision, Headquarters USAF sponsored a conference on 22 June for representatives of Headquarters TAC, AFLC'
and WRAMA to figure how best to execute the C-119 program. At
this time the Office of the Secretary of Defense was reviewing the
PACAF request for 10 more AC-47ts for base defense and weighing
the possibility of filling it with 4g-1196ts.63
(e Choice of the C-119G as the AC-47 replacement aroused
considerable resistance in the field. General Momyer, Seventh
Air Force Commander, strongly opposed the selection in a 30 June

$
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message to General Ryan, CINCPACAF. He argued that "maintenance and logistics problems alone attendant to the introduction ,of
yet another obsolete system into the theater weighs heaviLy agalnst
the C-119. " The General felt "employment of the C-119 aircraft
in the gunship role would be mere substitution' and possibly regression rather than an advance.tt He recommended use of the
C-IBo because of its ttfour-engine survivability, a relatively low time
airframe, greater speed, altitude, and loiter time, and growth
potential. " He pointed out further the economical use of the AC-130
prototype design offered important advantages. General Momyer
said impact on the airlift mission from selection of the AC-130 would
be "stglt and that the base defense, hamlet and outpost protection"
warranted this inroad into the airlift fleet. 64 General Ryan supported
these views for they echoed his earlier expressed preference for the
C-130.65 TAC also backed use of the C-130.66

(U) Amid the swirl of controversy over a follow-on gunship,
tlre Secretary of the Air Forcers authotization on 7 November 196?
for modification of two JC-130Ats was warmly welcomed. The two

conversions were viewed as an opening wedge which would yield
extra data to support a decision for an expanded AC-130 gunship
force--a foot-in-the-door so to speak. MeantimerASD gathered
cost and schedule data for Gunship II aircraft. On 1 Decembe*r, 1967
$200,000 was authorized to procure long-leadtime equipment foi ttre
first production AC-130. 67
The inteqim report of the Gunship II prototypef s combat
test and evaluationo8 op.ned the way to approach Secretary Brown
In forwarding the
on modifying the remaining five JC-130A's.
ttthis report responds to our
evaluation, General McConnell said
desires for test results, and I consider it justifies the conversion of
the remaining five (5) C-130A aircraft,made available for the Shed
Light program from ETR resour""s. "69 He added in a handwritten
rnu"rnoi ttl"h"rru gone into this subject in considerable detail' both
the sfudy and in conversation wi th the users in SVN. In my opinion
Gunship II is the most effective tbreak-thrut we have experienced
in tactical aviation. I believe we should exploit it as far as we
reasonably can.tt?0 The Air Force Chief, while arguing for more
Gunship IIfs, felt for tJre present the C-119G/K program should go
on tras a matter of correlative priority.rr In the meanwhile, the
Air Staff would probe deeper into Gunship II's impact on the
gunship force.7l

ti)
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Moving to a Mixed Force

Gf On 20 December 1967 the Air Force Secretary broke new
ground when he authorized modification of the five remaining
19-1364r". 72 First the Secretary noted that the AC-130 was
new weapon system which would "go . long way toward providing an
improved night/all weather interdiction capability in an air environttclear
ment of low-to-moderate risk.tt A$ such, it represented a
distinction between the more localized support and protective role
of the AC-47 and the predominantly search-and-destroy concept
envisioned for the AC-130.'r At the same time the Ac-41rs--until
replaced by AC-119ts--would have to provide: (1) local base defense'
and (2) hamlet defense and supporting fire for the Army. Consequently, to firm up the AC-119's exact configuration and its modification/deployment schedule without delay, Dr. Brown asked the
Air Staff for AC-119G and AC-119K modification/deployment options
by 5 January.TS Clearly the Secretary was not abandoning the
AC-119 selection. His approval of eight Gunship II aircraft (including
one prototype) and breakout of mission categories spelled the start
of a mixed gunship force. * This marked a major departu're from
what had been the main consideration--merely the replacement of
the AC-47.
.

+

Air Force reacted strongly to the idea of a mixed
gunship force. It was not convinced the concept was va1id. In
fact, it maintained that day/night all-weather operations entailing
either interdiction or firepower in support of ground forces required
{
Al

Seventh

'''On ? December 196? Harry Davis, Deputy Assistant SAF
(Special Programs), reported to Secretary Brown that the protot;pers
combat evaluation results "have proved the capability of Gunship II
to inflict significant damage: (1) in support of friendly outposts under
mortar and automatic weapons attack, (2) against VC training camps,
(3) against VC troop concentrations, and (4) in suppressing VC fire on
friendly ground forces...both FACis and Army ground observers have
credited Gunship II with outstanding accomplishments. . . Mr [Leonard D. ]
Sullivan of the ODDR&E termed Gunship II an routstanding success!r"
Dr. Brown responded: ttThis is all fine, but do we know which of
the sensors and which of the ordnance contributes to this great success'
and which do not, and do we know whether the former can be
successfully included in C-II9Gs or C-119Ks which cost 2.5 and 2M
less, respectively than the C-130 airframes which are in (we say)
desperately short supply for airlift. "

I
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the same gunship capability. Seventh Air Force considered the
AC-130 the right aircraft for the gunship force. Its speed permitted more rapid reaction, greater area coverage' and minimum
exposure to hostile fire. Besides, it possessed the load capacity
for improved sensors, heavier firepower, orid armorplating. The
command further argued that use of three different aircraft would
be weighted with disadvantages. *74
Seventh Air Force had already reinforced its stated preference for an AC-130 gunship force. On 18 November 1967 it had
informed PACAF that Gunship II requirements were 32 with replace-

tr

ment of the AC-47 on a one-for-one basis during fiscal years 1969
and 19?0.75 Th.en, on 14 December the Commander in Chief,
Pacific Command, recommended that PACAF give this program full
support and prompt action.76 The next day PACAF asked Seventh
Air Force to submit a concept of operation for the ploposed Gunship II force to cover such matters as: deployment' unit of assignment, personnel requirements, support concept, and possible tradeoffs to keep personnel within the country manpower ceiling.11 On
31 December 1967 Seventh Air Force outlined the organization'
basing (eight AC-130rs in Thailand and the rest in South Vietnam)'
and personnel/support requirements. It figured that the AC-130ts
would require I,402 additional personnel over the AC-47ts and
suggested the increase might fit within the ceiling if Blind Bat
aircraftJ- and some similar missions were terminated. /u

G Gen. John D. Ryan, CINCPACAF, pondered Seventh Air
Force objections to the mixed gunship force, its counterproposals
for an all AC-130 force, and the final report on the protot5pers
combat test and evaluation. On 12 February 1968 he strongly set

'Chief disadvantages expected were: a sharp increase in
maintenance/operating personnel over the current program; costs
for major construction to billet more people and provide additional
apron space and maintenance facilities for the AC-119rs; not e'hough
added capability of the AC-119 over ttre AC-47 to warrant the sharp
upturn in personnel/construction costs; and steep maintenance/
supply support costs.
*Bli.rd Bat aircraft were unarmed c-130rs used for flare
FAC operations.
>:<
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forth his views on the future SEA gunship force in a message
the Air Force Chief of Staff:

to

Recent highly successful combat evaluation Gunship
replacement for AC-4"/"
AC-130 possesses needed capabilities as follows:

II favors AC-130 as logical

Speed (rapid reaction, area coverage' minimum

exposure).

Sensors (locate enemy and friendly positions,
deliver accurate firepower).
Increased payload (essential to camy increased
firepowerr s€nsors, armor).

.

Further advantages of C-130 are superior performance/flexibility, worldwide maintenance/supply support,
contemporary navigation systems, established pilot
training, schools and post-hostility airframe reconversion potential. . . . Gunship II C-130s should not be
considered at expense of current and projected air-

lift assets. New production

C-130

aircraft

appears

warranted' in view recent mortar attacks on forward
installations. Requirement for 32 UE AC-130 gunship
force. . . considered urgent as it provides most
effective reaction capability against attack on
installations.
Recommend reconsideration C-130 as follow-or,
gunship for AC-4? on one-for-one basis. 79

-t

(U)

These recommendations, timed as they were' reflected
once more a hope that Air Force Secretary Brown might reconsider
his selection of the C-119 as follow-on for the AC-47. Pacific
commandens seized upon the Gunship II prototypets success to urge
further review of the AC-l30rs merits.

Despite ttre arguments emanating from the Pacific, plans
for a mixed gunship force continued to unfold. As requested by
Secretary Brown when he approved the five additional AC-130rs, the
Air Staff furnished him by 5 January 1968 a study of operational'
basing, and organizational concepts. It recommended a SEA gunship
contingent of 6* AC-130's, 32 AC-471s, and 32 AC-119ts. The two

6l

*Two of the eight AC-130ts authorized would be used for training in the United States.

+
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squadrons of AC-119ts would now augment rather than replace tQg
AC-4?ts. The AC-119's and AC-47rs would perform day/night
missions of hamlet defense, close air support, convoy escort'
and fire support for ground forces. Six orbit points were visualized in South Vietnam from which the AC-119's/AC-47's could
respond to targets within a radius of 100 nautical miles from the
orbit point. The AC-119ts would be on orbit station during all
hours of darkness and at other times when needed. The AC-119rs
and AC-4?ts would operate from bases at Nha Trang, Da Nang'
Phu Cat, Pleiku, Phan Rang, Bien Hoa, and Binh Thuy. The
existing tactical air control system (TACS) would exercise command control. As the AC-119ts became operational, the AC-47rs
would gradually turn over all missions except local base defense.
Existing organizational or operating location arrangements wotf'}S

not change. B0

Al In addition, a new squadron of AC-130's would be organized and based at Ubon with some of its aircraft possibly detached
to Nakhon Phanom, Thailand. As their main mission, the six
AC-130ts would interdict enemy resupply routes in Laos around the
clock utilizing the Gunship IIts night/a11-weather sensor equipment
and heavier armament. The first operational AC-130 was projected
for June 1968, the seventh in October 1968. The -first AC-119 was
not expected to be on hand before December 1968 due to component
procurement leadtimes. The Air Staff took note of the 1 JuIy^*91369
date set by the Secretary for deployment of at least six AC-119Grs
to Southeast Asia. They believed, however, that AC-119G's modified by that time would differ little from the AC-4? configuration.
Consequently, they recommended to the Secretary tLre resources
be applied toward the AC-119K configuration. Bl
The Air Staff plan for the mixed gunship force was
adopted in the main and became the keystone for later actions.
The major exception was the Air Force desire to push for AC-119K
instead of AC-119G aircraft. On B February 1968 the Air Force
Secretary sought OSD's approval of a 32-UE AC-119G/K gunship
force. Deputy Secretary'of Defense Paul H. Nitze granted the
request on 24 February. However, when the deployment adjustment request (DAR) was submitted for the AC-119rs, Secretary
Nitze asked for an ttanalysis on the continued need for the AC-4?
force.tt82 This seemed to again inject some uncertainty regarding
the composition of the final gunship force.

G
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In early February TAC proposed all eight AC-130Afs
be sent to Southeast Asia in lieu of keeping two in the United
replaceStates for crew training. TAC said the small number qf^
or
PACAF
ment crews could not ful1y utilize two training aircraft.
agreed on 20 February 1968 and $ggested the first production
AC-130A be held for crew training then deployed when training was
over. PACAF reiterated its eagerness to have as many AC-130Ais
as possible at the start of the Northeast Monsoon season. 84 After
weighing the two major command proposals, Headquarters USAF
ordered all AC-130A]s deployed to Southeast Asia.* This would
boost the planned gunship force for ttre theater to 72 aircraft (32
AC-4?rs, 32 AC-119G/Krs, and B AC-1304's).

The Vietcong and North Vietnamese Tet Offensive in
early 1968 and gunship successes in the war helped trigger studies
of an even larger gunship force. In late March Secretary Brown
wanted the Air Staff to see if the current and programmed gunqlip
force could be tripled as soon as pr:ssible. The Secretary requested a report by 29 March 1968 covering identification and
selection of available aircraft, aircraft configurations' delivery
schedules, support requirements, costs' manning and training
requirements, and force recommendations. The Air Staff was to
assume the program would have top national priority' 85

G

Gl The hurried request to examine a greatly expanded gunship force prompted study of three alternatives. In each the Air
Force Secrltary set guidelines on aircraft type, aircraft configuration, and the force ceiling. The Air Staff was to determine the
most cost-effective mixed gunship arrangement. It recommended
a mix of 44 AC-4?'s, 26 AC-119G's, 52 AC-119KIs, and 32 AC-130AIs
as more desirable and one of 18 AC-130Ats, 26 AC-119Gts' 26 RA
AC-119Kts, and L4 AC-g?(X) turboprop aircraft as least desiraQle'"'kwith all AC-130AIs in SEA, controversy flared over training
future crew replacements. TAC proposed that future crewmembers
be C-130A-qualified, given ground training on sensors in the United
States then brought to combat readiness in SEA. Maj. J,ack L. Kalow,
Gunship II Task Force Commander, sharply disagreed: "The,idea of
training missions in theater should never even be considered" because
cf the heavily committed aircraft and scarcity of practice areas and
ammunition in sEA. [Msg (C), ASD to TAC, I52LL5Z Feb 68. ]
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Consideration of the C-97 as a gunship stemmed in part
from AFLCts preliminary evaluation of the aircraft, modified
with either J-47 jet pods or turboprop engines. 87 The C-97 ha$
the size and it was available. On the other hand, its higher
maintenance/support costsr rle€d of a longer runway for takeoffs'
higher acquisition costs, manning implications, and the time required for modification made it less attractive as a gunship than
the AC-130A or AC-119K. BB

C?

Secretary Brown perused the pros and cons of the proposals and on 12 April 1968 decided to limit any program to
110 gunships. Within this force ceiling the Secretary asked the
Air Staff to: modify current AC-119G's and AC-119Krs into a singletype aircraft employing two 7.62-mm miniguns and one 20-mm gun;
develop and modify 40 AC-g? gunships with J-47 jet pods; and add
no more than 10 AC-130rs (18 total). 89 In responserthe Air Staff
recommended 26 AC-119G's, 52 AC-119K's, and 32 AC-130A's as
most cost-effective. In light of the limitation of 18 AC-130Ars' the
next most cost-effective would be 18 AC-130rs, 26 AC-119GIs' 52
AC-119K's, orrd 14 AC-9? (X) turboprop aircraft. Air Staff'analysis
disclosed that any amendment of existing AC-119G/AC-119K contracts
would cost $?, 630,000 and delay deployment 4 months. The Air
Staff did not recommend J-4? jet engines for the AC-9? since they
added 10,000 pounds to the basic airc^raftrs weight and operated
poorly at planned operating altitud"".90

CF

G) On 29 April 1968 Dr. Brown announced he was appr6$tng

a force of 55 AC-4?ts, 26 AC-119GIs, 26 AC-119K's, and 18 AC-130A's.
His decision changed no aircraft type but did expand the gUnship force
to I25 aircraft, including 10 more AC-130A's. Yr
- $\ Approval of a l25-gunship force took Seventh Air Force
aback. It deemed the ?2 gunships previously programmed ample for
SEA needs and argued against a bigger force. In Seventh Air

Forcers view, the forthcoming improved truck-ki1ling munitions
would augment the truck-busting capability of fighter and attack aircraft. Henceronly B to 12 AC-130ts would be needed for the outcountry interdiction effort.92 In-country, larger forces would
touch off agonizing trade-offs to stay within manpower ceilings.
The AC-I19 gunships had been "weIl down on the ?AF Priorities
List" until pressures from the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Air
of
Force Chief of Staff forced them to the top at the "expense
rr93
Finding
many requirements considered more urgent by ?Atr..

12B

headroom for further gunship expansion would be truly difficult"c

F> Arguments over the proposed mixed gunship force again
pushed to the fore and entered into the protest over a larger force.
Seventh Air Force pointed out that only AC-130rs had a reasonable
chance to survive the enemy defenses protecting southbound truck
traffic in the Steel Tiger and Tiger Hound areas of Laos. Seventh
further said the C-tlgc and C-97 aircraft were unsuitable. The
C-119G would apparently lack the firepower, sensors, and singleengine performance for mountainous regions. The C-97 fell she'glt
in maneuverability, climb performance, maintenance, logistics,
and in support requirements. Seventh Air Force again suggested
the AC-47 be replaced one-for-one by the AC-130 or--as a second
preference--one-for-one by the AC-II9K. The latter trade-off
would at least lift gunship capability. The higher performance
AC-130 or AC-119K would pare response time and strengthen support
coverage. 94
(U)

Seventh Air Forcers views were noted but other more
immediate factors shaped the gunship force. Secretary Brown held
to the use of the AC-119G, primarily because he believed it could
most quickly fill SEA requirements. Use of the C-97 as a gunship
was only tentatively discussed due to its deficiencies previously
highlighted. OSD dashed any hope for more AC-130Ats when on 15
July 1968 it rejected the planned 10 additional ones.95

€l Ironically, the turndown of 10 additional AC-130Ars caryre
just as an increase in Gunship II aircraft appeared justified by
cost-effectiveness data beginning to circulate among Secretary
Brownts staff. The AC-130 had flown few interdiction-type missions
by the end of 1967. Its superiority nevertheless s^howed up in
comparison with other 1967 leading truck killers:96
1967 &"d
Recormaissance

Sorties

vehicles

13,846

2, 160

F-105

2, 836

262

A-26
Gunship II (Test
Results in Laos

1,156

T,2BT

A11 U.

S. Aircraft

Oct-Nov f967)

D/D+

51

'''This term was frequently applied
under the manpower ceilings.
I
-Destroyed or Damaged.

#cs*#"
6.4
10.

B

Cost Per

@
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$1 18, 000

0.9

$

5,900

0.2

$
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availability of
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Cf The Air Force bolstered its arguments for a bigger Gunship II force and promptly sent them to the new Secretary of
Defense, Clark M. Clifford, but to no avail. The OSD systems
analysis office advised Mr. Clifford to defer the decision on modifying an additional l0 AC-130Ats "pending further review of SEA
experience.tt97 In a program change decision of 2? November 1968,

the Deputy Defense Secretary ruLed against the AC-130A augmentation. He argued that the Air Force "had not provided satisfactory
justification frr further increase in the size of this force.ttg8 The
Air Forcerhowever, could look forward to a possible change;$ this
decision with the impending inauguration of a new political adrhinistration under President-elect.Richard M. Nixon. In the interim,
however, no change would occur in the total number of AC-130Ats.99

it)

Ttre next major move affecting ttre mixed force planning
came from SEA. By.mid-I968 the Seventh Air Force Commander
and CINCPACAF had resolved to trade-off AC-47t s .on a one-for-one
basis for the AC-119G/6r".100 Gen. Cq6ighton W. Abramq, Jr. ,
MACV Commander, agreed to this plan'"^ but the Air Force Chief
of Staff took the position ttrat "a11 possibilities should be exhausted
before AC-41/AC-119 one-for-one trade-off is considere6. t'102
Interestingly, a sif,uation had unfolded where Headquarters USAF was
planning a larger gunship force than the Paeific commanders wanted.
This conflict of views continued until later in 1968 when the Air
Force Advisory Group in South Vietnam recommended equipping a
Vietnamese unit with Spooky gunships. T?ris opened a way fo4-the
Air Force to keep some AC-4?ts active in the war, yet drop dne
gunship tSrpe from the USAF invelntory.

ia
>

(U) What had begun as a searph for an aircraft to replace
the AC-47 evolved into a mixed force--a'family of gunships. Soon
the gunship would become multinational as several U. S. Allies in
SEA adopted it. Spirited debate had accompanied the mixed gunship force developrnent and altered its course from time to time.
D;mamic change would continue to yield more and better gunships
but the greatest emphasis was on the AC-130 aircraft due to its
richer growth potential.
Facing &!!ti.atio"/Support Problems

€) Amid discussion of the gunship force, the Air Force
tried to huruy modification of seven JC-130A aircraft into Gunship
IIrs. A modificationprogram directive, dated 14 December 1967,
authorized conversion of two JC-130Ats into gunships.l03
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Secretary Brown approved a 13 February 1968 amendment to tfis
directive which upped the number to seven JC-130Ats at a total
cost of $I9,366, 475.I04 A letter contract with Ling-TemcoVought Electrosystems (LTVE), Greenville, Tex., got conversion
work rolling in December 196?. Delivery of the first gunship was
set for June 1968, the seventh by October 1968. The prototype
Gunship II had performed so well in SEA that it served as a guide
for production of the seven gunships. l05

(Cl The Air Force took a close look at modification program management. The mixed gunship force meant two concurrent
aircraft modification programs--one for the AC-130, ttre other for
the AC-119. Headquarters USAF split responsibility for gunship
program management, designating AFSC program manager for-the
AC-130ts and AFLC for the AC-llgrs.'k The matter of coordinltion
bothered the Air Staff, however, since the two managers would be
competing for such subsystems as sensors, guns, and illuminators.
Hencee the Chief of Staff instructed AFSC and AFLC on 6 January
1968 to set up a joint project office for coordinating action on
priority programs.l07 AFLC questioned the need for the office,
pointing out that normal contacts with AFSC on the programs gave
ample opporfunity to negotiate and resolve priorities and allocation of critical ii"-". toB The Chief of Staff accepted this view
and the management remained as first divided. +
€, In late January 1968 at Greenville, Tex., representatives
from LTVE, TAC, AFLC, WRAMA, and ASD reviewed the Gunship
II program and defined responsibilities of the various parties. It
was agreed that LTVE would provide all peculiar support to include
aerospace ground equipment (AGE), spares, conlractor field support' and depot maintenance. LTVEts support would also extend
to training units at Lockbourne AFB, Ohio, and to the SEA detachment at Ubon RTAFB, Thailand. The Air Force Logistics Command
'''Apparently the AC-130 program was given to AFSC because it
had the experienced protot;pe team on hand. Also, with only seven
aircraf t to be modified, ASD might escape some of the support problems that had plagued similar modifications.
+Although AFSC was the AC-130 program manager, W#fuiA traO
many related responsibilities as the systems support manager for the
USAF C-130 fleet. Very early, AFLC's Directorate of Plans and Programs and WRAMA counterparts joined with AFSC personnel to
select a modification contractor.
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would furnish common support through usual supply channels. AFLC
warned that the programrs urgency would require cerfain deviations
from normal procedures, mainly related to the limited testing.l09
Gunship IIrs more sophisticated equipment, some of it
relatively new to the Air Force, generated difficult support problems. These had begun with the prototype AC-130A.110 With
AFLC agreement, Aeronautical Systems Division had contracted
with LTVE for equipment support of systems peculiar to the prototype. On 12 February 1968 ASD announced that a LTVE field team
rvould oversee supply and maintenance of all Gunship II peculiar
items. A 16-man team was to be in place in SEA on 1 August 1968
to care for: the fire-control system (computer, gunsight, and safety
display unit), the forward-looking infrared FLzC/13' the airborne
illuminator-xenon lights, the night optical device, the AN/APQ-I33
beacon tracking radar set, the Mk-2+ na1-e tisllenser system, and
the ARQ-25 UHF homing and ranging system. "

Af

(Cl This provision for contractor support contained seeds of
controversy that surfaced on 23-24 April 1968 during a ioint AC130A and AC-119G/K gunship logistic support conference at WRAMA.
The Air Staff questioned the efficiency of such support and expressed
concern about balancing support for botJl the AC-130 and AC-119
programs. CINCPACAF backed the Air Staff position,and sta{gd its
concern regarding the impact on the AC-119 progratn.Llz On the
other hand, AFLC and ASD pointed out the lack of "organic depot leve1
maintenancet' capability and time delays associated with "separate
contracts to various vendors.rr They insisted that contract maintenance and field service offered the only feasible solution to the high
priority AC-130 modifications.ll3 147p4ryrq argued "the significant
reason for using the contractor to fully support this program is
the fact that for this initial operational deployment we will be
supporting the program from the contractorts production line and
from the contractorrs o'"tt6o"". "114
The conferees did not agree on the plan for logistic
support so considerable message traffic followed to hammer one
out. The initial logistic support concept was revised 24 May 1968
in line with Headquarters USAF instructions and an ASD-proposed
compromise. The revision signified a shift from total contractor
support for 1 year to ba,sically Air Force support but with a large
role for the contractor.llS By July 1968 a Gunship II materiel
support plan had firmed up major responsibilities. ASD would
continue as the modification program manager with responsibility

A,
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for "engineering, prototype, configuration, testing and modification
of the end item. " WRAMA or AFLC would be the AC-IBO system
manager. As prime contractor, LTVE was to modify the aircraft,
manage a supply system of peculiar components, and operate a
depot for repair of peculiar equipment when necessary. Air Tlaining Command would train the crews and test their ability to
operate Gunship II's equipment. Finally, TAC and PACAF would

be the using commands.116

(U) To further review support progress and problems, 24
representatives from seven organizations gathered at the LTVE
plant in Greenville, Tex., on 19-23 August 1968. * Attention
centered on preparing technical publications and identifying
requisitioning, and shipping of all necessary spare parts and aerospace ground equipment. The status of the logistic support was
increasingly critical because the first two Ac-l30rs were already
in use for crew training. The conference estimated that 100 percent of the initial spares would be identified and under procurement by 1 september 1968. completion date for the final teciffical
orders was expected on I November 1968. Eventual success of the
whole rush project--as with many others--would hinge on the vast
and coordinated logistic ugor1.l17
A7 The Aeronautical Systems Division struggled through
most of 1968 to keep the Ac-130 modification program on schedule.
seventh Air Force, PACAF, and rAC pressed for early deployment of the Gunship II aircraft to SEA. They wanted the AC-130's
at the start of the Northeast Monsoon season when Laotian roads
and trails were sufficiently dried out for the enemy to push through
most of his supplies.1lB It seemed, however,, a number of difficulties conspired to defeat attainment of this rdeployment goal.
original proposals to prospective contractorsl said the Gunship II
prototype would be on hand as a guide for modifications. Neverthe1ess, after winning the contract in December 196?, Ling-Temcovought Electrosystems had scant access to the prototype before its
return to sEA in February 1g68. Moreover, LTVE failed to liBe
the time effectively and delays occurred as the Air Force sought to
clarify its requirements with drawings and in meetings. A11 this
boosted s6s1g.1l9 An Air Force decision in February 1968 posed a
*Organizations represented were: LTVE, Headquarters
PACAF, TAC, AFLC, WRAMA, and ASD.
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second complication. It specified the first two contractor-modified
aircraft be used for combat crew training, enabling the other five
AC-I30rs to arrive in SEA with trained crews. This meant a later
SEA arrival date for the first two afrspaff.l20

The situation grew more complex when it was realized
that the first two AC-130ts would have slightly different equipment
than the other five. This resulted from changes made after the
first two modifications had been approved.l21 On 5 March 1968, for
example, Headquarters USAF amended the modification program
directive to install terrain-avoidance and terrain-following radar
(Aeq 136)-at an additional cost of $2,553,225 (new total modifcation
cost: $21,919,7997.122 In addition, the last five aircraft would have
an improved forward-looking infrared system. While all seven
AC-130ts were to receive this new equipment, the first twmAC-130rs
would require a later retrofit. This caused TAC to'question use
of the first two aircraft for combat crew training' seeing that it
would send crews to SEA unfamiliar with the new electronics equipment of the deployed aircraft. Although TAC and AFLC debated the
problem, o the program proceeded as first planned.123

Al

€I The Air Force contended with another difficulty--slippage
in delivery schedules for the first two AC-130rs that in turn delayed
crew training. At first the training ,cadre had hoped the two aircraft would be on hand in June 1968. rz+ Near the end of June,
however, ASD told TAC and AFSC that contractor flight tests had
"revealed airframe, sensor, and integration problemst' and the
best estimate for delivery of the first AC-130 was now miO-Jufyl2s
The slippage forced adjustment in class schedules and personnel
suffered inconvenient delays. In April 1968 TAC had informed
PACAF that the 4413th Combat Crew Training (CCT) Squadron at
Lockbourne AFB would fill AC-130 crew requirements with three
crews each in September, October, and November 1968.126 This
had to be adjusted and in August the Pacific Air Forcesl

"TAC suggested use of the first and fourth production aircraft
for crew training. AFLC opposed the idea due to logistic problems;
Seventh Air Force and CINCPACAF opposed it because they wanted
the best AC-130rs sent to SEA.
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deployment schedule was revised as follows:

Number of Crews

Number of Aircraft

Oct 1968

3

3

Nov

1968

3

|

Jan

1969

2

0

Feb

1969

1

*'t{

1

would deploy
The two AC-130ts used for training and their qfgws
I
rz
to SEA as soon as retrofitting was comPleted.

Gl As July 1968 moved to a close, PACAF became alarmed
about the slippagl i+ Ac-lB6 modifications and again stressed the
urgent need for the aircraft by the Northeast Monsoon season.
Seventh Air Force, equally concerned, underscored the importance
Commando Hunt--an "intensive interdiction
of the upcoming Prolectt'128
It urged that the contractor be pressed
truck killing campaign.
to deliver the Ias1 two AC-130ts in November 1968 rather than in
January 1969. asD and the contractor managed the followig
s.hs6u1s;129

Aircraft P1aced for
Modification
ffiber
21, Dec T967

Jun 1958

9 Jan 1968

Jun 1968

26

12 Aug

1968

Aug l:968

B Aug L968

Aug 1968

6 Sep 1968 22 oct

L968

1 Apr

1958

Sep 1968

qa/d

Oct

.

9 Aue 1968 6

Force

L968

Aug 1958

I) Apr ryoo

Air

h oct 1968 1o oct

1968

-J

Returned to

1968

Jul

rB uar

6
7

Jan L96B

6 Feb 1958

l+
f

Contract
Estimate of 130
Schedule
b'Flsinal Fompletion

1968

r5 sep 1968 29

ocb L968

1 Oct 1968 7 Nov
15 ocr

L96B

9

L968

Dec L968

(€l Just about the time ttre first AC-130Ars off the LTVE

production line were deploying to southeast Asia, the prototype
aircraft was on its way back to the United States. In liew of the
logistic problems in supporting the AC-130A's one-of-a-kind equipment' the Air Force decided to modify the protot)rpe as the other
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AC-130Ats.* How to do this was open to question, however, because
of a dispute with LTVE over the cost of modifying this eighth
Gunship II. Moreover,' the Air Force was not entirely satisfied
with LTVE's performance.ISl During December 1968 and January
1969, ASD therefore considered contracting for the modification
with another company or doing the job itself. lf neither of these
options seemed feasible, ASD might recommend the prototyp$
modification be canceled. On 23 January 1969 Maj. Gen. Harry E.
Goldsworthy, ASD Commander, proposed the work be done in
ASD shops and the Air Staff agreed. In February, ASDrs Gunship
II Project Branch sent the necessary work orders and contractorrs
production drawings to the shops so fabrication of parts could
begin. The Gunship II prototype was in place at Wright-Patterson
AFB on 10 May for the conversion. Its delivery to PACAF was
projected for I October 1969.132
Combat Operations Begin

(9 Before the end of 1968, four AC-130 gunships were
in Thailand flying, combat. However, despite vigorous efforts of

support personnelf equipment malfunctions plagued operations
almost from the start. On 20 December 1968 Seventh Air Force
reported 3 major* and 5? other discrepancies to AFSC and A?LC.
An AFSC maintenance assistance team, headed by Brig. Gen. Guy
M. Townsend, arrived at lJbon on 1? January 1969 and at once
explored the problems and assisted in their correction. Texas
Instruments, subcontractor for the AN IAAD-4 Infrared set, rushed
a technical representative to lJbon to keep the units operating- 133
By 31 December 1968 seven sets had been built and conditionally
accepted. (The first two were later deemed un-s_atisfactory and
returned to Texas Instmments for reworking1.l34 LTVE personnel

'rA 5 December 1968 amendment to Modification Requirement
lBBb (FS-22091JC-130A) raised the number of aircraft to eight.
+AFIC had deployed a rapid area supply support (RASS) team
to assist the four AC-130Ats when they arrived at lllcon.
-l*Maior discrepancies were: terain-avoidance radar problems
because oi' insufficient radome air conditioning (probably a design
error); inoperative forward-looking infrared system due to unusable
vacuum jackets; and AN/APN-99 doppler radar difficulties caused
by lack of test equipment and applicable technical orders.
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analyzed and repaired the radar air conditioning. Use of technical
orders and test equipment--which had been on hand but overlooked
--resolved the doppler radar difficulties. In spite of these equipment troubles, Gunship II sorties over Laos had risen considerably

by yearts sn6.135

G The effort to rush development and logistic support
arrangements had not removed serious problems and delays. The
high-priority modification program fell behind the desired schedule.
Only half the planned Gunship IIts were in SEA by the spring of
1969. Production of critical subsystems accounted for most of the
delays but some reflected changing Air Force requirements. Too
little time for a complete systems approach led to a lack of trained
personnel, particularly on new subsXstems.l36 Initially' AFLC
was slow to identify and stock sufficient spare parts, publications,
and supporting ground-equipment.l37 Costs climbed to $47 million
due mainly to expanded spare requirements. Shortage of Class V
modification funds further slowed procurement of spare/support
ilsrns.l3B Nevertheless, while falling short of its goals, therdevelopment support effort did get AC-130rs into combat during -the
Northeast Monsoon season.
G? Certain organizational steps had been taken in preparation
for the aruival of the Gunship IIts. At first there were differences
of opinion concerning command and control of the Ubon-based
AC-130's. The 14th Air Commando Wing, which supervised the
prototype, proposed in July 1968 it continue to command the AC-130fs'
stressing the idea of a single manager for the gunships.l39 Seventh
Air Force replied that on 5 January 1968 it had recommended to
PACAF just such an arrangement. The Air Force Chief of Staff
and PACAF, however, decided to activate a new AC-130 unit--the
16th Air Commando Squadron--under command of the Bth Tactical
Fighter Wing at Ubon. They rebutted the Seventh Air Force plan
with these points: (1) The 16th ACSq by being colocated with its
parent wing could maintain a "close and more responsive logistics
relationship" with the lJbon support base, (2) the Royal Thai
Governrnent had continually showed reluctance to have Thailandbased units dssigned to a headquarters outside the country, and
(3) Seventh Air Force would still exercise operational control over
the AC-130ts, permitting great ftexibility for missions in South
Vietnam and Laos.140 The 16th Air Commando Squadron was set
for activation on 1 August 1969.141 This date began to s1ip, however,
because of the need to obtain approval of the higher manpower
ceiling from the Roya1 Thai Gov.rntnsrft.I|2 It was 31 October 1968
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into being \?iflr
when the 16th Special Operations ,s,quadrorr'''
""-"
the first time
only one aircraft, the pro totype. r+r T?ris marked
a gunship unit was organized outside the jurisdiction of the 14th
Special Operations Wing and highlighted the role planned for the
AC-130 t s - -out-countrv interdiction.
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August 1968 the "Air Commando" designation was
"Special Operations. t'
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0? The 16th Special Operation Squadronts mission was "to
provide firepower offensively and defensively in support of USAF
combat support activities and other U. S. sponsored activities in
SEA. The 16th Special Operations Squadron may deploy to and
maintain continuous alert posfure at operating locations [d:lr'
designated bases in its area of responsibility. rr144 Seventh Air
Force Operations Order 543-69 spelled out priorities for airborne
firepower support that supplemented this broad mission statement:l45
.

Prioritv

@

1

Night interdiction and armed reconnaissance to destroy
wheeled/tracked vehicular traffic on roads and
sampans on waterways.

2

Night interdiction of targets that have been bombed
and then hit with fire-suppression missions.

3

Close fire support of U. S. and friendly military
installations including forts, outposts, and
strategic towns and cities.

4

Search and Rescue support.

5

Offset firing in support of troops in contact by use
of aircraft radar and ground beacons.
Daylight armed escort of road and offshore convoys.
Harassment and interdiction.

Clearly, Priority I missions were designed to capitalize on the
AC-130ts new sophisticated sensors, heavier armanrent, and greater
slant range capabilities.

0 Upon arrival, the AC-130ts quickly adapted to various
missions. In December 1968 the ABCCC diverted them from
interdiction sorties to support defenders of a fortified post on .the
southeast corner of Ban Thateng, Laos. This position in central*
southern Laos commanded one of the rnajor north-south supply
routes and was under constant threat of being overrun.'i'146
'FIn November 1968 a successful close air support mission saved
a 100-man Roya1 Laotian reconnaissance force that had been surrounded
by a greater enemy one. [See Maj. James R. Wolvertonrs ttGunships and
Guerrilla Warfare, " USAFTAWC Quarterly Report, Sep ?0, pp 25-26.1
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For four nights the AC-130's supplied illumination and firepower
helping to thwart ttre attacks. They used 16,200 rounds of 20-mm
and 16,500 rounds of ?. 62-mm ammunition to break the townrs
siege. The gunship strikes touched off a large fire and a great
explosion and during the first two nights killed an estimated 240 of
the enemy.L47 These AC-130 defensive-type missions recalled
those of Spooky.
(U) Although AC-l30ts might be diverted to save Laotian
hamlets, their primary commitment was night interdiction. Since
1964 USAF aircraft had flown interdiction strikes in Southeast Asia.
As the conflict persisted, the interdiction aspect took on fresh
importance and absorbed more of the available resources on both
sides. Through January 1968 the ordnance delivered by the gunships during interdiction strikes equaled half the total ordnance
expended in the Korean War.l48 The tempo of the conflict beat
faster and by 1968 the North Vietnamese and Vietcong required a
heavier flow of supplies to South Vietnam. The need stemmed from
the more intense fighting (1968 Tet Offensive) following the enemyts
introduction of bigger and more conventional forces. At the same
time, the United States and South Vietnamese were determined to
choke off as much of the supply flow as possible and render the
enemy forces ineffective.
(U) The supplies reached Communist forces in South Vietnam by (1) infiltration through the DMZ' (z) via coastal vessels
through the Cambodian port of Sihanoukville then on northward and
eastward, and (3) southward over the rl:raze of roads in the Laotian
panhandle. It was the latter route that carried the greatest supply
tonnage and number of troops. Consequently, it received the
greatest interdiction effort--particularly from the Air Force and
its gunships.
(U) Interdicting the Ho Chi Minh Trail was a difficult task.
By the beginning of 1969, this extensive road and trail network{'
(for movement of material by truck or on the bicycles/backs of
porters) had threaded through steep mountainous terrain frequently'
covered by jungle canopy. In caves of the limestone karsts, *
+The network contained an estimated 450 miles of primary
roads. [Hist (TS), MACV, I Jan-31 Dec 68, I' 409. ]
*A karst is a limestone region marked by sinks and interspersed with abrupt ridges, irregular protuberant rocks' caverns,
and underground streams.
'
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the enemy stored supplies and occasionally concealed AA guns.
Wherever possible, he also transported cargo by river.
Numerous road crews labored diligentty to repair roads and
construct quick detolrs and alternate routes. Most roadwork and
movement of supplies took place at night under the cover of
shifted if air attacks
darkness. Peak traffic hours would be
o'
Antiaircraft guns defended
seemed concentrated at certain times.
particularly vulnerable Trail points, a protection that continually
expanded with more and better weapons. In short' interdicting
this rugged region of approximately 1,?00 square miles--used by a
firmly determined enemy--presented a most formidable challenge.
-"A

CINCPAC Scientific Advisory Group analysis of the
Laotian interdiction program from October 1965 through June 1967
pointed out: "April and May [19661 truck movements show what
may be a significant trend to greater movement in the early
morning hours. This period t'appears to be only lightly covered by
armed reconnaissance effort.
[Working paper 16-6? (C)'
CINCPAC Scientific Advisory Group, Evaluation of Laos Interdiction
Program October 1965 through June 196? (U)' 5 Sep 67, p 29'l
(
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(U) As for most air operations, weather proved pivotal in
the interdiction effort. The Southeast Asian monsoon seasons
generated periods of bad and good weather that were definitely
cyclic. T?ris in turn forced relatively sharp peaks and deep

;;l'""t"'ffi il1H"J;*#i"**f,;1#::"'",?il:"ff 3H#l*':'"?Annam
produce
weather. Hence

the
Cordillera to
cloudy rainy
from about May to November air operations over Laotian trails
faced very rough going and enemy truck traffic declined over the
nearly impassable roads. With the Northeast Monsoon (November
to May) came comparatively good dry weather over Laos as the rEn
airflow came from the colder, less humid land mass to ttre north.'""
Since this weather favored air operations and vehicular movement'
it was dubbed the t'hunting season. " These rhythmic weather
periods shaped AC-130 operations and the aircraftts ongoing development as a weapon system. Equipment changes and modifications.
were keyed to the Southwest Monsoon so the aircraft could be in
combat at the time of greatest need.

(# ey the fal1 of 1968, interdiction of enemy supply routes
had evolved into a complex many-faceted operation. Covert roadwatch teams--mostly indigenous--spotted trucks and determined
main traffic routes. Other Trail intelligence flowed from intensive
aerial reconnaissance' FAC observations, and captured North Vietnamese. Two geographically defined operational areas, Barrel
RolI in the north and Steel Tiger in ttre southern panhandle, had

been designated ilfor organizational convenience. Chief interest lay
in Steel Tiger with its important routes running south from two
major mountain passes on the North Vietnamese border--Mu Gia and
Ban Karai. Within Steel Tiger several past programs such as
Tiger Hound and Cricket had sought better *"Jq for target generation, strike control, and damage assessmsnl.I5l A wide range of
aircraft typeb, B-52ts to A-lrs, flew over trails and passes to
locate and impede traffic. The Air Force tried new tactics such
as hunter-killer teams and new equipment in an unending search for
better results. Planning, coordinating, and managing the entire
interdiction operation taxed the most skillful leadership.

F) In spite of improved interdiction effectiveness, the enemy
still supplied his units in South Vietnam to the dismay of some
military and government leaders. Most disturbing in early 1968
was evidence of a truck-kiI1 plateau. An analysis of 1967 truck
detections and truck attrition showed sightings of trucks in Laos
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yet truck kills stayed roughly
during 196? up 165 percent over 1966,ttThe
fact remains we are,the same. One report commented:
seeing far more trucks in Laos than we are able to destroy.ttlsz

A number of reasons accounted for the enemyrs success
in getting his supplies through. First, North Vietnamese ability
to reconstruct roads at night and in adverse weather always offset
much of the interdictiotr u11ot1.153 Ironicallyr /€&fs of bombing
some good interdiction points had changed them into easily repairable gravel piles. Second, the enemy had asfutely capitalized on
USAF deficiencies in night and all-weather operations both in the
realm of detecting targets and destroying those of a fleeting nature
(". g. , 1rlrsks).154 Third, despite a major push to gain more
intelligence, Air Force traffic analysis was incomplete and insufficient. It lacked information on road capacities, length of time
to transit areas, extent of roads and trails, and the number of
available tmcks. Fourth, the Air Force had not yet found the
right aircraft or aircraft team combining target detection, trackeffort
ing, and destmction capabilities. * Fifth, ttre interdiction
+
Sixth, the Air'
was fragmented and without an overall strategy.
Force concentrated its interdiction very close to the utilization
area. This contrasted with t]- e preferred concept of striking
I

a

I

'oA

d"b"t" over jet versus propeller aircraft was typical of
the problern. The Joint Chiefs of Staff told CINCPAC in December
196? that a JCS study had shown "Propeller aircraft are approximately 9 times as effective as jet aircraft per sortie in destroying
trucks and water craft in Laos." [Msg (S), JCS to CINCPAC' subj:
The Use of Propeller and Jet Aircraft In Laos, 2OL740Z Dec 67. l
Commaiiders of jet units argued that speed was essential for survivability in many areas. The JCS message admitted ttrat "loss rates
for propeller aircraft operating in Laos are approximately 4 times
g"""1"" than the comparable loss rates for jet aircraft. "
*Th" Military Aircraft Panel, Presidentts Science Advisory
Committee recommended establishment of a Joint (Tri-Service) Task
Force operating under the aegis of the JCS to develop a high-pciority,
integrated interdiction effort for the fall of 1968. [Memo (S)' PSAC
Military Aircraft Panel to Dr. Donald E. Hornig, subj: Establishment of
a Joint (Tri-Service) Task Force to Develop a Coherent Truck Interdiction PIan for the Fall of 1968, 2 Jul 68. I Lt Co1 William H. Greenhalgh,
Jr., The Interdiction Campaign 1April-3l October 1968 (S) (ASI, Jul
1969), describes various operations that preceded Commando HuntThese fluctuated in intensity and design without an encompassing strategy.
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deep at supplies close to their source and at troops in training/
staging fssss.155 Without improvement in most of these or€&sr
there was doubt the Air Force could significantly impair the
enemyrs logistic support.

5) New developments made the Air Force far more optimistic about interdicting the Ho Chi Minh Trail when the 1968-1969
hunting season opened. The greater quantity of new equipment from
the Shed Light program gave promise of trimming the enemyrs nighttime advantage. A case in point was the night observation device
(starlight scope) tested in 1966 and introduced in early 1967. The
scopers impact was reflected in a comparison made by the PACAF
Directorate of Tactical Evaluation of the period 30 November-2
December 1966 (before the scopers introduction) with a 3-day period
in 196? following its extensivs usg;156
Trucks sighted

Visually
Night observation device

Destroyed

1966
20
-

1967

B

83

30

597

The Air Force had installed low-light-]evel television (LLLTV) in
two A-l's and two B-5?rs during 1968. Test programs for this
night sensor development were under way in SEA under ttre nickname Tropic Moon. The use of airborne-deployed sensor fields
(labeled Igloo White) tied via relay aircraft to the infiltration surveillance center (ISC) at Nakhon Phanom, Thailand' was expected to
improve traffic analysis. Task Force Alpha (a wing-level unit)
would control this all-weather, around-the-clock surveillance network of seismic and acoustic sensors. In addition, a completely integrated interdiction effort for the Laotian panhandle (code name
Commando Hunt) had been developed.l57

(fl Furthermore, President LSmdon B. Johnson had ordered
a halt to the bombing of most all North Vietnam on I November 1968
allowing more attention and resources to be concentnated on t?re
interdiction campaigtt. " New specialized munitions for suppressing
'oThe bombing halt had a negative side. It permitted the North
Vietnamese to move supplies unhindered up to the Annam mountain
range along the Laotian border. Soon after the bombing halt, large
convoys of uncamouflaged trucks--traveling bumper to bumper--were
reported heading for the Laotian border in daylight.
C..
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AA guns and killing trucks were available.* Finally, Gunship IIts
potent combination of sensors, illuminator, fire-control system,
and heavier armament could be employed. Secretary Brown pinned
his hope for a t'good interdiction campaign" on the better traffic
analysis, new equipment, and improved tactics. Noting that,*one
or more of these factors was lacking in the past, the Secredi?y
considered use of AC-130 gunships one of the important positive
changes.

15B

A? Air Force Commando Hunt strategy in 1968-69 called for a
flexible allocation of forces against priority-listed targets. First
priority was assigned interdiction points, specific road segments
difficult to detour or which, when blocked, would divert traffic into
predictable areas. * These were carefully selected from aerial
photography, FAC observations, and Igloo White sensor informa1i6rr.159 They were attacked with precision bombing followed by
use of delayed-action-fused bombs, air-delivered landmines, or areadenial munitions. The strikes took place in late afternoon lnaking
it harder for repair crews to reopen the roads before nightfall. As
darkness came, the AC-130ts and strike aircraft, supported'by
flak-suppression flights and flareships, attacked vehicles backed up
or attempting alternate routes. The second target priority went to
truck parks and supply caches, the third to moving trucks, and the
last to AA artillery.160 Coordinated use of aircraft* against,rthese

'''Maj. Gen. Gordon F. Blood, ?th AF Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operationi, emphasized the value of the improved truck-killing
munitions to Maj. Gen. Sam J. Byer1ey, Air Force Deputy Director
of Operations: "This will allow the actual truck kilI (secondary
explosions and fires) effectiveness of the strike force to approach
the efficiency of the basic sensor system and the target acquisition
elements. " [Msg (S), ?th AF to CSAF (AFSS), subj: Commando Hunt,
0BI020Z Aug 68. l
*In testimony before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee
Carlos Maurice Talbott, Air Force
on Armed Services Maj. Gen.ttTlte
Director of Operations, said:
Commando Hunt interdiction plan
was executed on November 15, 1968, without the North Vietnam option.
The objective was to reduce the flow of supplies by destroying
t'[Hearings
vehicles and wulnerable road segments and water crossings.
before the Electronic Battlefield Subcommittee of the Preparedness
Investigating Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Armed Services,
91st Cong. 2d sess, 18, 19, and 24 Nov 70, p 107.
*Aircraft types used were the B-52, B-57, F-4, F-105' F-100,
Navy A-4, A-6, A-?, A-26, A-1, AC-130, and AC-123.
1
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target categories created an integrated interdiction effort in depth.
It substantially slowed the enemyts transit of Laos and afforded
more oppontunities for up to 500 sorties a day to destroy his
trucks and supplies. 161

Gl Reports of over 14,000 trucks moving. through Laos in
April 1968 imparted a sense of urgency to the interdiction effort.
This unprecedented traffic flow was placed against the knowledge
that the enemy had successfully moved some 100,000 tons of supplies
to prepare for the 1968 Tet Offensive. Moreover, the bomb..{qg halt
would'now free thousands more trucks from support requirements
north of the 19th parallel. It was becoming obvious that the ttinsatiable logistic demands of heavy mortars, modern rocket weapons, and
a complete family of light infantry automatic weapons" widened the
enemyrs dependence on truck transportation. It seemed highly
possible a surge of truck traffic would be in t he offing for support
of a "third general 6ffsnsi\rs. r'162
G7 As a key element of the overall interdiction strategy, the
AC-130ts were used at once in armed reconnaissance of roads.
The first flights kept to the less heavily defended southern portion
of Steel Tiger while crews got to know the area and control procedures. As proficiency progressed, missions shifted northwar6.163
t$ On familiarization sorties the AC-130 combat crews first
mastered the command and control system and the theater rules of
engagement. The command structure consisted of dual channels.
An administrative channel ran from Thirteenth Air Force through
the Bth Tactical Fighter Wing to the 16th Special Operations Squadron at llbon, Thailand. An operational channel--for mission assignments or f::agging--flowed from Seventh Air Force through Bth TFWg
to the 16th SOSq. The Seventh Air Force tactical air control center
(TACC) exercised battlefield direction through the airborne command
and control center, with sensor inputs from Task Force Alpha and
finally with on-the-spot assistance from forward air contrellsis.164
Restraints on airstrikes in Laos supplemented this control arrangement. Attacks were forbidden near specified villages and use of
certain types of ordnance was tightly controlled. The U. S.
Ambassador in Vientiane, Laos, had to approve plans for air operations in some parts of Laos so not to disturb the delicate relationships with the neutral Royal Laotian Government.165
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At first, forward air controllers in o-2 aircraft

helped

keep the gunships within restrictions and control requirements
while operating over Laos. This practice, however, proved impractical for the entire Gunship II program. In February 1969
plans prescribed that AC-130 pilots qualify as forward air controllers by attending the FAC school at lJbon. Both pilots on an
AC-130 crew were to be trained but when one had completed school
the crew was designated FAC-qualified. As an interim measure'
Seventh Air Force directed that a FAC be an additional crew*"*6"t. 166 Eventually, the Gunship II would provide FAC assistance for other strike aircraft in Laos.16?

tS) No two Gunship II sorties were exactly alike but a
pattern of op.erations did deveLop. A typi-cal sequence unfolded
a significantl' 30 December 1968 missiqn; rbu
Ubon ground crews readied aircraft 1629 for the
eveningrs flight. They put aboard Mk-24 and Mk-6

The mission had historical importance for it marked the
official beginning of preplanned fighter escorts for AC-130rs.
>i<
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flares and 6,000 rounds of 20-mm ammunition. "
Meantime the crew studied the nights armed reconnaissance mission. The aircraft lifted off before dusk
(at 1705) and while still over Ubon a checkout of equipment commenced. Operators aligned and prepared for
operation the night observation device and ottrer sensors.
Gunners loaded and checked the weapons. Within 10
minutes the gunship was "crossing the fencet' (th"
Mekong River separating Thailand and Laos) and making
radio contact with Moonbeam, the ABCCC operating over
southern Laos. Using current intelligence information
the ABCCC assigned the AC-130 to a specific operating
area whereupon the gunshipts navigator assumed a key
role as he plotted coordinptes. The Gunship IIts radio
call sign was Spectre 01. Spectre 01 reported tton stationn at It20. For the
next 55 minutes it practiced intercepts with F-4 flights
in case their help was needed to suppress AA fire. At
1815 gunship sensor operators probed infiltration route
922 working a l5-rnile road segment until 2035. At
1840 four eastbound "moverst'* were.detected. (Normally
one sensor was used to maintain a fix while another
searched. ) Ttre sensor inputs fed the fire-control comr
puter and the information reflected in the pilotts gunsight as he turned into a left orbit at 4,500 feet AGL.
Selecting the lead truck to stal1 traffic, the pilot pushed
the trigger button as the movable and fixed target
reticles superimposed in his gunsight. The 1,000 rounds
of 20-mm fired in a 4-minute attack damaged 1 truck.

'rT'he 8,000 rounds of ?. 62-mm ammunition normally '{r
loaded on each AC-130 was not loaded on aircraft 1629.
+Spectre became the comrnon name
of all AC-130rs just
Spooky did for all AC-47's.
+Moving enemy vehicles.
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At IB55 Spectre 01 detected target 2--1 mover--and
in a 2-minute attack orbit fired another 1,000 rounds of
20-mm damaging 1 truck. Farttrer down the road the
gunship discovered three stationary trucks and a
suspected truck park. While marking the area with
flares Spectre 01 met with 3?-mm AA fire. From 1902
to 1925 the pilot squeezed off 1,000 more rounds of 20-mm
on both the suspected truck park and the 37-mm site. An
explosion and fire told of the AA emplacementts destruction.
Two more stationary trucks became target 4. Spectre 01
attacked from 2002 to 2006 and damaged both of them.
Two F-4 flights--call signs Schlitz and Combine--worked on
AA sitbs together with Spectre strikes and claimed two
sites destroyed. From 2O2l to 2026, Spectre 01 once
more fired 1,000 20-mm rounds upon return to the scene
of the suspected truck park of target 3. No visual results
were obtained of this final attack. Spectre 01'left the
target area at 2035 after an elapsed time of 3 hours and
15 minutes with 6,000 rounds of 20-mm ammunition and
15 Mk-6 flares expended. The nightrs work totaled four

{tffifr.r
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trucks damaged., one 37-mm AA site destroyed, and
one 3?-mm AA site silenced. Spectre 01 recrossed
the fence and touched down at Ubon at 2IL5. Total
mission time stood at 4 hours and I0 minutes.

a mission illustrated the growing effectiveness of
AC-I30rs in the interdiction effort. They quickly compiled an
unusual record. In January 1969, with but four aircraft and
relatively inexperienced crews, they accounted for 2B percent of
the truck kills (tab1e 2).169 As the months passed, their role
took on even more significance. In April 1969 the 16th Special
Operations Squadron flew just 3.7 percent of the sorties but
accounted, for over 44 percent of the trucks destroyed or damaged
in Laos.17o
Gf

Such

(t)

An example of a near flawless Gunship II mission
occurred on 7 April 1969 when aircraft 627--equipped with a fulIy
operational FLIR--attained a 100 percent kill ratio:17I
The AC-I30, labeled Schlitz for the night mission' took
1905 and the crew went through the usual prestrike
checks of sensor equipment, pilot's gunsight, and fire-

off at

control system. (A central traffic circle in downtown
Ubon, easily seen by sensor operators and the pilot,
was used for the checks. ) Equipment in order, the
gunship flew to the fragged area of routes 23 and 917
in central Laos. In the face of light AA fire the
aircraft sighted, attacked, and destroyed 2 vehicles
within the first 30 minutes.

The ABCCC next diverted Schlitz to interdict vehicles spotted on one of the most heavily defended areas
of Laos--route 911, just south of Mu Gia Pass. The
route segment pushed northwest to southeast through
rolling jungle country with karsts soaring 2,000 feet
above the road its entire length. Many rivers and
creeks bisected the route slowing traffic. Utilizing the
NOD and FLIR, the gunship crew sighted 23 trucks.
A11 were struck, the 27 secondary explosions and 12
secondary fires destroyed 23 trucks. Even more
remarkable the job was done amid an estimated 900round barrage of 37-mm fire. Schlitzrs work for the
night totaled 25 vehicles detected and 25 destroyed.
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Gl Not all missions matched the excellence of the 7 Aprit
Schlitz sortie. One week later, fire-control system trouble beset
aircraft 627 (call sign Carter). Only 2 of 15 trucks sighted could
be destroyed due to unreliable roll-in guidance and erratic gun
patterns. Moreover, about haUway through the mission, Carterrs
NOD operator detected a convoy of sout?rbound vehicles on route
911. The ABCCC turned down the gunship's request to strike
because other aircraft were working in the area. It approved
Carterts Second request but by then the tmcks had vanished into
the jungle. The nightrs mission ended with 2 vehicles destroyed
of 3? spotted. l72
tlf, The 16th special operations squadron and the gunships
scored a notable first on an B May mission. At 0140 the NOD
operator of aircrafl 629 (call sign Bennet) detected a blurred,
gray object moving across the jungle canopy at less than 1,000
feet above the terrain. He reported sighting a possible helicopter'
The navigator quickly plotted the position and called Moonbeam
(the ABC-CC) for firing clearance. While awaiting strike approval
the gunship tracked the helicopter to a landing in a rectangular

{EofltiF'
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clearing, The NOD operator could make out several trails in the
area. The FLIR operator, despite degraded equipment' was able
to track the helicopter during one small segment of the firing
orbit. After 20 minutes, Bennet received permission to fire and
began attack passes. Several 20-mm cannon bursts struck the
clearingrs perimeter and set off many sma1l secondary explosions.
The NOD operator reported seeing five rounds hit home and small
explosions come from the helicopter. Several gunship crews had
reported suspected helicopter Sightings before. Bennet was the
first gunship to claim destruction of one.t'r
Str en gtJrening Survivab

ility

A From the very first commitment of AC-t30rs to Southeast Asia, there was considerable concern about their vulnerability
in operations over Laos. During its development the Air Force
had tried to strengthen Gunship IIts survivability by adding some
?,000 pounds of armor in the lower fuselage to protect the crew
and vital components. It had also put polyurethane in the fuel
cells (tanks) to make thern explosion-proof.I'/4 Other survival
advantages were expected from (1) the AC-l,3OAts higher operational altifude made possible by greater-performance engines and
20-mm guns, (2) the aircraftrs capability to fly on two engines at
normal combat weight, and (3) the planned night and poor weather
operations.175

(€f The enemy's buildup of antiaircraft guns in Laos
countered these efforts for gunship survivability. By June 1968 the
prototype AC-130A had taken enemy fire on 56 of 5? sorties-sighting an average of 66 pssn6s.176 The North Vietnamese
welcomed the November 1968 bombing halt and redeployed many
AA guns to Laos just as the production AC-130ts were about to
aruive in SEA. When the Spectres began flying over the _Trail'
the Ubon-based AC-130 squadron reported quite simply: --"Where
there are tmcks there are very many 3?-mm positions.tt Before
1 November 1968 the enemy had an estimated 200 guns of all
calibeis in Laos. From that date to May 19?0 the number of guns
in Laos (some of large caliber) jumped 400 perce71.I77 The 3?-mm
fire--by far the most common--grew so intense and more accurate
that some major roads were no longer deemed permissive for the
gunship. Headquarters USAF concern over gunship vulnerability
deepened in June 1968 upon shrdying the AC-130A protot;pers reports.
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Henceforth, the Air Staff asked for more information on the extent
of battle damage so it could further monitor the survivability
aspect of gunship operations. lTB

AA TYtAPOlI

Fig.

l6

THRTAI

(s)

(0) Of necessity gunship tactics adjusted to antiaircrdft
defenses. Although gunship fire silenced a number of 37-mm positions, the operational rule was to avoid contact if possible.l79 To
skirt them dictated careful plotting of known gun emplacements then
accurate navigation. Experienced crews could work safely between
guns and as close as 4 or 5 miles 1e thsm.18O The gunship found
it best at times to wait for targets to move out of a heavily.,
defended area or to call for fighter strikes if they did not.ror Yet
avoiding AA batteries was not always feasible nor desirable if the
interdiction mission was to be carried out. In such cases the
crews learned to strike targets swiftly. They would seek to acquire
the target, ro11 into a firing orbit, fire while completing a 90o-120o
e.rcr and ro11 out again.l82 Normally, the gunship could fire only
one burst if ground fire was very intense.lB3

.3E0frfF.
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lD Aircraft took extra care to shun high-threat areas on
bright moonlit nights. Even worse were nights of thin overcast.
Then the moon illuminated the clouds and diffused the light to
form a perfect background that silhouetted the aircraft for enemy
gunners. In the first 6 months of 16th SOSq operations, 9 of 13
hits on AC-l3Orq^came on nights with clouds and the moon in halfphase o" -or".IB4
fl From I February to 3l May 1969 the 16th Specii*bperations Squadron sfudied the effects of lunar illumination on combat
Moonwatch, " deteroperations. The resulting report, t'Project
t'moonlight

mined that under certain conditions
does tend to
increase the gunnersf accuracy. " It found, however, no correlation
between the t'phase of the moon and the amount of AAA, " as
"some of the heaviest AAA reactions have occurued during periods
of less ttran a half moon.tt The study of data suggested to .the
investigators that the enemy was increasing traffi-c- when t#moon
was less than half full--possibly to reduce detection by the NOD-and employing more AA fire to cover the peak traffic 1imss.185

Gl To help spot AA batteries and to assist the pilot in

evasive actions, two crewmembers had the additional duty of
scanner. Usually a gunner was positioned on the right side and
the illuminator operator (IO) looked out the rear of the gunship.
Over target areas the IO spent much time flat on his stomach.
He peered down from the open cargo-compartment door and called
the location of AA flashes over the interphone to the pilot. Tethered
by a strong cable to the fuselage, the IO obtained a measure of
safety. Stillrin the eyes of lO_S-ergeant Thomas Sellner: "4U|. IOs
a?e cyazy. They have to 5g. "186 Both scanners gave the pil6t
evasive directions, if required, by calling ttbreak" or tthard
break" right or left. The pilot responded with a 600 bank to
"breakt' and a 90o bank to tthard break. '1187

(5) Development of fighter-escort tactics was the most tellihg
counter to enemy defenses in Laos. When the AC-130 prototype
met with more intense AA fire, it had called for flak suppression
by fighter-bomber aircraft. However, this had been done largely
at random with little planning. The solution to the dilemma of
getting at lucrative targets in heavily defended areas seemed to 1ie
in the gunship/fighter team approach. A 10 December 1968 study

by the Seventh Air Force Directorate of Tactical Analysis concluded
that F-4's and AC-130's could kill more trucks by operating together

."rl
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rather than separately.lBB rwenty days Iater, the Bth ractical
Fighter Wing's 497th Tactical Fighter Squadron--the "on1y ffight
attack squadron in the Air Forcet'--ushered in a new mission-armed escort and flak suppression for Spectre aircraft. on tire
gunship/fighter teamrs first night, F-4Dts of schlitz and con;"oj.ne
flights dest-r-oyed or silenced two 3?-mm sites that were firing at
SpJctre

01.

l8g

Four F-4D Phantoms were initially assigned to eqcort
I
Spectre. Two hovered over the AC-130 while the other two ?efueled at the KC-135 tanker. It soon became clear that the gunship spent excessive time acting as a FAC for the fighters. The
escort was therefore cut to three Phantoms and the Spectrets FAc
role feII back to its proper position with respect to the interdiction

g

{-

;

mission.190

{*) Assignment of F-4 escorts for the AC-130rs demanded
close coordination between the two types of aircraft both in premission planning and in combat. For one thing, the new tactics
developed had to consider the very different airspeeds and fuelconsumption rates. This began with the takeoff of the ACelfiO and
F-4rs. T?re Phantoms left the base at staggered intervals to
relieve the AC-130ts escort at 2o- to 25-minute periods. Two to
three refuelings from a KC-135 tanker were additionally required*
to maintain a continuous escort with the gunship during its 3- to
4-hour missions. The tanker was commonly over Thailand within
100 nautical milesspectre or no more than 15 minutes flying
^o_f
time for

11r" p_4.191

{*) As escorts, the fast F-4's chiefly flew at 12,000-14,000
AGL and 2-3 miles behind the 145- to l60-knot AC-130A. The
Phantoms maneuvered in an S-pattern while the gunship flew a
straight course. when spectre entered into its attack orbit, the
F-4ts swung into a larger one. They stayed within Spectrers 10
otclock to B otclock position and held an airspeed of 800-320"rknots.
The gunshiprs radial speed was greater in its smaller circlel
Hencerthe F-4rs had to periodically turn into the gunshipts wake
making it difficult to hold a smooth orbit. When an enemy gun
opened up on Spectre, the gunship coordinated with the Phantoms
by radio to grant clearance for aftack and to insure aircraft
"'Referred to as the ItSpectre Shuttle.tt

r
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separation. This was vital as the F-4rs firing pass--dropping a
single cluster bomb unit (CBU) or bomb*'--carried it twice-&rough
Spectrets orbiting altitude. Consequently, the escort had to know
the gunshipts position at all times. This became far harder when
the escort and gunship were on the same side of the orbit. Then
the F-4 pilot could not easily see the shielded rotating beacon+
on top of the AC-130 nor its formation lights. At times the hostile
guns fired but occasionally and the Spectre acted as FAC. It
dropped logs (ground flares to create reference points) to mark, the
enemy gun emplacements and cleared the Phantoms for attaci.l92
'''Armament on ttre three escorts ordinarily included:
First and Third F-4: 6 x CBU-24 andlor CBU-49 aL{
3 x Mk-82 $uze extender)

6 x CBU-24 andlor CBU-49
2 x Mk-84 (fuze extender) or
2 FLU-27 (finned)
[Rprt (S), Tactical Doctrine, Bth TFWg, F'-4 Escort of AC-130 Gunship, undated, chap 10, 5-106. J
*U"" of the shielded rotating beacon was borrowed from
the O-2 FAC's
I
Second F-4:

ffi
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These tactics were gradually refined and the AC-130 /

F-4 team proved a potent gun-killer as well as truck-kiIler.
Maj. Gen. Robert L. Petit, ?th AF/l3th AF Deputy Commander,
thought it evident "The enemy pays a hell of a price to go after

a

Spectrs.rt193 Most important, however, the AC-1301F'-4 team
enabled interdiction strategists to continue exploiting the great
truck-killing capabilities of Gunship II throughout the Laotian panhandle. The Gunship II fighter escort compiled the following BDA
in the first 4 months of 1969:
11

Jan-28

Feb Mar

Apr

37-mm guns destroyed

19

26

1B

37-mm guns silenced

23

16

20

Secondary explosions

166

393

367

Large fires

287

482

383

2

1

0

10

4

Road craters

Trucks destroyed

a

{-

72

Ft Interestingly, the gunship/fighter tactical combination had
to bridge the unit esprit de corps gulf that tends to divide combat
airmen. Now and then the good-hearted banter and spirit ttfast
between
gunship and fighter men cut deeper than intended. Some
mover" men believed the subsidiary escort role misused their
strike capabilities. On the other hand, "slow mover" men recoiled at what they felt was a lack of recognition for their contribution. Some in both camps resisted the change of tactics but by
degrees accepted the gunship/fighter team concept. As time went
orL most saw the arrangementrs mutual advantages and came up
with new ideas on how their units could do more in combined
operations. l95

t
a

lfil In the Laotian interdiction battle, the wily and determined
North Vietnamese often turned the apparent advantage of gunship/
fighter task forces into a tenuous and fleeting one. The enemy
built decoys to lure aircraft into flak traps. He positioned machineguns and heavier AA artillery randomly on ridgelines along roads
and the gunners held their fire during several aircraft passes to
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aircrews into complacency. Gunners found that barrage fire
at a crucial moment could be successful if they studied the
terrain for approach routes, estimated range by the base of
clouds, and determined the aircraft pattern and altitude.196
Antiaircraft guns were moved about so aircraft had more trouble
finding them. Of major concern to the gunships were the
enemyts improved defenses through use of 5?-mm or larger
weapons and possible incorporation of gun-laying radar. Ttre
effective slant range of a S?-mm piece, for example, was 13,100
feet with optical sighting and 19, ?00 feet with radar assistance.l9T
In 1969 the enemy fired unguided rockets and the firings rose in
1970. The missiles--probably l22-mrn and l40-mm--lacked
proximity fuses and miss-distances were fortunately great. No+eih"1"ss, ih" harard of better ground-to-air missile fire exists6.l9B
1u11

A11 such defensive developments gravely menaced the-'gunshiprs
operations in view of its predictable attack maneuver-'' and transport speed.

Project Moonwatch report (page155) stated: "The attitude
of the aircraft appears to have litt]e or no effect upon the ability of
the gun crew to track the plane. More aircraft were hit while in
straight and level flight than were hit while in orbit, but results here
are inconclusive, as in several instances the crews report that they
were hit just after breaking out of an orbit. " It nevertheless appears
most USAF personnel woruied about the orbitrs vulnerability. fKott,
The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 38. l
'FThe
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One way to undercut enemy defensive advancements was
to upgrade the gunshiprs systems. Back in February 1968 the
TAWC at Eglin AFB had recommended an electronic countermeasure (E-M) capability for the AC-l30ts to combat AA
Early attention also centered on overcoming the operating ""dtr.199
altitude
limitation of gunship weapons. Mounting larger-caliber guns with
longer slant range on the aircraft would let it fly a higher orbit
out of range of more antiaircraft fire. 200 a gooO deai of Gunship IIfs further development became geared to a seesaw struggle
to best the enemyts defensive response.

e Concern over AC-130 rmlnerability mounted when a 3?-mm
round hit a Spectre on 3 March 1969.201 It rose even higher with
the loss of the first AC-130 on 24 May. According to the battle

damage report:

Aircraft 1629 reached its Laotian target at 1935 local
time and was joined by a fighter escort. Spectre made
a firing pass 5 minutes later at a moving truck. It then
flew to a road intersection and began a 1200 furn to
reconnoiter the new route. As the turn was completed,
illuminator operator SSgt Jack W. Troglen reported AA
fire at 6 otclock and accurate. Ten 37-mm rounds were
seen--four on each side, one striking the gunshipts tail
section, and one hitting an undetermined spot on the
fuselage. 202

The wounded Spectre h:rned westward toward home base.
Its utility hydraulic system was out followed by the booster
hydraulic system a few seconds later--leaving the aircraft'
temporarily out of control. The aircraft commander and
copilot brought the gunship out of a nearly uncontrollable
climb by bracing the control colur:rn to full forward position and by bringing all crewmembers to the flightdeck.

Further aircraft checks disclosed Sergeant Troglen
wounded and dying and the mdder, elevator trim, and
autopilot inoperative. The gunship was nursed back
toward Ubon by use of aileron trim and engine power.
Near the base the aircraft commander ordered nonessential crewmembers to bail out. Left aboard were
pilot/aircraft commander Lt. Col William Schwehm and
copilot Maj. Gerald H. Piehl (to control the aircraft),

,
t
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SSgt Cecil F. Taylor (to manually lower
gear)r
the
orrd a navigator sensor operator who wanted

flight engineer
to stav. 203

As Colonel

Schwehm slightly reduced power the aircraftrs nose dropped hard on tre *rrnway. Ttre gunship
bounced and hit heavily on the landing gear. An attempt
to reverse engines was futile. Some 2,000 feet down
the runway the gunship veered to the right, despite
application of more power to number 3 and-4 engines
(nose-wheel steering was inoperative). The right wing
struck an amesting-gear shelter and was sheared off.
The gunship burst into flames as the pilot, copilot, and
navigator sensor operator safely evacuated. The body of,
Sergeant Troglen and the flight engineer were lost in
billowing flames and explosions of burning ammunition.
A11 crewmembers w6o had bailed out were pssgusd.204

An heroic attempt to save the AC-130 had failed.
North Vietnamese gunners had scored their first success
against a Gunship II. Ominously, investigators of the
loss believed it possible the gunship had fallen victim
to a flak trap and that the enemy was aware of the
AC-130ts maneuvers and charactlristics. 205

(S

The loss of one AC-130 jolted the tiny Gunship -II_ force.
In a single stroke it cut operational aircraft 25 percent.206
Luckily, the three remaining AC-130ts (other than the prototype)
arrived from the United States about the same time as tle first
gunship 1o"".207 The 16th Special Operations Squadron thus had
six AC-130rs on hand for the closing months of the 1968-69 Northeast Monsoon season.
t
)
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Commando Hunt Results

€) As bad weather moved in over the Trail network, then
interdiction hunting season drew to a close. The Air Force carefully weighed the performance of the Spectre gunships in Commando
Hunt. Results of the primary mission--destruction of trucks-continued impressive for second quarter of l9O9:208

{
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Total

Jun b! g. 2d ggt"t*)
140 3'94t

$g

ry

Tmcks sighted

963

985

Trucks destroved

493

427

46

Trucks O"*"U"d

100

L2O

2L

(results not observed) 356

247

45

Trucks

l'5V3
a

592
1,195

tr TLre Seventh Air Force pointed with satisfaction to the
high percentage of total truck kills versus the gunshiprs share of
the sorties:209
The contribution of the AC-130 gunships to the air
interdiction campaign in Laos has been truly magnificient. During the period from January through
April, the Spectre accounted for over 29 percent of
the total destroyed and damaged trucks in Laos while
fLying less than 4 percent of the total sorties used to
attack moving vehicles.

This gunship success against trucks hampered support of enem/
forces in South Vietnam and southern Laos. Seventh Air Force
judged it a factor in "Limiting the magnitude of the NVAts
northeast monsoon offensive. "210 The American Embassy in
Laos shared this satisfaction in the AC-130ts performance. It
cabled the State Department that employment of Spectre gunthat "additional
ships was an "unqualified successtt and urged
rr211
ASAP.
gunships
C-130ts be configured as

g, On 9 June 1969 Gen. George S. Brown, Seventh Air
*

Force Command"r,
the Bth Tactical Fighter Wing'&
progress made in the"o*mended
first Commando Hunt effort. He noted that
truck kil1s in April and May had reached new highs forcing the
enemy t'to replenish his entire truck inventory at frequent intervals. "
In summing up, General Brown stated that: "Our actions
'l'He succeeded General Momyer

€f€nfF

in August
a

1968.
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combined to slow the movement of materiel and forced the enemy
to consume enroute an increasing amount of the supplies intended
for stockpile or delivery to RVN. So effective were our efforts
that of each five tons of supplies the enemy started southward
trtr2I2
through Laos, only one entered the Republic of Vietnam.

Barrel Roll

".o"t

F) As the Air Force pushed Commando Hunt interdiction
operations in Steel Tiger, military developments in northeastern
Laos (Barrel RoIl) forced it to consider using AC-130ts there.
An enemy dry-season offensive had strongly pressured General
Vang Pao and his Meo Army and threatened USAF radar and air
navigation sites. At the close of November 1968' the Joint Planning and Targets Conference requested Seventh Air Force to
supplement AC-4? Spooky operations in Barrel Ro1l with Spectre
gunships. Seventh Air Force alerted Bth Tactical Fighter Wing in
January 1969 that Spectre crews should get to know northeast
Laotian terrain and Barrel Roll operational procedures.2lS By
March 1969 the North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao had largely
'-While

General Brown was commending this interdicti6?
record, some analysts, critics, and skeptics of the Air Forcers
interdiction role were not so sure. They pointed to the complementary need for in-country ground operations to destroy or
capfure supplies of the enemy and force him to consume more. It
was argued the enemyrs monthly output into South Vietnam was
just about enough to meet his minimal requirements for "normal"
operations in the I and II Corps. Hence, the one-fifth of input
into Laos that was output to South Vietnam was sufficient to replace supplies the enemy expended in combat or lost to U. S. and
allied forces. (This was based on an estimate that a net balance
16 truckloads--was
of 59 short tons per day--the equivalent of t'normalt'
operations in
considered the minimum needed to sustain
I and II Corps. ) [Col George P. Bahler, The Air Interdiction
Campaign t N."_99.-31 May 69 (S) (ASI, Dec 1969), p 27.1 On the
other hand, it was estimated that a steady flow of 3' 600 tons per
day could exit the southern end of the enemy system if not interdicted during dry-season air operations. This tonnage would far
exceed enemy needs to resupply his troops in South Vietnam and
stockpile for large operations. [William H' Greenhalgh' Jt. , Tktg

Interdiction Campaign 1April-31 October

*lF

1968 (S)

-<

(ASI, Jul 1969), p 12.l
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shifted to night attacks. Maj. Gen. Louis T. Seith, ?th AF/l3th
Deputy Commander, therefore recommended AC-130 diversions to
aid Lima Site defenders and attack truck traffic moving in the
Plaine des James area.214 Air commanders were also aware of
the morale/psychological boost the gunship would impart to friendly
forces under night attack and its deterrent effect on the attackers.

P An operation tlpical of Spectrers Barrel Roll activity

occurred on 25-28 June 1969, when AC-130rs were diverted to
assist Lima Site 108--a neutralist Laotian camp at Muong Sorlt, 47
miles east-souttreast of Luang Prabang. From mortar and rocket
positions on hills sumounding the friendly forces, the North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao began bombardment the night of 25 June.
The friendly forces ground controller, ttCity llall,tr called for the
gunship to direct fire on enemy positions. Some 16 secondary
explosions were recorded as the AC-130 helped suppress enemy
assaults during nearly 2ll2 hours in orbit over the area. On subsequent nights the Spectres answered requests to aid the embattled
camp. Several times ground forces called for attacks on tanks but
bad weather prevented acquisition of such targets. On the fourth
night poor weather stopped gunship attacks altogether. Only
several large fires in the friendly camp itself could be seen as the
position was overrun.
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G, Even in Bamel Roll the AC-130rs made important truck
kills. The enemy had to step up logistic support of his offensives

so truck traffic and road improvements rose dramatically. The
Spectres found choice targets and thus opened up a second major
area of Gunship II operations. From this point on, the Air Force
would exploit the AC-130 as a truck-killer in Bamel Roll as well
as Steel Tiger. What acfually started out as a diversion furned
into an additional commitment.

(U) While Gunship II operations progressed in Southeast Asia,
plans were made to send a TAC AC-130 to the other side of the
world to participate in a NATO exercise in Europe. On 19 January
1969 the AC-130A sustained damage during a landing accident at
Goose Bay, Labrador, fillowing an in-flight emergency. Due to the

limited number of AC-130rs and the pressing SEA training requirements, no replacement aircraft was provided. This constituted the
only attempt to demonstrate AC-130 fire power in an European
environment.

;
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(U) The faith of the promoters and developers of Gunship II
was well rewarded by the SEA combat reports. If anything, the
AC-130--with its sensors, fire-control system, and better armament--had proved more convincingly effective than hoped. Its
reputation as the number one truck killer in Southeast Asia had
been steadily enhanced as the interdiction effort intensified. As a

self-contained night attack aircraft--combining the capabilities of
target search, acquisition, tracking, and destruction--it had no
equal. Even its most glaring weakness--rmlnerability--had, in lowand medium-threat areas, been at least momentarily overcome by
the gunship/fighter team. But despite these sotid achievements,
the weapon system did not remain static in a prolonged and everchanging war. Gunship II was but one phase in the side-firing
weapon systemrs dynamic evolution.
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IV.

ADVANCED AC-130 GUNSHIPS
Development Proceeds

(U) The year 1969 marked a turning point of American involvement in the Southeast Asian War. During the summer'
President Richard M. Nixon made the first notable reduction of
U. S. military strength in South Vietnam. He embarked on a longrange course to strengthen indigenous forces and at the same time
withdraw U. S. troops. This momentous change of policy affected
the role of U. S. air power the least. As before' air power
pressured enemy supply lines and aided ground units in defensive
and offensive operations. As the air war continued, tlte high hopes
for the AC-130 gunships fueled efforts to make them less vulnerable and more effective. The end result was a force of advanced
AC-130ts. Paradoxically, as overall U. S. strategy called for
'

disengagement, gunship operations mounted and the AC-130 grew
into an ever more sophisticated and deadly weapon system.

l*

As previously indicated, gunship development had been a
continuing interest right from the side-firing aircraftrs beginning.
Various messages, for example, were sent from Seventh Air Force-and Pacific Air Forces in furn--identifying needed improvements
in gunship-type aircraft. One field request in June 1968 called for
an all-weather capability, an improved fire-control system, and
larger-caliber guns (such as the 25-mm). r Air Force Systems
Command believed it possible to furnish these capabilities' the
AFSC Commander having already suggested approaches to them to
the Chief of Staff on 6 April 1968. AFSC pointed out one difficulty'
however--the lack of specific, documented, operational demands
from sEA. AFSC urged these be submitted.2 Headquarters USAF
backed AFSC on its call for more precise field requirements but
cautioned that "procurement of new and/or improved items for
gunship aircraft will be at the expense of other RDT&E and modification programs also identified is vital to SEA operations. "3
This concern with and progress on gunship improvements did not
diminish in SEA or the United States. Nevertheless' it took unusual anxiety about gunship operations to trigger a package improvement plan.

-{
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G Secretary of the Air Force Robert C. Seamans, Jr.,
visited the Far East from 19-31 May 1969. In his trip report to
Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, he conveyed concern about
the increasing AA threat to AC-130 operations in Southeast Asia.
(One AC-130 had just been lost and another badly damaged 5 days
later. ) IIe said: "Seventh Air Force is presently escorting the
AC-130 gunships with some F-4 aircraft but is conscious of the
fact that a more survivable aircraft must be used for the gtryhip
mission.tt4

g) An intelligence analysis of the enemyrs counter to
Spectrers attacks fed the cause for alarm and induced a sfudy of

ways to render the AC-130 less rnrlnerable. In July 1969 Mr.
James A. Reamer, Directorate of Technology, Deputy for Tactical
Warfare, ASD, reacted to the challenge by bringing together a
group that had worked witJl the AC-130 program before. Mai.
Ronald W. Tery (Chief, AC-130 Gunship Program Office), Lt. Col.
James R. Krause, and Maj. James R. Wolverton--al1 key men in
the first AC-130 gunship deployment--joined Mr. Reamelin
ttvigorousttdiscussions on how to meet the expanding threat to the
gunship. After intensive study the group came up with a new gunship proposal, later known as Surprise Package. S
.fr{

C The envisioned gunship would have a greater standoff
range (to improve survivability) and better night-targeting equipment. The group recommended, for example, two 20-mm M-61
Gatling guns and two M-65 40-mm Bofors AA-type guns to replace
the standard AC-130A armament of four 20-mm guns and four
7.62-rnrn miniguns.'k It also suggested new sensor systems to
complement this armament and enhance night vision and detection
capability: B1ack Crow (an ignition system detector), low-lightlevel television, ofld improved infrared equipment. The fire-control
systemrs analog computer would give way to a digital computer
having more capacity and flexibility to handle the better sensor
inputs. It was planned that the Surprise Package aircraft pinpoint
tactical targets for conventional strike forces by use of a
o'The

40-mm manually loaded (four-round clip) weapons had
rnuzzle velocity of 2,870 feet-per-second with a selectable firing
rate from 1 to 120 rounds-per-minute. Most important, the gun
could fire accurately up to a 35,000-foot slant range.

a
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2-kilowatt (kw) iLluminator* and a laser designator compatib'le with
Pave Way guided bombs. An inertial navigation system would
stor,e in its memory the location of targets to be stmck later by
the gunship or fighters. Several of these Surprise Package components were available on-ttre-shelf but others were just emerging
from the development phase.6

A plan within the grouprs proposal would take the
approved eighth Ac-l3oA--then uling- modified in ASD shops--and
convert it to this new configuration. ? Originally, the recycled

I

prototype gunship (number 54-16261 had been picked as the E+Fhth
AC-130A. When ttre prototype returned from southeast Asia,
however, its airframe was carefully inspected at Wright-Patterson
AFB and judged to be below combat-duty standards. Moreover,
ttre rebuilding price tag would. exceed that of converting another
C-130A. +B The Bias Hunter* resource then furnished a C-130A
(number 56-0490) for conversion to ttre eighth gUnship. It was
this aircraft that was now proposed for the Surprise Package
modification.
Surprise Package
On 18 July 1969 ASD presented the Surprise Package
concept--drafted by Reamer and team--to General James Fryguson,
Commander, AFSC. Accompanying it was a recommendation that
the aircraft be modified in ASD shops on a high-priority basis-1 August 1969 being the projected starting date. General Ferguson
supported the plan and the Surprise Package program made the

e

"Thu 2-kw illuminator was substihrted for the 40-kw illuminator.

The heavy 40-kw equipment on the AC-130A mainly supported hamlets'
camps, or troops in contact with the enemy. When the AC-130
became largely a truck-killer, the 2-kw illuminator was considered
sufficient for this purpose, thus gaining a considerable weight
advantage.

+Th" Air Force later sent the prototype to Hayes t:ternational
Corporation for IRAN. Hays reconverted the gunship to a configuration for support of ASD research and development activities. [Hist
(S), Dir/Development, I Jul-31 Dec 68, p 167. l
fui"" Hunter--C-130 aircraft equipped with a battlefield illumination airborne system (BIAS) and other sensor equipment (e. g. ,
infrared devices) to locate the enemy.
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rounds in rapid succession to the Air Staff, PACAF, and Seventh
Air Force. 9 Serious opposition to the proposal developed in the
Air Staff and CINCPACAF wanted: the aircraft deployed not later
than 15 November 1969, the capability to restore it to a standard
configuration in-theater if tests were not successful, and AFSC
support for the specialized subsystems at Ubon RTAFB.l0
General Brown, Seventh Air Force Commander, endorsed the project on 12 August 1969 provided these provisions could be met.ll

J|ll General Ryan told General Ferguson on 2 September 1969
to go ahead with the proposed Surprise Package program. ttYour
engineers are to be commended for evolving an inventive and
unique proposal to counter a potentially serious threat to our gunship operations, t' he said. The Air Force Chief rejected any
thought that the gunship, either in a primary or secondary role,
might counter AA sites. Nevertheless, he agreed with the idea of
bolstering its survivability with the 40-mm standoff range. General
Ryan made certain stipulations to his approval of Surprise Package.
The projected deployment of the eighth AC-130 could not be delayed
beyond mid-November. Provisions could be made for the specialized subsystems but only the new guns and the digital fire-control
system were to be mandatory. Beyond these items, the present
AC-130 equipment would be used to meet the deployment date.,,
Authorized funding for {re project was peggeo ai $i. s -ilior.12
G7 The time limit imposed by the Chief of Staff was a stiffer
challenge than the ASD group had expected. Ttre Surprise Package
developers literally worked day and night to modify the aircraft.
Each day new problems exacted the utmost in managerial skill and
technical ingenuity. Harmonization of sensors, computers, and the
fire-control system--basieally I\ltajor Wolvertonrs job- -demanded
daily coordination with various subcontractors on the development of
components. Colonel Krause, the expert on infrared systems, set
about integrating the infrared equipment, the display systems, and
LLLTV. Simultaneously, Maj or Terry issued daily instructions to
installation design engineers and to the ASD shops preparing the
aircraft for the subsystems. The srnall task force was totally
immersed in solving installation or fabrication problems, often out
in the shop or at the aircraft.l3

Use of the 40-mm Bofors gun from Navy excess typified
the problems faced by the team. These guns had never been fired
downwardr 'so o. new gun mount needed to be designed, fabricated,

Al
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Surprise Package Aircraft,
and evaluated. During the first ground-firing tests at Eglin AFB'
firing overpressure produced cracks on the underside of the aircraftrs left wing. It took more analysis and tests to show that
the cracks would not occur in actual flight.14 This consumed
valuable time and time was at a premium.
Testing and Combat Evaluation

P) By 27 October 1969 the Surprise Package aircraft stood
ready for systems testing at Eglin. The test flights (28 Oct-15 Nov
1969) were delayed due

to bad weather and some slow equipment

deliveries. Nevertheless, they sufficiently proved the technical
integrity of the gunshipts systems. On
Ferguson recommended to

15 November General
General Ryan the aircraft be deployed.

'

Orders received 2 days later directed that the aircraft proceed to
Southeast Asia for combat evaluation.15 The ASD group had met
the deployment goa1. Subsequently, Major Terry received the
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the Dr. Harold Brown Award* for 1969 because his professionaL
leadership, skill, and energy played so important a part in
making the deployment possibte.16
The Surprise Package gunship (labeled Coronet Surprise
by TAC) Ieft for Southeast Asia on 25 November 1969. +17 An engine
change at GuamIB p.rt off the gunship's arrival at Ubon RTAFB until
5 December 1969.19 Major R. C. Binderim of TAC commanded the
main Coronet Surprise task force which reached Ubon on 21 November 1969. The force included Major Terry and consisted of aircrew personnel from TAC, AFSC, and Air Force Academy;
ground crew from TAC and PACAF; and technical personnel and
engineering specialists from ASD and contractors. Tactical Air
Command Operations Plan 132, 1? October 1969, guided the combat
evaluation. 20 On 12 December--just ? days after ttre aircraft
touched down at lJbon--the TAC/AFSC task f,orce flew its maiden
operational mission against North Vietnamese tn ck traffic. 2l

G

Package sorties went far better than
hoped. From 12-19 .December the gunship flew six missions that
were in effect equipment tests left over from the short evaluation
period at Eglin. Still the aircraft destroyed 11 and damaged 9 of
24 trucks sighted. Attacking three AA sites, it destroyed one
and caused two explosions. From 19-30 December the gunship
destroyed 19 and damaged eight of 30 trucks detected. It also
attacked 14 .storage areas, touching off 6 explosions and 7 fires.
The gunship compiled this record in spite of equipment problems
that were annoying and at times cripp1ing.zz The final combat
evaluation mission was flown on 18 January 1970.

Af The early Surprise

oThu

Air Force presents this award annually in recogrlrition
of outstanding achievement in research and development leading
to substantial improvements in operational effectiveness. The
award honors Dr. Brown for his contributions as Secretary
of the Air Force; Director of Defense Research and Engineering, OSD; and as a consultant to the Air Force Scientific

Advisory Board.
*Grrns, sensors, and computers had been removed before
the gunship's long femy flight and shipped separately.
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G The evaluation team termed the performance of the
Surprise Package weapon system ttvery satisfactorytt during the
38-day combat test. The gunship spotted 313 tnrcks with 178
destroyed, 63 damaged, and 3? results not observed while flying
86.8 percent (33 total sorties) of the combat sorties scheduled.
There were 140 fires and 153 explosions recorded. Ttre enemy had
responded to these missions with an estimated 3'475 rounds of
23-mm AA fire' 3,845 rounds of 3?-mm, and 59 rounds of 5?-mm'
Evaluators believed Surprise Package had clearly established a
capability to detect trucks or similar-size targets at altifudes of
B,500-9,500 feet. 23
From Evaluation to Combat

At Although the combat evaluation ended on 18 January 1970,
Seventtr Air Force continued Surprise Package missions over the
Ho Chi Minh Trail. Engineering adjustments strengthened certain
areas of the aircraftts performance.Z4 As April and Commando
Hunt III closed, Surprise Package had accounted for 604 trucks
destroyed and 218 damaged.25 A comparative study of trucks
destroyed/damaged per sortie showed Surprise Package far more
deadly than other gunships and tactical flghters. 26 Moreover, it
had proved nearlylwice as effective as the standard AC-t3grs.27
Seventtr Air Force declared it the "sinEle most successful truck
killer in SEA during Commando Hunt tit. "28

Several missions"in January 19?0 graphically illustrated
how potent and versatile the Surprise Package gunslip (sometimes
called Super Chicken) was in the interdiction role:Ze

F)

The Case

I

f

of

the Vanishing Bridge

Sensor transmission had indicated the North Vietnamese
were bypassing a main Laotian road and escaping airpower harassment. A target sfudy of the area furned up
a new road carved through dense jungle parallel to the
main line of communication (LOC) but no bridge spanning
a major river the enemy had to cross. Seventh Air
Force fragged Surprise Package and escorts into the area
on 5 separate nights. Each time ttre gunship detected a
bridge over tJre river at any of four points. During daylight the bridge could not be found. The enemy evidently
put it in place at his choosing, sent 30 or more trucks
across, then hid the span from FAC reconnaissance by

t
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day. Surprise Package attacked and destroyed trucks o&r
the bridge and markbd the target for escort fighters.
Even though the disappearing bridge was Loran-targeted,
it was not successfully destroyed.
The Case

of the Interdicted Pipeline

From friendly ground teams infiltrating the Laotian area'
Task Force Alpha obtained photographs and approximate
routing of an enemy pipeline with pumping stations. Alpha
passed this information to Surprise Package crewmembers
on 7 January 19?0. Fragged into the area 2 days later,
Surprise Package put 40-mm fire on two pumping stations
and the pipeline setting off intense petroleum . fires. An
escort F-4 placed 500-pound bombs on a pumping statioql
The soaring flames spread over an area the size of a
city block. The same mission destroyed 16 tmcks. *
Refurning on 10 January, Surprise Package and F-4 escorts
destroyed 30 trucks apparently awaiting fuel. Two large
gasoline-tanker vehicles. appeared during the attack and
succumbed to 40-mm fire. Similarly, the Surprise Package/
F-4 team claimed destruction or damage of 25 more
vehicles the next night.
The Case

of

the Amphitheater

Day FAC pilots nicknamed a karst area covered by hearry
jungle the "Amphitheater. " A study of strip photographs
had singled out the area as a potential storage point or
truck park so Seventh Air Force sent a task force to
reconnoiter it. The force consisted of Surprise Package'
three F-4 fighter escorts, one Loran-equipped F-4' and
six additional fighter-bombers allocated by ABCCC. On 7
January 19?0 Surprise Package discovered and destroyed
four trucks near Amphitheater then found the area a
hotbed of activity with supplies, trucks, and defending AAA.

"M"j or Terry received the first oak-leaf cluster to his
Distinguished F1ying Cross for his part in this night armed
reconnaissance mission. He also received the fourth through sixth
oak-leaf clusters to his Air Medal for ftying 140 combat missions
from February 1968 to January 1970.
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After an electromagnetic sensor detected a radar site
collocated with a 5?-mm gun, TV and IR sensors verified
tlre presence of vans. The 57-mm gave its position away
by firing at the aircraft and airstrikes on various Lorantargeted sites left many secondary fires and explosions.

t

Surprise Package moved north of the position locating
and destroying 12 vehicles. As low fuel f6rced task forc'd
elements to return to base, the target locations were
relayed to ABCCC and Task Force Alpha. At daybreak an
F-4 Wolf'r FAC led an Bth Tactical Fighter Wing F-4
flight, equipped with laser-guided bombs, to the Amphitheater. The attacks destroyed the radar vans--just 50
meters from the given Loran coordinates.

I

,.

Package shattered all 16th Special Operations
Squadrorr records on 14 Febrrrary 19?0 by destroying 43 trucks and
damaging 2 in a single mission.' Contributions like this enabled
the unit to claim on 2L February 19?0 its 5,000th truck destroyed

G Surprise

or

damaged. +30

Equipment Innovations

tC

New and better equipment largely produced Surprise Packagers outstanding combat results. Many components had been
bomowed from other projects or the other services. LLLTV came
from Project Tropic Moon. The 40-mm Bofors gun and BlacS
Crow had been obtained from the Navy. Others had developefrto
meet past AC-L30 problems and operational needs. Not all subsystems worked as expected nor without troubles--the helmet sight
being a prime exampte.* Still Surprise Packagers new equipment

%

the call sign of the Bth ractical Fighter wingrs

F-4 FACrs at Ubon RTAFB.

t
T

*The 16th Special Operations Squadron received the Presidential

Unit Citation on 23 August 19?O in recognition of its performance
during 1 December 196b to 1 March 19?0. General Brown, Seventtr
Air Force Commander, presented the award to the squadron
commander Lt. Co1. Young A. Tucker.
*A complex instrument, ttre helmet sight incorporated aL eyepiece with itluminated reticle into a crewmemberrs helmet. ffr
sight basically sought to convert data from the scannerrs visual
sighting of a target (e.9. , an AAA site) into computer-derived coordi,r"t"". Being at such an early stage of development when added to
the Surprise Package systems, it was little used. Few people
knew how to use it comectly or particularly how to maintain it.
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served simultaneously to make the gunship weapon system unique
and a veritable testbed (or fLying laboratory) for proving new
hardware. It also was a further illustration of what skillful
improvisation could do.

(ff

One innovation under evaluation was the Black Crow
sensor. In early August 1969 the Air Force Chief of Staff informed
the Pacific Air Forces Commander that the Black Crow system
t'warranted considerationtt
as an addition to Gunship II equipment.
Ttris ignition detector was visualized as going beyond visual sensors
such as LLLTV, IR, or NOD in being able to detect trucks and
boats through haze, smoke, and cloudls.3l General Brown, Seventh
Air Force Commander, shared the interest. He noted that despite
work on the concept since 1967, the only operational capabilitXr
had been obtained on C-130 Blindbat aircraft. The General saw
advantages in further development, however, and Black Crowrs
use in AC-130 gunships.32 During October-November 1969,
AC-130ts of the 16th SOSq tested the ignition detection system. The
18 test sorties between 1-15 october were inconelusive due in part
to marginal weather. hr addition, interference emanating from
the aircraft flaps produced operational problems--Black Crowrs
fine sensitivity and its positioning bringing about unusual pic\ups.
Missions in early November fared better as the system picked-up
seven targets on one sortie.33
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9t Tactical Air Command tested Black Crow after its instalIation in Surprise Package. The limited evaluation at Eglin before

deployment cast doubt about the sensorts success in deteeting
targets under foliage so TAC ended its test.34 Further work in
Southeast Asia made B1ack Crow in time a most valuable cuing
sensor. It could identify ignition signals in varying temain and
foliage at an average range of 5 to 6 miles. Wherr teamed with the
infrared, it was at its best in pinpointing-lhe location of foliageconcealed truck parks and storage areas. rc Crews normally handed
off B1ack Crow detections to the LLLTV or the FLIR for target
acquisition during combat. Yet at times they used Black Crow as
the prime attack sensor in poor weather. In fact, it detected 65
percent of all Surprise Package targets. 56

A) Low-light-level television, a second major sensor addition to Surprise Package, was mounted in the left-side crewentrance door, just back of the crew compartment. It consisted
of two cameras--one with a wide field of view for the area search
and one of namow field for precise target tracking. The LLLTV

I
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could view targets in light levels varying from bright sunlight to
nighttime. It had specially designed protection against accidental
burnouts that might occur when ttre gunship stnrck a hearly cargo
of munitions, generating a bright explosion. It could detect trucks
at night at a slant range up to 4 nautical miles (NMts). After early
troubles with short hrbe life and sluggish tracking were overcome,
the LLLTV turned out to be a most important gunship sensor.37
Unforhrnately, haze or clouds limited its vision.

g. A moving target indicator* supplemented Black gjery, IR,
and LLLTV. This air-to-ground radar picked up moving targets
(3-4 mph or faster) at a distance of l0 NMrs even through light to
medium foliage. Thus the aircraft could fly to the targetrs locale,
skiirping a prolonged short-range search with the LLLTV. The

MTIts alert feature signaled moving targets to the operator while
he was looking at the video. He could then pinpoint the moving
targetrs geographical location. Enaluators rated the MTI "outstanding"
during the combat test.38

t
I

5) As early as 2 May 1969, a standard AC-I30 aircraft
(number 623) had amived at lJbon equipped with extensively improved AAD-4 forward-looking infrared. Deeply impressed ygith the
equipment changesFg gunship personnel pressed for installatioh of
the updated AAD-4 in the ottrer AC-L30Ats. Acting as gunship
spokesman, 8th Tactical Fighter Wing told fhirteenth Air Force on
I June 1969 the improved inf-rared system had fewer components,
simpler adjustments, a rrrorel,,reliable desirgn, a superior picture
presentation, and was easier /to maintain. tu The Wing argued that
since the infrared was becoming tlre most important truck-detection
system, it was imperative the advanced equipment be on all the
AC-130ts. It underlined this point to Seventh Air Force and
CINCPACAF on 29 August: "The value of the updated AAD-4ts to the
gunship is'immeasurable as't!ae AC-l30rs truck killing capability is
tied directly to this system.'r41 Gradually, the advanced FLIR
beeame a part of the standard AC-130A systems and naturally those
of Surprise Package.
€) Despite the obvious advantages in a mix of advanced sensor systems, the sensor tracking ranges now set altitude limits for
Surprise Package tacties. Previously, effective gun range had been
most restrictive as to operational altitude but not after the gunship
received 40-mm armament.

42

*Full designation: air-to-ground moving target indicator processor
(AGMTIP).
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Package equipment was to re(chances
of being hit) and increase
duce the gunship's vulnerability
its survivability (chances of not being lost if hit). Surp::ise
Package's higher operating altitude stemmed from the 40-mm gun,
improved Sensors, and the finer precision of the inertial navigation and digital computer. The gunship operated from B' 50010,000 feet AGL--contrasted with the 4,500-5,500 feet AGL of
other AC-130rs--and employed slant ranges of. 2.5-3 5N4rs.43
This put Surprise Package above effective 23-mm fire in spite of
the AA roundrs self-destruct range rating of 9, 200-11' 500 feet AGL.
The 23-mm rounds could hit other AC-130A's but Surprise Package
crews did not experience 23-fnm rounds at their flight altitudes.
On the other hand, the self-destruct range of the 37-mm AA round
was 14,400 feet. Surprise Package was not above this fire but its
crew had a few more seconds for evasive action. The higher
altifude also made it harder for enemy gunners to track the gunship either by sight or engine noise.44 Surprise Packagersttseduced vulnerability was substantiated by a comparison with the
standard AC-130A during Commando Hunt III (winter 1g6g):45
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The possibility that the North Vietnamese might bring
radar-directed guns into Laos prompted the addition of electronic
countermeasures for jamming radar-equipped weapons. The Bth
Tactical Fighter Wing pointed out this need to both the Seventh
and Thirteenth Air Forces in early 1969.46 Also apprised of this
concern, ASD (on 6 January 1969) proposed testing ECM pods on
Gunship II aircraft even-though CINCPACAF had not yet validated
usAF selected the TRIM-?*
the equipment ;;;;;.az-'H"tqarters
(transmit-receive-inverse-modulation) ECM system for the gunship
and on 22 April 1969 approved TRIM-? modification of eight AC130A gunships under the nieknarne Rivet Trim. Lockheed Air
Systems would make a prototype installation and field teams at
Tachikawa AB, Japan, would modify the other seven AC-130*-t€.48
TAC reviewed the TRIM-? program and on 25 June recommended
adding an electronic warfare officer (EWO) to AC-130 crews and a
furth& "quick-Iook" test of the ECM equipment in gunship mission
tactics. These proposals miryored a TAC belief that "the .automatic mode of the TRIM-? could not be relied upon to provide the
desired protection under alL circumstancest' and that one sensor
operator could not competently monitor so many Systems at the
same time.49 The Air Staff evaluated TACrs views and accepted
them as modification planning advanced. When the Surprise
Package proposal wa.s conceived, it contained the TRIM-? ECM
capability to help lessen the aircraftrs vulnerability.
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€) Surprise Package received a laser target designator
(LTD) during its combat evaluation. This permitted the pinpointing
of AA emplacements by a laser beam for F-4 delivery of laser-

+

guided bombs. In addition, Surprise Packagers loran C/D (AN/ARN
SZ) navigation equipment produced truer target locations in loran
coordinates. Ttris, when combined with loran-equipped F-4rsraided
positioning of these aircraft for both laser and unguided bomh;
deliveries. S0 These innovations perfected accuracy of fighterescort attacks and put more overall potency in the gunship/fighter
team.

{

Bomb Damage Assessment

G Further equipment changes developed from renewed
interest in solving an old BDA problem--the validation of tmck kills'
'tSimply stated, TRIM-? gave enemy radar a much magnified
false target signal which the radar would move to' leaving a weaker
signal of the actual target behind.
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As the recorded number of trucks mounted--especially of those*
destroyed by AC-130 strikes--skepticism of ttre claims had risen,.
In December 196?, for example, General Westmoreland, COMUSMACV, had questioned the validity of the truck-kill rate. He
noted the figures were above anything recorded the previous year
and seemed very high. He further asked what hard evidence the
Air Force had to confirm the truck-kills. In response to these
queries, General Momyer, Seventh Air Force Commander, ordered
a reexamination of the rules for recording tnrcks destroyed and
damaged. 51 This triggered fresh emphasis on accurate reporting
and a search for some device to document strikes.

(O To better assess strike results, Detachment 2 of the
14th Air Commando Wing conducted a firing test on a moving
vehicle and stationary containers at a lJbon range on 31 March 1968.
From information gathered, Detachment personnel believed the gunship attacks destroyed or damaged a good maqy trucks and targets
reported in the "no visible resultst' category.S2 Gunship crews
believed their scoring procedures bordered on the conservative. In
counts of ttdestroyed, t' ttdamaged, It or ttno visible resultstt under
March 1968 BDA criteria: a vehicle or storage area hit then exploding was "damaged"; (a vehicle taking a direct hit from Surprise
Package 40-mm fire was "destroyed" regardless of secondary
explosions or fires); hits in the vicinity of a vehicle or with the
target obscured were counted ttno visible results. " The NOD operator, the TV operator (on Surprise Package only), and/or thexi4lfrared operator had to observe that A}-mrnl20-mm ordnance was
impacting and detonating on target. The higher slant ranges of
Surprise Package operations required two sensor operators to con-.
firm claims of ttdestroyed. rr'i'53
€) The review of reporting procedures was not likely to
convince skeptics of gunship BDA so the search went on for a
mechanical means of validating claims. Seventh Air Force first
tried using RF-4C reconnaissance aircraft to photograph the area
of Spectre night strikes early the next morning. The RF-4C had
trouble pinpointing the previous nightrs kil1s because of the
'kColonel Donald N. Stanfield, BtJ: TFWg Commander, decllred:
"I would like to emphasize that we are following General Brownrs
instructions to be conservative in Gunship claims. From reports
from non-interested personnel who fly with the gunships such as
senior officers from 7 and 13 Air Forces, I feel the 16505 is
complying with Gen Brownrs instructions to the best of their ability. "
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Spectrets imprecise navigational equipment, the poor-quality maps
of many Laotian areas, and the small sensor look-angle of &4C
photo equipment. Reconnaissance tactics were modified by dropping
the altitude, scanning the crooked Laotian roads visually, and
filming short road segments. In this manner the reconnaissance
missions found 19 trucks in 10 days (15-25 May 1969) although
weather hampered the missions. S4 Even with reconnaissance improvements the Spectre crews remained convinced they were destroying
more trucks than the RF-4Cts could seem to locate. At one point,
cartoons and jokes circulated in the 16th Special Operations Squadron about the "Great Laotian Truck Eater" that mysteriously gobbled
up the nightts truck-kiIIs so reconnaissance aircraft could not find
them.55

A Two things prompted Seventh Air Forcets next step to
improve BDA--the high-level interest in identifying the best truckkillers and a concern of many (especially gunship persoru:el) to make
BDA claims credible. Hence, in early 196g Seventh Air Force
directed the 432d Tactical Reconnaissance/Fighter Wing at Udorn
RTAFE Jo obtain BDA of Spectre strikes by night photoreconnais,".r"".56 When Spectre strikes set secondary fires, recorunaissance
crews would acquire the target visually and run a night pinpoint.
Spectre crews, however, disliked these tactics which required them
to suspend their attacks for 6 minutes after a fire was notedqb 1et
reconnaissance aircraft make a photo pass.57 This BDA method
photographed more truck-kills but it was not considered satisfactory.
The problem of telling a damaged truck from an able one remained.cd^
There were also difficulties with film quality. The major disadvantages of using more aircraft to support Spectre and the added complexity of operations were obvious.
€) On 7 January 1969, PACAF validated Seventtr Air

Force

to place a BDA recorder on board the AC-130A and
AC-119K. A kinescope-type recorder was recommended that could
fix on film sensor inputs, chiefly infrared imagery. S9 An AFSC
assistance team'k agreed some means had to be found for recording
gunship strikes. It likewise recognized that reconnaissance F[oto
problems qeinforced the need for better navigational equipment in
SEAOR 180

t
a

gunships.60

*The team, headed by General Guy M. Townsend, Deputy for
Systems Management, ASD, and including Major Terry, arrived at
Ubon approximately mid-January.

€f€nEr
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€f While a BDA recorder was under development, Seventh
Air Force decided to film BDA with onboard cameras. On 18 May
1969 Brig. Gen. Robert J. Holbury, Seventh's Director of Combat

Operations, emphasized to the Sth Tactical Fighter Wing the urgent
need for photos to document Spectre truck-kills. General Holbury
proposed to produce ttrem by filming burning targets through the
AC-130's NOD and by the closest coordination between AC-130 and
RF-4C aircraft. or A photographer from the 600th Photo Squadron
at Tan Son Nhut AB was put aboard the AC-130rs. He tried
filming with a l6-mm motion-picture camera on the NOD eyepiece.
This approach was evenhrally abandoned because the NOD could not
be held steady enough on the target without the NOD operator
sighting it. Of several methods tried, the best photography came
from a camera mounted on a second NOD.62 The extra NOm'
borrowed from Security Police stock, were positioned forward of
the left paratroop-door and behind the 20-mm guns.63 Another
step boresighted the second NOD with the weapons. To tttis was
added a video-recorder camera mounted in the fixed NOD' with
recording and playback equipment being located in the cargocompartment booth.64 Step by step a satisfactory BDA recorder
was evolving.

a
b
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5) Ttre BDA equipment distinctly developed for Surprise
Package represented a further advancement. The Westel-built
equipment joined a video-audio recorder with the infrared sensor
instead of the NOD.65 The Westel WR-201 came close to giving the
desired documentation of gunship strikes. Refinements eventually
enabled it to obtain video/audio tapes of high resolution from several
sensors (especially the LLLTV). A complete film validation of the
gunship's strikes thus became possible. In March 1970 Seventh
Air Force
accepted the Westel WR-201 used on Surprise Packdge
as the ttfinal satisfactory solution to SEAOR 180. "66
Fire-Control

te The standard AC-130A fire-control system fell far short
Packagets vastly improved one. * Its unreliable roll-in
Surprise
of

guidance and ematic gunstrike patterns had seriously handicapped
a number of Spectre missions in spring 1969.67 The systemts poor
approach-azimuth guidance steered the gunship either inside or
outside the comect firing orbit. ou The errors were not constant
'FDesignated

"fire-control computer system, digital. tt
*
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so the sensor operator could not manually correct them. Thqr
fire-control system malfunctions accordingly forced Spectre to
enter the attack orbit several times with greater exposure to
enemy AA fire.69

*
system problems also hurt offset firing. A
round" incident while using offset-firing mode occurred on B
July 1969 during Spectrers defense of a friendly camp. The NOD
observer saw 20-mm rounds strike near or touch ttre camp peri- -^
meter even though a camp strobe light served as an aiming point.?O
Offset-firing tests on ttre Ubon range worked on the problem. Test
results induced Seventh Air Force to continue offset firing operations if a 800-meter offset limit was observed. ?1 Yet in August
1969, Seventh reported to PACAF the suspension of offset firing
due to a growing distrust of its safety. It asserted the deficiencies
must be corrected because the stepped-up enemy activities called
for greater precision in offset firing.72
Fire-control
ttcloseGl
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Al In the summer of 1969,

ASD gunship personnel spent a
great deal of time on the fire-control system malfunctions. They
went over ttre gUnship carefully to root out the problems. Officers from ttre Department of Astronautics and Computer Science'
Air Force Academy, offered valuabLe assistance. For example,
Lt. Col. Bradford W. Parkinson and Mai. Richard p.- Witles ?
helped troubleshoot and resolve system deficienci.".73 It was
finally found that by installing a dual-axis gyro and a completesolution computer the system would be free of errors.74 TAC
verified the new equipmentts accuracy and on 30 August 1969
Headquarters USAF approved modification of the AC-130 and
AC-llgG/K fire-control systems. 75 Surprise Package equipment
benefited from these changes and a digital computer as well. The
new fire-control system accepted azimuth and elevation data from
up to six sensors. Its relay closure inhibited firing whenever
possible error exceeded a preset point.76

Loran

(5) The Loran navigation set (AN/ARN-9? CID) proved so

accurate and reliable on the Surprise Package aircraft that the Air
Force ordered it lnstalled in all AC-130A's.on a quick-reaction
basis. Good navigation had long been a must for armed reconnaissance missions in Laos. As added advantages, this set gave
target coordinates for later strikes by Loran-equipped F-4D fighter
bombers, accurately-pinpointed radar sites, and assured strict
adherence to n les of engagement. In addition, it served as a
cross-check for Surprise Packagers inertial navigation/targeting
subsystem. The latter fed accurate attihrde and velocity inputs to
the digital fire-control system computer and kept minimum positional error over the entire flight. The computer was sensitive to erratic
electric power-changes, however, during which times it was unreliable in storing targets and generating synthetic azimuth. ?7
Equipment Problems

combat evaluation, electrical
troubles had hindered total integration of new equipment. Eruatic
electrical power from engine generators caused erroneous computations, uncertain target storage, accidental memory wipes' incorrect azimuth, and wander of sensor input angles. Additionally'
platforms for pointing the LLLTV, laser designator' and 2-kw
illuminator were poorly designed for the precision required--

{5) Drring Surprise Packagers
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ment. *
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came to compensation for the aircraftrs moveThen too, Black Crow was not tied into the fire-control
system and the helmet sight was not used, primarily due to a
shortage of qualified maintenance men. Furthermore, cannibalization_ could only partially overcome the problems with LLLTV
fubes.78 As the months rolled by, concern mounted over possible
structural fatigue from the 40-mm gunts recoil which loosened
locking bolts and the aircraft-cargo floor. In-theater construcff,on
of a new floor support took care of the gun-mount problems.
Nonetheless, to guard against future troubles, an Air Force
Academy team instrumented Surprise Package to measure recoil
effect on the mount and basic structure. f v Despite these problems,
eight special subsystems had shown "acceptable reliability" and
tteffective operation. tt80

especially when

Impact of Equipment Changes

Ct The equipment additions did not significantly al.ter the
normal gunship tactics, except for a higher altitude and much
longer slant range. T'he gunships, including Surprise Package,
employed two basic interdiction methods. The first entailed a
rapid search of the fragged area and striking of targets acquired.
If targets were observed, Surprise Package crews would identify
and strike using the first sensor acquiring the target. If the MTI
failed to quickly pick up a tmck, the gunship flew a spiraling
search pattern along a road usually at a road speed of 25-50 mph.
Black Crow normally detected any trucks missed by the MTI
unless the vehicles turned off their ignition. As Black Crow
scanned, FLIR' LLLTV,(or the NOD in the first AC-130A's) probed
ttre roadsides for parked trucks or storage areas. Of the three
main s€rsorsr FLIR was best able to penetrate enemy concealment
but required a highly skilled operator. + Once a target was acquired,
firing followed using FLIR, LLLTV, (or the NOD). As to the
t
a

a

*An Air Force Academy laboratory later reworked and improved
the platforms. Toward the end of Commando Hunt III, the new LLLTV
platform gave the operator smoother and more accurate/responsive
tracking than previous models. [Combat Evaluation Surprise Package (S),
?th AF, Jun 1970, p 7. l
tThe final report of the combat evaluation observed there were
few infrared sensor operators ttafter one yearrs experience, who can
make use of all the capability available in this piece of equipment. "
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CONFIGURATION COMPARISON
AC-130A GUNSHIP AND SURPRISE PACKAGE

Surprise

AC-1304

Package

j
I

Arrnament

lr U-6f

,(

2 WL !O-mm gr:ns
2 M-6I 2O-nm cannons

2O-mm cannons

\ om-zn/l

7.52-wn niniguns

Airborne lll-umination
lrO-kw

flare

illuminator

l-auncher (t

L

Srrctan

2-kw illuminator

l]-ll+/l)

.,
Sensors
f

orward-Iooking infrared

forward-looking infrared

(AN/AAD-b)

(m/aeo-l+)

night observation device
radar set (Al{,/ApQ-I3j

)

Fire-Contro1
AWG-13

light-level televis ion
radar set (aN,/Arc-133)
helnet sight (cueing sensor)
Black Crow
moving target indicator
Iow-

System

analog computer

fire-control display
optical gunsight

D-l*g steering ind.icator
light angle display

sensor and

digital fire-control
fire-control display
optical gunsight

computer

ID-[B steeri-ng indicator
sensor and light angle display

inertial navigation targeting
syslem

,

Other Equipment

I
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oplan 132 (s), Final Report combat rntrod.uction/
Erra}:ation (Coronet Surprise), Aug 1970, pp l-2.
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second interdiction tactic, it relied on intensive premission coordination and planning coupled with a 15- to 30-minute complete
search of an area for difficult targets. The several sensors best
Bl
complemented one another when combing a densely forested

"r"a.

(lD New equipment sparked a change in the composition of
Surprise Packagers crew and their stations. As previously mentioned, TAC had pointed to the requirement for an electronic
warfare officer when the TRIM-? system was put on the AC-130.
There had also been recommendations to increase the number of
weapons mechanics or gunners from three to five. The rise was
based on the requirement for a right-side AA scanner plus the
maintaining, reloading, and clearing ejected brass at separate gun
stations. oz By the same token, Southeast Asian operations
accented a need for more weapons mechanic manning to cover
ordnance-loading for premission and turnaround (rapid reloading for
another sortie) times. At llbon RTAFB, neither the maintenance
munitions squadron servicing the gunship nor the 16th Special Operapeople to handle this jof . 83
tions Squadron thought it had

I

I

"ttorrgt
5) On 4 June 1970 PACAF requested Headquarters USAF to
raise weapons mechanic spaces on AC-130 crews from three to
five. On 6 July it asked for an electronic warfare officer based
on Surprise Packagers new Black Crow equipment. Meanwhile, the
AC-130 Gunship Program Office at ASD believed Surprise Package
ought to have still another navigator position to monitor the various
sensor inputs and assist the aircraft commander in firing operation".o84
This and the positions requested by PACAF were in time approved.
Surprise Package then set the standard for other upgraded AC-130rs
with its 14-man crew: piIot, copilot, flight engineer, fire-control
officer, table navigator, LLLTV operator, FLIR operator, electronic
warfare officer, illuminator operator, and five gunners. The
AC-I3OA compartment booth at about midfuselage was revamped to
house the Black Crow EWO, FLIR operator, LLLTV opeator, and
fire-control officer.

!
t<

The increase of more sophisticated equipment overburdened
the pilot who tried to cope with firing data while flying the aircraft.
The new position--caIled "mission commandertt and later "firecontrol officer"--became part of Surprise Packagets crew complement when the gunship began combat operations. It turned out to be
a valuable addition. [Intvw (S), author with Lt CoI Charles F. Spicka,
Dir/Ops, 19 May ?2. l
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(U) Because of its many crew and equipment changes, Surprise Package was a big jump forward in gunship development.
Just as the AC-130 excelled the AC-47, so Surprise Package displayed great superiority over the standard AC-130A. T?rus the
weapon system dynamically grew--evolving in effectiveness and
complexity.

5) Being pioneers, the AC-130A protot;pe and Surprise
Package were test-bed aircraft and experienced similar combatevaluation troubles. Surprise Packagers performance fell off with
time despite remarkable in-theater support from ASD, Air Force
Academy, and contractor personnel. Like the AC-130A prototype,
Surprise Packagets new systems and their breadboard installation
(often on rather crude mountings for testing) brought on numerous
maintenance headaches. In March 1970 Secretary of the Air Force
Seamans asked why weekly summaries of truck-kills/sorties in
Southeast Asia reflected greater improvement of AC-119K and
AC-130A performance relative to Surprise Package. 85 The Air Staff
gave as a reason a decrease in truck traffic in Surprise Packagers
area of operations along with some technical and maintenance problems in the aircraft and equipment.B6
A later recommendation was made that Surprise Package
be reconfigured to a standard AC-130 because it was difficult and
expensive to maintain 87 but this was swiftly rejected by Seventh
Air Force.. On 1 May 19?0 ASD proposed spending $3.4 million to
refurbish the aircraft and return it to Southeast Asia for the 1970-?1
dry season.j^B Seventh Air Force agreed on 6 May 19?0, 89 pACap
on 20 May,90 and Headquarters USAF ordered the return of Surprise
Package on 2L May.91 The aircraft arrived at Wright-Patterson AFB
on 4 June and immediately underwent refitting in ASD shops for
refurn to combat in the fall. Surprise Package had ably derngnstrated the advantages of the advanced Gunship II and quickly generated requests for more such aircraft.
2

Debating Gunship Development

t) Surprise Packagets performance in the Southeast Asian
war exacerbated long-standing, high-level debate on gunship limitations and the size and nature of the gunship force. Secretary of the
Air Force Seamans visited Southeast Asia from 10-21 January 1970
and one of his chief aims was to look at the gunship program,
Surprise Package operations in particular. 92 The Secretary aruived
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at llbon RTAFB on lB January, the day the combat evaluation endea.93
He was so impressed with the advanced gunshipts effectiveness that
he caIled under secretary of the Air Force John L. Mclucas in
Washington' saying he believed all Spectre aircraft should be modified to the surprise Package configuration.94 under $ecretary
Mclucas passed this information to the Air Staff on lfi Januarv lg?o.eb
f

I

Key Sensors on Surprise package
t

€l

L: his 23 January Ig?0 trip report to the Secretary of
Defense, Dr. seamans said he had directed the Air staff to modernize the other Ac-130ts with "those portions of the surprise package
equipment that can be installed in the field during the current dry
season. "96 At about tl:is time, General Brown, Seventh Air Force
commander, asked for faster action on surprise package modification of other Ac-130A's then in combat. He also souehl supp{ort

in getting Ac-130Ets to replace aging gg-1394r". 9? ih""u proposals for updating all Gunship IIts more clearly focused opposing
views on the gunship force evolution. on one side, TAC, Headquarters USAF, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff urged restrained
expansion and improvement. on the other, the Secretaries
Air Force and Defense wanted greater force deveropment. of the

f
I
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When AFSC proposed Surprise Package, TAC had gone
along with the need for a better gunship but with concern on how
far the Air Force should pursue this weapon system. TAC
believed the AC-130 had reached its limit when it required F-4 jet
protection from AA fire.98 Satisfied with Surprise Package's
combat debut, TAC still viewed AC-130 gunships as suitable only
for special warfare forces in low-order conflicts and lightly defended areas. Talk of turning additional C-f30 aircraft into gunships and updating more into the Surprise Package configuration
touched off further .TAC alarm and opposition. That command
wanted no more C-130ts diverted to roles other than airlift. It
argued that the fiscal year 1971 budget contained no new C-130rs and

the tactical airlift force was declining through attrition. TAC<;
was opposed to conversion of the E model C-130 to gunships unless
there was a new buy of this aircraft. Wanting to escape another
"panic program" on gunships, TAC strongly suggested the Air Staff
spel1 out the fuh:re of the AC-130--a weapon system it saw survivable only if the enemy chose not to use alL his weapons.99

(e In contrast, the Secretary of Defense adopted a far more

favorable stance toward gunship growth due in part to pressure from
the Presidentts Science Advisory Committee. Dr. Lee A. DuBridge,
PSAC head and Science Adviser to President Nixon, stressed to
Secretary of Defense Laird on 26 June 1969 the "problems of getting
more effective weapons into the Vietnam theater. " Dr. DuBridge
scored the ttsevere delayst' in applying new weaponry and cited.gunships as a chief case in point. T?re Science Adviser said gunship development had not been fully exploited despite the weapon
systemts proven,potency as a truck-killer in Laos. DuBridge told
Secretarv Laird:100

It was clear from the initial tests of the AC-130
gunship, which demonstrated kills of about five trucks /
sortie, that the 18 AC-130 and 26 AC-119K gunships
should possess a potential truck killing capacity of 100
to 200 trucks/night if a sortie rate of one per day
could be maintained. Comparing this with the infiltration rate of around 200 trucks/day entering Laos in 1968
from North Vietnam, and an estimated tmck inventory
in Laos of about 1300 tmcks, and the kill rate of 20-30
tmcks/day otherwise being achieved, we see that the
gunships could have made a truly significant impact on
the infiltration of supplies. To be sure they would

{Foff+-

L92

encounter

and a massive suppression effort would"
be needed. However, as an interim program it might
well have been highly suceessful. It was surely worth
the gamble at the price tag involved. The fact that the
DOD was haggling abcut cost effectiveness studies,
delaying authorization from the total buy, etc. with a
program of such imagination and potential for helping
the war effort, supported by ttre Executive Office of the
President and the Secretary of the Air Force, gives
eloquent support to the contention that changes in the
system are vital.

,{

Al Dr.

DuBridgers keen intereet in the gunship program
spurred a closer look at Air Force plans. Secretary Laird wanted
to know: How many gunships were now in SEA? How many were
programmed to be there ? If all gunships were not yet in p1ace,
when would they be ? What thought had been given,^to greater use
of gunships as opposed to other means of attack?"'rur Replying the
same day, the Air Force Secretary said there were presently 45
USAF gunships in SEA (43 gunships plus 2 AC-I?3K Black Spot"r
aircraft.; By the end of 1969, the completely deployed force would
number 7 AC-130ts, 18 AC-ll9Kts, 18 AC-119G's, and 2 AC-123K's.
Also at that time, a few remaining AC-47's qright not have been
transferred yet to the Vietnamese Air Force. 102

(t) Almost simultaneously,

General John D. Ryan--ttren Air
Force Vice Chief of Staff--reported to the Air Force Secretary
that the time was not right for expanding the AC-130 gunship fleet.
The Vice Chief indicated no actions were under way to procure
additional gunships and gave these main reasons: (1) More gunships
would mean deeper unacceptable cuts into critical airlift assets,
Q) recent deployment of 16 AC-119Kts, 2 AC-123K's, and 3 AC130's to SEA represented a 300 percent rise in truck-killing
resources, (3) vulnerability of gunships dictated their use in lightly
defended areas, (4) the enemy was rapidly reinforcing his AA
defense, (5) fund limitations and proposed budget cuts made modification costs prohibitive in view of the gunshipts limited oper:ations,
and (6) a better use of limited funds would obtain an improved and
advanced self-contained night attack (SCNA) system with greater
survivability.l03 Likewise- on 28 July 1969, General Ryan reiterated

last

'Flater, the OSD said the Air Force reply need not cover this
question.

a
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some of these same points to AFSC and declared the ttadditional
gunships and Black Spot aircraft currently planned for deployment
in the October-December
time frame should be adequate to meet
trl04
existing requiremsnls.

(G Secretary Laird came back to the Air Force on 5 August
for pros and cons on greater use of gunships and USAF plSns
based on its analysis.l0S The Air Force Secretary set forth to Mr.
Laird the several advantages and disadvantages, incorporating many
of General Ryanrs points. Secretary Seamans recommended continued deployment of grrnship assets, funds be spent to advance a
self-contained night attack system, and evaluation of the soon-to-bedeployed B-5?G. Dr. Seamans did not recommend more gunships.
1969

Instead he concluded that ttwhile the gunships have proved to be
effective truck killers, we believe that we have responded as well as
the tight budget will allow in providing gunships to 5BAsia.11106 At
this stage of the discussion the Air Force Secretary backed the
views of the Air Force military chiefs.

FI The Joint Chiefs of Staff supported the Air Force position
that the gunship force was adequate for Southeast Asian operations.

Responding to Secretary Lairdrs query of 27 December 1969 on
SEA gunship requirements, the JCS pointed'to the sizable upturn
in gunships for Laotian operations since the 1969 Northeast Monsoon
season and said the current 68 gunships appeared sufficient. They
believed the Vietnamese and Laotian Air Forces could neither operate
nor maintain more gunships than tlrey now had. The JCS recommended gunship requirements be tied to overall ttreater needS\rrd
not to separate ones for Laos and South Vietnam. IVIACV could
assure satisfactory gunship support through flexible allocation of gun-

ship sorti"".1o7

G)

+
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Deputy Secretary

of Defense David Packard stepped de-

cisively into the gunship force discussion in December 1969. After
participating in a live-firing AC-130A fiight at the Lockbourne AFB
Secretary wrote Secretary Seamans that the gunrange' the Deputy
ttimpressive
weapontt and that "its enviable record in
ship was an
SEA is easily understood. " Mr. Packard favored "at least a
vestigial capability" for the future to camy out tactical night detection and attack missions. He also thought the aircraft might be
suitable for ttre Military Assistance Program. He therefore requested the Air Force to ttformulate an R&D program for improved
GUNSHIPS and that a minimal number be included in. . . plans for
the decade 19?0-1980. t'108 This most significant directive clearly
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opened up a future for gunships beyond the Southeast Asian war.
Coming as it did from top Defense Department leadership, it formed
the cornerstone for further gunship development.

Ilpgating the AC-1304's

&,*|

e After his January 19?0 trip to Southeast Asia, Secretary
of the Air Force Seamans replied to Deputy Secretary of Defense
Packard: "I share your keen interest in gunship capabilities and
have carefully monitored and encouraged our current programs
since becoming Secretary of the Air Force to assure that we continue
to make progress in this important fie1d. " Secretary Seamans then
told of his investigating AC-130 effectiveness in the combat theater
and dwelt upon Surprise Packagets impressive record. Dr. Seamans
said he had already taken three actions: directed that the other
AC-130rs be modified into the Surprise Package configuration,
started the Air Staff examining requirements for additional improved
AC-130ts possibly using the C-130E, ''' and continued prototyping of
other gunship-equipment improvements. The latter took in foliage
attenuation* tests of a ground beacon to be used,with the sid.eclooking
beacon-tracking radar, 20-mm depleted-uraniumT ammunition, and
Have Auger, a project for advanced development of lasers with
sensory systems. Seamans declared the Air Force intended "to
support vigorously a wide range of efforts to help assure the maintenance and improvement of the effectiveness of gunship weapon
systems in the future.trl09
Al On 21 January 1970 Aeronautical Systems Division briefed
the Air Staff on the cost of updating all AC-130Ats to the Surprise
Package configuration as desired by the Secretary of the Air Force.
On 22 January Headquarters USAF directed AFSC and AFLC to
modify five Gunship ii aircraft incorporating six of the Surprise

i'In January 1970 ASD held a meeting of engineers and technicians (including some from WRAMA) to consider possible use of
the B- or E-model airframes for future modification. [Hist (S),
WRAMA, 1 Ju1-30 Jun 19?0, IV; Historical Study 25 (S); WRAMA's
(Proiect Pave
Weapon Systems: The AC-130E Aircraft (@ip)
Spectre) (WRAMA, Jan 1972), pp B-9.l
+Th. tests tried to find out how much the foliage retarded the
ground beaconrs signal.
+
T

The depleted uranium added an incendiary quality.
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Package subsystems*

at an approved cost of

$1,5?0,-000]10 Krro*r,

as the Limited Surprise Package Update Program,lll i1 stsgilig6
that a joint AFSC/AFLC team modify the AC-130rs in the field
during the summer to have them ready for the forthcoming 1970-?I
hunting season. The Air Force later considered this impractical
and mbved the work to the United States. A key factor in the
shift was the need of the five AC-130Ats for a general inspectigt
(IRAN)--it had been at least 2 years since they had undergone a
periodic 611srhau]. +112
Considering C-130Ers as Gunships

The AC-130A update program approved, the Secretary and
Air Staff turned to a far more controversial issue--the proposed
use of C-130E's as gunships. Still vigorously resisting the idea
unless more C-130Ets were procured from Lockheed, General
Momyer, TAC Commander, told the Vice Chief of Staff on 24 {Cbruary 19?0: "I reiterate that I oppose diversion of urgently needed
airlift C-130Ers to the gunship role.rrll3 1n contrast, the concern
of the Seventh Air Force and other gunship proponents centered on
the older AC-130A airframes. They deemed it far more economical
to put the sophisticated and expensive subsystems on an airframe
that would last into the 19B0ts. Secretary Seamans--aware of the
impact on tkre tactical airlift force of using E-model aircraft-asked the Air Staff to examine alternatives to the use of these
*i"1ramss.114

?

|}) The Air Staff requested PACAF to furnish more definite
Seventh Air Force requirements.llS pACeF replied that either the
C-1308 or C-130E would represent the desired improvement. The
command pointed to the increase in gross-weight capability over the
AC-130A--10, 000 pounds for the C-130B and 30,000 pounds for the
C-130E. This could stretch mission time I and 2 hours respectively.
Additional armor could also be provided. The more reliable B and
E models had experienced fewer maintenance and support problems.
Furthermore, the present AC-130Ats were l5-years-o1d or more and
*The six subsystems were: ARN-92 loran ClD, movingdprrget
indicator for the APQ-fSO navigation radar, two 40-mm guns' 2-kw
illuminator, and a 2500 VA inverter to supply reference power for
the fire-control system.
+epSC Program Directive 1559-31-?0-298, 11 June 19?0, got
the work officially under way.

'{
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still being flown at maximum sortie rates. PACAF accordingly

recommended that the modernization program begin by adding two
new AC-130Ers by the end of 19?1. The other AC-130E's would be
phased in replacements with at least six in place by December
1972. PACAF envisioned a final force of nine AC-130Ers.116

G The Air Staff and Air Force Secretary weighed PACAFTs
statement of new gunship requirements and on L2 March 1970
considered options of 5, 9, and 12 AC-130 aircraft. Secretary
Seamans tentatively approved securing the aircraft in this priority:
(1) new production of C-130E's, Q) use of C-130Bts modified to
C-130E gross-weight capability, and (3) C-130E's from airlift assets.
Time had ruled out adequate staffing of the options so the Secne$ary
directed this be done with a study of costs and a further review of
the desired gunship force
"1.rr"1urs.11?

$} A series of meetings ensued during the latter part of
March and the first of April involving the Force Structure Panel, t.t I
Program Review Committee, Air Staff Board, and Air 'Force Council.--Among the problems studied were the expected cutoff of C-130E production in 1971 and TAC's objections. On IB March 1970 Headquarters
USAF asked ASD for facts on a conversion program of two or six
C-130E's.119 ASDis Gunship Program Office, which favored using
C-130Ers, supplied the data. Both AFSC and AFLC had given the
Air Staff on 2 January 19?0 their "unqualified recommendation" that
the C-130E model be used for a semipermanent or permanent force.
After much discussion, the Air Force Chief of Staff approved on 28
April 1970 the modification of two inventory C-130E's to the Surgrise
Package configuration.l20 He directed WRAMA to modify the two
prototypes at an estimated cost of $1?. 3 -i11iotr12l and have them in
SEA for combat by October-Decemb u, 1g7yl22 As an interim
solution to the improved/expanded gunship-force issue, this would
meet the PACAF 1971 requirement and form the nucleus of the 19701980 gunship force. It would also buy more time for evaluating the
AC-130E and fixing on the number of AC-130E's to be built. When
the Chief of Staffrs decision went to the field for action on 7 May
19?0,123 the AC-130E modification program was then nicknamed Pave
Spectre.

A, On I May 19?0 Presidential Science Adviser DuBridge
recommended to Air Force Secretary Seamans that the number of
Surprise Package gunships be upped to 20. He believed such a
program of less-vulnerable gunships could only be carried out with
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the wholehearted support of top government and "DOD officials,
since it posed difficult budget problems and force-strucfure questions for a wide range of conflicts. Dr. DuBridge called .attention
to some past disappointing decisions: withdrawal of the 4-?6 (one
of the better truck-killers) from SEA, and the acquisition of just
? Ac-l30rs when at one point in 1967 the Secretary of the Air
Force had approved as many
29.124

^"

Cf Replying to Dr. DuBridge for the Air Staff on 11 May,
Maj. Gen. Joseph J. KrttzeI, Deputy Director of Operations, stated
that the small number of Surprise Package gunships stemmed from
a desire to conserve critical airlift aircraft. Nevertheless, all

AC-130Ars were to be modified to the more effective Surprise
Package configuration by December 1970 and two AC-130Ers added
by November 1971. Beyond these actions, General Kmzel tribid,
"further expansion of the AC-130 gunship force is not now planned,
pending combat evaluation of the two prototypes. "125 The Air
Staff's reply could have cited several complementary USAF actions
expected to solidly strengthen night interdiction capability. In
addition to the upgrading of the six AC-130Ars, the actions embraced:

'{
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OV-10 aircraft as night FAC|s, F-4 laser seekers, an additional
Ioran-equipped F-4 squadron, loran-targeting for gunships, and
employment of 3-576r". 126

gts On 14 May 1970 Secretary Seamans was briefed on the
status of the gunship programs. A delay of 2 to 4 months in the
AC-130E prototype modification (Pave Spectre)--due to insufficient
experienced ASD personnel--was mentioned as a possibility. Dr.
Seamans emphatically rejected a possible 2- to 4-month delay in
modifying the AC-130E prototypes. He called f_o_r broadening the
experience base in AFSC to keep on schedup.IzT Under Secretary
Mclucas, who was also present, questioned the procurement of
only two AC-130E's. General Meyer, Vice Chief of Staff, explained
that the two aircraft could serve as protot;pes for follow-on procurement and a decision on this could come after further Air Staff
sfudy. Decisions were made to review the gunship programs
quarterly and for the Secretary to decide in January 1971 whether
more AC-130E's would be built.12B The Air Staff well knew
Tactical Air Commandrs reservations concerning the AC-130E program. On 1? June 1970 it asked TAC for t'comments and 'recommendations" by I September l9?0 "regarding the post-SEAsia gunship
concept of operation, force leve1 and combat crew/maintenance
support training requiremsnls. r1129
Seeking Improved Interdiction

(tr On 20 May 1970 Defense Secretary Laird refocused attention from the postwar force to AC-130 gunships for the Southeast
Asian war. He asked the Chairman of the JCS for a new interdiction strategy and specifically mentioned the successes of the gunships with a relatively small percentage of the total mrties.
Secretary Laird suggested "that more concentration on guqship
sorties, coupled perhaps with judicious choke-point strikes by B-52s
or TAC air equipped w ith modern ordnance could produce major
increases in interdiction results or free ttre less productive air
resources for other purposss. rr130
(6) Also in May, Seventh Air Force reported results of the
Commando Hunt III (1969-?0) interdiction campaign. It reached the
following conclusions after analyzing the effectiveness of v.arious
aircraft against enemy supply trucks:
1. A majority of the aircraft showed significant increase
in effectiveness in attacks against trucks.

t

h

t rll9*lilrr
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2. Jet fighter and attack aircraft destroyed or damaged
3,900 tnrcks, 39 percent of the campaign total,
3. Gunships were the most effective truck killer,
obtaining 48 percent of the trucks destroyed or damaged
while flying only B percent of the sorties.
4. Gunships required two to three escort sorties for
each attack sorties they flew, reflecting a team effort.
5. The Ac-130 surprise package was the most effective
individual aircraft in destroying or damaging 1ruqkg.131
These conclusions and the more precise data in Table 4 furnished
extra ammunition to .gunship adherents.132

Adm. Thomas Moorer, chairman of the Joint chiefs of
in a 10 June reply to
secretary Laird. Admiral Moorer declared the new munitions and
systems being added and the upgrading of all Ac-lgOts would yield
still more interdiction strength. He nevertheless cautioned that
"enthusiasm [for the gunshipj must be tempered with an awareness
of its vulnerability to enemy defenses. " Two of the limited AC-130
fleet had been lost in the past 13 months and gunships were "p""cluded, even with fighter escort, from operation along certain
il133
staff,

s

defended present interdiction programs

defended aggs.

C Meantime, the Presidentrs Science Advisory committee
discussed ways to improve the Laotian interdiction effort. The
PSAC outlined several conclusions to Deputy Defense secretary
Packard and invited him to attend sessions on the subject near midJune. The Committee continued to stress the effectiveness of gunships as one of the main issues--48 percent of all trucks destroyed
or damaged while flying only B percent of the total attack sorties,
the surprise Package being even more deadry. In contrast, the
F-4rs flew 39 percent of the sorties but accounted for only 16 percent of the trucks. In the committeers view, it would be wise to
buy more surprise Package aircraft and fewer F-4rs. After sitting
in with the PSAC, secretary Packard phoned Dr. Mclucas, the
Air Force under secretary, for more information on the usAF gunship program. when told of the prototype Ac-rB0E (Pave spectre),
Mr. Packard wanted to pare the projected 18-month development
time. He asked Mclucas to examine utilization of C-130 resources
and let him know what could be done to significantly increase the
number of available gunships by year-end.134
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G The Air Staff argued against the PSAC position wit]:
these principal points: (1) no clear Presidential guidance exists
on retention of U. S. air support after overall U. S. military withdrawal, thus the uncertainty as to fufure interdiction campaigns;
e) Surprise Package is peculiarly suited for a Southeast Asiantype war, but the post-SEA force faces difficult budget choices
and must be tailored in light of other-type conflicts; (3) there
must be a balanced force of gunships and F-4rs inasmuch as the
aircraft complement each other; and (4) the Air Force is developing and documenting support for a Surprise Package program.l35
(O Caught in the debate crossfire, Under Secretary lffi-o"""
contended that the Air Staff planned too conservatively for future
gunship use. He said the Air Force would most likely be in Southeast Asia for some time and the demand for air power would
probably rise with the withdrawal of ground forces. He considered
the gunship record and its cost effectiveness in truck-killing
beyond dispute. Furthermore, the Air Force needed airplanes with
effective guns in planning for the fufure. Dr. Mclucas spoke of
the detrimental decline in this capability from the Korean to the
Vietnam War. He discounted the great objections on gunship
vulnerability and claimed that at about $5 million per gunship he
didntt t'see how we can go wrong in converting a dozen 9r se.tt136
The Air Staff buckled down to planning for the larger gunship force for December 1970 desired by Deputy Defense Secretary
Packard. An 18 June briefing of Air Force Undersecretary Mclucas
set forth the Air Staff position on Surprise Package-tlpe production
and laser-guided bombs. After the briefing, the group presgt
reviewed Pave Spectre and AC-130A updating then discussed ploposals for additional gunships. One suggestion considered would
modify three to four AC-130A's by January 19?1 at $6 to $7 million
per aircraft (excluding airframe cost) by resorting to a sole-source
contract with LTVE at Greenville, Tex. Even then, ASD and
WRAMA personnel would need unlimited authority and a virtually
open purse to expedite the program. The discussion turned to
other possible limitations such as the need for night observation
device yokes, scarcity of management talent, computer and gun
unavailability, and the uncertainty of LTVETs work force. Next,
Dr. Mclucas addressed Air Staff concern over the Air Forcers
fufure role in the Southeast Asia war. He pointed out that Dr.
Henry A. Kissinger, the Presidentts Assistant for National Security
Affairs, had acknowledged the need for more positive guidance for

C
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the longer view. Meanwhile, he said, Mr. Packard lookea its tfre
gunships to replace in some degree the decrease in tactical air
serliss. 137 More detailed briefings and discussions followed this
one: General Meyers, Vice Chief of Staff , on 22 June; Secr:etary
Seamans, 23 June; and General Ryan, 29 June. From these
meetings emerged a plan for modifying six additional C-130A's with
a 90-day contract option to modify three more. Subsystems for
the latter aircraft would be procured during the contract-option
period.

lSB

tA As these Headquarters USAF discussions went

onr
AC-130 gunships percolated in'*%.e

various opinions on additional
lower commands. IVIaj. Gen. Abe J. Beck, WRAMA Commander,
thought it unwise to use more C-130A airframes for SEA gunship
requirements. He saw definite advantages in adopting the C-130E-bigger payload, 3 more hours of loiter time, longer ferry range,
better reliability, and a newer state-of-the-art airframe. General
Beck felt the problems of rnixing A and E models'r woulfl be offset
by gaining a more permanent force and by investing much valuable
equipment in a better airframe.139 Earlier, General Momyer had
complained of the gunship program being "a series of ad hoc
actions" and argued that whatever the number and type of C-130ts
finally selected they should be the same. Only this would obtain
"economy of training, supply support, and standardization of
tactical employmenl. "140 These views spotlighted the many c?mplex
ramifications involved in what on the surface seemed a relatively
simple decision.

0l On 2 July 1970 the Secretary of the Air Force presented
Mr. Packard the proposal for increasing AC-130A gunships.

Secretary Seamans said the January 1971 deployment goal would
exact a three-shift, seven-day-a-week production schedule from
LTVE. The cost would run about $45.3 million for six aircraft,
$52 million for nine. The AC-130Ats would be fitted with Surprise
Package 40-mm guns, special equipment, and sensors. However,
the tight delivery schedule ruled out installation of the digital
fire-control computer and inertial navigation system. Program

]'Still a debate arose over choosing an early or late E-model
airframe for Pave Spectre. TAC and PACAF recognized that late E
models were better for the fufure but the early E models were more
easily supported logistically. [Msg (S), CINCPACAF to CSAF, subj:

AC-130E Surprise Package (PAVE SPECTRE), 11 Jun ?0. l

t
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funding would have to come from the Special Activities portion of
fiscal year 19?0 Air Force missile procurement and RDT&E'F
appropriations. Dr. Seamans cautioned that the planned delivery
date demanded all-out effort and support. He additionally outlined
the Pave Spectre program to the Deputy Defense Secretary and
towa'r$ a
said it would move the Air Force "well down the road
rr141
attack
more survivable self-contained night

"it"".;1.

Deputy Defense Secretary Packard verbally approved Air
I
Force plans for acquiring the additional AC-130Ars that would
eventually double the Gunship II force. On 10 July 1970 Air Force
Secretary Seamans notified Mr. Packard that procurement was under
way and three contractors+ besides LTVE were being considered.
Secretary Seamans referred to a "learning curve associated with
producing an acceptable Gunship weapon system" and considered
LTVE "further ahead of this learning curve than any other contractor. " LTVE had taken 11 months to modify the first AC-130A but
only 4 months to finish the last. one which also included a e"gmplete
IRAN of the airframe. Dr. Seamans remarked he was setting up
briefings of congressional committees concerned to advise them of
Air Force plans to reprogram funds for the modification and to
release funds for buying long-lead subsystem i1sm5.142 Mr.
Packard formally approved the program on 11 July.

Pave Pronto

tC, On 14 July 1970 the Air

interested field

Force Chief of Staff informed
commanders that he had approved modification of

'''R"su"""h, development, test and evaluation'
*Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, manufacturer of the C-130;
Fairchild-Hiller, which produced the AC-119 and had done IRAN
work on C-130ts; and Hayes International Corporation' presently
doing work on AC-130A gunshiPs.

,€ftt!+? {
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six additional C-130A aircraft to an upgraded gunship configuration.F

The programrs approved cost (including some equipment items for
three optional gunships) totaled $46, 659,000. Ttre project was
officially designated Pave p1616.143

tfil Having orders to begin the AC-130A modification program, ASD held a Pave Pronto conference at Wright-Patterson
AFB from 22-25 July 1970. Representatives from interested commands worldwide met to work out a coordinated plan for ac@iring
and logistically supporting the aircraft and to review their tasks.

t

The high precedence DOD rating 1-3 backed the deployment schedule

to SEA of three AC-130Ars by I January 1971 and three by I February 1971. The conferees concluded that with modest construction
and rehabilitation Ubon RTAFB facilities could accommodate the
six Pave Pronto aircraft. In general, they did not expect equipment procurement to pose any serious problem.l45 '

({|F A related conference of command and agency representatives drew up a preliminary plan for the total Pave Pronto training
effort and plans for other AC-130 gunship training programs.146
Much discussion yielded the decision to conduct aircrew training in
the United States at Lockbourne AFB, Ohio. Utilizing two AC-130Ars
and two AC-lI9Kts, TAC would conduct the ftying training, while
ATC/TAC the ground training. To support a I2-gunship force in
SEA, the conferees forecast a future need to assign three AC-130rs
to TAC for aircrew training.l4T
dt{

*The modification program included this equipment: flare
launcher (LAU-?4); 40-kw illuminator (AUQ-B); moving target indicator modification to AN/APN-59 radar; Black Crow (S-band); battle
damage assessment system; laser target designator; Southeast Asia
communications package ; low-light- level-televis ion; fire - control
system (improved-solution analog computer, gunsight, and firecontrol display); two-axis gyro; 7.62-mrn miniguns (2 each); 20-mm
guns (2 each); 40-mm guns (2 each); interphone (AIC-IBlZS);
electronic countermeasures (TRIM-7) and airborne radar receiver
(APR 25126); sensor-light angle display system; loran C/D (ARN-921;
survivability package (foam in fuel tanks and armor added); 2-kw
illuminator; X-band beacon-tracking radar; ac/dc distribution modificatiou sensor operator console; mission commander (later called
fire-control officer) console; forward-looking infrared (AAD/4).

{
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Force had five adv*nced
the summer of t9 70:

Counting Pave Pronto, the

gunship programs under way

Approved Funds
(in millions)

Program
AC-130A Update
Surprise Package Second

$ 4.3
Season'F

SEAOR Improvements*

The
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i,

3.4
5.4

Pave Pronto

46.7

Pave Spectre
Total

17. 3

77.

L

Air Force geared this great gunship activity to: (1) producing

a vastly more potent gunship force for the 1970-71 Laotian hunting
season, and (2) forming a core for the gunship force beyond the
Southeast Asian war.

148

qe

Gunship Debate Goes On

s) Pleased with the Air Forcers planned increase in gUnship
capabilities, Deputy Defense Secretary Packard wrote the Chairman
and the service secretaries on 1l July 1970. He singled
of the JCS
t'aggressive
program" as an example of what was needed
out this
effort in the 1970-71 campaign. Mr.
to bolster the interdictionttfrom
Packard urged deparfure
normal operating procedures and
customs wherever significant benefits" could be derived in strengthening interdiction. He recommended the Air Force consider ,greater
use of AC-119K's in Laos, employ additional F-4 Pave SwordT aircraft, maintain adequate supplies of truck-killing ordnance' reduce B-52
sorties because of truck-park dispersal, and commit more aircraft 149
at night and in bad weather (partly to cut daylight aircraft losses).
'i'Surprise Package Second Season was the term sometimes
applied to the Surprise Package refurbishment.
+SEAOR Improvements contained SEAOR 180 for a BDA subsystem, SEAOR 198 for B]ack Crow, and SEAOR 200 for the laser
target designator.
*p"rr" Sword was the F-4ts laser seeker pod. It detected the
laser beam from a gunshiprs laser target designator (LTD)' giving
the fighter pilot steering information to the laser cone ("baskett)
for release of a laser-guided bomb.
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0) On 23 July 19?0 Secretary of Defense Laird drew$r.
Kissingerrs attention to plans for doubling the AC-130 gunship
fleet. He told the Presidential Assistant he was recommending
lower sortie rates in light of the growing number of AC-130rs,
development of better ordnance, lower combat levels in South
Vietnam, and U. S. ability to meet new airpower requirem"nt".l50
?l Replying on 29 July to Mr. Packardts interdiction recommendations, General Ryan maintained it was virtually impossible to
put more AC-119Kts over Laos. Two AC-ll9Kts had been lost and
some were needed in the U. S. for replacement crew training.
Moreover, the AA threat forced gunship operations up to ?,000 feet,
requiring Seventh Air Force to submit suggested solutions to this
new combat required operational capability (ROC). Testing of Pave
Sword aircraft continued as did constant efforts to enhance antitruck ordnance, counter the AA threat, and extend truck-killing
capability by such actions as updating AC-130rs. Lastly, B-52
sorties could be decreased if more leeway was allowed in diverting
airborne B-52ts to other targets.l51

I
''x

A One day later, Admiral Moorer, Chairman of the JCS,
reemphasized his coolness toward gunships to the Chairman of the
Vietnam Special Studies Group (VSSG): "The primary limitation of
the gunship is vulnerability due to their slow speed and low*.operating altitude.'r He thought it like1y the enemy would plan cJllntermeasures to forestall a repeat of the gunship successes during the
1969-?0 campaign:
Because gunships made a significant contribution to
the overall truck campaigne they would seem to be
likely candidates for enemy response. He has found he
can offset gunship effectiveness and even in some
instances deny them an area of operations by increasing
the density of his defenses. With a high 1evel of AAA
reacti on, the gunship is forced to spend more time in
evasive action than in searching for and attacking trucks.
Particularly dense AAA environments such as in Mu Gia
and Ban Karai Pass and around Tchepone were prohibitive
to gunship operations. The enemy must be aware that
moonlight (SO% illumination or more) forced gunships off
the heavily travelled and heavily defended eastern routes
on to the less lucrative western and southern routes.l52
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The Admiral stressed some of these same points in defending
current interdiction practices to Defense Secretary Laird. He
believed the most improvement in interdiction would come from
better air munitions. 153
Gunship fugrams_ Progress

C) Amid discussions and plans for the 1970-71 dry-season
interdiction campaign, work on advanced gunship programs went on.
On 23 July 1970 the Air Force contracted with LTVE to integrate
subsystems in the six Pave Pronto AC-130rs. Four days later,
ASD wound up a survey of Fairchild-Hi1ler Corporation and Hayes
International Company as possible second sources for the optional
three AC-130Ats. ASD sent the survev results to Air Force Headquarters for final 6""i"io1.154
9. In May 19?0 the five unmodified AC-130A's (dubbed Plain
Janes) began deploying from Ubon RTAFB, Thailand, to the United
States for limited Surprise Package updating. i' Acfually, ASD/
WRAMA teehnicians set the modification program
in motion at Ubon
-th" AC-130A's
by installing the loran C/D (ARN-92) befor"
departedlSS
At this point the Air Force authorized a change in the modification.
The Deputy for Limited War at ASD had been at work on Black Crow,
lasers. for target designation, and BDA equipment as part of Shed
Light- development programs. Headquarters Bth Tactical Fighter
Wing and PACAF, impressed with Surprise Package results from
these systems, urged all Gunship II's be so equipped. On 2 June
1970 Headquarters USAF approved installation of the three SEAOR
subsystems.lS6

(3) From 6 June-16 November 1970--at ,about l-month intervals
--the five AC-130AIs received BDA equipmentT and the pretfuusly
'''The last Plain Jane sortie took place on 21 September from
Ubon. The aircraft (54-1630) departed on the 27th for modification in
the United States. [Hist (S), Bth TFWg, 1Ju1-30 Sep 70, Chronology
of the 16th SOSq. l
+The overall USAF program to improve its night attack/interdiction capability.
*It consisted of: a Westel 201 video-tape recorder, Westel 301
video-tape playback, and the Mi.,nneapolis Honeywell electron-beam
recorder which converted video tape to 16-mm sound film. The
system could record inputs from either the FLIR or LLLTV.
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Secretary Seamans Briefed on AC-130 in

SEA

authorized 40-mm guns, MTI, and 2-kw illuminator. Hayes International Corporation, Birmingham, AIa. , installed the equipment
in conjunction with the IRAN program.'k157 Lockheed Air Service,
Ontario, Calif., put Black Crow in four AC-130A's before their
final trans-Pacific movement. Hayes International fitted the fifth
AC-130A with Black Crow as part of the IRAN work. Competing
requirements of the Pave Pronto program deferued the laser target
designator for installation at Ubon by a contractor/ASD team.158

,'

Gl With regard to the refurbishment of the Surprise Package
aircraft, special test plans took shape. On 4 August 1970 TAC,
PACAF, and ASD representatives met at Wright-Patterson AFB to
formulate concepts and tactics for a gunship to designate targets
which fighters would strike with laser-guided bombs. Surprise
Package was to perform this test (Combat Scar) at Eglin AFB and
'''After updating, the first AC-IBOA (b4-1623) flew to Lockbourne
AFB on 21 July to assist the crew-training program. It was joined
in the effort about I month later by the second AC-IBOA (54-1628).
The two aircraft left Lockbourne for Thailand in October. IASD
Pave Pronto Conf Rprt (S), Z2-Zi Jul ?0, p b. l
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at the same time check out the aircraft and train its crew.159 In
addition, Surprise Package was to support a SAC test of g-5ils
bombing targets. Precisely, the SAC/ASD concept of operations
(Combat Sierra)'k called for Surprise Package to relay to the B-52
offset-aiming data from an airdropped or implanted radar transponder. The gunship would score a single bomb-release and
furnish any offset-aiming adjustments for the B-52 to make a full
or partial bomb-release. After a feasibility test of this concept at
Eglin in October 1970, SAC recommended a SEA evaluation. In
January 1971 the Air Staff approved and so informed TAC and
PACAF. During a planning conference at Air Force Headquarters

on B,February, TAC representatives opposed the tests on the grounds
of 'hon-availability of excess AC-130 sorties and lack of suitable targets for the B-52s. " PACAF and Seventh Air Force added their
objections. The Air Staff canceled the project op 10 March 1971.160
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Combat Sierra was presented

to the Air Staff on 18 January 1971.
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Cf After refurbishment and ground-testing at Wright-Patterson
AFB, Surprise Package touched down at Eglin on B September 1970.
By 28 September the gunship had flown 15 te'st missi6ns.161 For
the Combat Scar evaluation, Surprise Package teamed with a Pave
Phantom, an F-4 equipped with a loran bombing system and a laserguided bomb. The gunship detected the target, passed loran coordinates to the fighter, which fed them into the loran bombing system. The fighter could drop its bomb by (1) using exact loran
coordinates,

or (2) employing the Surprise Package laser-designator

to release its bomb in the laser cone (basket) then letting the laserguided bomb follow the beam to the target.I62 Of six laser-guided

bombs dropped into the gunship laser-designator beam, the F-4ts
scored four direct hits or near misses and one 5O-foot miss. One
bomb failed to glide.163 The evaluators concluded that all gunships
should be capa-bJ.e of designating targets for F-4 delivery of laserguided 6o*6". rti4

5)

Besides these tactical tests, Surprise Package.continued
its role as a flying laboratory. An Air Force Academy group of
officers, for example, instaLled many strain gauges and .accelerometers with associated recorders to find out the aircraftrs stresses
and strains during firing passes.165 This testing and other checkouts showed that Surprise Package could cbmpetently operate at
more survivable altitudes--up to 14,500 AGL compared to 9,500
feet AGL in 1969. Except for the inertial targeting system, "a11
installed equipment performed well. t' Evaluators ttrought the combination of MTI, Black, Crow, and high-density 20-mm rounds
would al1ow truck-strikes in marginal wsa1hgr.166

(A Actively interested in the gunship ' programs' Air

Force Secretary Seamans visited the Ling-Temco-Vought Electrosystems plant at Greenville, Tex., on 15 September 19?0. He
checked LTVETs progress in camying through its $7.2 million contract for Pave Pronto modificatien.16T That evening he visited
Eglin AFB and flew on a Surprise Package test f1igit.168 This was
but one indication of high-level concern in seeing advanced gunship
development completed on time.

GJ At the end of September, a decision

on procurement of
Pave
three optionaL
Pronto aircraft became necessary. Putting the
option off meant revised acquisition schedules and increased cost.169
On I October Secretary Seamans informed Deputy Defense Secretary
Packard the Air Force would buv the additional aircraft. It would

sEeflEr
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use them in the 19?0-?1 interdiction campaign, as attrition replacements, and in support of replacement aircrew training. Amendment of LTVETs contract added the ttrree aircraft with delivery
scheduled from 1 February-} March 19?1..170 It mo.ted total funding
up $5.4 million to an amount near $80 million for the entire
advanced gunship program. (This new total reflected an approximate $2. 5 million savings in the Pave Spectre program. )
t

tt

(; Pave Prontors priority slowed the Pave Spectre program.
At first, ASD's Gunship Program Office hoped to build the two

AC-130E prototypes at ASD but the consequent disruption of flight
tests and personnel shortages ruled out the idea. The Air Staff
therefore instructed WRAIVIA to take over the task with shop personnel who normally handled C-130 IRAN work. Ttre differing
strrrcture and electrical systems of the C-130A and C-I30E caused
extra engineering effort to integrate gunship systems into the E
Pave Prontors
-o6"1.171 While work began as soon as authorized,Pave
Spectre
overriding precedence delayed installation of some
subsystems by at least a month. One contract procured those subsystems identical in A and E models and some engineering effort
for Pave Pronto applied to Pave Spectre. Nonethelessrtlr-e_^notable
differences in other areas canceled out these advantages.IT2 trir4n
sor doing the work in house rather *t.1JJ contractor trimmed
C-130E modification costs $2.5 million.rfr

The first C-130E (69-6567) arrived at WRAIVIA on 6 October I9?0,174 16" second (69-6b68) on 6 January 19?I.175 Ttre modification entailed glove-close coordination and teamwork between ASD
engineers and WRAMA personnel. The engineers sifted data from
other advanced gunship projects to see what could be adapted to the
C-130E airfram,e. Considerable new engineering effort sought to
enhance the aircraftrs survivability by relocating hydraulic fubing
and reservoirs and by improving the emergency exit for crewmembers located ,r""t the right scannerrs Position.176 Lt. Col.
Bradford W. Parkinson led a group of Air Force Academy specialists
who assisted in the major task of improving the fire-control system.
The A-?D fighterts fire-control system was eventually selected.
The entire project took on unusual significance for both WRA1MA and
ASD. It soon broadened to include six more AC-l30Ers and become
one of the largest aircraft modification programs ever conducted in
house by an AFLC complex.l77 Despite Pave Prontof s higher priority for equipment procurement and engineering imposed delays' the
two prototypes nevertheless met their completion schedule of 15
June 19?1 and 15 July 19?1 respectively. l7B
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Gl Improvement of 20-mm and 40-mm ammunition moved
in step with these AC-130 programs. In need of a better 20-mm
round to compensate for higher operating altitudes, the Air Force

on 20 October 1970 approved acquisition of improved high-density
(depleted uranium) 20-mm rounds. In addition, improved 40-mrH
ammunition enlarged the_ incendiary pattern by fitting a standard
round with Misch-meta1"'liner. Airborne tests at Eglin on 2? October disclosed that near-misses by Misch-metal rounds set trucks
on fire, those by regular 40-mm rounds did not.179 In December
1970 the Air Force sent 1,000 of the improved rounds to Ifbon for
combat evaluation. Pending the results it ordered 400,000 40-mm
rounds me6i1is6.1B0 An Bth Tactical Fighter Wing combat test on
21 January 1971 revealed that Misch-metal rounds kindled four to
five times more secondary fires and explosions than the standard
40-mm and also marked targets better. During the complete
combat evaluation (21 Jan-10 Feb 1971), it took 16 Misch-meta1
rounds to destroy one truck compared to 5I regular 40-mm.* Ilr
i'Resembling cigarette flints, Misch-metal was highly pyrophoric (spark producing) on impact. The Naval Weapons Laboratory,
Dahlgren, Va., developed Misch-metal.
+'Some
debate arose concerning the conditions of the test and
whether it accurately compared the two rounds.
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April 1971, shell-extraction problems temporarily halted use of the
improved round. Air Force Armament Laboratory tests completed
in September found the standard 40-mm round better for inflicting
fragment damage and leaks. in POL cargo but the Misch-meta1
round most effective for touching off gi"ss.1B1
Back to Combat

(l)r During early fall 1970, AC-130A gunships were winding
up their modification in the United States and going back to Southeast Asia. Surprise Package flew its first combat sortie of the
1970-71 interdiction campaign on 25 October 1970, 16 days ahead of
The AC-1304 Update aircraft began arriving at l]bon
""1ts6u1s.182
in
October and got ready.for comb.1.ro') The first Pave Pronto
aircraft entered the war theater on 17 November, 45 days before
the p1ann"6 1ims.1B4
ttnewtt gunship fleet conducted combat operations
against the enemyts network of trails and roads, disappointment
grew over the results. br November the gunships destroyed or
damaged only 37 of the 2O2 trucks attacked--a poor l8-percent
record. T?re Seventh Air Force commander was concerned over
this less-than-expected effeclinsnsss.l8b He and the PACAF Commander backed the Bth Tactical Fighter Wingts urgent request for
an ASD assistance team to find out the reasons. Colonel Teruy
headed the team of seven otherttgunship experts" that got to lJbon
on I December 1979.186 Colonel Terry undertook combat missions
at once to discover the difficulty. Very quickly the team established
that the deficiencies stemmed largely from technical procedures and

(G As this

a relatively low level of aircrew experience. The results changed
dramatically between I-22 December as Terry and his group showed
how it should be done. Of 532 trucks attacked, 361 (68 percent)
were destroyed or damags6.1B7

xMajor Edward J. Bauman, one SEA observer, said Terryrs
leadership charisma was very significant. Like a "White Knight on a
white horse, " he swept aside complaints, focused on the equipment,
and reestablished general confidence. Squadron personnel respected
Terry as he seemingly could hit the target with the gunship at any
angle and had great insight into the functioning of the various subsystems.
Major Bauman also suggested that high winds during the start of the
hunting season may have contributed to some of the disappointing gunship results. [Intvw (S), author with gaj Edward J. Bauman, Dept of
Astronautics & Computer Sci, USAFA, 5 May ?1. l
,
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The AC-130 gunship fleetts expansion and improvement
increased pressure on the replacement crew training program.
Already problems had arisen because of the all-out emphasis on
operations. Every available gUnship was committed during the dry
hunting season with most gunship updating and refurbishing deferued
to the wet off-season. The crew-manning curve reflected this
pattern. The l-year duty tour in SEA often brought an influx of
green or inexperienced crews to lJbon just before the hunting season
commenced and operational demands soared. These crews needed
more checkout time in the aircraft to become familiar with the new
and more sophisticated equipment frequently installed during the offseason. Moreover, to free AC-130ts for combat, flight training
sorties at Lockbourne AFB were conducted at times in the AC-119K.
For approximately 18 months, AC-130A aircrews flew five orientation missions in an AC-119K before entering combat in the AC-130A.
Surprise Package greatly widened the disparity between the AC-130
and AC-119K, seriously weakening the effectiveness of such trainingl88
When the AC-130A P1ain Janes returned to the United States for IRAN
and modification, it stopped the training and upgrading of incoming
crews (the "New Guys) at Ubon for about a month. T'he first two
P1ain Janes finishing IRAN and two instructor crews went to Lockbourne. They assisted the 415th CCT Squadron in training Pave
Pronto Crews and better preparing other replacements headed for
SIIA.l8g These training problems contributed to the decision to
procure the three optional Pave Pronto aircraft which later joined the
crew-training program at Lockbourne.l90

G

As 19?0 closed, General Ryan reported to Air Force Secretary Seamans: "A11 primary objectives of the PAVE PRONTO program
have been exceeded or met and the critical phases of the Gunship
Acquisition Program for this interdiction campaign have been completed. r'191 Considering the complexity, spe€d, and size of the AC-130
expansion and improvement program, the Air Force had compiled a
remarkable record. It had updated five basic AC-I30A gunships
with 40-mm guns, improved sensors, and a new computer. Back in
time for the 1970-71 dry season, these gunships came close to
Surprise Paekage as truck-kil]ers. In October Surprise Package had
been refurbished and redeployed for combat. The six Pave Pronto
AC-130Ars arrived in Thailand "significantly ahead of schedule" to f1y

€)

combat

"o"1iss;192
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Gunship

Scheduled SEA
Ailat oate

"

Date Deployed

1

1 Jan

71

10 Nov

2

1 Jan

71

18 Nov

3

1 Jan

71

24 Nov

70

4

1 Feb

71

L2 Dec

70

5

1 Feb

?1

20 Dec

70

6

1 Feb

71

31 Dec

?0

?0

2t1

Achral

Arrival

SEA

Days Early

Date

1? Nov

70

45

1 Dec

70

31

1 Dec

70

31

21 Dec ?0

4

Jan 7I

16 Jan

Er

42
2B

71

16x

Three additional AC-130AIs urere being procured to shore up crew
training. The AC-1304 force available for the 1970-71 interdiction
effort (Commando Hunt V) had not only been vastly improved but
doubled in strength as wel1. Furthermore, Secretary Seamans told
the Secretary of Defense: ttit appears on initial review that the
program will stay within, if not under, the budgeted amounf.rr193
Indeed--at a time headlined with serious cost overruns for many
weapon-system developments--some eyebrows arched in disbelief
as tkre Gunship II program office announced on 27 August ]9t10 the
turnback of $625, 704 in surplus fiscal year 1969 1un6s.194 On 21
January 1971 the gunship program director declared he was returning $5 million of the funds (then totaling $52 million) allocated by
the Air Force for the Pave Pronto program.l95

(C Good reasons underlay this management feat. In the
first place, there had been "excellent support by all Air Force

agencies and contractors inv6lysd.11196 Much debate accompanied
and affected the gunship programrs course but once a decision was
made, strong support followed. Central to this were the personal
contacts nurtured at all command levels by the comparatively small
gunship program staff at ASD. Lt. Col. Charles R. Gentzel and
Lt. CoI. Charles F. Spicka+ were among the chief gunship advocates
'''Delayed by bad weather at Adak Island in the Aleutians.
t<rro*r, as t'Gunship Charlie" for his aggressive sponsorship

of gunship development.
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at Headquarters USAF. They expedited and strengthened the program, speaking persuasively at times of important decisions. Key
organizations--such as ASDrs Deputy for Tactical Warfare, Deputy
for Engineering, and AF Avionics Laboratory; Shed Light Cffice
at Headquarters USAF; the Air Force Academy; and WRAMA-interacted smoothly and efficiently.l9T Especially important was
the backing of high-ranking gcvernment officials from the White
House down through the Defense Department.

C7 tn spite of the keen top-level interest, ASDts Gunship
Program Office had wide management latitude in the funds and
systems area. The Gunship Program Director could use letter
contracts* and go to single-source contracts. * Even more
important, a small, dedicated group of officers and civilians
expertly managed the program. Ttre grouprs character held the
key to management success. Terry, k."rrs"' Wolverton, Hubbard'*
and Pinkerton had shared the early development of the side-firing
system and it gave them strong personal identification with its
progress. Highly motivated and goal-conscious' they felt this was
their weapon system and its ultimate fate hinged on their actions.
said this
An officer who lrad observed and worked with the group
rrl98
trmanagement
by objective rather than by control.
was
group of engineers'
managers, &od combat-capable** men could develop, then try out
their systems. Knowing firsthand what the systems could do in
combat buoyed their confidence in the gunship. This in turn
reinforced their courage to defend its role and sell its advantages.
Furthermore, the teamrs broad spectrum of experience and
continuity permitted it to quickly spot unreliable equipmentx*unrealistic support, and contractor overcharges. Its flexible pragmatic approaeh rested not on a dogmatic desire to prove the worth
of theoretical views, but on a desire to see if a system worked

lt) By the same token, this balanced

"A letter contract is a written preliminary instmment to get
work under way immediately. It is later confirmed by a formal
contract.

+A single-source contract is awarded to a single firm without
competitive bidding or under circumstances that dictate the contract
be given to a single firm.
*wt"j. Lawrence R. Hubbard, Deputy Program Director for
Subsystems, managed crucial subsystem programs.
."''Terry, for instance, had flown 56 AC-47 and 140 AC-130
**combat missions from February 1968 through January 19?0.

1

r

2t9

and discard it if it didn't. Always alert to improvising with equipment and systems at hand, the group could concentrate on highpayoff improvements. Teruyrs leadership and implicit trust in his
subordinates accounted for part of this flexibility. In recognition
of these qualities, the Gunship Program Office of ASD received
the Air Force Organizational Excellence Award on 28 January 1972'
At the Pentagon ceremony, Secretary Seamans cited the management team for outstanding initiative, leadership, and professional
abilitY.199

(U) The makeup of the gunship

management team and the
for gunship improvement
and
experimenting
prototyping
constant
dovetailed with Deputy DefensettlSecretary Packardrs ideas on
told the Services to select people
weapon-system management.
with the right background and education for management, give them
and leave them on the
appropriate training, give them recogni_tion,
t'
Packard told members
Mr.
job long enough to get something done,
of the Armed Forces Management Association on 20 August 1970"1'Certainly the gunship team came close to this prescribed model and
produced timely results. Packard scored the drawnout development
in the Air Forcers "formal systemrr and noted that gunship rnanagement got more gunships in 6 months by working outside it' avv
Moreover, advanced gunship development typified Deputy Secretary
packardrs so-cal1ed "fly b"fo.e buy" concept. + The AC-1304 prototype and then Surprise Package turned out to be test beds leading
to future production models. Admittedly, the gunship program was
characterized more by improvising on older known airframes than
by developing an entirely new, sophisticated, and complex weapon
system. Yet this improvisation helped point a course for research
and development in other areas.

'l'Mr. packard said in a May 19?0 memorandum: "If our people
are to develop the experience necessary for program manqgnent
-a given
and are to utilize their experience, they must be assigned to
program long enough to be effective. " Also, DOD Directive 5000.1 {U)'
acquisition of Maj& Defense Systems, declared: "The assignment and
tenure of program managers shall be a matter of concern to DOD
Component Heads and shall reflect career incentives designed to
personnel. " [TIG.Er]"!' 31 Dec
attract, retain, and reward competent
-----r-

7I, p

4. 1
*Th" ongoing influence of this concept is treated in Aviation
Week & Space Technology, 1 May 1972, p 13.
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Commando Hunt V

(U) The payoff of the big AC-130 gunship development program in 1970 came during Commando Hunt V--the 1970-?1 r.lr;rseason interdiction campaign. Doubling the AC-130A force and
stepping up the commitment of AC-119Krs reflected ttre determination of U. S. military planners to choke off as much enemy logistic
effort as possible. "r Under the Nixon policy of Vietnamization and
gradual U. S. withdrawal, air interdiction assumed a critical role.
It had to prevent disruptive enemy offensive actions and to buy
valuable time for the overall policy to succeed. Yet North Vietnamese determination to put supplies through the gauntlet had
certainly not diminished. Backed by a steady and unrestricted
flow of provisions and trucks from the Soviet Union and China, the
Communists marshaled their resources and ingenuity for the annual
Iogistic surge south. This time the battle promised to be more
intense--and crucial--than ever before.

(U) Several new elements changed the 19?0-7I interdiction
picfure. A leadership more hostile to the North Vietnamese Communists replaced the Cambodian Government of Prince Norodom
Sihanouk in March 19?0. This shut off the, North Vietnamesers use
of the port of Sihanoukville and the so-called Sihanouk Trail supply
line from the port northeastward. Forced to expand their Ho Chi
Minh Trail operation, the North Vietnamese supplemented it'by
floating barrels down streams and by pipelines. Enemy AA defenses
also grew in strength and improved in quality. SAM emplacements

gradually moved southward and westward, more seriously threatening
air operations. In January 1971 the South Vietnamese Army launched
a ground offensive (Lam Son 719) into the Laotian panhandle to cut
the enemyrs logistical umbilical cord. The operation was but
briefly disruptive.

G7 Commando Hunt V commenced on 10 October 19?0. It
consisted of variations on the basic pattern of other dry-season interdiction campaigns. The Air Force allocated intensive sorties against

'o{37 The force increased but the JCS imposed in August 19?0
first sortie ceiling on fixed-wing gunships--1,000 sorties per
month. [Hist (TS), MACV, 19?0, annex A, p TSS-24. ]
the
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four t'interdiction boxes" on the main routes and passes from North
Vietnam into Laos. B-52 (Arc Light)* and jet fighters strikes
centered on the heavily defended interdiction boxes, seeking to set
up chokepoints or to channel the traffic. Gunships, B-57G jet
bombers, and other tactical aircraft attacked trucks slipping throrigh
to the south.201 The Igloo White sensor system had been refined
so now gunships and ottrer aircraft could be assigned more efficiently
rnany
against trucks moving along certain road sections. Thesp ?phototankers,
elements--combined with FAC!s, control aircraft,
reconnaissance, and search and rescue aircraft--yielded a complex
yet more flexible team effort. It was a major attempt at interdiction in depth against a logistic network increasingly redundant'
In the massive interdiction effort, the Russian-bdlt ZIL
15? vehicle emerged as the chief gunship target. Dependable' with
six-wheel drive, it could convey 5 tons at 40 mph over Laotian
routes. The driver inflated or deflated the tires while in motion to
suit the changing road surface. one estimate put the enemy truck

At

"B-52 operations in

SEA.
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inventory at 2,400, ?2 percent of which were in-commission at
all times in the Steel Tiger area. An average of 450 trucks
operated nightly. A series of short hauls and many transfers
marked most truck movements; each driver knew his assigned
road segment ft1e16ugh1y.202 As truck traffic mounted, the North
Vietnamese faced a serious shortage of fuel--hence their fresh
stress on floating barrels down streams and extending pipelines.

G7 The dry-season interdiction campaign got off to a slow
Seamans reported to Defense Secretary
start. Air Force Secretary t'The
combination of bad weather and
Laird on 19 November 19?0:
the current strategy seemed to have produced four straight weeks
in which no trucks were counted as having transited key interdiction points.tt203 As the weeks passed, however, the en-emy
truck traffic picked up dramatically and AC-130rs compiled*llew
records in truck-kills. On 14 January 1971 an AC-130 crew set a
new squadron mark--58 trucks destroyed and 7 damaged on
'''A figrr"" later to prove ridiculously conservative.
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single mission.2o4 By March the Spectres were averaging 13 trucks
destroyed per sortie. Results for the first quarter of 19?1 we'rqt 205
Trucks

Percent Trucks

Damaged

Destroyed /Oemageg

L,253

343

BO

3, OBB

2,083

529

B5

4,515

3,240

787

B9

Trucks
Attacked

Trucks
Destroyed

January

1,998

February
March

1|

Despite an upfurn in sorties, total trucks destroyed/damaged in April
dipped to 3, 687 and to 1,063 in May. With onset of the wet season
in June, sorties plunged to 5'7, trucks destroyed/damaged to 118.206
Nevertheless during Commando Hunt V (1 November 19?0-30 June 1971)
the AC-130rs amassed a total 13,809 trucks destroyed/damaged--a
three-fold rise over a like 1969-19?0 perio6.207 In the peak month
of March, Spectres scored 70 percent of all truck-kiIls in the Steel
Tiger arsa.20B
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G| The truck-killing record of escort fighter aircraft rose
as well, due largely to new laser-guided bomb development. The
first successful team test of Pave Sword in actual combat took
place on 3 February 1971. F-4rs escorting Spectre 12 destroyed a
37-mm gun with a laser-guided bomb, using the laser beam from
the gunship's LTD. Sixteen days later the F-4rs destroyed two
trucks with laser-guided 6o*6". {'209
A Other interdiction indicators matched the impressive
gunship/fighter-escort results and statistics. The percentage of
trucks destroyed/damaged of those attacked soared from 44.2 percent in 19?0 to 72.4 percent in 1971 210--strongly indicating greater
effectiveness. The key, however, was the amount of supplies
(the "throughput") getting through to South Vietnatn. The Air Force
estimated that in March 1971--the peak month of enemy effort-14,560 short tons of supplies entered the Laotian panhandle and
2,0BB reached South yi"1nsrn. 211 The Air Force Secretary presented
charts to a press conference on 6 December 19?1 that favo^qqbly
compared results of the last three interdiction campa igns.2lZ

fa

A Disturbing elements dampened this positive 19?0-71
assessment. The number of trucks had grown, 8,9,0-0 being seen
from the air in each of the first 4 months of 1971. zro An estimated
400 new trucks a month arrived from Russia and other Communist
or damaged.
countries. More and more trucks were destroyed
Still they kept coming. One pilot observed: t'North Vietnam must
be one huge truck park.tr214 In addition, the enemyrs ability to
repair and enlarge his road network had not diminished. Intefdiction of the North Vietnamese pipeline and of expanding waterway
shipments had not been adequately done. Some supplies slipped

'''The June 1970 Surprise Package combat evaluation report
had recommended the operational capabilities of the specialized
F-4D squadrons be exploited: 433d TFSq (Pave Way I laser-guided
bomb), 435th TFSq (Pave Way II electro-optical guided bomb), and
the 25th TFSq (loran Pathfinder operations using a lead aircraftrs
loran for navigation. ) These squadrons escorted AC-130ts on combat
missions.
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through to South Vietnam, others were stockpiled along the way.
These facts undercut any feelings of complete success.

*
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Fig. 25 (U)
Renewed Questioning of Truck-Kil1s

€| The truck-kill count by AC-130 and AC-119K crews was
so high that its accuracy was onee again thrown into question.
During a ? April 19?1 briefing of Lt. Gen. Donald V. Bennett,
Director of the Defense Intelligengs Agency (DIA), concern&arose
over possible false impressions gained from gunship BDA ftfms.
Preciselyr r€corded crew comments that a truck had been
'i'Most Air Force leaders realized the flow of supplies couldnrt
be completely cut off. General Curtis E. LeMay, for example' said
all supplies had not been intercepted in the Korean War or in the
World War II interdiction campaign in Italy. He fingered the added
difficulty in the Southeast Asia war: t'You canrt stop a trickle of
supplies that somebody can throw on their back or a bicycle and
wiggle through a jungle. " llntvw (S), Dr. Thomas G. Belden, chief
Historian, USAF, with Gen Curtis E. LeMay, retired, 29 NIar 72'l

' lt3*E;r
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destroyed could not be positively verified by viewing the film. The
DIA Director said he did not doubt the gunship figures but some
top-level officials in washington did in light of their estimates of
enemy truck totals. The Air Staff relayed the doubts about the
credibility of truck-kills to USAF commanders in SltA with a
215
result reflected in this

"o--"t11.

AC-130 BDA is the hottest thing in the theater at this
moment. Seventh Air Force is really concerned about
the validity of the BDA reported by the AC-130 gunships in their truck killing operation. They stated all
aircraft BDA for this hunting season indicates over
20, 000 trucks destroyed or damaged to date, and if

intelligence figures are corect, North Vietnam should
be out of rolling stock. The trucks continue to ro11
however.

Gf T?re Seventh Air Force Commander convened a conference
on 28 April 1971 to examine gunship truck claims. The conferees
concluded that gunship crews were making honest accurate reports.
seventh Air Force nonetheless adjusted the criteria on I May 1g?1.
It now required a secondary explosion or a sustained fire for a
truck to be listed as destroyed. Direct hits counted as damaged
on1y. The 40-mm near-miss, previously accepted for a damagedtruck listing, was dropped. The tightened BDA criteria rested in
pa.rt on the realization that bags of rice on a ZIL lb? truck might
absorb most of a 40-mm b1ast. A special test of Spectre gunship munitions took place on 12 May 19?1 at Bien Hoa AB as part
of a continuing sfudy of tmck-kill assessment. Test results
supported the revised BDA criteria. The BDA. revision rq6luced
the proportion of trucks claimed as destroyed but changed overall
statistical effectiveness very litt1 e. 2L6
6 Questioning of gunship claims was joined by criticism
of the emphasis on truck-kill statistics. several intelligence
analysts argued for more attention to through-put of supplies
rather than the number of trucks destroyed or damag.6.2l7 It
proved far harder, however, to assess through-put than results of
the attacks. The challenging of the statistics nevertheless revealed
one thing: Regardless of more sophisticated gunship BDA and some
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outstanding film records, there were those who discounted the
claims and the overall interdiction effectiveness as weIl. ,F
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t'Interest in gunships
and their effectiveness remained high.
on 5 March l9?1, briefings (including BDA films) were presented
at the state Department to secretary of state william P. Rogers
and his Deputy Assistant secretary for Far Eastern and Pacific
Affairs william H. sullivan. T'hree days later, briefings were
given to: Dr. Robert L. Johnson, Assistant secretary of the Army
(R&D), and others, with emphasis on close air support; members
of the National security council and those of Dr. Kissingerrs
personal staff, at the White House. The next day, Brig, Gen.
Alexander M. Haig, Deputy to Dr. Kissingerr w&s briefed. Presentations had also been given to: AdmiraL Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr.,
chief of Naval operations (L Febnrary) and General wili"iam c.
WestmoreLand, Army Chief of Staff (9 February).

"il
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Strikes in Norttrern Laos, in Cambodia, and in Srppo"t of Troops
t,:

,

9t The interdiction effort in the Laotian panhandle held the
spotlight but Seventh Air Force also sent AC-130's and AC-llgKrs to
strike targets in northern Laos (Barrel Roll) and in Cambodia.
Gunship attacks on supply lines leading to both these fronts resembled
those in the Steel Tiger area. The gunships destroyed 800 trucks in
Barrel Roll during the first 6 months of l9?1. 218 Additional sorties
supported hard-pressed Laotian and Cambodian ground forces in
both countries. Over I,100 gunship sorties were flown in Cambodia
during' the first half of 1971.219
0f. A major ground-support effort developed when the South
Vietnamese Army launched its offensive against the Ho Chi Minh
Trail in tJle area between Khe Sanh and Tchepone. Operation Lam
Son 719 continued from 30 January to 24 March 19?1. The AC-130ts
and AC-119Kts ftew 239 sorties* in support of the operationr orrefourth of them in the critical last 5 davs when the South Vietnamese
were withdrawn.?z} In 39 attacks the iunships destroyed 24 enemy
tanks,22I fl1s AC-f30 share of the total being 14 PT-?6 light tanks
in 28
^11^sys.222

(J? Like the Spookies in

South Vietnam, the Spectres hovered
constantly over threatened posts in the Lam Son 719 operation.
One AC-130, for example, remained over an ARVN position at
Objective 31 for 3 nights straight. 223 Its intensive fire inflicted
heavy losses on the enemy. Several times the North Vietnamese
troops tried to get in close to the ARVN perimeter to counteract
the gunship attacks, requiring calIs in some cases for Spectre fire
on the postrs 1""tr"1tus. 224 An American observer described how
this guqship night support at Objective 31 prevented serious friendly
losses.225

In between gunships, three to four minutes, the enemy
would be up and into the wire. The gunship would
then shoot them back from the wire and do this until
the next gunship came up. It continued all night.
There is no doubt in my mind that Hill 31 would have
been overrun that first day or at least that first night,
if it had not been for tac air and gunships.
''-Ninety

of the sorties supported troops-in-contact.

fr0flt{;.1
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Pave lMace

With Project Pave Mace the Air Force tried to sharpen
gunship support of ground troops when cloud cover hid the bqttlefield and no communication existed between gunship and friendly
forces below. Pave I\lliace used Black Crow and a beacon-tracking
system to get target bearings from a ground TEMIG/Coded Beacon
a soldier could hold in his hand. An AC-130 equipped with Pave
Mace would approach the general target area' acquire the beacon'
generate the proper offset data, and fire on the enemy. In a 2 June
19?1 combat test, an AC-130 worked with a forward air guide (FAG)
at Lima Site 32 in the Barrel Roll area. About 400-l' 000 meters
from the friendly position, the gunship fired through a cloud deck.
The FAG confirmed the successful results of the firing pass€s.
Though not trouble free, Eqye Mace equipment shored up AC-130
g.orrrrt-

".rpport

capabilitY. 226

PAVE fiTACE OTTSTI TIRIlIG
AC-130
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el Extensive attack operations without loss was one gratifying result of the AC-130 role in Commando Hunt V and throughout
Southeast Asia. On 22 April 19?0 the enemy had downed a second
AC-130A over the Trail.'k Despite growth of enemy defenses and
a rise in sorties, however, no more gunships were lost in the
1970-71 campaign. T?re Commando Hunt V evaluation reported:
"T?re AC-130 and AC-119 gunships experienced the largest number of
AAA reactions per sortie fLown, although a small fraction of these
sorties were hit and no aircraft were 16s1.t1227 This singular
record for the t'vulnerable gunshipstt stemmed largely from AA
suppression by fighter escorts, higher operating altifudes' careful
tactics, and aircraft armor.
Cl The Commando Hunt V no-loss record did not lessen
concern for AC-130 gunship survivability. Concern in fact soared
when the enemy suddenly fired two SAMts at Spectres in March 1971
and two more in April. + Seventh Air Force rushed through a combat required operational capability (CROC) for equipping,all AC-130rs
with ECM against SAM's. PACAF validated the CROC and tagged it
PrioritY one.22B
Development Decisions

(C Meantime, the Air Force reached other AC-130 gunship
decisions. During the quarterly gunship review for
Air
Force Secretary on 20 January 1971, General Meyer, Air
the
Force Vice Chief of Staff, said a decision was needed soon on additional AC-130E' s.229 A minute examination of the AC-130E program
followed. On 19 February the Air Staff asked AFSC and AFLC for
data on the possible addition of an AC-130E squadron of 12*aircraft.
Of special concern were the cost and the scheduling of such an
expansion and the impact at ASD and WRAMA on existing programs. ^ ^
An ASD-WRAMA coordinated program was presented on 2I F"b"uaty.23o
development

Five days later the Air Staff recommended: (1) 6 instead
of 12 AC-130E's be acquired for the I97L-72 interdiction campaign'
ana (2) the 5 Plain Jane AC-130Ars be sent back to the United States

6

in

-'One crewmember was recovered but 10 were
action.

listed as missing

+Fig,r""" vary on the exact number of t'confirmedt'
firings.

{fl
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during the summer interdiction 1u11 for a fulL Pave Pronto modification. The second part of this proposal was motivated \4 a
desire to standardize the AC-130A configuration and thereby base
logistic and maintenance problems. General Ryan and Secretary
Seamans approved the entire recommendation and set up the
following program and deadlitlss;231

1. Eleven Pave Pronto AC-130Ars in SEA by 1 October
1971 (including the 5 Plain Janes to undergo Pave
Pronto modification).

<-

f

2. Surprise Package IRAN and refurbishment (including
standardized Pave Pronto configuration) and return

to SEA by '1 October

l9?1.

3. Six AC-130E Spectres in SEA by 1 January Ig72. <
4. Two AC-130E prototypes to remain in the United
for crew training.

States

5. Procurement of 12 sets of gunship subsystems (looking
to eventual modification of a total of L2 AC-130Ers).
This decision went to the field on 23 March 1971.232 Cost of the
modification program was set at $S0. Z million ($33.9 millith for
modifying inservice aircraft, $f+. g million for spare equipment,
$7. 4 million for spare equipment support and for operation and
maintenance labor). This required a reprogramming approval by
Congress. 233

lC7 A budget squeeze to accommodate cost overruns in other
areas dictated the decision to add 6 AC-130Ers rather than a squadron of 12. Air Force planning still retained the goal of a 12aircraft squadron, however. This showed clearly in the procurement of 12 subsystems and the request to earmark 12 C-130Ets for
future modificatios2S4 These were further important stepB'tin
shaping the overall advanced gunship force in the post-SEA period-a squadron of 12 AC-130E's and one of 12 standardi.zed AC-130A|s.
Two AC-130Ers and three AC-130A's for combat training would
support this force. The training gunships would soon have a new
home at Hurlburt Field, Fla., after the 415th Special Operations
Traini_n_g_ Squadron moved out of Lockbourne AFB, Ohio, in July
*235
1971.

'''The 4lbth continued training during the transition from Lockbourne AFB to Hurlburt Field. The squadronts sfudent classes
graduated on time despite the move.
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C) Secretary of Defense Laird reported to President Nixon
on l0 March 19?1 that "immediate action to purchase an additional
six AC-130 fixed-wing gunshipst' was under way, to comply with
the Chief Executivets desire for greater gunship capability inac
Southeast Asia. At the same time, 27 rnore Cobra helicopter gunships were being sent to South Vietnam. Laird stressed that he
effectivenes's.
was impressed with the gunshipts truck-killing
Neverthelessrhe believed it important to ttmaintain a balanced posfure
for our assets in Southeast Asia.tt Tfte environment ranged from
permissive to extremely hostile and high-performance aircraft were
needed to fly gunship escort in case of the 1"11sr. 236 Even with
the increase in gunships, Mr. Laird said there were still those who
doubted if it was big enough.
(Cl The Chief of Staffrs decision to return the five updated
Plain Jane AC-130Ars for Pave Pronto configuration ran counter to
PACAFIs and Seventh Air Forcers desire. They wanted to keep the
maximum number of AC-130 gUnships in SEA until the wet season.
To have all AC-130Ats back in SEA by fall, however, two had to
be sent to the United States in May and one in June. On 3 March
Seventh Air Force asked that the three training AC-130A's be sent
to SEA as replacements 237 bt General Ryan agreed to deploy
only tw6. 238 The return of the five P1ain Janes then began and
modification work made headway during the summer at LTVE.
A, The summer of 19?1 was one more round in the continual
struggle to keep AC-130 gunships one step ahead of enemy defenses.
The six Pave Spectre aircraft being modified would have a digital
fire-control computer that would continuously solve the fire-control
problem permitting faster target acquisition. Relocating and rerouting the hydraulic system and adding armorplate (under the floor
and 5-feet-up the left side of the cargo compartment) promised
better survivability. The AC-130E's higher gross-weight limit permitted greater fuel capacity, longer operating time, and a bigger
ammunition load. Also on 20 August 1971, the Air Force selected
ALQ-B? ECM pods for the AC-130E's to strengthen protection
against SAM|s.'k239 In addition, it let a modification contract for

On 11 August the Air Force approved installation of three
ALQ-87 pods on each wing of the AC-130A's.
>:<
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for 1,000 Mk-24 flare canisters loaded with chaff to counter
anticipated SAM thrsal.

tF240

ttib

Ct .The ceaseless concern with gunship survivability *"ni
potency turned ASD attention to the U. S. Armyrs 105-mm howitzer
as a possible AC-130 weapon. On an aircraft this gunts 5. 6

pounds of high-explosive (compared with the 40-mm gun's 0. 6
pounds) could multiply the chances of target destruction. The gunrs
shell would leave a valuable ground-mark for fighter escorts and
its longer range would enable the gunship to fly highe1.241 The
Air Force Academy teamts careful stress analysis on Surprise
Package indicated tJle larger gun could be used safeLy.242 Next
came quietly conducted ground and airborne feasibility tests during
August-September 19?1. Briefed on test results, the Chief of Staff
gave the go-ahead on. 18 November to ongoing development leatling
to combat evaluatiot-t. 243 The project was named Pave Aegis. * An
ASD conference in early December prepared the development program.
Plans prescribed installation of the 105-mm cannon in place of the aft
40-mm gun and the APQ-150 beacon-tracking radar. AC-1B0E
armament would then consist of: one 40-mm gun, two 20-mm, and
the 105-mm" ASD expected no trouble nor need for special modification in integrating the heavy gun with the fire-control computer
and other gunship subsystems.244

q

(U) The Pave Aegis program and preparations for the I?TI-72
interdiction campaign (Commando Hunt VII) seemed to encapsulate
the advanced AC-130 gunshipfs history. In the first place, it
typified the ongoing evolving weapon-system development that had
now stretched over 5 years. It also reflected the innovative and
imaginative minds of the gunship-development team. They were

'tGunship tactics against SAMrs evolved. The Black Crow
operator, IO, and the scanner would try to detect a SAM launch. If
detected' the IO would observe the missile until impact was imrninent
then call for the pilot to dive. This maneuver had the drawback of
increasing the AA threat. [Cole, Fixed Wing Gunships in SEA, p 4b.
*Th" Greek
word Aegis commonly meant protection, sponsorship' or support. In Greek mythology it was the shield or breastplate
of Zeus and later of Athena.
J
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ever alert for new ways to bolster the gunshipts effectiveness and
enhance its chances for survival. There was a concerted effort
to keep ahead of the enemyts defenses and not always respond
after the fact.

(U) Second, the 19?1 summer gunship-improvement and
-expansion program attested to unfailing confidence in the gunshipts
worth. The Air Force leadership and others knew all enemy
supplies could not be interdicted. The AC-130 gunships nevertheless

stood out as the most economical and most productive weapon system for destroying enemy vehicular traffic. Task force operations
clustering around the AC-130 spotlighted the gunshiprs limitations
but at the same time its importance. The extra force of six
AC-130Ers was one more attempt to capitalize on the weapon
systemrs proven capabilities.

(U) Third, the Air Force gunships progressed in a cyclic
pattern of summer refurbishment/development after winter combat.
Confidence in the management teamrs ability to finish the required
modification in a few months paralleled the trust placed in gunship
operations. Thus the actions involving AC-130 gunships in 19?1
exemplified a larger train of events packed with more meaning
than was certainly apparent at the time.
(U) By 1971 the AC-130 gunship had grown into a weapon
system far removed from the 1967 prototypu. As noted, this change
contained some unique aspects of management, research and development, and combat operations. After much controversy, success in
these areas had been crowned with plans to retain a small gunship
force within the Air Forcets post-Southeast Asian war structure.
While this did not convert all skeptics of the gunshipts vulnerability'
it did carve a more substantial niche for the gunship as one of the
Air Forcers valued combat aircraft.
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(AC-119G/K)

Program Begins

(U) A visitor to one of the offices associated with AC -119
gunship operations might find conspicuously posted a small busi'oo*
ness card:
a

-.t>

When Uninvited Guests Drop

In

CalI

for t'The shadow.tt

We provide: Lighting for all occasions
Beaucoup ?.62
Mortar Suppression
We

defend: Special Forces Camps

Air Bases
Outposts

Troops in Contact

Who knows what eviL Lurks below the jungle canopy ?
The Shadow 'knows !*

This card summarizes in brief the operations of the AC-119G
Shadow after its deployment to the Southeast Asian war in late 1968.
Add t'Beaucoup 20-m-, tr trlnlerdiction Services, tt and change the
name to "Stinger, " then one can also fairly state the activity of the
AC-119K (Stinger). These two modeLs of the old C-119 Flying Boxand the
car transport were the chief replacements for the AC-4?rs
ttGunship
IIItt
most numerous of USAF gunshifs. They represented
in chronology and a distinct chapter of the total gunship story.

F

G) In 196? the search for a follow-on aircraft to the AC-47
Spooky had narrowed down to the C-119 and C-130. The Air Force
aircraft best suited as gunships. Commanders in the Pacific favored the advantages of the larger fourengine C-I30. Nonetheless, urgent SEA gunship requirements, the
definite need of C-130's for airlift, and the availability of C-119G
deemed these high-wing

'rThe cardrs tone is a takeoff on the once-famous radio serial
mystery, t'The Shadow. t'

{EctrF ,
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airframes--these tilted the scale to the C-119.* Th" Air Staff
wanted the jet-assisted C-119K but in June 196? Air Force Secretary
Brown chose the AC-119G (with a later option on the AC-119K) as
the AC-4?ts immediate successor. His decision sparked considerable controversy (chapter III) but the program of converting C-119Grs
into gunships began in earnest.

(tr

after Secretary Brownrs decision, Headquarters USAF
instructed AFLC to submit a cost and feasibility study on the moddirective
ification of 34 and 46 C-119G's. The requirements action
also called for similar data on conversion of C-llgKts. 11 T?re Air
Staff plarined to deploy 12 AC-IlgG's to Southeast Asia in or shortly
after October 196?. 2 So on 20 July, Dr. Brown asked Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara to allow transfer of 46 Air Force
Reserve C-119Gts to the active force. S Mr. McNamara tentatively ,
agreed on 10 August but requested more facts for a detailed review.4
Soon

in June 196?, the AC-119 gunship program
progressed at a snailrs pace. Modification scheduling slipped due
to a major funding problem, Mr. McNamarars hesitant approval to
release C-119 airframes, and changes in plans for equipment. c A11
hope for an early AC-119 deployment rapidly vanished. While needed
€)

Though approved

decisions were pending, however, action got under way on an AC-119G
196? Air Force Headquarters issued modification program directive 1851 (FS 2150lC-119G) directing installation

prototype. On 20 October

'Fairchild-Hiller Corporation said it had made unsolicited proposals to the Air Force for use of its aircraft (the C-119). How
significant these were in the decision is uncertain. [WRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), AC-119K Gunship Program, 19q7-19?0 (Proiect
idt
Combat Hornet), (WRAMA, Mar 1971), PP 2, 28.
+'Items
specified for the AC-119G included: standard SEA communications equipment; four GAU-28 lA (7.62-mm)guns; 50,000
rounds of ammunition for day operations (35,000 rounds and 60
flares for night); inert fuel tanks; gunsight; jettisonable flare
launcher and 60 flares; and ceramic armor protection for 6-8 crewmembers and critical components. Conversion of the C-119K would
add these items: an improved fire-control system' four 20-mm guns'
1, 500 rounds of 20-mm ammunition (35,000 rounds of 7. 62-mm and
60 flares), night observation device, infrared capability' doppler
radar, and an illumination system.
>F
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of equipment in the prototype.

*6

(t As agreed by AFLC and AFSC, the protot;rpe modification and test could either be done by contract or in house at
depot. The two commands opted for a contract with Fairchild-

a

Hiller Corporation. The Air Staff designated WRAMA program
manager and ASD to supply engineering support. It set a 15 March
1968 delivery date for the protot;pe, fixed the total cost at $200,500
(later revised upward) with funds to be assigned to AFLC/WRAMA. ?
o'Items

of equipment were: four MXU 4lOlA modules (with GAUguns); ammunition rack; four-tube semiautomatic flare
.
62mrn
lA
launcher; flare container; gunsight; polyurethane in fuel tanks for inerting;
ceramic or dual-hardness steel armor for 6-B crewmembers, flares,
and other critical components; AN/ARC-133 UHF radio (ANiARC-}4
modified for secure speech); Wilcox B0?A VHF/AM radio; HF/SSB
618T-1 radio; FM 622A VHF/FM radio; KY-28 speech encryption
equipment with control and relay to secure either AN/ARC-133UHF
or FM 622A VHFiFM radio.
28

7
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Gt Further review of the AC-119 program took place toward
the close of 196?. By dint of favorable SEA reports on the AC-130
prototype, the Air Force Secretary decided on a mixed AC-130/
AC-1I9 force. The Air Staff follow-up study on this proposal' required by Dr. Brown and submitted on 26 January 1968, recommended
32 AC-119rs for SEA, backed up by extra training/attrition aircraft.
In the mixed gunship force concept the AC-119 "would specialize in
in-country day/night tasks associated with hamlet defense, fire support for ground forces, close air support, and convoy escort. "B
projected 32 AC-119ts would be organized into two squadrons of
the 14th Air Commando Wing and operated from six bases suitably
spaced throughout the length of South Vietnam. The AC-119's could
take up continuous orbit stations during the hours of darkness at
about a 100-NM radius from such bases as Nha Trang, Da Nang,
Phu Cat, Pleiku, Phan Rang, Bien Hoa, and Binh Thuy. Seventh
Air Force would exercise command support and operational control.
The AC-119rs would of course assume the Ac-4lrs role in South
Vietnam as the Spookies shifted more and more to base d.efense
missions.
T?re

(# The Air Staff study also addressed the AC-119 configuration
and costs. It highlighted the problems in holding down aircraft gross
weight to insure a 200 foot-per-minute, single-engine rate of climb
under SEA hot-day conditions. * The desired configuration clearly
implied that the AC-119K would excel the G model, what with its
jet pods, 25 percent more loading capacity, and significantly greater
single-engine performance. The study said the deploymentdBchedule
would be about the same whether the G or K model was selected-gun procurement possibly being critical. The K model would afford
ihe fest configuration, the G model would cut costs.9
(

1 prototype aircraft
Unit cost (production aircraft)
51 aircraft
Spares and support+
Total program cost
o=Hot-day

AC-119G AC-119K
mirll onilT $ ) mmi"iilF$
(

.5

2.0

.3

1.3

L6.2

68.7

r..

B

16. 6

18.

B

BB. 6

conditions were 100o Fahrenheit, B0 percent dewpoint,
and 400-foot-pressure altitude--the worst SEA climate conditions in
which the aircraft could safely conduct operations.
*Includes equipment and technical data for the AC-119G equipment and engines for the AC-119K.

I
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Af U the Air Staff entertained hopes of persuading fugretary
of the Air Force Brown to turn to the AC-119K, they succeeded
only in part. The Secretary reviewed the mixed gunship force
data then let the Chief of Staff know on 2 February 1968 he was
approving one squadron (16 aircraft) of AC-119Gts and one squadron
(16 aircraft) of AC-119K's. A total 52 C-119rs would be modified
(26 of each model) to take care of losses and crew training. Dr.
Brown believed at least six AC-119G's with crews should be in
SEA by July, four AC-119K's with crews by November. He agreed
that Phase I training be conducted at Clinton County AFB, Ohio,
and Phase II at England AFB, La. The Secretary went beyond the
Air Staff proposal and suggested the AC-119G include a betteg illuminator and a night observation device along with the associated firecontrol system. Dr. Brown thought this equipmentrs weight could
be handled by cutting back on flare storage and removing the beacontracking radar. "The important element, " he said, "is that we
provide a substantially improved gunship as augmentation to the
AC-47 force--at an early date and at reasonable cost. t' An option
could be taken later--if needed--to upgrade more AC-119Gts to
AC-119Kts. For the present, however, the AC-119K offered "very
little more in the way of capability" y"t cost far more than the
AC-119G. In fact, the AC-11gK program surpassed "the AC-119G
program cost by a factor of almost five. "'k10
6) On B February Secretary Brown asked Secretary McNamara
to approve the AC-119G/K force '6t 32 gunships for Southeapt-Asia
and modification of a total 52 aircraft. Dr. Brown said: T"""
clear distinction between the more localized support and protective"
role of the AC-119 aircraft and the predominantly search-and-destroy
concept envisioned for the AC-130. t' He planned to t'proceed with
the AC-119G in the interim, while working at full speed on the
AC-119K as welI. " Approval of this force would lift the total to ?0
combat-unit gunships--32 AC-119G/K's, 82 AC-47ts, and 6 AC-130ts
(a total of 72 was attained by adding 2 more AC-130ts). The enemyrs
1968 Tet Offensive had injected a note of urgency in the Air Force
Secretaryts request. 11

"On 1 February Secretary Brown had told the Secretary of
Defense of his plan for one squadron each of AC-119Gts and AC-119Krs.
Dr. Brown had commented:ttl believe we should make these forces
additive to the AC-4?ts already in SEA. " [Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF,
subj: AC-130 Gunship II and C-130 BIAS/Hunter Aircraft, 1 Feb 68. l
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Cl During Secretary of Defense review of the AC-lru$/K
force, the Air Staff on 10 February 1968 assigned AFLC ma.nagei'

ment of the AC-[9 program and directed an all-out effort.
The first AC-119Grs were due in SEA by July 1968, AC-119K's by
November 1968. Inasmuch as the program funding was already
assured, AFLC could go ahead with procuring long-leadtime items'
The Air Staff harbored misgivings over possible competition
between the AC-130 and AC-U$G/K programs for sensor, gun and
illuminator subsystems. It cautioned AFLC and AFSC the aims of
both programs had to be met.l2

I

€l The Air Force Logistics Command picked WRAIMA as
project manager for the AC-119 modifications on 10 February and
the latter created a program office the same day. Maj. Gen.
Francis C. Gideon, WRAMA Commander, quickly selected Col'
John M. Christenson as overall manager and formed a special
engineering team within the WRAMA Service Engineering Division to
expedite the work.13 WRAMA perused the proposed program and
advised AFLC a higher priority for the project "compatible with or
greater than that assigned the C-130" would be needed if schedule
deadlines were to be met. It further proposed the C-119rs undergo
IRAN concurrently with the reconfiguration and that some equipment be removed from other aircraft to overcome delays foreseen
with new procurement.l4
'.

WRAMA believed Fairchild-Hiller, manufacturer of the
C-119, could best accompLish the modification program.lS Ttre
firm had completed engineering work on the AC-119G prototyperoin
early February which lent further weight toward its selection.
On L? February 1968, WRAMA awarded a letter contract to the
company for modification and IRAN of 51 C-119ts (the prototype was
separate). Fairchild-Hillerrs Aircraft Service Division at St.
Augustine, F1a. , would do the bulk of the work. Cost estimates

9r

t

'''Informal discussions had aLready reveaLed that OSD recognized deployment of more gunships as "an immediate and valid
requirement. " [Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF, subj: AC-119 Gunship
Force, 8 Feb 68. ]
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aerospace ground equipfor the project--including IRAN spares,._and
*17

ment (AGE)--totaled about $81 million.

the Air Staff designated the AC-119G/K
At On 21 Februaryi'18
It also told AFLC and AFSC the high
pro3ecl "Combat Hornet.
precedence rating of AC-130 components now applied to certatn
Lquipment items 1f tn" AC-IgG prototype and the first six follow-on
aircraft. These were: NODrs, FLIRIs' DPN-34 radars' 20-kw
illuminators, SPR-3 radars, associated fire-control system computers'
as well as ?.62-mm and 20-mm guns. The Air Force kept tight

rein on these high ratings and used them solely to meet, aircraft
were procureo
delivery schedules. Other Combat Hornet items19

under the previously assigned precedence rating'

I

WRAMA suggested to AFLC that the C-119's be obtained
from one or two units tf Continental Air Command (CAC) rattrer than
securing a few aircraft from several units. The one or tv&gnits
and
could then give up AGE and spare parts along with the aircraft
20
thereby expedite ihe evenhral AC-119 deployment to SEA'

(U)

6. On 24 February Deputy Secretary of Defense Nitze32approved
Ac-llg
Secretary Brown's mixed gunship force plans, including the
gunships for sEA. He stipulated that the achral AC-119 deplo.yment
(DAR)+

system
be funneled through the deployment adjustment request
AC-47
force'ZL
the
for
need
and contain an analysis on the continuld

The commander in chief, Pacific command, sent the
Joint chiefs of staff a deployment request for the mixed gunship
force on 3 March 1968. The proposal would add 1,161 personnel in
South Vietnam for supporting 32 AC-119ts, 38? in Thailand for 8
AC-130's, and 20 in Okinawa for maintaining AC-119rs/AC-13y"'22

n

*Air Fo"ce Modification Requirement

t

1932 (FS-2151/C-119K),
20 March 1968, formally directed conversion of 26 c-119G aircraft
to AC-119K gunships. These aircraft would have two additional
at an approximate cost of $110,000 per airJ-B5GE-12 3-t
"rrgit.s
frame. Ttre Air Force chose the J-85 engine for its 5,700 pounds
of thrust at an additional weight of 1,500 pounds and because it was
already in use on the c-123K which eased its logistic support.
*Th" DAR enabled OSD to monitor force changes with regard

to theater manpower ceilings.
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At about this time, the President had announced a new ceiling

on

SEA force increases, based on MACV recommendations. Known
as Program 6 and disclosed by the JCS on 6 April, it tifted the
South Vietnam ceiling by 24,500 to a total of 549,500. It 4i{ not
provide for the 1,161 spaces CINCPAC asked for to support th-e
AC-119ts, however.25 The JCS held off seeking a further rise in
the ceiling because of the timing of CINCPACIs request with
respect to the new ceiling approval. Instead, the JCS asked
CINCPAC to rework the AC-119 requirement to fit Program 6 manpower limits. 24 This quickened study of ways to squeeze more
gunships into South Vietnam 25 for at stake now was a possible
trade-off with another desired program. Discussions on the matter
continued for some months.
Planning AC-119 Crew Training

Gl Amid AFLC modification actions and high-1evel.force
decisions, TAC planned AC-119 crew training. It had tailored a
fairly complete training program by the middle of February. Continental Air Command--responsible for releasing the Reserve C-119rs
--would also condJrct simulator, field, and Phase I trainingx-{rrough
the 302d Tactical Airlift Wing at Clinton County AFB.26 CAC
evaluated base facilities on 6-? February and reported it could
handle the planned training.2T It set a 20 March 1968 starting date
for Phase I training which was essentially crew checkout. ATC and
TAC would administer peculiar equipment and sensor training and
all Phase II flight training. TAC activated the 4413th CCT*$quadron (under SA_[C) to begin Phase II training on 1 March at Lockbourne AFB. 28
Modification Proceeds

(0 The Air Force Secretaryts queries{' on tripling the number
of gunships triggered a fluruy of activity in late March 1968 (see
Chapter III). Several force options furnished the Secretary by the
*One question put
to the Air Staff by Secretary Brown: t'Does
the staff recommend a mixture of tGt and rKt models within SEA
units in order to meet Army fire support requirem.ents in the most
economical fashionr ;zet also have an improved day/night interdiction and truck killing capability at hand?" [Memo (S), Brig Gen
Fred W. Vetter, Jr., Mil Asst to SAF, to Asst Vice C/S, subi:
Increased Gunship Force, 2 Apr 68. ]
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Air Staff impacted little on final
program

>

;
'b

AC-119

of. 52 gunships remained

plans. The AC-lfgG/K

firm.29

Al Slippage in the procurement of several equipment items
(other than sensors and guns) loomed in April 1968. To keep gunships and gas furbines on schedule, Headquarters USAF extended
the high precedence rating to them. During the first 3 weeks of
May, it likewise put electronic components worth $t. g mittion on
priority lists, pushing up total program costs. To curb repeated
requests for high precedence ratings and rising expendifures, Air
Force Headquarters told AFLC it would turn down any further
appeals for special coverage. Forced to relent on 3 July, it
granted a high precedence authorization to cover illuminators,
image-intensifier tubes, and control switches when it seemed that
slippage of these items would retard the overall program. Air
Force Headquarters later reviewed procurement actions and discovered a number of high-priority contracts for AC-119 items being
funded from production allotments in place of research and development money. It accordingly cracked down harder on the more costly

high-priority procurement.

30

(€1, Trouble beset procurement of guns for the AC-119G as
modification got under way. At first it was thought 7. 62-mm guns
from the AC-47's could be switched to the AC-119G's. The AC-119
fleet expanded beyond mere AC-47 replacement, however, and new
sources had to be found. A search uncovered sufficient SUU-ll
gun pods for 10 AC-lIgGrs and 39 SUU-II pods in Seventh Air Force
hands slated for AC-47's operated by the VNAF. The AC-119
programfs higher precedence halted the VNAF installation. In addition, Seventh Air Force had another 16 gun pods inoperative due to
parts. PACAF cautioned against using these pods and urged instead
that AFLC speed up procurement of 1\D(U-470A modules.3l WRAMA
originally intended to use the 39 SUU-II pods earmarked for the
VNAF but in the middle of March 1968 arranged with the Army for
enough guns to satisfy the programrs monthly requirements. 32 On 18
March WRAMA notified PACAF it no longer needed the SUU-l1 gun
pods in SEA.33 In May WRAMA awarded the General Electric
Company a $1. 3 million letter contract for new ?. 62-mm gun
modules (MXU-4?0A's) that would in time meet gunship needs.34

(U) Difficulties with Fairchild-Hiller on certain items surfaced
at the outset of the modification program--the smoke-evacuation
system being a chief case in point. Survival of aircraft and crew
was at stake if a magnesium flare ignited. The fire would fill the
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plane with blinding choking smoke, impairing vision and morpanent.
The Air Force specified that to be safe a smoke-removal system
had to clear ttre smoke in l0 seconds. since the AC-4? had such
a system' Fairchild-Hiller was expected to have little trouble with
an AC-119 design. Notwithstanding, on 19 April 1968 the Air Force
notified the company it was dissatisfied with their systemts potential
deficiencies and the contractorts attifude toward fulfilling requirements. Tests supported wRAMAts position and the contractor made
adjustments largely in the location of the air-inlet scoops. Successful tests of the smoke-evacuation system at Eglin AFB on 26 June
ended months of strained relations between the Air Force and
Fairchild-Hiller over ttre matter. 35
rrv€l

C

WRAMA hosted logistic support conferences from time to
time as the C-119 modiiications made headway. A Zg-25 April
1968 meeting on AC-130iAC-1I9 support was one of the most
meaningful. The representatives'k discussed ways to ease problems
and coordinate aircraft delivery actions. They hammered out a
revised production schedule specifying delivery of 26 AC-119G's from
21 May through 22 october 1968 and the Ac-llgK's from 14 october
to 3I March 1969. The monthly forecast was:

1968
1969
May Jun JuI Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar
AC-119G238454

24667

AC-119K

k

The conferees confirmed the distribution of lB AC-llgG's to PACAF
and eight to TAC with a like breakout for the AC-llgK's. They
agreed that deployment deadlines would tightly limit testing of the
AC-119rs in the United States. As for logistic support, the representatives believed it would tah e up to a year for the Air Force to assemb1e an inventory of necessary spares. up to that time, contractor
support would supply peculiar items and AGE for the Ac-llg prog*"-.36
'''R"prusentatives were from Headquarters USAF, AFLC, PACAF,
TAC, CAC, Air Training Command (ATC), ASD, WRAMA, Oklahoma
City Air Materiel Area (OCAMA), Ogden Air Materiel Area (OOAMA),
San Antonio Air Materiel Area (SAAMA), lst ACWg, 44IBth CCT Wg,
SAWC, General Electric, and Fairchild-Hil1er.

a
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Cf Fairchild-Hiller delivered the first AC-119G gunship to
the Air Force on 2l May 1968.37 TAC received it on 9 June and

instantly began limited flight-testing side by side with instructorcddre upgrading. By 15 June two instructor pilots drawn from
AC-47 instructor crews had trained four new instructor pilots.
The achievement owed much to TACts bomowing two CAC C-119G's
to accelerate its training program.38 With this limited instructor
upgrading, the 44l3th CCT Squadron accepted its first training
class for Southeast Asian dutv on 3 Julv.39
AC-119G Testing and Evaluation

Tactical Air Commandts Special Operations Forces conducted the AC-119G test and evaluation (Gtegory III OT&E) ef Eglin
AFB. It included testing of the fire-control system, NOD, illumination systems, smoke-removal system, flare launcher, and overall aircraft performance. The total 25 test sorties flown during
9-30 June took over 53 flying hours. Equipment problems and
delays developed. For example, a modified computer didntt arrive
until 21 June and its ematic operation prompted test personnel to
term the offset performance of the fire-control system unsatisfactory.
Even more serious was the aircraftts failure to reach Air Force
profile standards. x40 The AC-119G had to iustain a 200-foot-perminute rate of climb with one engine feathered during hot-day conditions at a gross weight of 62,000 pounds. Minimum loiter time was
specified as 4 hours out of total sortie time of 5 hours and 40

C

minutes.

(}

Test personnel saw that the AC-119Gts combat configuration would go over the 62,000 weight, forcing a cutback in fuel load
and in turn loiter time.4l On 21 June WRAMA proposed reducing the
single-engine rate-of-climb requirement to 100 feet-per-minute but
'FThe Seventh Air Force typical day/night mission profile went
like this: start engines, lift off, and climb to 3,000 feet MSL; cruise
5 minutes to orbit start; loiter 4 hours at 130 KIAS (knots indicated
air speed); climb to 5,000 feet MSL; 40-NM dash at 180 KIAS to
target area; I hour in attack mode, including descent to 3, 500 feet
MSL, expend ammunition and flares; climb to 5,000 feet and cruise
60 NM to home base; land with 1,000 pounds of fuel reserve. [Ltr
(C), Col William S. Underwood, ?th AF pii /Programs, to DPL,
subj: AC-119G Performance Improvement Conference, 13 Aug 68.]
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this was furned do*rr42 and tests on the SEA mission profile capabilities continued. The final test report recommended that AFLC
conduct a weight-reduction program.43 On I JuIy TAC informed

Headquarters USAF that tests confirmed "weight, performance,
and capability problems exist in the AC-119G. "44 On 11 July Gen.
Gabriel P. Disosway, TAC Commander, report ed to Gen. John P.
McConnell, Air Force Chief of Staff, on a meeting he had on the
subject with commanders'l' and other key Air Force officers.'qr
General Disosway said: "'We are in agreement that the AC-119G as
presently configured will not provide the desired SEA combat capability. We strongly recommend the deployment be delayed until the
deficiencies are corrected. t'45

3 l{eadquarters USAF directed a conference be convened at
Warner-Robins AFB rrto discuss alternatives for improving the aircraft performance in order to meet mission requirements. t'46 For
the conference Air Force Headquarters asked: (1) WRAMA to
identify nonessential items for removal to reduce the AC-119G's
weight, + Q) PACAF and Seventh Air Force to review mission requirements and recommend removal of specific equipment items
and/or reduction of the 200-foot-per-minute rate-of-c1imb standard,
and (3) TAC to brief results of the AC-119Gts Category III test and
suggest any improvements.4T The disappointing AC-119G test results
and this call for a weight-reduction conference shattered optimism
about meeting the deployment goals. 48
On 26 July 1968 WRAMA hosted the 2-day AC-119 weightreduction and performance-improvement conference at the FairchildHiller plant, St. Augustine, Fla. , rather than at Warner-Robins
AFB. In attendance were representatives from Headquarters USAF,
PACAF, TAC, AFLC, Seventh Air Force, and the contractor. The

G

f
1

'''Gen. George S. Brown who assumed command of Seventh Air
Force on 7 August 1968; Gen. James Ferguson, Commander, Air
Force Systems Command; Gen. Jack G. Merrell, Commander, Air
Force Logistics Command; and Gen. Joseph J. Nazzaro, Commander
in Chief, Pacific Air Forces.
+'The
AC-119G's weight problem had arisen because many components being installed proved heavier than expected. Also, PACAF
had drawn up the mission profile after modifications had begun and
performance standards were more stringent than the engineers
anticipated.
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conferees determined the G modelrs total weight when ready for
takeoff was 66,282 pounds--3,350 pounds excess. *49 In the
course of lengthy discussions over 30 items+ were listed for
remo'ral, weighing a total of 3, 2?? pounds. 50 Nearly 1, 500 por:nds
of such equipment would be removed in Southeast Asia. Removirig
the rest of the excess weight would be up to Fairchild-Hiller or
wRAmR. + sr

The conferees believed PACAF and Seventh Air Force
needed to adopt the weight-reduction recommendation and at the
same time relax the single-engine climb-rate standard from 200 to
100 feet-per-minute. (They emphasized that 100 feet-per-minute was
standard for the AC-47.) The only alternative would be to strip an
additional 3,500 pounds from the AC-119. This would of necessity
be gunship peculiar equipment such as sensors and, guns, thefUcy
degrading gunship capabilities. 52 Headquarters USAF pondered
these recommendations then let PACAF know the SEA mission profile
could be met by adopting the conferencers initial weight-reduction
recommendation together with lowering the single-engine rate-ofclimb standard to 100 feet-per-minute. Air Force Headquarters
stressed that the lower standard of performance afforded "adequate
operational safety. " Moreover, the AC-119 would be given a pilotoperated jettisonable flare launcher, weighing about 1,100 pounds

il

'r'The empty airframe weighed 5I,284 pounds; 7.62-rnrn ammunition and flares--3,195 pounds; crewr crew equipment, and oil-3,246
pounds; fuel to fly a 5Il2-hour mission--8,55? pounds. [Figurtls on
the excess weight vary widely. I Lt. Col. Harold E. Mitchell, gunship
officer, 14th SOWg, reported an excess of 4,800 pounds. [Ltr (S), Lt.
CoI. Harold E. Mitchell to DCO, 14th SOWg, subj: AC-119G Trip
Report (ca Aug 1968). l
*Thu items included: heaters, armorplating, oxygen bottles, fire
extinguishers, inboard fuel tanks, engine dust covers, troop-seat
brackets, winches, certain types of wiring, static lines and fittings,
some electronic equipment, shackles, and loading-jacks and brackets.
*Th.r" had been some disenchantment with Fairchild-Hillerts
management ability over the months of modification. WRAMA officials
found the company not only slow in developing a satisfactory smokeevacuation system but inadequate in its reliability/maintainability
program, weak in quality control, and poor in control over vendors.
IWRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), 4q-49S14 Gunship Program,
1967-19?0 (Proiect Combat Hornet) (WRAMA, Mar 1971), pp 34-3?. l
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with flares. Jettisoning the launcher in an emergency would boost
the single-engine rate of climb to around 150 feet-per-minute.*53

G On 15 August 1968 PACAF replied it would lower the rateof-climb criterion to 100 feet-per-minute. It urged "comprehensive
fLight testing before deployment" after the gunship's weight had been
reduced. The command conveyed concern over armorplate removal,
thinking it would make the gunship unsatisfactory for day missions.54
--8'
The Air Force looked for the best way to accomplish the
weight-reduction program, expecting it to require some 350 manhours. On 24 August WRAMA suggested the aircraft be cycled
through the contractorrs St. Augustine plant rather than having
contract/depot field teams attempt the job. WRAMA assumed weightreduction engineering could be completed by 20 September' engineering for other deficiencies by 27 September. It forecast the first
aircraft entering recycling on I November with a flow time of 15
days for each aircraft. The estimated cost of the program was
$664,000. cD The Air Staff accepted the pian and Fairchild.-Hiller
reworked the AC-119G aircraft.

A

($

Ttre slow resolution of the theater headroom problem
softened the jolt of the weight-reduction program to the SEA deployment schedule. For almost 6 months after Deputy Defense Secretary
Nitzers approval of the AC-119rs in February 196B, work had focused
on fitting the force under the headroom ceiling by trade-offs in other
areas. One way had always been to replace AC-4?ts with AC-119rs.
On 13 July 1968, however, Headquarters USAF urged CINCPACAF to
ttexhaust all other possibilities" before considering this action.56
Other courses had proven most difficult as General Momyer,
Seventh Air Force Commander, commented: "we have no room for
maneuver on these directed programs. MACV is confronted with
deficits they consider of more importance than these service interest
programs. t' General Momyer saw the answer in taking AC-119ts on
a one-for-one trade with the AC-4?ts. Even then, this woultF'*'equire 33? more spaces which Momyer "agreed to dig. . . out of my
hide. " He reported to Gen. Bruce K. Holloway, Air Force

pilot said survival in an emergency at
rate of climb on one engine demanded perfect
crew performance. A minute was a long time to a pilot trying to
reach an altitude not much higher than good-sized trees. [Intvw (U)'
authorivith Col Joe T. Pound, Asst for Res Affails (AFR), Dir/Aerosp
Prgms, 27 Jun ?2 (Colonel Pound commanded the 930th Tactical Airlift
Group (TAGp), (CAC), when it was mobilized to form the ?lst SOSq). l
"rAn experienced C-119

100 foot-per-minute

{
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Vice Chief of Staff, that General Abrams, MACV Commander,
favored this one-for-one trade and was receptive to a message to
CINCPAC and the JCS along these lines. General Momyer restated his concern with the t'operational deficienciestt of the':l\€*119
which he felt made it "less desirable than the AC-47 in many
respects. t' He cautioned that if at all possible ttwe not go for a
complete replacement of the 32 AC-47s.t'57

(rl During the AC-119ts modification, Seventh Air Force had
doubted the gunshiprs capabilities--especially that of the G rna{eI.
On 20 July it predicted trouble, noting the AC-119G was "not suited
for night operations over heavily canopied jungles or rugged
mountainous terrain where targets are not easily identified. " Seventh
similarly scored the AC-119G as inflexible because it had but one
sensor, the night observation device. SB In mid-1968 the Seventh
Air Force ad hoc Program Review Committee (cost-review panel)
addressed the question: "should the AC-119 Gunship force programmed for introduction into the theater be deferred as a costsavings measure ?" The panel reported that the AC-119G was so
"underpowered with a full fuel load and ordnance that on station
time will be sacrificed for ordnance capability or vice versa.rr It
likewise criticized the ?.62-mm minigunf s "hitting power. " ",ple
gunrs top slant-range effectiveness of 5,500 feet would be potent
against personnel but do scant damage to buildings, bunkers, or
trenches. The cost-reduction panel viewed the AC-119K in a more
favorable light due to that gunshipts auxiliary jet engines and 20-mm
guns. Despite anxiety over the AC-119Gts anticipated performance,
the panel rejected a deferment of the two AC-119 squadron deployment. 59 Headquarters USAF tried to reassure Seventh Air Force
regarding the AC-119G. "T?re Air Staff, " it advised t'is well aware
of these deficiencies in its current configuration and its shortcomings as a combat aircraft. We are endeavoring to assure
correction of these deficiencies that are correctable. "60

At one time hope had existed that all AC-Il9Grs could be
configured into AC-119K's thus ridding the G model of deficiencies
that disfurbed commanders in southeast Asia. After sfudy the Air
Staff gave up the idea because: (l) converting 26 AC-llgGts into
K's would slip Ac-119G deployment 4 or b months; and (2) expandAt

ing AC-119K|s beyond one squadron would demand more J-Bb jet
engines, seriously hurting the C-123K modification and maybe
other programs. In short, configuring all AC-l1grs to the K model

d*efir
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was clearly advantageous but the
to do in a fairlv short time. 61

Air staff didntt think it

prap.*Lcal

Readying AC-119G Deployment

(C) With the approach of autumn, the several-times-delayed
deployment of the AC-119rs came closer to reality. On 11 October
1968 the Air Force had officially accepted the last of the 26
AC 119G's as it ended modification and IRAN. On the other hand,
only the first aircraft had gone through all test phases and begun
its weight-reduction at Fairchild-Hillerrs St. Augustine plant.62
(U) Production delays stretched the time for readying support
equipment and refining supply procedures. On 20 September 1968
the Air Force contracted logistic support from Fairchild-Hiller:
The agreement called for the company to keep men around the clock
at main support bases in SEA. Initially, they would perform
"depot overhaul and depot supply" servites for contractor-furnished
equipment and modified government-furnished parts. Various
civilian specialists would remain in SEA for 6 months. AFLC used
normal budget channels to fund the contract. 63
Al As weight-trimming of the AC-119's moved 1'o",ry3pi,righe
support equipment was collected and shipped to combat-theater
locations. In october t96B the stock 1evel of various support items
ranged from 77 percent for common AGE to g2 percent for common
spare parts. Equipment peculiar to the AC-119G was to be delivered
from December 1968 to June 1969 by Fairchild-Hiller. WRAMA
dispatched a 9-man rapid area supply support team to Southeast
Asia on B November to smooth out the receipt, identification, and
storage of spare parts and support items. 64
(U) The late arrival of the AC-119G's in South Vietnam also
allowed extra time for completion of the base support facilities.
At Tan Son Nhut AB, for example, the programmed revetment
area and operations/maintenance facility slipped months beyond
completion dates in the Seventh Air Force program.65 Back in May
1968' the 14th Air commando wing had alerted seventh Air Force

Headquarters that Red Horse (engineering/construction units)
resources were Itnot sufficient to accomplish assigned Combat Hornet
projects within required time frames. "66 The Gunship IIIik deployment slippage undoubtedly eliminated some severe crowding problems
that loomed with the original mid-1968 goal.67
'''Gunship

III--A term

denoting the AC-llgG (cal1 sign Shadow)

and/or the AC-119K (call sign Stinger).

,,
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G Composition of the AC-119G unit added one more deployment complication. To keep abreast of the Gunship III timetable,
c-119G
the Air Force had decided in early 1968 to take both{'68
On 13 May
aircraft and personnel from the Air Force Reserve.
(CAC),
a C-119 Reserve unit
1968 the 930th Tactical Airlift Group
based at Bakalar AFB, Ind., was called^up for 24 rnonths active
service with the Tactical Air Command. 69 The 930th's 71st
Tactical Airlift Squadron was redesignated the 71st Special Operations Squadron and TAC beefed it up with 930th Group resources,

including over 300 of the 383 personnel mobilized.+ During 1-15
June 1968, TAC moved the ?lst Squadron from BakaLar to Lockbourne AFB, where its personnel formed the buLk of the first
AC-119G training classeJ. Most of the ?Lst's men were experienced
and qualified in C-119 crew and support positions, so the training
stressed equipment'and procedures peculiar to the gunship. TLre
C-lIgGrs of the ?lst SOSq were gradually sent to St. Augustine for
IRANimodification or to other units as replacements fod their commitment to the modification program. The Air Staff ordered men
from various USAF sources to fully man the 71st Special Operations
&;;;;;, id-*ii"tt was scheduled to depart for sEA on 27 July 1968.71
Delays in the dejparture ensued however.

{

4

With the ?1st Special Operations Squadron composed*gf
many reserviStS ordered to active duty, concern grew over the
future release of this force to inactive duty. On 4 September 1968,
as the ?lst Squadron awaited deployment to SEA, TAC hosted a conference on the matter. A proposaL emerged cal'ling for these actions:
(1) deploy the ?lst SOSq with the AC-119G's between November 1968
and January 1969 (based on aircraft availability)' Ql exchange
AC-119Grs for SEA AC-4?'s one for one, (3) gear training of AC-119K

C

.

'rThe C-119 had been out of the Regular

since

1956.

Air Force inventory

+AU ul"*ents of the 930th TAGp were initially included in the
mobilization order and personnel given a 30-day notice. On I May
lg68--barely 5 days before the mobiLizal,ion--the Air Force defemed
mobiLization of certain support eLements (930th Supply Squadron,
930th Tactical Hospital, 930th Combat Support Squadron, and 930th
Communications Flight). This triggered personal problems and rearrangement of personal affairs for men in the deferred units-creating morale headaches. [Msg (U), CSAF to CAC, IVIAC, TAC,
AFLC, AFCS, HQ Comd, Chief National Guard Bureau, USAFMPC,
HQ AWS, subj: MobiLization of Air Reserve Forces Units, 0820232 M,ay
6B.l
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personnel to aircraft deliveries and deploy in the fourth quarter of
fiscal year 1969, (4) return the 71st SOSq to the United States in
the fourth quarter of fiscal 1969 in a one-for-one trade of AC-119Krs
for AC-119Gts, and (5) inactivate the TIst SOSq in the fourth
quarter of fiscal 1969. The conferees expected that the AC-119Kts
could begin deployment and commence the trade with the AC-119Gts
thusly: three in April 1969, seven in May, and eight in June.
(This would equip a squadron of 16 AC-119Krs and allow 2 AC-119Krs

for attrition. )72

ef In its initial review of the TAC conference proposal, Headquarters USAF noted that w ith AC-119K crew training beginning in
October 1968, the April 1969 deployment wcmld impose some lfrtsonal
hardships. It also cautioned that the trade-off for AC-47's--with
their possible transfer to Vietnamese, Thai, or Laotian Air Forces-might have to exceed one for one, to tuck the increased AC-119
?3 The Air
squadron personnel under the theater manpo*"r
"uiling.
Staff received more favorably the conferencefs suggestion that the
Reserve personnel be demobilized in the fourth quarter of fiscal
year 1969. It oriented planning toward this goal.
)
3

Adoption of the foregoing proposal would have shaped a gunship posture in South Vietnam of one 16-aircratt AC-47 squadron
and one 16-aircraft AC-119K squadron. General Brown, Seventh
Air Force Commander, thought this unsatisfactory and reiterated that
AC-119G's and AC-119K's should be deployed as additive forces--a
squadron of AC-119G!s and one of AC-119K!s as originally approved.
Seventh Air Force plans rested on a four-gunship-squadron concept
and the General resisted any basic alteration to them.'r74 As for
the headroom problem, he felt that the proposed move of the ABCCC
to Thailand and new personnel accounting procedures might offer
possible sp"c"s.75

O) General Nazzaro, Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Forces,
chose the middle ground on the deployment/headroom issue. qt
notified General McConnell, Chief of Staff, on 25 September 1968
that the enemyrs stepped-up infiltration and attacks on populated
areas and military installations proved the need for two AC-119 squadrons. Nevertheless, by reason of manpower ceilings and possible
disruptive effects of a short-term AC-119G deployment, the
'kThese plans were embodied in Programmed Action Directive
(PAD) 68-115, 6 June 1968.
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PACAF commander recommended: (1) retention of two AC-47
squadrons, (2) holding the 71st Special Operations Squadron in t?re
United States, and (3) earliest possible deployment of the one
AC-119K squadron. He figured that a complete AC-119K squadron
would need 662 manpower spaces. These could be covered by 454
spaces coming available from the move of the ABCCC from Da Nang,
South Vietnam, to Udorn, Thailand, and over 300 spaces by other
actions. General Nazzaro judged the alternatives entailing AC-47
trade-offs least desirable. Even so, he outlined how more AC-4?rs
could be furned over to South Vietnam, Laos, or Thailand should
n*f
such trade-offs be required. T6

lC Debate over the headroom spaces and the AC-119 deployment extended into November. Air Force Headquarters dismissed
the idea of inactivating the ?lst SOSq with its replacement by
AC-119Krs. It likewise rejected PACAFTs recommendation for holding the AC-119G squadron in the United States. The search quickened for ways to shoehorn Gunship III manpower within the Vietnam
headroom ceiling. In October the Air Staff approved 301 'spaces for
AC-119G/ AC-47 trade-off actions. * When these spaces were combined with those gained from accounting adjustments and the -contemplated move of the ABCCC to Thailand, enough headroom wdd
exist for deployment of one AC-119 squadron. Even then, the Ranch
Hand trade-off awaited CINCPAC and MACV approval and there was

a question on the counting of transients in personnel strength figures.
As of 10 October 1968, Seventh Air Force was razor-cIose to its
ceiling--just 82 undeq (inchrding the transients) and leaving no room
for an AC-119 unit.7? The 662 spaces wanted for the AC-119K +
squadron presented yet another headache but one less time-pressing.
A11 the same, PACAF reported by November it could allow deployment of three AC-119Gts in November, seven in December, and eight
in January.TB These aircraft would be additions to the AC-4?ts in
sEA'
I
g, Deputy Defense Secretary Nitze approved on 27 November
1968 the deployment to South Vietnam of the 71st Special Operations
*It obt"i.red

18? of these spaces by withdrawing certain Ranch
(defoliation)
Hand
personnel and the rest from various other Air
Force -operated activities.
+'In
October Seventh Air Force saw the only way to fit this
squadron in was to cut the tactical fighter force or the remainder
of the Ranch Hand mission.
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Squadron (ttre AC-tIgG unit). He coupled the approval to a request
for restudy of the need for the AC-47's. Deputy Secretary Nitze
asserted: "I am not convinced we need to retain the two AC-4t
squadrons in the U. S. force in South Vietnam. " He proposed
consideration of these points: tt(I) the requirement for additional
gunships as opposed to deletion of the AC-47rs, el the acceleration
of the turnover of AC-4?s to RVNAF, and (3) retention of the four
gunship squadrons and withdrawal of two tactical fighter squadrons. "
Mr. Nitze wanted this analysis ahead of any deployment request
for the second AC-119 squadron. T9

V, The approval by Deputy Secretary Nitze roughly coincided
with the completion of the 71st Special Operations Squadronrs
training. The reservists, augmented by active duty members, had
progressed through the 4413th CCT Squadronrs program at Lockbourne
AFB and were considered ready for the combat-theater commitment
in November. Most of these men had crewed the C-119 Flying
Boxcar but they now transitioned from paradrops to side-firing
passes. The instruction climaxed with day- and night-firing on the
range at Camp Atterbury, Ind. B0 Ttre combat crewls* had f,een
hampered and delayed in their training by such problems as inoperable fire-control-system computers in the first four aircraft or but
were now prepared to ferry the AC-119Grs to South Vietnam and
start theater familiari zation. 82
O A WRAMA conference of 4 November 1968 went into the
feruying of the AC-119Gts to South Vietnam. The conferees agreed
to remove four guns (960 pounds) and their mounts (328 pounds) and
to install a 500-ga11on rubberi"zed tank for extra fuel 1oad. The air-'
craft would fly in pairs-from St. Augustine to Nha Trang via:
McClellan AFB, Ca1if. ; McChord AFB, Wash.; Elmendorf AFB,
Alaska; Adak; Midway; Wake; Kadena AB, Okinawa; and Clark AB,
Philippines. The guns and mounts would be shipped to Nha*Trang
so as to amive at the same time as the aircraft. 83
P) Later in November, Seventh Air Force questioned 14th
Special Operations Wing plans for employing AC-119GIs in armed
reconnaissance and interdiction roles. It told the Wing that
General Brown desired Phase I of the AC-119G combat evaluation
.-Each crew
comprised two pilots, two navigators (one a
NOD operator), one flight engineer, two gunners, and one loadmaster.
-L
The aircraft actuallv deployed singly.

{t*fr.
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'to center on a comparison of AC-119G and AC-41 capabilities in
the AC-47rs current role. The specified priorities were:
Priority

Mission
Close fire support of friendly troops in contact

L

with the enemy.

Close fire support of U. S. and friendly military
instalLations including forts and outposts.

2

Close fire support of strategic hamlets' gillages'
-t
and district towns.

3

Preplanned armed reconnaissance and interdiction
of hostile areas and infiltration routes.

4

5

Search and rescue support.

6

Night armed escort for road and close offshore
convoys.

n
,

Illumination for night fighter strikes.

B

Harassment and interdiction.
"8t

Air Force said that the evaluation of armed reconnaissance
and interdiction should be defemed until the later phases of the
Seventh

combat test. *84

AC-119G Testing and Combat Evaluation

€t

The advance elements of the 71st Special Operations
in place at Nha Trang by mid-lecemblr 1968. 85

Squadron were

*An AC-119 mission statement eventually emerged: "Totrearch
out enemy infiltration routes, installations and destroy his means to
wage war, respond with fire power and illumination in close support
of strategic hamlets under night hostile attacks, supplement strike
aircraft in defense of friendly forces, provide harassing interdicting
fire support, to provide escort for convoys and to respond as
directed in support of defense of friendly forces. " JHist (S), 14th
SOWg, 1 Jan-30 Mar 69. l
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The first two AC-119Grs left Lockbourne AFB on 5 December and
touched down at Nha Trang on 27 December--a total of four
AC-119Grs arriving there by the end of the month. TAC and PACAF
maintenance personnel set to work at once. They reinstalled and
adjusted the miniguns, removed the special ferry fuel tanks' and
in general got the aircraft operationally ready. This proved a
stifler 3ob ihan expected. The first AC-119G arrivedwith a broken
gunsighi, hard nosewheel steering, poorly functioning hydraulic
system, inoperative-spark advance on one engine, and a faulty
iiluminating device. B6
seventh Air Force plans called for the 71st special operations Squadron to furnish air support mainly in the southern portion
of the Republic of Vietnam. The AC-119K unit (designated the l8th
special operations squadron) would be assigned to the northern
ptrtion. Nha Trang, Headquarters of the present 14th Special
bperations Wing, would serve as the main support base for the ?lst
SOSq as well as the location for five AC-]I9G's. Forward operating
AB (OLAA)--six
locations were to be established at Phan Rang
jfive
AC-119G's' 87
AC-119G's; and at Tan Son Nhut AB (OLAB)The first AC-119Gts would fly combat missions out of Nha Trang'

€|

The AC-119G (now called the Shadow)''' begSn oPerational
sorties and its combat evaluation. * From 5 JanuaryT to B March
196g (date of the last evaluation combat sortie), the evaluation team
analyzed the shadow gunshiprs performance in: combat air patrol
for base and hamlet defsrse, interdiction' armed reconnaissance'

A

otrrr*r"rrr,

.p

t

the call sign "Creeptt had been authorized for
the AC-119G. A howl of indignation arose from the 71st sosq
shadow was
over this selection and a change of the call sign to (c),
14th-^
1968.
[Msg
requested, to be effective 1 December
68' l
Oct
2l
Sign'
CSGp to 7th AF, subj: 14th SOW Aircraft Call
+Th" evaluation (labeled Combat Guard) was conducted by a
TAC Task Force, commanded by Maj. Darrell D. wood of TACrs
1st special operations wing. The evaluation team had been in
place at Nha Trang since 2 December 1968.
*f,t. Cot. Donald Beyl flew the first combat flight in Shadow
41 (aircraft no. 905, mission no. 457il' He took off at 2226 and
landed at O254 on 6 January 1969, after expending 1,300 rounds of
7.62-rnmammunition. tgisi (S), l4th SoWg, l Jan-31 Mar 69, p 33.
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forward air controlling, and close air support missions. The
evaluation report revealed that the weapon system performed all
missions satisfactorily except forward air controlling. The aircraft was rather s1ow, hard to maneuver, &rrd vulnerable to enemy
fire--hence not well-suited to the forward air control ro1e.'! Four
of the five main subsystems--the NOD, side-firing guns, semiautomatic flare launcher, and fire-control system--demonstrated
"acceptable reliability and effective operation. " The illuminator
worked well until maintenance problems made it unreliable. As
>k

Col. Conrad S. Allman, 14th Special Operations Wing Commander (18 Mar 68-5 Mar 69) supported the negative conclusion on
forward air controlling. In his End of Tour Report he noted the
size and speed of the AC-lIgG made it impossible to maintain
either a constant target acquisition or constant visual contact with
the fighters--both essential to properly and safely direct a fighter
strike and adjust ordnance delivery. He flatly recommended discontinuance of the AC-119Gts use as a FAC. [Kott, The Role of
USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 23. l

1
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expected, the AC-119G had decided limitations: Its gross weight
usually held mission flying time to not more than 6 hours. The
miniguns were of limited value against vehicular traffic. Lack of
an all-weather capability crippled its operation in fog and haze.
A11 the evaluation missions took place in undefended or lightly
defended areas. The evaluators recommended the aircraft not be
used in a high-threat environment. BB

(C) Throughout the combat evaluation, the bulk of the targets
(gZt of 589) turned up during the harassment- and interdiction-type
missions. Such missions commonly grew out of armed reconnaissance operations. A Shadow gunship would be assigned to patrol a
t'box"--an area bounded by precise
coordinates. * To and within
the box area it navigated by TACAN with ground-radar backup.
Shadow kept a terrain clearance of 500 feet within 5 miles as it
pressed an unrestricted search for the target with the NOD or
visually by means of the flares/illuminator. When a target was

identified, the gunship plotted the coordinates and ca1led the iiirglrol-

ling agency for clearance to fire. (Often it dropped Mk-6 flares
(marker logs) to pinpoint the targetrs position. ) Upo+ receiirt of
firing clearance, Shadow climbed to 3, 500 feet AGL, - selected
usually a semiautomatic firing mode, banked into the left orbit, and
fired. Sometimes, the gunship dropped flares to illuminate the areas
and operated I or 2 guns, often at a slow rate (3,000 rounds-p,qiminute).

89

O) The evaluators had less trouble in assessing the results
of the close air support missions than the harassment and interdiction strikes. The Gunship III used its illuminator and flares
many times to assist troops in contact with the enemy. One Shadow
was directed to an outpost near Dak To and the ground unit asked
for flares and/or use of the illuminator. The enemy had lobbed
mortar rounds on the outpost and probed its perimeter but withdrew
when the gunship lit up the area. AC-119G firepower was even more
l

o'Many

of the boxes were located west of the cities of Kontum
and Pleiku where Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam converged.
*shadowts guns were boresighted
for 2,500 feet AGL and 3,500
feet AGL. Weather and the degree of threat from ground fire
dictated the altitude. At times it varied from a 1ow of 2,500 feet
AGL to a high of 5, 000 feet AGL. Most firing was from 3,500 feet
AGL.
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teIling. A Shadow attack on a suspected enemy troop concentration
and storage area north of Pleiku AB touched off B0 secondary
explosions. Another Shadow out of Nha Trang aided a U. S. Army
unit pinned down by the enemy. The call of the ground unitts
radio operator showed that the AC-119G had tilted the balance:
"Thanks a Iot, shadow, you made my trip home possible.tt90 The
evaluators concluded that the close air support role was the ttmost
effectivett one for the AC-llgG. 91
*r

t

{f
in the course of the combat evaluation
recorded noteworthy statistics, including 6 enemy killed and another
184 estimated killed. The Ac-119G's silenced five . b0-caliber gun
positions and destroyep or damaged 31 tmcks. Many secondary
explosions triggered by attacks on ammunition/fuel dumps, vehicles,
and base camps were confirmed. Shadow maintained an operational
readiness rate of 78. B percent over the evaluation period.92
Sfr"aow attacks

C? Vp to B March 1969, the AC-119G Shadows had reported
86 instances of ground fire but suffered only I hit. A shadow was
flying an interdiction mission near Da Nang when fire from an unknown type of small-arms weapon damaged the right wingtip. On
several Shadow flights, fighter escort suppressed AA fire.93
(G As the combat evaluation progressed more aircra ft and
crews came to south vietnam. By I March 1969 all 18 aircraft*
of the ?lst special operations squadron+ were in the combat theater.94
Ttre sdiluadron gained combat-ready status (rated c-1) on lI IVIarAr
1969. "" The complete deployment of this unit, commanded by Lt.
Co1. James E. Pyle, and the promising combat debut of the AC-119G.
--calIed a ttflying anachronismtt by one authority96--marked the
fruition of the months of arduous development and sharp debate over
the gunship force.

AC-119K P:gg.ses

Problems
"nd
At Meantimer work on the AC-119K's went on. WRAMA told
AFLC on 13 August 1968 that the modification pace was slowed by
adjustments on the cockpit configuration and $y nonreceipt of the
AN/AAD-4 FLIR and the 20-mm gun system."'The holdup of the
FLIRts from Texas Instruments created the more acute problem.

.'This included 16 unit-equipment
aircraft plus two not operationally active.
*L"tur designated l?th Special Operations Squadron.

f

.
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fixing aircraft schedules to the
availability of the infrared system and delivery of the first few
AC-119Kts to TAC and PACAF without FLIRts. These aircraft
would be fitted with the FLIR in the field later. 98 In August
WRAMA remained confident that four K models' minus the delayed
FLIR|s, would be ready in November for deployment to Southeast

In June

1968 WRAMA had proposed

Asia.99
j
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(U)

(U) The FLIR delivery problems were not so easily nor
quickly resolved. FaIl came and Texas Instruments let WRAMA
know it could not meet FLIR schedule deadlines' The priority
afforded the installation of the first eight FLIRTs in the AC-130A|s
drew out the delivery de1ay. By the first few days of October
1968, it was clear the first 18 AC-119K's coming out of

264

modification would have simply the basic components to accommodate and support the infrared sensor. *100

'

(U) Frustrated by the delays in the mission-essential FLIR,
that Texas Instruments had vastly t'over
committed"itself in agreeing to the delivery schedule. It thought
of canceling Fairchild-Hillerrs subcontract with the Texas firm
but dropped the idea upon realizing Texas Instruments was the one
company capable of filling the order within a reasonable time.
Hughes Aircraft, the only serious competitor, was at least a year
away from delivery of a comparable system.l0l
WRAIVIA complained

t

(U) To expedite.the FLIR delivery, a WRA1VIA Tiger Teamr
went to the Texas Instruments plant on 2 December 1968. A
revised schedule for FllR-equipped AC-119K's resulted:
FY

FY

1969

Feb Mar Apr

May

Jun

TACT2lO

0

PACAF

5

1970
Sep

Jul Attg
013

WRAMA estimated that the sensor could be installed in the AC-119K
in the field within I day, if necessary, utilizing 32 man-hours

(four men, B hours

"""1t1.102

(U) Despite the new schedule, doubt persisted about FLIR
deliveries. It was by no means certain that Texas Instruments had
the "bugs" out of the equipment. This became a fact when the
company notified the Air Force on 24 January 1969 it was suspending production of the sensors until design problems were licked
and the production line changed. In February 1969 the firm reported it might require 18 months to complete the contract and
(

-'-The

items or parts needed to support, secure, interconnect,
or accommodate the equipment are termed ttcroup Att components.
The operating unit itself is classed "Group B.tt The Group A
components of the AC-119K FLIR (installation brackets and wiring)
would be completed but the sensor (Group B) would not be available.
+'A
team that specialized in, studying and recommending
solutions to contractor production problems.
(This page is UNCLASSIFIED)
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need an additionat $5 million to cover costs. The Air Force had
no choice but to extend the letter contract with Texas Instruments
and to push any necessary reengineering, production, and de1ivu"y.103

Cl Texas Instrumentsr production difficulties impeded the
AC-130 and AC-1lgK programs. Troubles beset the air conditioning of the FLIRTs in the AC-130ts. Early versions of the FLIRts
proved hard to maintain, operated below standard, and failed often.
In the opening months of 1969, a dearth of spare parts made sr@J,y
and maintenance marginal for the higher-priority AC-130rs. To
lessen these support problems, AFSC proposed a redistribution of
the FLIR assets. It would first replace the AC-130 FLIR systems
in SEA and equip the other AC-130ts being readied for deployment.
AFLC, PACAF, TAC, and the Air Staff approved this plan even
though it would further delay the training and deployment of the
AC-119Kts. An ASD/contractor team visited Southeast Asia in

February 1969 and identified what modifications would improve the
FLIR operation and maintenance. These changes were then embodied
in Texas Instrumentst production models of the sensor.l04

(;

The first FLIR, originally d_qe_ at Fairchild-Hil1er in June
1968, did not arrive until 3 tUay fSOS.105 Installed in an airclEPt,
it underwent initial airborne tests on 20 May 1969.106 The Air
Force received the last FLIR in April 19?0--nearly a year Iater.
With this long delay and despite a lengthy hold on AC-119K deployment, three K models reached SEA without the FLIR installation.
They flew G-mode1 mission profiles until the sensors arrive6.107

3) The AC-119Kts excessive weight also plagued its modification program and deployment. Even before the first roll-outceremony for the AC-[9K (24 September 1968), the aircraftrs estimated weight raised ripples of concern. On B August 1968 TAC
suggested the weight problem be tackled at an AC-119K Performance
Improvement Conference, similar to the one held for the AC-119G.
TAC believed ttan early meeting would reduce impact upon aircraft
modification/deliveries as well as crew training and deployment. '108
WRAMA, however, evaluated the weight problem without recourse
to a formal meeting. On 23 August it informed AFLC that "total
weight of K model components increased 6946 pounds over initial
estimates, thereby decreasing mission durationi'+ One of the PACAF

*of this tota1,

2, Bzb pounds was common to the AC-119G
while 4,L21 pounds was equipment peculiar to the AC-119K.

:ild
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mission profiles--betatedly sent to WRAMA--showed that in addition
to the expected use of the AC-119Kts jet engines during takeoff and
climb, they were used in the attack phase. This would require
950 pounds of added fuel. WRAMA established a weight-redr-:ctic::
goal of 5,0?g pounds, of which 1,525 pounds could be cut via t@
same route as the AC-119Gts weight reduction. It mounted an allout effort to trim the remaining 3' 554 pounds.109
WRAMA sought to slim down the AC-119K by means other
than slripping it of selected items. One possibility was a carburetor
modification to permit operation of the R-3350 engines at a lean
mixture during higher power settings. A structural analysis of the
landing gear/nacelle was undertaken to determine if the ground
limit of 77,000 pounds could be scaled upward to the inflight limit
of 83,000 pounds. As a last resort, WRAMA would recommend to
PACAF a cutback in loiter-time requirements from 4 to 3 hours
and/or elimination of gr:nship items such as armorp1ating.ll0
Removal of armorplating had been previously avoided because PACAF
missions which exposed
wanted the AC-119K's to fly interdiction
*
ground
fire.
them to a larger-caliber

A

I
t

e

Gl On 27 September 1968 WRA1VIA reported a solution tfltn"
AC-119K weight problem (see Table 5). With it WRAMA believed
the aircraft could fly the most demanding SEA combat-mission profile and yet return to base with 1' 050 pounds of fuel. To drop the
weight outlined, the first few production aircraft would recycle. .lt.l
The majority sti1l in modification/IRAN would do it at St. Augustine."'
Preparation for AC-119K DgloymenL

(U)

Moves to organize trle AC-119K squadron paralleled the
modification, recycling, and testing of the AC-119K aircraft. Unlike
the ?lst Special Operations- Squadron, the new ,rtti1 would have many
A deployment conference in midaircraft b-efore
""1i.t41i61.112
December 1968 agreed to retain production aircraft I through 13 at

r
I

*CtttCpACAF stated on 15 August 1968 the "primary role of
(LOCS)
[the] AC-119K is night interdiction of lines of communication
as
as
well
to destroy wheeled or tracked vehicular traffic on roads
(S)'
Sampans and other sma1l maritime traffic in the canals. " [Msg
CINCPACAF to CSAF, TAC, AFLC' 1523442 Aug 68, subj:
Combat Hornet (U). l

"J{0il!l.

a

q
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t\

AC-119K

St. Augustine awaiting the l8th Special Operations Squadronts
activation. TAc said it lacked the people on station to maintain
these five extra aircraft until the Squadron was formed. A TAC
conference at Lockbourne AFB on 13 January 1969 discussed
activation of the l8th SOSq and the slow aircraft delivsrigs.'i'113
The l8th Special Operations Squadron first operated at Lockbourne
in late January. For several months it concentrated on crew
training, _,_aircraft familiarization, and development of mission procedures.

{

>l<

Representatives from AFLC, WRAMA, lst SOWg, 44l3th
CCT Sq, ?lst SOSq, B40th Air Div, and 31?th TAWg attended this
conference.
+'By

3 November 1968 TAC instructor airciews had executed
10 takeoffs and landings in the AC-119K as part of their
preparation as instructor cadre. IWRAMA Historical Study tB (S),
AC-119G/K Gunship Program, 1969-19?0 (Pro.iect Combat Hornet)
(WRAMA, Mar I9?1), p xxix. l

a total of

(This page is UNCLASSIFIED)
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WRAMA SOLUTION TO THE AC-119 WEIGHT PROBLEM

Action

Pounds

Remove

AC-II9G weight-reducti-on items applicable

Remove

armor

to the AC-119K.

Saved

L1630.5

in the area of the 2O-mm guns'^'

783.0

Raise the maximum gross ramp (ground) weight fron 77rO0O to
B0rl+00 pounds with ninor ground-handling precautions . o

.

r

?

a,

3rLOO.O

xAgreed

littIe

tirne

areas.

AC-119K

to after Fairchild-Hi1ler reported gunners r,roul-d. spend
at the 20-mm guns and thus could stay in more protected

weight after above savings

Pounds

Idaxirmm ramp (ground) weight

Loaded AC-11-9K

B0,Jr00.O

less fuel:

Basic AC-II9K weight
Crew and oil
Arumnition and flares

. . . .

57.B6L,.O

. . . .

l+r9l+7.0

3, o5B. o

Tota1 . . . o . . . . . o . . . . . o o o
F\reI capacity

SOURCE: MSg

.

65.8T9.0

. . . . . . . . oo. . . . . ooo. . . o.

lhrSZI.O

(C),

. .

n
1F

4

tO AFLC, CSAF. TAC, CINCPACAF, 7AF,
subj: AC-II9K Weight Reduction, 2TI)rOOZ Sep 68.
WRA}4A

ffi,

USAFSOF,

J
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Cl The late delivery of AC-119KIs hampered combat crew
training. At one time, the first combat crews were to enter
phase 1 training at Clinton County AFB, Ohio, on 3 October and
complete the phase in Decem5"" 1969.114 A shortage of aircraft,
however, delayed entry dates and created problems for classes
moving from one training phase to ttre next. Moreover, the first
AC-119K's were without FLIRIs which further weakened training.
TAC finally had to draw upon its AC-f30 experience and take
special measures to train FLIR operators. The training program
nonetheless planned to ready five crews each month' February
through May, and four in June 1969.115 The lO-man crew of the
AC-119K consisted of an aircraft commander, pilot, navigator/safety
officer, FLIR/radar operator (navigator), NOD operator (navigator),
flight engineer, three gunners, and an IO. P1ans envisioned aircrew manning at a 1. 5 ratio per assigned aircra11.116 The experiences of the 71st SOSq guided the l8th SOSqrs training and deployment (see Appendix 1).

Al In mid-March 1969 WRAMA personnel met with those of
TAC, l8th SOSq and 4440th Air Delivery Group to finalize the
AC-119K ferry configuration. The group picked the same route used
in deploying the AC-119G's (except for substituting Malmstrom AFB,
Mont. , for McClellan AFB) and readied a logistic plan for enroute
support.'F Thrue 500-ga11on mbberized fuel tanks would be installed in each aircraft, requiring the temporary removal of cockpit/
cargo armor, 7.62-mm and 20-mm gun installations, the APQ-133
radar, and the flare launchers. In May 1969 WRAMA advised
AFLC that final preparations for the ferry/deployment configuration
were over.Il? On 20 IVIay it closed out its AC-119 Gunship Ppogram
Office and assigned further management of the guTplip prograriito
the Cargo Aircraft Systems Management Division. rro
Cl In the spring of 1969, the deployment of the l8th Special
Operations Squadron appeared near at hand but several factors held
'oTo support the

ferrying of the AC-119Kts: Three buitt-up
R-3350 engines, two built-up props, two built-up J-85 engines, and
a war readiness kit were prepositioned at McClellan AFB (but later
at Malmstrom AFB) to support the aircraft in the United States.
A built-up engine, a built-up prop, and a war readiness kit were
prepositioned at C1ark AB and a war readiness kit located at Hickam
AFB, to support the aircraft in thd PACAF theater.
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it up. Finding headroom for the AC-119K squadron plagued pld,l5ters
in early 1969. The transfer of the AC-4?ts to the VNAF enabled
Seventh Air Force to eke out enough manpower spaces by the end
of April. At that time, however, the Secretary of Defense had not
approved the Deployment Adjustment Request.lI9 More serious in
holding up deployment was the slow production of the FLIR!s.
WRAMA reported on 12 March 1969 that further slippage would
result in this deliverv/installation schedule:
FY 1969
Apr May Jun
FLIRts delivered

FY 1970
Ju1 Arrg SeP Oct Nov

Dec

1126783

FLIRTs installed
Headquarters USAF proposed a possible May-June deployment without
FLIR's. CINCPACAF suggested a squadron deployment in Seg$qmber
1969--without FLIR's if production so dictated. TAC favored an
August-September deployment. On 22 April 1969, after weighing the
command responses, Air Force Headquarters set an early September
1969 target date for deployment with an initial operating capability
in Southeast Asia by 30 September. The Air Staff knew the FLIR
installation was the pacing factor but assumed some AC-119KIs could
be entirely equipped by that time. TAC projected in May that the
l8th SOSq would have 2 complete aircraft in October, 10 in November, 1? in December, &rrd 18 in January 1976.120

Q7 Another problem came to light during TAC's Category III
test of the AC-119K in April, May, and June. The aircraftrs fluxgate compass fed inputs to the fire-control system computer that
were up to 40o in error after flying a firing circle. This plqqa
known error in the computer enlarged the overall error to 1,000
meters at 1, 000 meters in an offset i1e6g.121 On 22 May 1969
TAC notified the Air Staff and AFLC that the tests verified the
AC-119KIs current configuration did not "possess a reliable offsetfire capability. " TAC said it could not "in good conscience recommend employment of the existing AC-119K in the offset-mode in
close air suppo"l y61s.t1L22 New tests revealed that replacement of
the flux-gate compass with a two-axis gyro system could shrink the
error to 400 meters at a 1,000-meter offset. This in turn could be
cut
to 50 meters at the same offset by giving the AC-119K a
ttcomplete solutiont' analog computer. AFLC recommended retrofitting the whole AC-119 fleet with the new compass and computer at

*toirl|. '

t
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an approximate cost of $4. 5 miIliot.123 TAC agreed if 5O-meter
Previous to the AC-1i9K deployment,
accuracy would
"u"rr11.I24
the Air Staff assented to the installation of the two items. When
the two-axis-gyro modifications were through, a recheck termed
the offset system satisfactory.l2S WRAMA teams would fit the
AC-119's with the analog computer in SEA during June 1970.
The AC-119K!s Deploy

nt't

(C Not until 21 October 1969 did the l8th Special Operations
Squadronrs first six AC-119K gunships depart Lockbourne AFB for
South Vietnam. 'F Lt. Col. Ernest E. Johnson, the squadron commander, and the rest of the advance party reached Phan Rang AB
on the Ilth of October. The first AC-119K arrivqd there on 3
November126"n6 by the close of the year 12 AC-119Kts were in the
theater. The final contingent of 6 aircraft deployed on 27 December, the l8th--and last--AC-119K ending its transpacific flight on
25 January 19?0.127 A11 aircraft were. combat-configured by 4
Februarv !979.128

(U; The deployment of the l8th SoSq signaled the close of
Combat Hornet, the AC-lIgG/K development program. Over 2Il2
years had gone by from the moment Secretary Brown decided to
use the C-119 as a gunship to the arrival in South Vietnam of the
l8th SOSqrs last AC-119K. A long arduous project, it had been
riddled with indecision, controversy, technical/engineering problems, contractor/subcontractor equipment-development delays, and
competition -r,vith higher-priority weapon systems. 129

t

(U) In a ddition, the Combat Hornet program had met with
stiff cost overruns. On 18 June 1969 Headquarters USAF singled
out the AC-119 program to AFLC as a prime example of an undesirable cost-overuun trend.I30 These costs caught the eye of
economy-conscious Senator William Proxmire, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Economy in Government. On 3 February I9?0 he
asked Philip N. Whittaker, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
(Installations and Logistics) why the 26-aircraft programrs estimated
costs began at $50 million and climbed to $158 million. "I wonder
if you would verify these facts and explain why there
has been
tt
such a large increase in the modification costs, said the Senato".l3l
.'Labe1ed Coronet Keen,
the deployment was governed by
TAC Operations Plan 52-69.

'l3t€frltr
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The Air Force replied that the 52 AC-119G/K modification program
was first pegged at $81.2 million with a new estimate of $L4I.4
million. It attributed this sizable rise to numerous changes in
design and equipment and a greater quantity of spares.l32 Not
offered in rebuttal to Senator Proxmire were the delays in contract
definitization and the premium overtime pay dictated by the projectrs urgency. Inflation, too, appeared to have played a par1.133

C The long-delayed arrival of the AC-Il9Kts wound up a
major realignment of gunship forces in South Vietnam. o,.Jlhe Nha
Trang Pioposal, approved earlier in the year, had called for the
relocation from Nha Trang to Phan Rang of the 14th Special Opera-

I

tions Wing Headquarters, the 71st Special Operations Squadron
and the l8th Special Operations Squadron (yet to arrive).134 When
the l8th SOSq left the United States, it went direct to Phan Rang
AB. The ?lst SOSq suffered more hrmoil. It not only moved its
headquarters to Phan Rang* and its Flight A to Tuy Hoa AB but
underwent a major reorganization as weIl. The 17th Speci,al Operations Squad_ron, activated on 1 June, replaced the 71st SOSq which
returned rJb 1o Bakalar AFB, Ind. , for inactin"1io1.136 The l?th
Squadron absorbed about two-thirds of the 7lstrs personnel. The
remainder were reservists* who departed South Vietnam for the
United States on 6 June and reverted to inactive status by 18 June
1969.137 This drain of skilled men imposed stringent training
demands. Nevertheless, by the end of June the 17th SOSqr cornmanded by Lt. Col. Richard E. Knie, had trained replacemeats and
reestablished routine operations. * With the two AC-119 squadrons
in place, the Air Force inactivated the 3d and 4th SOSqfs and

'*Th" squadron staff completed the move to Phan Rang

on

21 August 1969.

+Th" following personnel returned to the United States: 27
pilots, 16 navigators, 1? fLight engineers, 18 illuminator operators,
personnel for a total of ZZg (44 officers, 185 airmen)'
t51
".rpport
*aU tZttt SOSq flights were short flight engineers. Six crewmen on TDY from the 44I3th CCT Sq at Lockbourne AFB gave
temporary relief. [Hist (S), 14th SOWg, I Apr-30 Jun 69, p 35']
AC. 47 gunners transferred in from the inactivated Spooky squadrons took care of the 17th SOSqts gunner shortage. [Hist (S)' 14th
SOWg, I Oct-31 Dec 69, p 12.
1
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transfered their AC-4?ts to the VNAF or RLAF. * Thus the AC-119
units beeame the sole USAF gunship force based in South Vietnam.
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effort ln-country coordinated in 7AF TACC.
effort out-country coordlnated ln 7AF Cmand Center

and USAF gunship

gunshlp

Fig.
G

follows:

At the close of 1969,

(BLUE CHIp).

31 (u)

q

the AC-119rs were deployed as

17th Special Operations Squadron

Aircraft

Aircraft

A]Fisned'

Planned

A Fligtrt, Tuy Hoa Air Base+

l+

ac-il9G

6

B Elight,

7 AC-ll?G

6

Phan Rang

Air

Base

(t'tain Support Base)
tr'Iight, Tan Son Nhut Air Base

C
l8th Special Operations Squad.ron
A Flight, Da Nang Air Base
B Elight, Phu Cat Air Base
C tr'light, Phan Rang Air Base
(Uain Support Base)

5 ac-n9c
6 AC-119K
3 AC-119K
3 AC-119K

6
o

6

*See Chapter II. One small group of USAF AC-47f s was in
Thailand at years end.
+e rugnt finished the move from Nha Trang AB to Tuy Hoa
AB on 10 August 1969. [Hist (S),. 14tf] SOWg' I Jul-30 Sep 69. l
a
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The first three AC-1I9K's arrived at the Da Nang FOL on 29 Novernber, the first three at the Phu Cat FOL on 29 Diecem5gr.l38

The distribution of AC-119 aircraft reflected early gunship concepts and experience and an effort to respond rapidly to
Army close air support needs. Its sdundness would be open to
question should the AC-119K be largely used for interdiction in the
Steel Tiger area of Laos. This seemed to be the case for the Da
Nang and Phu Cat FOLts of the l8th SOSq were already heavily outcountry oriented. Their aircraft were daily fragged ,.by Seventh Air
Force against vehicle traffic on the Laotian roads. rse CINCPAC
had told the JCS that 12 Ac-119K's of the l8th Squadron would
supplement other self-contained night attack systems in Laos.140
These facts and concern over keeping the more sophisticated
AC-119K at a number of FOLts impelled the 14th Special Operations
Wing to propose another- look at AC-119K deployment.'; The Wing
recommended tJ:at Seventh Air Force locate 12 AC-119I(ts at Da Nang
and 6 at lfbon RTAFB. This would put the AC-119Krs closer to
the target area and 1et them use the special maintenance equipment
at lfbon--equipment common to both AC-130's and AC-11911ts.141
Seventh Air Force rejected the proposal in the main but on 17
February 19?0 activated Flight D at Udorn RTAFB with three AC-119K1
and four aircrews taken froni F1ight B at Phu Cat .{8.142

F

AC-119K Combat

Op

e

rations / Evaluation

The l8th SOSqts combat operations commenced side by side
AC-119K's
with the
combat evaluation (known as Combat King)'q The
initial cadre of the l8th Squadron entered training and theater indoctrination with the 17th SOSq.+ On 13 November 1969--barely 10 days
after the first AC-119K's arrived--aircraft 53-3156 flew the first
combat mlssi6n.143 During the combat evaluation (3 November 196928 February 1970), 18 AC-119K's flew a total of.778 of the 865
sorties scheduled--a 90 percent rate. The type of sorties ranged
from armed reconnaissance to check flights (see Table 6). On
1 February the l8th Special Operations Squadron began flying the ful1

A

t'beddown.tt
"Often referred to as the
*So-" aircrews had to attend the PACAF Jungle Survival
School (fondly called the "Snake School") at Clark AB, Philippines,
prior to completing in-country checkout.

{
I
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frag rate of 10 sorties a day as directed by Seventh Air Forc e.I44
After all this activity, the Combat King evaluators concluded that

"the AC-119K effectively supported the PACAF mission requirements by flying its assigned combat missions. It was capable of
destroying trucks and attacking targets as assigned.'1145 By the
end of 1969, MACV had judgeO tft" AC-II9K a successful system.146
The nearly 4-month combat evaluation of the AC-119K did
disclose certain deficiencies. lVlaintenance manning, made difficult
by decentralization, was found inadequate to properly support the
FOLrs. Likewise, squadron manning did not provide for a commander and operations officer at the FOLts so fuIl-time crewmembers
had to discharge these duties. Aerospace ground equipment was
short at the FOLts and logistic support in general needed reevaluation. The AN/AAD-4 forward-looking infrared, rated an essential
and effective sensor, was kept operational only through contractor
maintenance support.'i The final evaluation report recommended the
four ?.62-mm miniguns be removed and one additional 20-mm gun be
installed. As currently configured, the AC-119K needed to carry

c)

xContractor support kept a number of systems operational:
System

Number of Personnel

Contractor
FairchiLd -Hiller
Texas Instruments
Texas InstrumentS

Aircraft general
AN /AAD-4

AN/APQ-136

Fairchild-Hi11er
Motorola
AN /APQ-133
General Electric
Armament
Electrical Optics
Illuminator
Systems Company
FLIR and
AN/AAD-4 .tr'l,lH
"The support problems for the AN/AAD-4
WRAMA said: t'The
AN/APQ-136 Forward Looking naOar are not totally unanticipated, "
"late provisioning
since technical troubles with both systems caused
I'April
L9?0 for the
and AGE identification. " WRAMA forecasted
AN/AAD-4 FLIR and June I9?0 for the AN/APQ-fg6 radar before
fuIl routine support is attained. " fTalking paper (S), Maj Gen. Harry
E. Goldworthy, Commander, ASD, subj: Item of Interest, AC-119K
Logistics Support in SEAsia, Dec 1969. l

Fire-Control
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TABLE

6

COMBAT EVALUATION OF THE AC-IlgK
(3 November tg69-28 February 19?0)
Attacks

on

Destroyed

Number

locations
locations

Suspected enemy

fhl+

Known enemy

L37

Trucks

. '-:'
.t

Lr29o

)vz

Sampans

27

zo

Storage areas

IQ

Rr"i

docc

Damaged

'l

t.

r+

Other targets
aaOaOOaaaOOOa.aOO.OaaO

Positive target results: 538 secondary explosi-ons and 186 secondary fires"
Target illumination: 178.1 hours with illuminator; 115 Mk-2h fl-ares expended..

of ammunition fired: l,35lJ,Blr6 of 7.62-mm ana 595r5L9 of
tr"lying time: 2)+17.2 hours of which Z.J.LT.3 uere cornbat hours.
Rounds

lYpe

of sortie

Number

in support of u.s. and other friendry
ground forces or agai-nst LOCrs arong major enen\y rand./waterway supply routes
Arrned reconnaissance

Q'.*^^-+
vuP}Jvrv

.

.
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-'itO ttorn
outside and 228 inside South Vietnam.
+52 for troops in
contact with the enemy.
sOuRCE: lAC oPran 120 (s) subj: Final Report combat rntroduction/
dvaluation AC-tr9K Gunship ITI (U) (Co;b;a Kiog), Oo* ti'70,
pp L1-61.
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more 20-mm ammunition since it expended an average of 655 rl*gnnds
on each truck. Furthermore, the high failure rate of the 20-mm
system, due chiefly to the ammunition-feed system, created concern. The AN/APQ-IS: beacon-tracking radar was not evaluated
because of little utilization during the test period.147

Gt The AC-119K had been into the combat evaluation almost
a month when it received a new call sign and thus a new nickname.
The l8th Special Operations Squadron reviewed a list of availab,le
calls including Gun Shy, Poor Boy, and Charlie Brown. The men
of the squadron dejectedly picked Charlie Brown as the "least of
these evils" but strongly asserted they deserved better. It turned
out later the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing at Da Nang had an unused
tactical voice call sign--Stinger. The l8th SOSq, backed by the
14th Special Operations Wing, put in a claim for it. The l8th saw
Stinger as slightly off the gunship tradition but a satisfactory compromise--a sign around which unit pride could be built and a
continuation of the "S" alliteration of gunship call signs.14B Seventh
Air Force approved the call-sign transfer and the AC-119K became
Stinger on I December 1969.149 Stinger now joined Spectre in
armed reconnaissance of enemy supply lines in Laos and Shadorv in
a variety of missions in South Vietnam. Spooky was also around,
carrying the flag of allied nations.
1969

Operations

G The AC-119Gts were in combat virtually a year before
the AC-119K's. The AC-119G squadron solidly buttressed the 1969
war efJort although bedeviled by aircraft corrosion/equipment ,ryoblems,'k150
and reorganization, and ceaseless retraining
""6"p1oyment
personnel. At the time its designation switched
of aircrew/support
to the "l?th Special Operations Squadron" (1 June 1969), the ?lst
SOSq had flown I,209 fragged missions (1, 516 sorties) and 6, 251
combat hours; fired 14,555,150 rounds of 7.62-rnrn ammunition;
dropped 10, 281 flares; killed 682 enemy troops (1,104 probables);
and destroyed 43 vehicles (eight probables). rcr From June through
December 1969, the 17th SOSqrs performance exceeded: 2,000
sorties and 8,000 combat hours flown; 20 millfon rounds of ammunition fired; 12,000 flares expended; 800 enemy kil]gQ; 150 sampans
destroyed; and 800 secondary explosions recorded. rbz The 14th
Special Operations Wing still proudly claimed that no a1lied outpost
tal
had been overrun while the gunships were overhead.
'''Some labeled
14th SOWg, I Jan-31

the C-119 a "maintenance nightmare. " JHist
Mar 69, p 34.I

t
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3 During 1969 the NOD and computerized fire-control
system of the AC-119G Shadow enabled it to edge ever closer to
offensive missions. The AC-4? Spooky largely reacted to enemy
strikes but the Shadow actively sought out enemy supply convoys
and troop concentra1iotr".153 The AC-I19K Stingerts more sophisticated gear supplied the stronger punch for even more offensive
missions.

'\

gf An attempt to capitalize on Shadowrs see-in-the-dark
capability occurred in February 1969. Since October 1968,
observers had sighted unidentified flying objects (UFOrs) of helicopter speed and altitude in the Duc Co area of western II Corps.

J

t'

The matter aroused operational interest because the enemy might
be transporting men and equipment by helicopter from Cambodia
to strategic locations in South Vietnam. Seventh Air Force committed Shadows to joint surveillance with the Army Hawk radar
element, counter-mortar radar, and Cobra helicopters. On
several missions into the area, the AC-119Gts saw UFOts but
couldnrt identify and/or intercept thsm.154

(*1t Snaaow gunships at first joined the AC-4?rs in protecting
friendly outposts, Special Forces camps, districc towns, or other
fixed military positions under enemy assault. The Spooky count
became the Spooky/Shadow count. The two gunship types defended
L,296 friendly positions in the first 3 months of 1969. Not one
position fell while the gunships circled above. By December the
't
Shadows had entirely replaced the USAF Spookies.l55

Gl Cooperation between Shadow crews and ground personnel
during support missions steadily improved. A11ied troops and
DASC agencies became more familiar with the AC-119G and what it
could 6o-.156 A tSrpical ground-support episode unfolded on ? June
1969. EnemyttCrook,
forces tried to overrun 25th Infantry Division firesupport base
" which nestled near an enemy route into Tay
Ninh Province. AC-119G/AC-47 gunships and USAF tactical fighters
answered the call fQr assistance. To help furn back the enemy
attack, the gunships used flares and miniguns, the fighters napalm
and bombs. A sweep of the area afterwards counted 323 enemy
killed. The few prisoners questioned told how the aerial firepower surprised and overwhelmed thsm.157
6 Very early the AC-119G had a small role in an effort to
improve air support of ground forces. In September 1968 Air Force

\
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Headquarters had directed TAC to employ Shadow in two evaluations-Combat Cover and Combat Rendezvous.lSB In Combat Cover an
OV-10A armed FAC joined the AC-119G in sustaining a USAF strike
presence over an Army unit. The aim was to slash response time
to Army requests for air support. Combat Coverrs first phase
shaped FAC/gunship mission profiles and the second phase rated
reaction times. The FAC response averaged 2.4 minutes' the gunship 5 minutes from notification to target area and 3.4 minutes to
swing into firing position. TAC evaluators considered the concept
feasible but pointed to the discomfort and extra workload of the
OV-10A pilot and the "debatable use of the gunship in the close air
support role. 11159

gf General Momyer, TAC Commander, informed Air Force
Headquarters that Combat Cover revealed: no marked improvement
in reaction time, the armed- FAC (perhaps compromising the FAC
role) had little firepower to apply, the OV-10 was too noisy for the
strike role, and the gunship was wulnerable to anything larger than
The General recommended cancellation of an
. 30-caliber fire.
evaluation of the concept in SEA. Other organizations did not share
these nepative
views and the Air Staff set the SEA tests for mid"
1969.160 TAC nevertheless went on record as opposed to the
allocation of gunships to Army Divisions as well as use of the gunship in a phased-response concept.16l The chief upshot of Combat
Cover was the arming of the OV-lOrs. As to Combat Rendezvous'
AC-119's and AC-130's participated in the test at Hurlburt Field,
Fla. , from 18 to 22 Novem6"t 1969.162 The evaluation centered
on close air support by means of offset firing, utilizing a ground
forcers beacon or transponder as a reference point. Combat
Rendezvous uncovered concept/equipment potential but also a need
for further

development.

Al Amanged visits between gunship crewmembers and U. S.
Army unit commanders sought to strengthen air/ground coordinq
tion. The visits were designed to widen perspectives and pinpoint
requirements for effective operations. Crewmembers of the l?th
Special Operations Squadron visited the Americal Division in the
last quarter of 1969. A written guide for aiding Army commanders
on gunship-employment techniques grew out of these exchange
v.sifs.163-

(U) Shadow flew a far different mission early in 1969. A
friendly compound lost electric power during a Vietcong attack. At
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that time a doctor was performing a delicate operation on a wounded
Vietnamese soldier. Responding to the call for help, an AC-119G
from the 71st SOSq hovered over the compound, its l-millioncandlepower illuminator pouring light over doctor and patient. Lt.
CoI. Burl C. Campbell and his crew held the aircraft in a tightly
controlled orbit despite the bright beamrs marking the gunship for
enemy gunners. The Vietnamese trooper lived--his operation and
Shadowts

a

success.164

Al In the last half of August 1969, the l?th Special Operations
Squadron put in for relief from at least one AC-119G mission per
night due to the strain on aircraft maintenance. Four Shadows incumed battle damage and on 6 August one more took .5O-caliber
hits in the fuselage and one engine, producing an engine fire and
extensive damage. Corrosion-control work, * maintenance inspections, and disruptions in parts supply (owing to unit movements
under the Nha Trang Profosal) aggravated the aircraft problems.165
work.

*Four aircraft were sent to Kadena AB, Okinawa, for this
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The 17th SOSq lost its first aircraft on 11 October: Shadow ?6 crastred
upon takeoff for a mission from the FoL at Tan son Nhut AB. six
crewmembers were killed and the aircraft was destroyed.166
Another AC-119G sustained severe damage on l0 November when its
right gear collapsed on landing at Chu lai 49.167
The drop in squadron fragging, a decline of enemy activity,
and worsening weather slightly altered the "seek and destroy" concept
of the first half of 1969 to a "combat air patrolt' operation.l68 By
mid-December most of the problems afflicting the AC-lIgGts had
eased and the squadron posture strengthetru6. 169
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1970

Operations

(6 January lg?0 ushered in the second year of shadow
lperations. Enemy action had so dwindled within South Vietnam that-banv

missions were directed to border areas with more interdiction targeis.l?O
specific strike zones (shadow Boxes) were designated for armei
reconnaissance. Intelligence officers determined each afternoon which
boxes would likety prove most lucrative. A box would be assigned to
a Shadow for the night mission. Enroute, the navigator secured
artillery (ttarty") clearances that often required a roundabout approach
to the area and a great deal more time to reach the target. * The
aircraft commonly flew a TACAN radial to a prominent landmark in
the box. It acquired the landmark with the NOD and dropped a
Mk-6 ground marker for positive positioning. The Shadow descended
to 3,500 feet AGL for the target search. If the aircraft detected
a vehicle, for example, it might drop another ground marker for
better reference as the attack began. Through study and briefings,
the aircrews had to know all roads and trails in the box so Shadow
could reconnoiter any new parallel routes.l7l These missions yielded
few enemy vehicles destroyed because the AC-119G lacked the weapons

punch needed.

t

|F|I The Shadows were at their best in defense of the CIDG
Special Forces Camps at Dak Seang and Dak Pek. Aided by Stingers,
*To allow Shadow direct flight
when responding to a call from
troops in contact with the enemy, a request for ttshut down" of
artillery would be made. flntvw (U), author with Lt CoI Boris C.
Chaleff, Plars & Prgms Div, Chief/AF Res, ? JuI72; Lt Col Daniel B.
Smoak, Maj Alan M. Patterson, ord MSgt Owen D. Stickles,
"AC-llgG, " information handout, in hist (S), 14th Sowg, I oct-31 Dec 69. l
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the Shadows flew one or two sorties a night to constantly cover
the besieged posts during the hours of darkness. From I April
to 22 lMay 1970, the AC-119 gunships flew 147 sorties and used up
2, 380,161 rounds of 7. 62-mm ammunition dnd 2I,796 rounds of
20-mm in defense of the 2 camps. In addition, the Shadows were
called upon to illuminate a drop zone while C-?A Caribous tried
to resupply the defenders by air. Three C-?Ats had been dor,rrffsd
in previous tries. Gunship/Caribou teamwork evolved whereby the
gunship would orbit the posts and provide fire support until the
Caribou reached the initial point for its drop. At that instant the
gunship turned on the illuminator. * The cargo away--and upon
signal from the C-?A--Shadow switched off the illuminator and the
Caribou escaped in the darkness. This tactic worked in a total of
68 drops (6 April-I lvlay) without a Caribou being hft.L7z

a
f

P Meantime, Shadows joined in the Duffel Bag Unit Sy'"Ltr"
Evaluation of new airborne equipment that monitored signals from
ground sensors. From 3 April to 31 May, AC-119Grs from C
Flight at Tan Son Nhut AB, carried a portable UHF rec€iver
(AN/Ugq-421. It could receive, decode, and display the sensor
signals and audio transmission. Shadow 77 picked up signals on 18
April that signified movement in a sensor field. The gunship fired
nearly 6,000 rounds of ?. 62-mm ammunition into the area and
28, 500 rounds the next night after again detecting the movement.
Shadow further assisted an airstrike into ttre region. A later
ground sweep of the zone discovered 150 enemy dead and netted 1?
prisoners' plus 9 crew-served weapons as well as 67 individual ones.
The final assessment (Evaluation Report AC-119G/Portable June 1970)
recommended the new equipment be permanently placed in the

AC_119. 173

Cambodia

gf

On I May 19?0 United States and South Vietnamese forces
crossed the border into Cambodia with a dual objective. Theyr4vere
to (1) shore up the weak Cambodian army struggling with North
Vietnamese units, and (2) destroy the enemy forces and the supplies

*The illuminator was rated at 425,000 lumens. (A lumen is a
unit of luminous flux equal to the light emitted in a unit solid angle
by a uniform point source of one candle. )
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long cached in numerous border base camps. AC-119 gunships
fLew many missions in close support of this big offensive. In
anticipation of support requirements, particularly in the Parrotfs
Beak"- area, gunships had been shifted to Tan Son Nhut and Phan
Rang on 3 May. These AC-119rs soon returned to their permanent
bases because the ground force met light enemy resistance.IT4

G The Air Force gave first mission priority to support of
troops in contact with the enemy in Cambodia, followed in turn by
convoy escort and armed reconnaissance. On a number of occasions, the AC-119GIs competently supported friendly units under
night attack. At times the assaults were broken off when Shadow
appeared overhead. Obtaining a count of enemy dead was difficult
due to the fluid offensive. Furthermore, the friendly forces were
reluctant to sweep battle areas before daylight, allowing the enemy
time to dispose of ttrose killed or wounds6. 1?5
*The tip of the Cambodian
salient west of Saigon.
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At the height of Cambodian activity, new artillery clearance procedures speeded up gunship fLights to the aid of ground
units. The Air Force coordinated artillery clearances from Phan
Rang AB to the Cambodian border with the Army before the gunship took off. Formerly, the gunships had secured clearance;;
when airborne which meant more course alterations to avoid guns
not shut down. This change slashed reaction time and afforded
the gunships more time-over-target. 176
0? Both river and road convoy escort missions assumed an
early importance because of a critical petroleum shortage in Phnom
Penh, the Cambodian capital. Seventh Air Force controlled an
air-cover pa.ckage of aircraft from three services, put together for
armed escort of Navy convoys ptying tJle Mekong River. The Navy
generally gave a 3-day advanced-planning notice for their river
convoys. An AC-119G would circle the convoy for 24 hours at
3' 500 feet. An Army light fire team* fLew coverage at l, 500 feet
during daylight. The helicopters cycled between the convoy and
their base at Chi Lang for refueling. The Navy employed two
uH-lBts and trvo ov-l0rs for low-altitude coverage at night. These
planes cycred from their command-and-control vessel anchored 'the Mekong River at Tan chau, across the border in soutr, vi"tll-J??
e) Shadows escorted road convoys in Cambodia either alone
or with a FAC aircraft. When paired, the FAC searched for
enemy ambush preparations along the convoyrs. route while the AC119G flew in a large elliptical orbit overhead. r An excellent
exampre of a successful convoy-escort mission occurred a year
later when the enemy was aggressively attacking convoys. On 30
June 19?1 a 5l-truck convoy left Phnom Penh headed southwest on
Route 4 for Kompong Som. An escort FAC detected enemy movement north of Route 4 and suspected an ambush in the makingrg The
FAC requested strike aircraft and a diverted AC-119G arrived. A
recheck of the area confirming his suspicions, the FAC cleared the
Shadow for attack. The gunship poured 7.62-rnrn fire on the clusters
of troops who then answered with ground fire. The AC-119G raked
the enemy position until the last truck had rolled safely by the
planned ambush site. The Shadow had expended 31,500 rounds in a
mission of 5. 3 1'ron"".178
"-The team contained one command-and-control helicopter, two

cobra helicopter gunships, and two light observation helicopters.
*T'lr" Cambodians often upset convoy-escort planning. They
scheduled their own convoys and failed to coordinate the air cover.
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G? Cambodian armed reconnaissance missions zeroed in on
trucks and river sampans. The AC-119Grs ?.62-mm miniguns
could do little against these targets and far less when the enemy
armored the sampans. In July 1970 the AC-119Krs with their
20-mm cannons undertook this role. Even the Stinger had to use
20-mm armor-piercing incendiaries to sink the armored sampans
when 20-mm high-explosive incendiary rounds could not. T?re
AC-119G picked up punch when it tried a few 7.62-mrn armorpiercing incendiaries from the U. S. Army against vehicles and
watercraft. Additionally, the sparkle of the armor-piercingoqgrunds
upon impact helped the pilot gauge his firing accuracy.lT9
span of Cambodian operations (5 May-S0 June
1970) saw the AC-119 gunships fLy 178 sorties, fire 1,4L2'028
rounds of ?. 62-mm ammunition and 7,500 rounds of 20-mm, arrd
drop 1,463 fLares.l8O .The U. S. ground operations in Cambodia
quickly closed but the gunship continued supporting Cambodian and
Vietnamese troops. Over 9 months (July L970-1Vlarch 1971)'the
Shadows and Stingers destroyed or damaged 609 vehicles, destro,yed
23? sampans and damaged 494, and killed 3,151 of the enemy.l8l

6} This short

€h

ForhrnateLy, the gunships found the Cambodian area
lightly defended. The small-caliber enemy fire inflicted no aircraft losses. On 1 August 1970 the AC-119Grs, joined by a few
AC-119K!s, started daytime air interdiction--a further reflection of
feeble enemy A:\ firs.1B2

(G} On 28 April

1970 the 17th Special Operations Squadron did
lose another aircraft--AC-119G (no. 53-8155). The gunship Lost an
engine on takeoff from Tan Son Nhut AB, crashed, and killed six
of the eight crewmembers. Ttre Air Force then trimmed the AC119Gts maximum gross takeoff weight by cutting fuel/ammunition
loads to achieve a 150-foot-per-minute rate of climb on a single

engine.lBS
Laos

G) While the Cambodian Offensive opened a new war area
for the gunships, especially the AC-119Grs, operations progressed
in the panhandle and Barrel Roll areas of Laos. As 1970 began,
an enemy offensive alarmingly succeeded against General Vang
Paots forces in northern Laos. With PACAFTs permission,
Seventh Air Force directed a trial deployment of AC-119K's to

JfiglffF,
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Udorn RTAFB in support of Bamel Roll during Februaryrs high
moon phase. On 5 February Seventh ordered an operational test
during 17 -27 February from g6orn.184 On 15 February 3 AC-119Kts'
4 crews, and 30 maintenance men deployed to that base from Phu
Cat AB. The AC-119Kis main mission was armed reconnaissance
along Routes ? and 61 in Barrel Roll and secondarily the support
of Lima Sites under attack. The first Stinger mission was flown
out of Udorn on I? February.l85

lG

About this time the enemyrs offensive crested. The
North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao forces capfured the Xieng
Khouang airfield then rolled west and overran the Royal Laotian
Air Forc e T-28 base at Muong Soui. The key Lima Site 22*pve
way after a 2llz-hour nighttime assault when no gunship support
was scheduled. By 24 February 19?0 the enemy again possessed
the Plain of Jars with pro-government force_s^ _clinging to a defensive perimeter west and south of the p1"itt.186 ffre AC-U9K operations intensified to meet the crisis. As the end of Stingerfs 10-day
operational test neared, Seventh Air Force stretched its ^stay at
Udorn to 2 July 19?0 with reevaluation set at that time.l8?
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'{€}- The stingers significantly strengthened the effort in
Northern Laos. In view of the AC-47rs anticipated release, the
AC-ll,9Kts ongoing role in Baruel Roll operations seemed essdfp
tial.lBB on If March 19?0 the Thai-based detachmentrs strengttr
rose to four aircraft, seven cfewsr and 47 support personnel.LB9
Ttre total aircraft dropped to three (five crews) on 20 lVlay as bad
weather slowed ground operations.l90 In June, Seventh Air Force
asked CINCPACAF to keep the AC-119K's at Udorn another 120
days, explaining the "AC-119K had been the number one truck
killer in Barrel Roll, accounting for 70 percent of all trucks
destroyed.

tt191

gl

Although Barrel RoIl occupied part of the l8thrs aircraft'
the sqr:adron was chiefly charged with interdiction in Steel Tiger
and the adjacent A Shau Valley area. The AC-119Krs shared ftith
the AC-130rs a heavy commitment to stop every enemy truck they
could. The last Stinger contingent had reached South Vietnam in
February 19?0. Shortly thereafter, estimates of tonnage trucked by
the North Vietnamese through Laos toward Vietnam soared.
Pressure on truck-killing paralleled this surge of traffic. Mission
reports disclosed 2,32L trucks were destroyed during 1 month-2,125 of them in Steel Tiger. Gunships claimed 60 percent of these
ki11s.192 Da Nang-based Stingers flew four sorties_per night
against heavy truck traffic on Routes 92 and g22.I93 The AC-119K's
at Phu Cat went from two missions a night on I January to 5 a
night by 1 February. l94 Over the first quarter of 19?0, Stingers
claimed 406 trucks destroyed and 60? damaged. On 25 April 1970
the l8th Special Operations Squadron operating location at Da Nang.-focal point for most squadron interdiction missions--claimed its
t,O0Oth disabled truck. On 6 iltay the claimed truck kills forrthe
entire squadron hit 1,669.195

In spite of the l8th Special Operations

Squadronrs truck
record, Seventh Air Force closely studied AC-119K interdiction
performance in mid-February 19?0. It compared AC-119K/AC-130

3l

statistics and discovered that Stinger had far fewer truck-sightings
than Spectre. The AC-130rs superior endurance and armament
appeared to account for its better record. Careful weighing of the
data on total trucks sighted per time on target placed the AC-119K
alongside the AC-130 in performance.196

2BB

Further Realignment of AC-119 Forces
Support problems and the demand for greater time-overtarget soon spurred a further adjustment in l8th Special Operations Squadron basing. The first few interdiction missions from
Phu Cat clearly proved that FOL unsuitable for such out-country
sorties. Phu Catts distance from the target area and the AC-119Krs
fuel load confined Stinger openations to certain areas in Laos.197
Even to the closest areas, the Stingers had trouble getting 11/2
hours on target. On 3 lMarch 19?0 CINCPACAF suggested Seventh
Air Force reappraise the entire lBth SOSq concept if the Udorn
operation continued. CINCPACAF felt the current logistical/maintenance headaches pointed up the need to consolidate FOLts.199,

At

On 16 I\[arch, Seventh Air Forse began planning for redeploying the 18th Special Operations Squadron, tailored to the new
tactical situation and zupport requirements. The 14th Special
Operations Wing proposed moving B Flightrs remaining assets from
Phu Cat AB to Da Nang AB, expanding the AC-119Krs there from
six to nine. Timed with. this move, the A Flight of the l?th SOSq
would depart Tuy Hoa AB and occupy the vacated l8th SOSq facilities at Phu Cat. This latter change would permit programmed
base-closure actions at Tuy Hoa to progress and at the same time
assure a faster gunship response to I Corps support requests.199
The plan was approved and Seventh Air Force authorized the Da
Nang buildup on 5 April. It was completed on 23 April 1979. 200
The A Flight of the l?th SOSq accomplished its move from Tuy Hoa
to Phu Cat on 12 April 1976.201

O

(S) Fresh study in June of Stingerrs time-over-target led the
l4th Special Operations Wing* to urge a beddown of L2 AC-119Krs
at Da Nang and 6 at lfbon. This would bring the Stinger force
closer to the armed reconnaissance areas. The Commander, 14th
SOWg, told tJle Seventh Air Force Commander that in 1,395 hoturs

of TOT the AC-119K had destroyed/damaged L'712 trucks--an
average of 1. 23 trucks disabled per hour of TOT. "Since there is
a direct relationship between TOT and truck kills' increased TOT
appears the most readily available potential to exploit in improving
effectiveness, t' he said. The 14th Wing Commander offered deployment of the AC-119K force to Da Nang and Ubon as the best way to
capitalize on greater target time. 2O2- 11" also advocated setting up
{'The 14th SOWg was dubbed the Fighting Conglomerate.
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the main support base for the AC-119Krs at Da Nang and removing
Stingerrs APQ-133 beacon-tracking radar to reduce weight and

allow a greater fuel load.203

Seventh Air Force replied it favored a move fromtUdorn
to Nakhon Phanom RTAFB rather than to Ubon. Seventh reasoned
that the Nakhon Phanom location would add flexibility to both Steel
Tiger and Bamel RolI operations. Then too, the projected force
cuts at Nakhon Phanom would open up facilities 111svs.204
Plaruring for executing a move to Nakhon Phanom pushed ahead but
at mid-19?0 the AC-119 basing stood as follows:205

G

Aircraft

Location
Phan Rang AB, RVN
Phu Cat AB, RVN
Tan Son Nhut AB, RVN
Da Nang AB, RVN
Udorn RTAFB, Thailand

€TGiTF

assigned

? AC-119G/a
5 AC-il.gG
5 AC-119G

I

AC-119K
3 AC-119K

.

eC-[gr
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Beacon-@!!49

Radar (APQ-133)

€) The APQ-133 beacon-tracking radar figured in discussions
on AC-119K basing because its extra weight chopped 20 to 30 minutes off the time-over-target. The AC-119Krs accordingly flew
without the APQ-133 during the early days at Da Nang and Phu Cat.
Fashioned for close support of ground troops, the system was
deemed nonessential for interdiction missions. 206 Furthermore,
the lack of test equipment at the FOLrs hampered APQ-fSS maintenance.

t|} In January 1970 Seventh Air Force received a requirement
to support a special operations team (equipped with transponders)
to be inserted into Laos. A maintenance team from Phan Rang AB

visited the operating locations and installed the APQ-133 in all
11g-1196r".207

ef Equipping the Stingers with beacon-tracking racrar opened
the way to test their offset-firing. The earlier Combat Rendezvous
tests in the United States had pointed to the offset-firing systemrs
potential but development of the concept and equipment had lagged.
In February 19?0 the Army Limited War Laporatory offered miniponders (5 watt and 400 watt) to the U. S. Army in Vietnam for
SEA evalu"1io1.20B The 14th Special Operations Wing sent Seventh
Air Force a proposed test order on 21 February. The test (Combat
Rendezvous--Phase II) would introduce an all-weather close-support
capability for all gunships fitted with the APQ-fgS beacon-tracking
*g6sr.209
tr the spring of 19?0, a ground beacon was placed pt
of the Seventh Air Force Tactical Air
Control Office and the II Direct Air Support Center. Using a
A

Dak

Seang under the auspices

Stinger from Da Nang, the test firings yielded excellent results. A
later demonstration for Army commanders proved less impressive
as the firing was against Army-placed point targets in lieu of the
more advantageous area ones. Some all-weattrer firing, with the
APQ-133 cued on a ground transponder, fared well at Bung Lung,
Cambodia. In spite of favorable tests, the ground force commanders did not formally accept the offset-firing system. It was
nevertheless used in selected high-risk tactical situations where
the ground troops had transponders.2l0

,

€filtr:r"
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Vlh"*"bi1i!U. of the AC-119K|s

(o

The heavy demand for AC-119K support of ground operations and interdiction of the enemyrs dry-season supply effort contributed to some early losses. The first occurred on 19 February
19?0 when Stinger number 53-3156 crashed short of the Da Nang
runway while refirning from a combat mission. The final approach
had gone normally until the landing gear and flaps went down about
2 miles out at 500- to 600-foot altitude. A sudden power loss in
the jet and reciprocating engines on the left side--apparently due to
fuel stanration--prevented the pilot from maintaining either directional control or altitude. The . crash demolished the aircraft but
the crewmembers escaped with only minor injuries.2ll Another
AC-119K (no. 53-3826) was nearly lost when a 37-mm round
shattered the nose section as the aircraft worked a few miles north
of Ban Bak, Laos. The crew nursed the Stinger back to Da Nang
but damage was sr.1snsivs.2l2

r}) Concern about AC-119K rmlnerability to AA fire--especially
-led to
to fire encountered over the l,aotian trail and road system-'F-4

use of fighter escorts as developed in AC-130 operations.
Phantoms from the - 366th Tactical Fighter Wing at Da Nang flew
constant escort and AA suppression for all Stinger armed reconnaissance fLights. At the height of the truck-hunting season the 366th
TFWg averaged six escort sorties per night.213
The 18th special operations squadron lost a second aircraft on ttre night of 6 June 19?0. Shortly after Stinger number
52-5935 took off from Da Nang, its Left-engine propeller went out of
control. The piLot tried to head back to base but the situation
deteriorated and the crew bailed out over the South China Sea just
east of Da Nang. The empty aircraft kept on seaward' creating a
momentary flurry of excitement since it seemed headed for Chinars
Hainan Island. The Stinger crashed at an undetermined spot. Alt
crewmembers but one were safely recovered.2l4

er,

(U)

The night of B 1\1[ay 19?0 witressed an extraordinary
display of airmanship when AC-119K (no. 53-?BB3)* from udorn
consisted of: Capt' AIan D' Milacek' pilot;
Capt. Brent C. OtBrien, copilot; Capt. James A. Russell' FLIR operator; Capt. Ronald C. Jones, NOD operator; Capt. Roger E. Clancy'
navigator; TSgt. Albert A. Nash, flight engineer; ssgt Ronald R.
Wilson, aerial gunner; SSgt Adolfo Lopez, Jr., IO; SSgt. Kenneth E.
Firestone, aerial gunner; and Sgt. Donnell H. Cofer, aerial gunner'
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was heavily damaged by AA fi"",215

Capt. AIan D. Milacek and his nine-man crew fild
been reconnoitering a heavily defended road section near
Ban Ban, Laos, when they discovered, attacked and
destroyed two trucks. Capt. James A. Russell and Capt.
Ronald C. Jones, the sensor operators, located three
more trucks. As the a ircraft banked into attack orbit,
six enemy positions opened up with a barrage of AA fire.

The copilot Capt. Brent C. OtBrien, cleared the fighter
escort for attack and the gunship circled as the F-4rs
worked to suppress the AA fire. Amid ttre heavy enemy
fire, Captain Milacek resumed the attack and ki11ed
another truck. At 0100, just about 2 hours into the
mission, ttthe whole cargo compartment lit up" as enemy
rounds tore into the Stingerrs right wing. A "sickening
right
dive of the aircrafttt ensued and Milacek called
ttllayday,
l\ltayday, wetre going in. " He shouted orders
to SSgt Adolfo Lopez, Jr., the IO, to jettison the ft€ire
launcher.

Captain Milacek directed the entire crew to get ready
for instant bailout. As the gunship dropped about 1,000
feet within a few seconds, Captains Milacek and OtBrien
pooled their strength to puIl the aircraft out of its dive.
By using full-left rudder, full-left aileron, and maximum
power on the two right engines, they regained stabrfted
flight. The full-engine power fueled 2- to 3-foot flames-torchlights for enemy gunners as the crippled Stinger
desperately headed for friendly territory. The navigator
Capt. Roger E. Clancy gave the correct heading but
warned they were too 1ow to clear a range of mountains
towering between them and safety. Whatrs more, the
crew di scovered that fuel consumption would likely mean
dry tanks before reaching base.

The crew tossed out every possible item to lighten
the load and the aircraft slowly climbed to 10,000 feet.
TSgt Albert A. Nash, the flight engineer, reported the
fuel-consumption rate had fa1len. Captain Milacek
elected to land ttre damaged plane and when he approached
the base area he ran a careful check of controls. He
found that almost fulI-left rudder and aileron would a1low
him to keep control. With uncertain fLap damage,

(This page is UNCLASSIFIED)
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Milacek chose a no-flap landing approach at 150 knots
(normally 117 knots). Utilizing every bit of pilot skill
he landed the plane. U$on leaving the Stinger' the
crew saw about one-third of the right wing (a l4-foot
section and aileron) had been torn off.

(U) Captain Milacek and crew received the Mackay Trfihy
for "the most meritorious ftight of the year. " . General Ryan, Chief
of Staff, presented the trophy on 5 August 1971+ during a Pentagon
""""-otty.

216

Gunship Operations ExPand

In the latter half of 1970, AC-119 gunship operations continued to expand in Cambodia. AC-119Gts from Tan Son Nhu[AB
interdicted Communist supply lines, joined by AC-119Krs at th-e end
of July. In addition, Shadows and Stingers were the chief defenders
of Kompong Cham, Kompong T'hom, Skoun, and Phnom Penh.
Protection of these towns was crucial since they were control points
on key highways.2lT The commander of Cambodian forces at
Kompong Thom (north of Phnom Penh) reported that 17th Special
Operations Squadron gunships played a prominent role in lifting the
enemy siege of that provincial capital. From 12 to 15 December
1970, a typical ground-support action took place at Prey Totung.
Thirty-two Shadow missions supported the townts defenders,.rrexpending 555, 800 rounds of ?. 62-rnrn ammunition and 128 flares. o'"
AC-119 Cambodian sorties in October were credited with killing
219 As the main air interdiction force in
1,400 of tJle
"n"-y.
Cambodia, ttre AC-119ts were seen as a big reason why Cambodian
population centers stayed in the hands of friendll forces.220
I

Qt In August 19?0 representatives from the FAC g"orrfloperating in Cambodia and the l?th Special Operations Squadron met at
Bien Hoa AB to refine coordination and procedures for joint operations in Cambodia. T?rey agreed to schedule day-and-night
missions and to try a new concept that mated a FAC and 1?th/18th
SOSq aircraft as a hunter-kilIer team on selected interdiction
missions. AC-119Kts were fragged as a separate sortie in a night
truck/sampan hunter-killer effort. On 2 September 19?0, to further
refine coordination in Cambodia, an EC-121 served an an extension
of the tactical air control center. This aircraft furnished better
t'The trophy was

first

won

by 2d. Lt. Henry H. Arnold in 1912.
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control of aircraft separation, sharpened airstrike coordination,
and speeded up firing clearances. French interpreters went
along on night gunship missions to he1P.,with air-to-ground communication and to gather intelligenss.aat

l?th Special Operations Squadron was ordered to fLy night support for Laotian forces on ttre
Bolovens Plateau. Three aircraft and four crews accordingly
moved from Phan Rang to Phu g;a1222 Several Lima Sites were
surrounded and the sifuation was deteriorating. Even so, U. S.
and RLAF gunship support by night and other attack aircraft by
day enabled the Lima Sites to reset their outer defenses in about
5 daYs.223

Cf On ? December

19?0 the

"-t t

G AC-119K interdiction operations picked up markedly in
December 19?0 after a longer-than-usual wet season. On 16 December a Stinger (caI1 sign Lad) set a new high for truck-kills by a
single AC-119 aircraft in I night--z9 trucks destroyed and 6 others
damaged along Route 92 near Ban Bak, Laos.224 Collectively, ttre
Stingers recorded 312 trucks destroyed and 196 damaged in the last
1,845 destroyed/damaged in the first
3 months of 19?0 225
^n6
quarter o1 1971.226 The AC-119Krs were also pitted against North
Vietnamese tanks as the Stingers shouldered heavy support commitments growing out of the South Vietnamese offensive into Laos
(Lam Son ?19). On 28 February Stinger destroyed eight PT-?6
tanks.227 The AC-119K|s compiled their interdiction record
despite bad weather early in the hunting season and diversions for
emergency support of Lima Sites and troops in contact with the
enemy.

(*)

The AC-119Kts truck-killing record rested in part,gn a
mix of 20-mm rounds--armor-piercing incendiary (API) and Tigh^-^
explosive incendiary (HEI). First tested on 18 November 1g7g'228
the mixed rounds fully demonstrated their worth against tanks in
Lam Son 7rc.229 Another plus was the reworking of the 20-mm
guns, including new gun barrels. Also, a concentrated maintenance effort eased the maintenance/operational headaches from
these guns over the months of Stinger operations. Moreover, the
removal of the APQ-fgS beacon-tracking radar had been approved
which stretched Stingerrs TOT up to 30 more minutes. The
AC-119K had tested a more advanced fire-control computeri' in late
19?0 but problems prevented its quick use for Stinger operations.2S0
{'The AYK-9 computer borrowed from the AC-130 program.
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AC-1I9 Force Changes

*|Ftt The AC-119 force deployment adjusted to new tactical

needs. seventh Air Forcers recommended shift of the l8th sosqts
D Flight from udorn to Nakhon Phanom was camied out from 26
to 29 october 1970 with practically no break in miss[on plans.

During 10 october-2? November the l?th sosq moved more aircraft
Tan Son Nhut from Phu Cat and phan Rang to satisfy operational
demands in cambodia. on 29 December A Flight of the 1?th sosq
was inactivated at Phu ca_t, its persorurel and aircraft assigned to
B Flight at Phan Rang. 231 As I9?0 closed, the AC-ll9rs were
spread over four bases--Phan Rang (? Ac-IlgG's), Tan son Nhut
(9 AC-rlgG's), phan Rang (B Ac-ugK's), Da Nang (? Ac-tlgK,s) and

to

Nakhon Phanom (6 AC-1196t"1.232

G Amid expanding Ac-119 operations, plans were afoot to
turn over the AC-119GIs to the vietnamese Air Force, consistent
with the Nixon administration push for vietnamization of the war.
This spawned proposals for a bigger and better vNAF gunship
capability.. A plan emerged (VNAF AC-119c plan ?0-52) to
activate the vNAF Blgth Combat squadron at Tan Son Nhut AB on 1
september 1971.233 on that date the 1?th sosq would turn over the

AC-119Gts and specified maintenance and supply support equipment.
The vNAF would then frag all AC-119G missions.234 VNAF/usaF
Joint Programmed Directive 71-106, 30 November lg?0, charged the
17th squadron with VNAF combat crew training in the Ac-119G. In
Phase I at clinton county AFB the vNAF pilots were checked out
in the c-119. Phase Ir aircrew training would take place at phan
Rang: three crews to enter training on 1 February lg?1; seven,
3 April; seven, 18 l\ltay; and the last seven, 25 Juns. 235 The goal
called for the vry4F squadron having 24 crews operationally ready
by 1 NIay 1972.236 Ttrus as t9?1 began, the t?th SOSq got ready to
transition from a combat squadron to a training one.

(U) In Southeast Asian combat the AC-119G/K gunships had
proven a worthy follow-on for the AC-47. Indeed, the G and K
models each had distinct capabilities that assured a far more
flexible gunship force. The shadows could do spookyts job in south
vietnam and Bame1 Roll. stingers could ably help spectre interdict enemy supply 1ines. The AC-Ilgts occupied the middle ground
in development and operations between the AC-4? (trre ttmodel Ttt
of gunships) and the AC-1B0E (the ever more sophisticated and
potent t'Cadillac").
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(U) The AC-119rs were thrust into the Southeast Asiart'Gonflict at a time when the war moved in new directions. Hostilities
had spilled over into Cambodia (a whole new arena for the gunships) and had quickened in the Barrel RoII and Steel Tiger sectors
of l-a.os. AC-119 operations steadily spread over a larger and
larger geographic area. Attention fixed more on gunship offensive

operations outside South Vietnam than on defensive missions within.
These shifts of emphasis forced AC-119 deployment to constantly
adjust. In addition, Vietnamization grew in importance' accompanied by the turnover of AC-119Grs to the VNAF and a downturn in
demands, the AC-119rs
U.S. strengttr. Despite the new operational
did welt. They built up their own t'Shadow Count, " saved Lima
Sites from capture, flew cover for troops and convoys, and
#
destroyed enemy trucks and sampans bearing supplies.

a

(U) The AC-119's road to combat twisted through long-delayed,
costly, and difficult development. The aircraft started out in a
climate of skepticism and opposition. It endured the higher priority
of the AC-130 program. It was overweight. Production of its subsystems lagged. Even when ready for deployment, the AC-119 ran
into SEA headroom problems. Yet with all these troubles, the
AC-[9G/K gunships played a significant and successful role in the
'war.

.
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VI.

GUNSHIPS FOR ALLIES--CONCLUSION

(u) while usAF fixed-wing

a

gunships grew more sophisticated
and potent, the simplicity of the early gunships, such as the
AC-47, appealed to other nations threatened or confronted with
guerilla warfare. The gunship held many advantages for small,
less-developed nations struggling to maintain an effective air force.
The side-firing weapon system could supply several hours of heavy
but accurate airborne firepower even in remote or other inaccessible areas. Guerrillas normally liked to attack and move supplies
under the cover of darkness. Hence tJ:e gunshiprs night ability to
support points under assault and to interdict the insurgentrs supplies
kindled keen interest. Few of the worldrs air forces were effective in night air operations. Moreover, the gunshiprs combat
advantages came at a bargain price. Most nations had the aircraft
and ordnance suitable for easy conversion to a simple gunship.
Gunship tactics and techniques required relatively litUe traini#t for
crews. Existing facilities and the skill-level of support perso-rurel
and ground support. All
could usually handle gunship maintenance
ttE.tt
tteconomytt
In addition, the speed
with a capital
this spelled
of gunship conversion pointed to unusual aircraft flexibility. It
was possible, for example, to quickly reconvert the gunship to a
transport.
Because of these r€asortsr several Latin American
countries early showed interest in ttre gunship concept. In January
1966 representatives from 16 Latin American air forces attended an
Inter-American Air Force Counterinsurgency Symposium host.d by
the USAF Special Air Warfare Center at Hurlburt Field' Fla.'
At such meetings, the gunship concept information conveyed to
ttrese countries triggered further inquiries. In September 195-$ for
example, Chile asked the USAF Southern Command (USAFSO) for
drawings, specifications, and cost information on installation of
machineguns in C-4t aircraft.2

G

The Air Staff pondered various ways for catering to
Latin American interest in gunships. SAWC proposed sending to
Chile an AC-4? mobile training team (MTT) that included one of
the finest AC-41 crews. The MTT could furnish facts on machinegun installation and turn Chilers fully-qualified C-47 pilots into
AC-47 pilots after 10 flying hours and expendihre of 4,000 rounds
of ammunition per pilot.3 On the other hand, USAFSO wanted its
own AC-4?rs for demonstration and gunship training of Latin
American air forees.4

P
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Al In January 196? the Southern Command studied its requirements for AC-47 aircraft. Ttre conversion of the C-47 into
a potent counterinsurgency strike aircraft offered high promise
for meeting Latin American needs, especially after Congress
passed legislation in 1968 prohibiting U. S. sales of high perforrrr.*
ance aircraft to countries south of the border to slow an arms
race under way there. Furthermore, the simple modification of
transports would tend to forestall pressure from other countries
for more sophisticated aircraft. Southern Command hoped to
install SUU-llA miniguns or .5O-caliber machineguns in the C-47
--a dim prospect in view of Vietnam War demands on funds and
equipment.' Nevertheless, USAFSO later asked the Air Staff to
support a project for equipping a C-47 with a .30-caliber machinegun, gunsight, and associated wiring. USAFSO felt this modification well-suited as a demonstration gunship since most Latin
American nations had .30-caliber guns on T-6rs and other aircraftP
The year ended without action on these ideas however.

tl

I In January 1968 Southern Command restated a requirement for C-47 's equipped with three .50-caliber machineguns.
The Command wanted a configuration so simple the Latin American
countries could modify their own aircraft with materials at hand.
To render the aircraft more flexible, pallet gun mounts were
recommended. The mounts would contain azirnuthlelevation vernier
adjustments allowing for fine boresight comections. The mountrs
elevation scale would cover 10o above to 30o below level to compensate for the extremes in Latin American temain.6 tt"a#ry
quarters USAF asked TAC to tap SAWC and lst Combat Application
Group resources to develop, test, and deliver two machinegun kits
to USAFSO tg,gether with plans and technical data for additional
installations. '
(l TAC Test Number 68-201, 9 May 1968, ordered three .50caliber machineguns placed on pallet mounts built of simple materials available in I-atin America. B Th" idea of putting machineguns
on pallets led TAC to consider also pallet-mounting of the semiautomatic flare launchers and the emergency ram-air smoke--qgmoval
system. Even a palletized day/night target-acquisition system(incorporating a computer and sighting device for gunship application) was investigated.g Meanwhile, the lst combat Application Group
reported in July that fLight-testing of the prototype machinegun
installation had been successful on the England AFB range and that
contract modification was proceeding. Delivery of the guns to the
Canal Zone was estimated in the latter half of August.lO

i
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Headquarters USAF authorized four AC-4?ts

in early

1969 toward satisfying Southern Command's long-standing require-

ment. Two reasons partly prompted this action: (l) to fill a void
left by the withdrawal of Scuthern Commandrs A-26ts in 1968, an{
(2) to help counter moves by U. S. Army forces in the Canal Zone
aimed at-usurping close air support and training roles assigned to
USAFSO. rr After many years of trying, Southern Command would
get its demonstration/training gunships.

(U) Although neglecting but not forgetting Latin American
gunship development, the Air Force greatly stressed a gunship
capability for allied nations in Southeast Asia. It first focused on
supplying AC-4?rs to the Vietnamese Air Force but in time put gunships in the hands of the Laotians as well.
.q,
(U) The Vietnamese Air Forcd began on I July 1955 with 32
old planes inherited from the French. In lMay 1956 the U. S. Air
Force first took over French Air Force advisory functions'and a

modest program of modernizing the VNAF got under way almost at
once. Improvement of the VNAF accelerated as the war in Southeast Asia intensified, and it later became a major program in the
Nixon administration policy of Vietramization. * At first, U. S. aid
emphasized equipping the VNAF as a war ally but the Nixon program shifted to preparing the Vietnamese to go it alone.

O By 1964 the VNAF had two squadrons of C-4?'s (each yith
I? aircraft) and thus were quite familiar with the old Gooney Bii!.
Furthermore, VNAF C- lrs shared the night flare mission role with
USAF C-123's in 1964 because of a sharp rise in June 1963 of Vietcong night attacks on both outposts and ttnew lifett rural villages. +12
It was not until 1967, however, that a program emerged to give
the VNAF a gunship squadron. The program called for converting
10 C-4?rs of the VNAFts 4l7th Transport Squadron to gunships by 1
September 1967 and 6 more by 1 January 1968. Seventh Air Force
submitted SEAOR 89

in May 1967 for

equipping 16 AC-47's with

*Vi"trra*ization of the war had two phases. Phase I emphasized

the Vietnamese in the ground role. Phase 1I stepped up the use of
armored equipment, improved logistics, and began air support. Ttre
transfer of gunships feII in Phase II.
+
See Chapter II.
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SUU-IIA guns. Since USAF AC-47's had new I\D(U-4701A gun mod-iil
ules, the SUU-II guns being replaced were expected to be used
the VNAF conversion. 13

G7 tn September 196? the USAF Advisory Group in South
Vietnam urged Headquarters to prod the lagging Air Force coordination of the VNAF AC-47 conversion program: "It would materially
aid in coordinating and obtaining the necessary ?AF support including training of the Vietnamese cadre if an expected date of Air
Staff approval could be obtainedt'as ttan early \rNAF AC-47 capability is desired. " The Advisory Group figured it would take about
2Il2 months to train the Vietnamese instructor cadre.*14 In the
meantime, the Advisory Group and the 14th Air Commando Wing
drew up a memorandum of understanding in December 1967 regarding the conduct of VNAF training.15
At Plans for a VNAF AC-47 squadron nonetheless went awry
for several reasons. First, strong enemy attacks on U. S. airbases
in 1967 imposed a heavier airbase-defense commitment on the
Spookies
in turn generated requests for more USAF AC-4?ts.+

"nUarose whether guns and related equipment would be
Uncertainty
ample for USAF needs. Second, the Air Force suspended the VNAF
conversion in early 1968 when it seemed lhe SUU-l1 pods on hand
would be needed for the AC-119 program. + This hold order was
brief but such actions delayed execution of VNAF plans. Moreover,
USAF officials stayed troubled over the supply of new 7.62-rnrn
miniguns.

Cf The problem of accommodating gunship personnel ot ti3

AC-119G deployment under the SEA manpower ceiling fueled fresh
effort toward establishing a VNAF gunship squadron. In December
1968 General Brown, Seventh Air Force Commander, ordered a
study on the transfer of AC-4?ts to the VNAF. He wanted quick
action with consideration of an t'optimum schedule from the VNAF
side, even though it results in some degradation of the Seventh
Air Force capabilities. " From the sfudy Seventh Air Force con-

.rA

cluded the VNAF had the capability and desire to accept the AC-4?ts.'"
Provisions were again made for a \INAF gunship squadron.

xln late 1967 the 14th Air Commando Wing submitted a proposal
for training VNAF aircrews in the AC-47. [14th ACWg Training Proposal (S), Dec 1967. l
+See Chapter II.
+

'See page 245

J^

of Chapter V.
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Following months of preparing and aircrew training, the
VNAF received the first five AC-4? gunships on 2 July 1969 and
the 16th and last on 20 August.l? The VNAF Bl?th Combat Squadron, popularly known as Fire Dragon, earned a.combat-ready (C-1)
rating on 31 August--1 month ahead of schedule.rd That squadronrs
AC-4?ts based at Tan Son Nhut comprised the complete VNAF gunship force until AC-119Gts were turned over to the Vietnamese in
September

1971.

,,

+Jt The U. S. Advisory Group eyed VNAF combat operations
intently inasmuch as the AC-47 ts were to supply the main support
for an expanding Regional Forces/Popular Forces program.19 The
VNAF Fire Dragons would likewise supplement USAF gunships in a
number of in-country roles for quite some time. Much hinged on
the VNAF success.
_q
(rf The Vietnamese AC-47 squadron swiftly won the praise
of USAF advisers and commanders. As 1969 closed, the Vietnamese
were flying all gunship support for the IV Corps Zone. The VNAF
put two or three AC-47 rs on airborne alert from sunset to sunrise
while six stood ground alert at Binh Thuy and Tan Son Nhut.20
One adviser reported the VNAF gunship had ttnever failed to meet a
target commitment.tt2l Another, the evaluater of the VNAF unit,
declared: "This squadron is better than any USAF AC-47 squadron
{
that was ever over here. tt
(O Crew experience was the key ingredient of Vietnamese
success. In late 1969 the average Fire Dragon pilot had flown over
6, 000 hours with some having logged over 12, 000 hours in the C-47.*
This contrasted with USAF crews logging 800 AC-47 hours throughout a l-year tour. Whatts more, the VNAF crews knew the Vietnamese terrain and could generally spot more on the ground.22

Deficient night/poor-weather operationai-capability tempered the high
experience level of Vietnamese crews.z. This was gradually overcome leading a USAF colonel to comment, "The Vietnamese seem to be
able to acquire the target much faster at nightt'z4 th"tt the Americans.

G An instance of the VNAFTs operatiorral progress was an
AC-41 mission on 17 October 1969 commanded by Capt. Huynh Van
Tong. While on airborne alert over Binh Ttruy AB, Captain Tong
rrvas directed to a Vietnamese Army outpost at Phung Hiep under
oso.rr" VNAF pilots
had flown C-471s since 1958.
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attack. The VNAF AC-4? fired 63,000 minigun rounds ana aroipea
150 flares in support of the defenders. Extra air support was re-

quested and Captain Tong acted as FAC, directing the strikes of
USAF F-100rs that responded. Captain Tong and his crew flew three
sorties in defense of the outpost, returning to Binh Tttuy to replenish ammunition and flares. The attack on the outpost was repulsed.zS

G By 31 December 1969 the VNAF gunships had demonstrated
a firm grasp of all facets of their mission to include acting as,orFAC
for USAF strikes. At yearrs end they had tlown over 28 percent of
the total gunship effort in South Vietnam. The Chief of the USAF
Advisory Group reported the VNAFts killed-by-air (KBA) figures
were at least equal to a USAF gunship squadronts.26

.t

({t The VNAF gunship

squadron had some problems in maintaining the l\D(U 4701A gun module which were resolved by de4g'ees
with greater experience. Overall AC-47 maintenance proved
surprisingly good, reflecting the long acquaintance of VNAF maintenance men with the C-47. The VNAFTs rapid expansion, however,
caused constant concern. It was obvious the South Vietnamese
would have to withdraw some of their best people f-r-om the established squadrons to man new units being activated.2T

€) Step by step the VNAF took over more of the gunship missions. They extended their AC-47 operations into all four military
regions, eventually covering the entire country. The Bl?th Conpat
Squadron dqployed alert aircraft to Da Nang, Pleiku, and Binh Thuy
Air Bases. ZU At ttre same time, preparations commenced for ttre
\INAF AC-119G squadron. + In the first quarter of 1971, the l?th
*At Dr. Mcl,ucasrs request, the Air Staff examined in August
1969 the possibility of converting excess EC-121 aircraft into gunships for the VNAF. Ttre Air Staff recommended against considering the C-121 because: A previcns shrdy of the airframe had rejected

it for

gunship use (scoring poorly on maneuverability, vulnerability,
rnaneuvering load factor, crew-egress capability, and a suspeqted
tail-section twist resulting from ii"ing of guns in the aft sectidfi of

the aircraft); high operating/modification costs; the aircraft was
sophisticated beyond VNAF capability; VNAF AC-47rs were considered adequate; and the long leadtime required for modification.
The report concluded: tt In ttre event it becomes necessary to
expand the VNAF gunship fleet, recommend the AC-119Grs be given
to the VNAF. " JLtr (S), Gen John C. Meyer, Vice Chief of Staff
to SAFUS (Dr. Mclucas), subj: Conversion of EC-I2ls to Gunships
(U), 30 Aug 69. l
I
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Special Operations Squadron, 14th SOWg, set about training the
\|NAF aircrews in the AC-119G. The three-phase program consisted of a weekts ground school, then basic flying training with
stress on instrument/emergencyp^rocedures, and ending with a
concentration on combat tactics. zY In late April 1971, Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky attended a graduation ceremony at Phan Rang
AB for the l8-member first class of AC-119G crewmen. The
graduates--pilots, navigators, flight engineers, gunnersr &rld illuminator operators--would form the cadre of the VNAFts AC-119G
unit, the Bl9th Combat Squadron.30

(U)

On 24 September 19?1 the Air Force announced that the
AC-I9G Shadow gunships of the ]?th_Special Operations Squadron
had been turned over to the VNAF.xJI Another big miLestone in the
VNAF Improvement and Modernization Program had been reached.
The Vietnamese were able to shoulder even more of the gunshipmission load within their country and free additional USAF gunships
for interdiction. *
t

(S

for the Laotians as well as the
Embassy in Vientiane
American
South Vietnamese. In 1968 the
believed the Royal Laotian Air Force desperately needed to improve
the Americans wanted to give
its C-4? operations. Specifically,
ttweather"
capability' sharpen C-41 mainand
RLAF
some
night
the
tenance, and broaden the training of selected RLAF personnel. The
goal was a self-sufficient RLAF *itft an AC-47 tactical capability.32
In December 1968 CINCPAC approved and submitted to the Sqcretary
of Defense a request from the JUSIMAG* Deputy Chi ef in Ttrailand
to convert four RLAF C-4?ts to gUnships by installing .50-caliber
machineguns. SS Almost simultaneously, the Deputy Chief of the
advisory team asked that a C-47 mobile training team (MTT) come
to Udorn RTAFB and conduct the required RLAF training. 34
Gunships were provided

o'Si:e

Chapter V.

*Ai" Force gunship personnel not only trained Vietnamese crewmen but joined actively in a Civic Action program to aid South
Vietnamese civilians and communities near their bases. They
assisted orphanages, gave scholarships to students, and improved
schools, sanitary facilities, and community buildings. Similar
Civic Action projects were pursued in Thailand.
*Joitrt United States Military Advisory Group.
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After top-level agreement in Washington, the Air Staff
levied the requirement for an AC-47 MTT at Udorn on TACrs
Special Operations Force (SOF). In February 1969 a team of 5
officers and 19 enlisted men ended its planning at England AFB and
left for Thailand.'F35 The teamts first increment reached Udorn on
24 F'ebruary and the second on 2 l![arch 1969. Eighteen Laotians
entered training on B March utilizing 4 C-47's from the Military
Assistance Program, Laos. Though no AC-47 was on hand for gunship training, the RLAF was neverttreless told to choose men for
loadmaster and gunner training. A request for instructors to conduct this special training went to the Special Operations Force. Two
SOF loadmaster instructors got to Udorn on 20 June. Three days
1ater, the RLAF personnel began loadmaster instruction after which
they would receive gunner training if an AC-47 was available. On
€l

12 July two instructor gunners came and the 14th SOWg loaned a
Spooky for the gunship-training phase. The training, comPleted on
31 July, formed a sma1l nucleus for a RLAF gunship cadre. ro

G The training made headway+ but efforts to supply the
RLAF with gunships mired down. On 28 March 1969 the Chief of
Staff refused funding of the earlier-requested . 50-caLiber gun modification, due to its relatively low priority and a "critical slfllrtage
of FY 69 modification funds. I' Instead, the Air Staff offered in
April eight C-47ts and a like number of 7.62-rnm gun kits to come
from VNAF excess. Air Force Headquarters believed an extra
three aircraft already modified to tkre gunship configuration' might
be turned over to the RLAF in lVlay and June of 1969. c t
el In early June 1969, the Air Force decided the three gunship-configured aircraft would remain in Vietnam but the eight
MTT went to Udorn in a TDY status. Later, Ambassador
Sullivan in the Laotian capital reacted negatively to reports that the
MTT was to become a permanent organization at Udorn. He argued
that the job could be better done by SOF volunteers who were properly motivated to endure the advisory-training frustrations. [Msg (S)'
Ambassador Sullivan to General McCorurell, subj: C-47 Mobile
Assistance Team (no DTG). l
*Srr"""ss of the MTT training brought a follow-on MTT request
for the next two training periods. RLAF crews from the first class
would augment the fo11ow-on MTT. (e factor in sending the MTT
in a TDY status was avoidance of trade-offs that seemed necessary
to squeeze under the SEA manpolver ceiling. ) [Hist (TS) Dir/Ops,
L Jan-30 Jun 69, p 347.1
'FThe
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VNAF C-47rs, together with ?.62-mm SUU-ll gun kits, would be
transfemed to "MAP Laos on an expedited basis. " The first five
aircraft were delivered on 5 July and the last one on 2 Octdffrr
1969. Only five complete gun kits were furnished from VNAF
excess' however. The remainder would have to come from AFLC
sources. By the end of September, the U. S. Air Force had modified five of the C-47ts as gunships. The American Embassy at
Vientiane reported on 7 October 1969 that after the first few operational flights the guns had "hopelessly jammed. " U. S. officials
asserted the gun kits t'were unserviceable and should have been
salvaged and/or overhauled prior to delivery. " They definitely felt
the "tactical position in-country could be enhanced greatly with
good serviceable gunships" but they had not gotten them. 38

G. In response to RLAF gunship difficulties, Headquarters
USAF next directed that gun pods and parts be sent from the
United States to the Laotians. It specified that a technician to
help in their installation arrive at Udorn by 14 October 1969,a-,
Meantime, the Deputy Chief, JUSMAG, Thailand learned of the impending inactivation of the 4th SOSq which would render AC-4?rs
equipped with 1\D(U-4701A gun pods excess to the Seventh Air Force.
The JUSIMAG Deputy Chief asked CINCPAC on 31 October 1969 for
immediate transfer of eight AC-47 rs to IVIAP Laos (at no cost to
MAP) "to replace present SUU-llA RLAF equipped C-47 acft. " on
4 November CINCPACAF suggested just the SUU-UA guns of the
RLAF be traded for the 1\D(U-470 ones. Notwithstanding, after
phoning Headquarters CINCPAC on 7 November, G. McMurtrie
Godley, American Ambassador to Laos, concluded that CINCPAC
could justify the substitution of USAF AC-A7ts for !!-AF-possessed
Cly'rC-4J aircraft and urged the exchange be made.39
A On 14 November, PACAF agreed to trade eight 4th SOSq
AC-4?ts (with MXU-4?O/A gun pods) for five RLAF AC-47 's (with
SUU-[ guns) and three standard-cargo C-47's. PACAF proposed
to reassign three of the 4th SOSq AC-4?rs to the 432d TRWg at
Udorn for ongoing support of Lima Sites and troops in contact with
the enemy and three to the VNAF as advanced attrition. PACAF
would return the RLAF CIAC-471s to the United States for storage.
CINCPAC concurred in this redistribution plan on 18 November commenting ttthe one-for-one swap appears the most economically
feasible solution. " On 4 December 1969 the Chief of Staff approved
the CINCPACAF plan. He also authorized retention of the eight
RLAF CIAC-+l's but stipulated that no more of these aircraft be
modified into gunships. Directives were issued specifying delivery
of the eight AC-4?rs to the RLAF by 5 January lg?O--expanding
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the RLAF gunship inventory to

13.40

Unforh:nately, development of an RLAF gunship force
experienced continued difficulties. RLAF maintenance capability
fell short of the self-sufficiency goa1s. The Air Force Section of
JUSMAG, Thailand informed Headquarters USAF in June 1970 that
"Phase inspections, IRANS' drop-in maintenance and TCTos are
still accomplished under contract by Thai-Bangkok. " In addition,
delivery of gUnships to the RLAF had fallen behind schedule. The
three AC-4?ts (with MXU-4?OA guns), turned over to the RLAF in
June 19?0, raised their total to only nine with but eight then operationa1.41 The Royal Laotian Air Force did in truth have a gunship
capability. Nonetheless, its small base of experience with air
operations made expansion and progress painfully slow in the face
..,,:t
of deeper enemy penetration into the country.

G

g The foregoing spotlighted the gunshipts added value to the
U. S. Military Assistance Programs for other nations. The gunship
held clear advantages chiefly as a counterinsurgency weapon system.
The need for such a weapon System in Latin America, Southeast
Asia, or similar wprld areas fanned interest in a ttMini Gunship.rr42
In ttris regard, the 19?I program (Credible Chase) sought to acquire
and test a side-armed, light, short-takeoff-and-landing (STOL) aircraft. This proposed gunship would be equipped with a NOD/night
gunsight and a pintle-mounted XM-197 side-firing 20-mm cannon.
The pintle mount would accept the M-2 (.50-caliber) and XM-93
(?.62-mm) machineguns. The Mini Gunship would be capable of
intelligence collection, sensor readout, air interdiction' air support'
and infiltration/exfiltration of raiding parties. It was hoped such
capability would enable the VNAF to execute their own counterinfiltration operations. A combat evaluation of the STOL aifctaft
was planned for the fiscal year 1972 dry season in Vietnam.
Obviously as the Air Force satisfied its own gunship needs' it
turned more to establishing or improving the gunship capability of
allied nations.
*Maj Gordon L. Ellis reported in a June 1967 Air Command
and Staff College thesis, "Advanced Aircraft for the Forward Air
Controllertt: t'Two O-lts in Vietnam were equipped for a test with
the M-60 machine gun firing out the left side similar to the AC-47
A most significant advantage of Little Puff
Dragon ships
will come . . . . in saving downed pilots. "
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(U) Other countries worked on their own to fit the sidefiring concept to their express demands. An Israel Aircraft
at the
Industries gunship version of a military transport--displayed
*
The
Ilanover Air Show in Germany--afforded a case in point.
the
of
side
pods
each
on
aircraft had .50-caliber machinegun
fuselage in addition to a rear-mounted machinegun and forwardfiring guns and rockets.43 Clearly the United States could no
longer claim the gunship concept as its exclusive property.
Q , Despite world interest in the gunship and the steady
improvement of the u. S. gunship force, the weapon system was
accepted within definite and somewhat narrow limits. In the
extended Southeast Asian war, burdened with many indecisive
qualities, the gunship proved a most useful but certlinly not a
major factor in resolving the conflict. The gunshipts chief achievements lay in interdiction, hamlet/outpost defense, airbase defense,
close ground-force support, and convoy escort. Yet even within these
mission categories, the enemy got supplies through, ambused troops'
bombarded bases, and overran positions. Furthermore, the gunships occupied only a thin band in the wide spectrum of SEA air
activity. u. s. air operations--supplemented more and more by
those of the VNAF and RI-AF--had grown infinitely complex with a
great number and variety of missions, munitions, aircraft, and
tactics. At their 1969 peak, however, the gunsh*" _t:ql"^1 :EIy++53
of over 1, 800 U. S. aircraft being employed in the war theater'
Also in comparison of sortie totals, the gunship number
stood relatively low. The highest monthly average for USAF gunship attack sorties in South Vietnam crested at 368 during fiscal
year 1969. This contrasted sharply with a monthly average of
g,7g7 USAF fixed-wing tactical air sorties over the same period.
In the fixed-wing attack sorties over Laos' the gunship monthly
average climbed to 348 in fiscal year 19?| colrp&red to 4'945 for
other tactical air sorti"".45

al

9l At one time or anotkrer, the gunship virtually ranged

the

entire war area except North Vietnam, yet was continually confined to less well-defended enemy-held areas. The aircraft always
needed friendly control of the skies and even with the flak suppression of a jet-fighter escort--its vulnerability remained a
nagging worry. In summary, the gunship was a limited weapon
even in a limited war.46
t'Discussed

in Aviation Week & fpgg-g Technology,

€80ffF

q,

MaY 1972.
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(U) Nevertheless, the gunship carved a niche for itself in
SEA air operations and possibly in the post-SEA force. Almost
from its first flights over enemy supply routes, the aircraft
became the preeminent truck-destroyer--particularly at night. Gunship truck-kill claims were criticized and at times discounted. A11
the same the gunship was assuredly the most cost-effective aircraft performing interdiction. There was plenty of justified acclaim
for its role as an aerial defender of villages, Lima Sites, fortified
posts, and troops fighting off enemy attacks. The Spooky Count,
the number of times the enemy broke off the assault, the reports
of gratifude from ground units--these were facts of record. *,_The
gunshipts presence exerted both a psychological and materiaiT
impact. Its versatility stretched from the most sophisticated selfcontained capability for target search of any USAF aircraft to such
diverse tasks as illuminating a life-saving surgical operation. Its
varied weapons could saturate an area or concentrate fire on a
point. In short, the weapon ful1y displayed in combat the qualities
expected of it by its early promoters. General McConnellts 1964
reply to General Sweeneyts expressed opposition to the ghnship
rang hauntingly true: "it certainly is in the Air Force interests to
run the program rather than to sit on the sideline commenting. "47

O The gunship had firmly established its role and importance
in the Southeast Asian war and in the Military Assistance Programs
for other nations. It likewise earned a place in the USAF p.lgns
for postwar tactical forces. In September 19?0 Tactical Aii"tommand reported on its "in-depth review" of post-SEA gunships as
requested by Headquarters USAF. TAC concluded that a ttselfcontained all weather/night attack (SCANA) system" capable of
destroying mobile surface targets was required. The system would
pressure the enemy at all times and keep him from moving men
and equipment during darkness and bad weather. "Of many weapon
systems developed to accomplish this high priority mission in
SEAsia, one, the AC-130A Surprise Package Gunship, has been
singularly successful, " said the Command. The Gunship ll,."then,
supplied the "initial evolutionary" stages of a SCANA capability
to meet this post-SEA need. TAC believed the AC-130A projected
to be left over from SEA operations would take care of gunship
force needs to about 1980. TAC cautioned, however, that "past
emphasis on gunship development had been stimulated by the AC130 success and the existence of a favorable environment for
employment. " Bearing in mind that "Cargo type aircraft are

srgft?t.
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suited for low level conflict situations which require a low national
involvement profile, " TAC preferred to view the post-ffiA gunships
as "transitional" until development of an attack-experimental (A-X)

aircraft.

lB

G. Transitional or not, the gunship had definitely met a
combat air operations need, albeit in a "limited war. " The aircraft
had fulfilled its assigned missions better than any other available
weapon system. As General Momyer, TAC Commander (and former
seventh Air Force commander) put it: "with its multiple sensors,
I think it is the best weapon for either air or ground support of a
night engagement. "49 Considerable evidence points to "wars of
national liberation" (Vietnam-type wars) as being the most acceptable
1evel of conflict by enemy nations in the future. If so, the sidefiring concept would .continue to be advantageous. John Paul Vanni'
remarked in the early years of U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia:
"This is a political war and it calls for discrimination in kilting.
The best weapon of killing would be a knife. "50 The side-firing
gunship and the helicopter gunship were probably the closest air
power could come to Vannrs knife. Even when the Southeast Asian
war erupted into more conventional battles, the gunship dealt surprisingly well with tanks and other heavy enemy weapons. General
Ryan, Chief of Staff, asserted in the fall of 19?1 that t'One of the
most successful developments arising from our experience in Southeast Asia is the gunship, " and "we intend to keep this capability to
deliver a tremendous volume of sustained accurate firepower in the
tactical force.

"51

(U) In reviewing the course of the gunshipts evolution from
painful birth to an accepted, unique, and potent weapon system,
certain significant points stand out. First, resourceful, persistent
and imaginative men conceived and developed a new aerial weapons
concept. They did it in the face of formidable obstacles and
almost stifling opposition. seeond, the constant growth in gunship
effectiveness came from an unusually high art of improvisation,
skillful borrowing, and use of available equipment. Ten years of
experience with limited war had disclosed that modifying existing
aircraft was surely the best way to secure new weapon-system
capabilities from the standpoint of both time and money. Third,
the innovative management of dedicated men--given free rein within
target costs to do whatever was needed to get the job done--developed and produced the more advanced AC-130 gunships on schedule
and below the projected expense. Ttris was a miracre in time of
xPerhaps one of the most knowledgeable and respected of
American advisers in Vietnam until his death in 1972.

,
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Fourth, remarkably
notable cost overruns and production delays.
the combat-zone
and
gunship
developers
close relations between
users strengthened application of state-of-the-art equipment to
combat needs. Fifth, the gUnship developers constantly sought to
keep ahead of the enemy and his defenses. They extended the range
and quality of sensors/weapons and worked on electronic count€rmeasures. This dictated pressure-packed modification of gunships
in the United States during the summer months (the SEA wet season)'
so the aircraft could return to combat by the time the dry hunting
season began. Sixth, the gunshiprs combat successes in SEA'
especially in night operations, generated demands for more gunships
of missions. This touched off
and their use i; a greater variety
t'optimum"
gqnship force and its
much top-level debate over the
gunship tactics changed
Seventh'
place in a "balancedrr air force.
iro- strikes by a single aircraft on armed reconnaissance missions
to a complex team effort of many aircraft, particularly fighter
escort. Fitted with heavier armament like the 40-mm gun and the
105-mm howitzer, the gunship became virtually an escorted aerial
artillery platform somewhat analogous to a Navy battleship with a
protective screen of destroyers. Proposals and tests even emerged
to tie the gunship with such aircraft as the B-52. The relatively
sma1l gunship program had surprising impact in many areas-ranging from combat to management of airpower resources.

l

(U) Considering the gunship's history, libera1ly sprinkled with
advancement against great odds, it seems plausible that the fixedwing, side-firing ggnship--or some derivative thereof--would
influence the aeroipace force of the future. The Southeast Asian war
continuedr &cconrpanied by steady gunship improvements. Looking
farther ahead, some imaginative men foresaw a wide range of possibilities. At one end of the spectrum was a much-improved, quiet'
STOL Mini Gunship suitable for the lowest level of conflict. At the
other were powerful lasers and rockets that extended the side-firing
concept to aerospace vehicles hovering outside the earthts atmosphere--hearalding a true Buck Rogers/ptastr Gordon era.

t.on 12 August 1g?1 Gen. George s. Brown, AFSC Commander,
Acquiaddressea a oo6/NSIA Symposium on Maior Defense Systems
sition: "As a creative innovation' the first experimental gunships
were delivered to combat units in southeast Asia in record time'
They were so successful tlet it was decided to make this a regular
system'
Air Force program- -and it was put into the formal acquisition
take
Then, as the secretary lPackard] pointed out, he found it would prothe
took
we
So
two years to get more gunships to the theater'
small
gram out of the formal lystem, turrrea it back to the original
project group, and got them out in six months'tt
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Lessons Learned from 71st Special Operations Squadron Deployment*

1.

See that crews attain and maintain high proficiency in flying
TACAN radials and arcs. TACAN is the primary aid in SEA

for navigating, vectoring around friendly artillery fire,

and

locating targets.

2. Have crews fly practice missions that simulate armed reconnaisance search boxes.

3. Develop crew proficiency in acquiring targets on ridgelines
in valleys.
4.

and

Schedule at least one live-firing mission a week for each crew.
(The 71st SOSq crews complained their checkout in SEA was
hampered because their live-firing consisted of only 1' 500

rounds from combat crew training to theater arrival.')

5. Make certain pilots know how to keep constant ftare/illuminator
light over troops in contact with the enemy.
6.

Simulate combat aircraft loads during practice missions.

7.

Be sure navigators know their radio equipment well. (Most 71st
SOSq navigators discovered they had to monitor several radios-obtaining friendly artillery clearances, contacting ground forces'
and securing target information. Previously, the pilot handled
much of the radio communicating.a)

a. Intvw (U), author with Col. Boris C. Chateff, Hq USAF
(former navigator in the 71st SOSq), 7 Jul 72; hist (S)' 14th SOWg'
I Jan-31 IVIar 69, p 23. The first AC-119G navigators could perform
both as the NOD operator and as mission navigator--some navigators
alternated in these positions. Toward the end of 1969' however'
navigator graduates from the combat crew training at Lockbourne
AFB arrived trained separately as NOD operators and mission navigators. The 14th SOWg believed this to be over-specialization and
cited the experience of the AC-119G squadron as proof a navigator
could be proficient in both positions. (See hist (S)' 14th SOWg,
1 Oct-31 Dec 69. )

'"Ltr (c), ?th AF Dep Comdr/Ops to ?th AF Dir/Ops Spt, subj:
Lessons Learned from ?lst SOS Deployment to SEA' 5 APr 69.
ut{cLASSltlED
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B.

Stress job training of maintenance men and other specialists.

q

In the first increment deployed, include supervisors such as
the squadron commander, operations officer, and flight commanders. (ttris was not the case with the 71st SOSq
deployment.

10.

)

Exert every effort to obtain technical manuals prior to
deployment.

11.

Carry in each aircraft the extra clamps, hoses, and other
items which maintenance men know will be needed.
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@!ip. Types: Components and Characteristics*
Spooky Components e$_

Cft""a"t""isli"s

Gunship

Spooky

Aircraft

AC-47

Mission

Area defense

Area / Target

In-country and out-country/
troops -in-contact

Armament

3 x 7.62-mm
miniguns (1!Dru-4?0/A)
Fast: 6,000 rds/min
Slow: 3, 000 rds /min

Armor
Ordnance

21,000 rdsa

Fire-control system

None--gunsight: fixed
reticle

Target acquisition

Visual

Illumination

24-56 flaresa manually
dispensed

Reaction airspeed

13OK TAS

Operating altitude

3,000

FueI duration

7

Turnaround

30 min

Escorts

None

ft AGL

(optimum)

loo

a. Varies according to mission
*
Maj Richard K. Kott, The Role of USAF Gunstriqs i3 SnA
(HQ PACIF, Project CHIF,l6-a"eE
pp 50:6r.-

(S)

,Sl|ff|l
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i{

Aircrew

2 pilots, I navigator,
2 gunners, I loadmaster,
1 flight engineer

One engine out

Unsatisfactory at cc:.1;]i.i
gross weight

Shadow G Components and Characteristics

Gunship III

Shadow

Aircraft

AC-119G

Mission

Armed recce

Area/Target

In- country/ troops -inCOntact, mover, etC.

Armament

4 x 7.62-mm miniguns

\1"

I

Fast: 6,000 rds/min
Slow: 3,000 rds/min

Armor

2,000 lbs

Ordnance

31,500 rds

Fire control

Computerized fire -control
system incorporating semiautomaticr rrr&rrual-firing,
offset-capable

Target acquisition (sensor)

Night observation sight

Illumination

5 million
20-40 DFG
with
candlepower
(Zo-kw)
24
variable beam
flares dispensed from launcher

Reaction airspeed

1BOK TAS

Operating altitude

3,500 feet AGL

FueI duration

6/ 30

Illuminator

1.

(NOS)

$€fF
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Turnaround

30 min

Escorts

None

Aircrew

2 pilots, 2 navigators
(tatrte navigator and NOS
operator), 1 illuminator
operator, 2 guru:ers, I
fLight engineer

One engine out

Unsatisfactory at combat
gross weight

Shadow K Components and Characteristics

Gunship III

Stinger or Shadow K

Aircraft

AC-119K

Mission

Armed recce/interdiction

Area/Target

In- country/troops

Armament

4

-

in- contact,

movers, etc., and outcountry/trucks, LOCts

x 7.62-mm miniguns
Fast: 6,000 rds/min
Slow: 3,000 rds/min

x 20-rnrn cannon
2,500 rds/min

2

Armor
Ordnance

Fire control

2,000 lbs
31,500

rds 7. 62-mm

4,500 rds 20-mm

Computerized fire-control
system incorporating fully
automaticr rfiorru&I-firing,
offset- capable

Jt0il? l
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a

Target acquisition (sensors)

Night observation sight
(NOS) Infrared
Side-looking radar

Illumination

Illuminator

1.

5 million

candlepower; pencil beam

(20-kw); 24 flares

dispensed from launcher

Reaction airspeed

1BOK TAS

Altitude

3,500 ft AGL (optimum)

Fuel duration

5

Turnaround

30 min

Escorts

None

Aircrew

2 pilots, 3 navigators (tab1e
navigator, NOS operator
and radar/IR operator), 1
illuminator operator, 3
gunners, 1 flight engineer

One engine out

500 feet-per-minute climb

100

Spectre Components and Characteristics
Gunship

II

Spectre

Aircraft

AC-130

Mission

Armed recce/interdiction

Area/Tar.get

Out-country/trucks, LOCts

Armament

4

x7.62-mm miniguns
High: 6,000 rds/min
Low: B,000 rds/min

4x2O-mm cannon 2,500 rds/min

Armor

5, 000 lbs

|*

*
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Ordnance

15,000
B,000

Fire control

Computerized fire-control
system incorporating fully
automatic, semiautomatic,
manual -firing offset- capable

Target acquisition (sensors)

Night observation device
(NOD) Infrared (IR)
Side-looking radar
Ignition detection

Illumination

Illuminator

rds 7. 62-mm
rds 20-mm

1.

5 million

candlepower with 20-40 DFG
variable leam (20 kw) and
IR filter capability;
24 flares dispensed from
launcher
Reaction airspeed

2OOK TAS

Operating altitude

5,500 ft AGL (optimum)

Fuel duration

6130

Turnaround

1130

Escorts

1xF-4 (of 3 rotating to
tanker)

Aircrew

2 pilots, 3 navigators (table
navigator, NOD operator,
and radar/IR operator), 1
illuminator operator, 3
gunners, I tlight engineer.
(crew members added later:
fire control officer, electronic warfare officer, two
additional gunners. )

One engine out

400 feet-per-minute climb

'€F0fltrF
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Pave Spectre Subsystems Configuration

*

Sensors
l

LLLTVA
GMTI processor (APN-59 radar)a

IR set

(AAD-?)a

rl

Black Crowa

b-

APQ-1504

1

Fire-Control

System

Digital fire-control computer
inertial measuring unit (IMU)

,

]il

heads-up display (gunsight)
fire-control display
slave select interface unit (SSIU)
boresight boxa
fire- control teleprinter
moving-map display
air-data system
sensor slaving unit (SSU)a
two-gyro platform
Other

helmet sighta
laser-ranger designator
2-kw illuminatora
BDA airborne recordera
APR-36 /3?
TRIM-?AA

survivability package
40-mm (2),
20-mm (2)a
?.62-mm (2)a
AIC-18/25a
sensor and light angle display (SLAD)a
LAU-?4 flare launchera
ARN-92
a.

Items common to Pave Pronto.

"Capt James L. Cole, Jr., Fixed Wine Gunships in SEA
(S) (HQ PACAF, Project cupcb, 3o Nov ?1), p 103.

(Jul 69-Ju1 ?I)

t
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SOURCES AND NOTES

for this sfudy falls into four general
categories: official records (largely Air Force); manuscript
histories; information derived from interviews and other direct
Source material

personal contacts; and various published works.
Official Records

Messages and papers generated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) proved particularly enlightening with respect to strategy'
force deployments, and other high-leveI decisions--touching at
times on foreign relations. Most current JCS documents relating
to gunship matters were in the files of the Directorate of Plans,
Headquarters USAF. Non-current JCS material, plus a limited
number of Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV) records
pertaining to gunships are retired at National Federal Records
Center, Suitland' Marylandr &rid were examined there.

By far the largest portion of the authorrs research involved
Air Force records. These were voluminous but uneven in quality.
The papers of the Secretary of the Air Force (mostly at the
Pentagon but non-current ones at the Suitland Records Center)
afford valuable insights into the decision-making process and the
rationale behind certain decisions. These papers frequently
include memos and letters from and to the Secretary of Defense.
Records produced or held by the Air Staff were consulted at
the Pentagon and the Suitland Records Center. The Pentagon
office charged with gunship/special operations under the OCS/P1ans
and Operations possessed the richest lode of documents. Messages,
letters, and miscellaneous correspondence (involving major
commands and other organizations below Headquarters USAF) were
obtained from the Air Force archives at The Albert F. Simpson
Historical Research Center, lVlaxwell AFB, Alabama, or directly
from the unit. The Gunship Program Office, Aeronautical
Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, proved an especially worthwhile source of materials
relating to gunship research and development. The Air Force
archives at lMaxwell AFB holds important operational records of
the gunship squadrons, the 14th Special Operations Wing' Seventh
Air Force, and other commands in Southeast Asia or the Pacific.

uitci-As$iFlEil
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Quite often, the more significant records were appended to
various command or unit histories as supporting documentation.
IVIanus

cript Histories

Project CHECO (Contemporary Historical Examination of
Current Operations) Reports--first narratives written during the
war by Air Force historians in the field--have greatly simplified
and aided research into Southeast Asia combat operations. The
following have been most valuable: EIrEJ Test and Combat Use
of 4C-a7, T_" Ro]s. of qF @h.!pg- in SEAsia, and Fixed Witfg
Gunships in SEA (Jul 69-Ju1 !l). Others can be noted in the
citations. Likewise, Project Corona llarvest Reports, studies,
and evaluations relating to the Southeast Asia war supplied gunship data and ttlessons-learnedil material. Forfunately, both
Projects CHECO and Corona llarvest collected, compiled, and
preserved supporting documentation--much of which is now on
microfilm. These sources are available either at the Office of
Air Force History or the l\llaxwell AFB archives.
Also helpful were the semiannual histories of Headquarters
USAF directorates, the major commands (chiefly Pacific Air
Forces, Tactical Air Command, Air Force Logistics Command,
and Air Force Systems Command), plus relevant air force, wing,
and squadron histories. Warner-Robins Air Materiel Area
historical studies and accompanying documents set the background
for the trials and tribulations growing out of the AC-119G/K
modifications. Histories of the Commander in Chief, Pacific
Command (CINCPAC), and MACV offered rich detail and a deeper
insight into the broader aspects of the SEA war--strategic plans,
objectivesr orrd armed services/ettiea country roles and missions.
Most of the above histories are in the Office of Air Force History.
Those below major command leve1 (air force, division, wing,
squadron, and detachment) are in the Air Force archives.
Squadron or detachment histories were usually incorporated into
wing semiannual histories. Unit history quality varies considerably
according to the writerrs training and dedication.
Other history manuscripts consulted included monographs,
commonly called "bluebooks" or "blue covers, " prepared by the
Office of Air Force History personnel. These sfudies cover a
wide range of subjects. The series on Headquarters USAF Plans

UilCLASSIFIEIl
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and Policies and those on different aspects of the Southeast Asia
war proved most profitable to this work.

Personal Contacts
Considerable background material, particularly concerning
the origin and early trials of the gunship concept, was obtained
by personal interviews. The author visited Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio; Egtin AFB, Florida; the Air Force Academy, Colorado;
and Maxwell AFB, A1abama, to discuss gunship development and
operations with men who played key roles in the gunshipts evolution. The tapes and transcripts of these interviews are in the
Office of Air Force History. In addition, the oral history branch
of the l\llaxweIl AFB archives has conducted interviews, the
transcripts of which slrpplement those by the author.

While at Eglin AFB, the author flew with an AC-119K crew
on a live-firing, night training mission over the Eglin-Hurlburt
Field range. This flight provided a first-hand look at crew
coordination and gunship operations.
Published Works

Published works reviewed were chiefly of a general nature,
bearing on opinions and perceptions about the Southeast Asia war
or the strategic/tactical setting for gunship operations. For
example, David llalberstamrs The lWaking of a Quagmire offers a
striking portrait of the deterioiE-ting milttary situation in the early
1960rs and the increasingly desperate need for a gunship capability.
Similar1y, re Pentagon Papers provide the author greater
understanding of the political considerations affecting the waging
of the war. The periodicals, newspapers, and Congressional
publications (appropriation hearings) used can be found in the
sfudyts notes. A number of official manuals, RAND sfudies, and
Air War College or Air Command and Staff College theses contributed data or differing viewpoints on subjects usually more
narrow in scope. Most of the above published material may be
found in the Air Force Studies and Analysis Library and the
Pentagonrs Army Library. The theses are in the Air University
Library at Maxwell AFB.
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NOTE S

ChaPter I

1. Ltr (U), Ralph E. Flexman, Asst Ch Engr, Sys Spt
Dept, Be11 Aerosystems Co, Div of Be11 Aerospace Corp,.to
Dr-. Gordon A. Eckstrand, Ch/Tng Rsch Br, Behavioral Sci Lab,
WPAFB, Ohio, 27 Dec 62.
2. CoI John A. McCann, "The Ugly Duckli-ng of Air Power,rr
The Air Power Historian, V (Jan 1958) , 54-6I.
3. Wings of Praise and Prayer (Los Angeles) , May 19i1:
Martin CofE, "f[E l-ngenious nanETwork of Nate Saint, MAF Pilot,
Journal of the American Aviation Historical Society, 17 (Summer,
E77f , sil-g8.4. Intvw
7 Sep 7L.

(U)

, author with Ralph

E

l

)

!
1

t-

\i

i {
..t

Flexnan, Wash, DC,

5. Ltr (U), 1st Lt G. C. MacDonald, 95th Coast.Artillery
(AA), to National Inventors Council, Wash, DC, 21 Apr 42.
6. Ltr (U), Capt G. C. MacDonald, Ord Dept to RED Svc
Sub-0fc (Rocket), Dover Army AB, Dover, Del, subj: Transverse
Firing of Rockets from Liaison Type Aircraft, 2 May 45.
7. Memo (U), Lt Co1 G. C. MacDonald to Limited War Committee, subj: Transverse Fi-ring of Rockets and Guns, L4 Sep 61.
MacDonald turned in a nunber of other ideas to the Limited War
Comnittee at this time in response to an Air Force-wide call
for ideas on counterinsurgency warfare.
8. Suggestion (U), Lt Col G. C. MacDonald to Tac Warf
Application Proj, subj: Transverse Firing from Aircraft ,

^,

19 Sep 61.

9.

Intvw (U), author with Gilmour C. MacDonald, Eglin

AFB, Fla, 27 Sep 71,

i

10. Intvw (U), author with Ralph E. Flexman, Wash, DC,
7 Sep 77; 'rSide -Firing C-47 Conceived by AF Psychologist,rt
Dayton DaiIy News (Dayton, Ohio), 29 Nov 65.
11. Ltr (U), Ralph E. Flexman to Capt John Simons, Engrg
Psych Lab, WPAFB, Ohio, 16 Apr 63.
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|2. Intvw (U), author with Lt Col John C. Simons, AMRL,
WPAFB, Ohio, 2 Mar 7L.
13. Memo (U), Telephone Conversation between Ralph E'
Flexman and Captain John Sinons, 29 Apr 63.
14. Handwritten note on DD Form 95 (Memo Routing Slip)
(U), Capt John C. Simons, Ch/Crew Stns Br, Human Engry Div,
6570th AUnl, WPAFB,0hio, to Dr. Julien M. Christensen, Ch/Human
Engry Div Iundated] .
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84. Intvw (S), Kenneth Sams with Co1 John F. Groom,
Dir/Tiger Hound TF, 29 May 66, quoted in Kenneth sams, AC-47
0perations, 1 Jan-30 Jun 66 [undated], p 8 [Project CHECO
report draft].
85. Hist (S), 4th ACSq, I Jan-50 Jun 66, P 2L86. Trest & Hammons. Air Operations Thailand, 1966,
pp L04, r10.
87 . See note 83.
88. Memo (S), Maj C1ine, 7th AF (DOPR-PL), to Gen Momyer,
subj: AC-47 Aircraft Iundated]; Sams, AC-47 0perations, 1 JanWith
30 Jun 66 [undated], p 1 [Project CHEC0 report draft].
six.
at
stood
the two losses in late 1965, the total now
89. Hist (TS), PACAF, Jan-Dec 1966, p 357.
90. Msg (C), 7th AF to PACAF, D0 08195,15 Jun 66.
91. Hist (S), 14th
92. See note
93. Msg (S),
94. Hist (S),

ACWg,

1 Jul-30 Sep 66, pp 48-49.

89.
CSAF

to

PACAF, AFCCS

91575,18 Feb 66-

PACAF, Jan-Dec 1966,

p

359.

95. Trest, Control of Air Strikes in SEA, 1961-1966, P.99;
42,
hist (S), 31sth'AiaTff-(eom5'at earvO; f-.1ffis1-D;? il, pp
58. The 4th Air Conmando Squadron had six C-47 aircraft assigned
as flareships.,
96. Hist (TS), CINCPAC, 1966, II, 540.
97. Msg (S),

CSAF

(Dir/Aerosp Prgms) to
AC-47 Aircraft.

9L752, 25L9502 May 66, subj:

CINCPACAF, AFOAPBB

98. rbid.
99. Hist (S), Dir/Opl Rqmts & Dev P1ans, I Jan-30 Jun 66,

P 66.
100. Msg (S), 7th AF to CINCPACAF, DPL 73417, 7 Sep 66;
Msgs (S), 7th AF to PACAF: PL 73730,9 Oct 66 and PL 74066,
23 Nov 66; msg (S), 7th AF to CSAF, PL 199, 31 Oct 66.
101. Msg (C), CINCPAC to JCS, 2205542 Oct 66.
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L02. Msg (C), JCS to CSAF, JCS 2000, 22 Dec 66.
105. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jul-30 Sep 66, P 49.
104. Msg (S), CSAF to PACAF, subj: Deploynent of USAF
Units to Thailand, I Jul 66. To comply with Arnbassador Sullivanfs
desires, PACAF requested in February 1966 the addition of eight
AC-47ts to the I'Lucky Tiger'r Squadron for night armed reconnaissance in Laos. IData Book (TS), VCS, USAF, Conference--CINCPACAF,
2s -26 Apr 66 . l
105. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97I, p 81.
106

.

Ibid., p

85

.

. Porter, Night Interdiction in Southeast Asia, App 5.
108. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Nov-31 Dec 66, I, 2I, 32
L07

109. Ibid., p 35.
. Hist (S) , 4th ACSq, 50 Jun-30 Sep 66, p 1
111. Ibid., p 2.
LLz. Ltr (S), ALO/Tay Ninh Province to 14th ACWg, subj:
Close Air Support by AC-47s,11 Nov 66.
113. Hist (S) , 14-uh ACWg, 1 Nov-31 Dec 66, I, 35 .
LL4. Two replacenent aircraft were received in May and
two more in Ju1y. IMemo (S), Maj C1ine, 7th AF (DOPR-PL), to
General Momyer, subj: AC-47 Aircraft Iundated] .l
115. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jul-30 Sep 66, p 59; hist (S),
4th ACSq, 50 Jun-30 Sep 66, p 5. Lt Col Max F. Barker discusses
this in his End of Tour Report.
116. Hist (S), l4th ACWg, 1-51 Oct 66, p 19.
1

10

. Ibid. , pp 27 -28 .
118. Hist (S), 4th ACSq, 1 Jan-30 Jun 66, p 9.
119. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1-31 Oct 66, p 28
LL7

L20. Hists (S), 14th

Ju1-30 Sep 66, p 98.

ACWg:

1 Jan-30 Jun
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12L. Hist (S), 4th ACSq, 50 Jun-30 Sep 66, p 8: ltr (U),
Capt Russel R. Young, Arnt 0ff, 4th ACSq, to Mr. Kenneth K. Cobb,
Dir/Arnt Dev, Eglin AFB, F1a, subj: Arnament Meno Report 65 -56,
26 Oct 65.
L22. Rprt (U) , Ballistics Div, AFATL, Ballist:ig9 [undated]
I23. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jan -30 Jun 66, p 46. With
the I2o declination the aircraft bank angle on a standard firing pass was 30o.
L24. Hist (S),4th ACSq,1 Jan-30 Jun 66, p 9.
L25 . Ibig., p 10. Having given sone attention to the
safety of fl-are operations, WRAMA recommended in March 1966
that pneumatic mechanisns then used in launchers be elininated.
WRAMA contended this would reduce the lanyard length from 42
inches to 10 inches and would require only nanual-pu11ing while
the flare was in the'launch tube. The SAWC recognized that this
was a simpler procedure. It nevertheless objected to the WRAMA
proposal, believing safety rnight be sacrificed if a nalfunction
occurred while the flares were stil1 in the tubes. [AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb I97L, p 47.1
4th ACSq, I Jan-30 Jun 66, p 3.
L27. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 67, pp 13-15.

L26. Hist (l),

L28. Ibid., p

15.

129. Ibid., p 16
130. Msg (U), Lt Gen Robert Cushman, Jr, CG, III Marine
Anph Force, to 4th ACSq, 26 Sep 67.
131. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 67, p 14.
155.

Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Apr-30 Jun 67, p 18.
Msg (U), COMUSMACV to Condr, 14th ACWg, 7 Sep

t34

Hist (TS),

L32

.

.

logy, p 15.

Hist

PACAF,

67

.

I Jan-51 Dec 67, Annex 1, Chrono-

, MACV, L967 , T, 4L6 .
136 .
Ltr (S), Lt Col Francis E. Wilkie , Dir/SP, 7th AF,
to Dir/Ops, 7th AF, subj: 26 Feb 67 Attack on Da Nang Air Base,
4 Mar 67.
L37
Ibid.
135 .

(TS)
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138. Msg (S) ,

88928, 282L572

Feb

139. Mss

(S)

Mar 67 .

,

CSAF

67.

(Dir/Ops) to

CINCPACAF

to

CSAF,

C

INCPACAF, AFXOPFI

D0 3t430, 082L472

140. Msg (S), 7th AF to PACAF, DPLG 82642, 200630L
Mat 67. This message noted that an increase of 15 AC-47rs
was previous 1y subrnitted in the CINCPAC CY 66/67 requirernents
document as line number HO 110, but was disapproved by SECDEF
Program 4.

141. rbid.
I42. Staff Summary Sheet (S), Ch/Current P1ans, 7th AF,
Flare Support of 7AF Bases, 11 Mar 67.
L43, Msg (TS), CINCPACAF to CSAF, PPL 50052, 0703252
Apr 67.
L44. Msg (S),
145. Msg (S),

CINCPAC

to JCS, 0807152 Apr 67 .

to CSAF, D0P 52L48, L303L9Z Apr 67.
146. Hist (TS), MACV, 1967, I, 4t6-I7.
I47. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 2102232 May 67; hist
(TS), PACAF, Jan-Dec L967, p 475.
CINCPACAF

. Hi st (TS) , MACV , L967 , I, 4I7 .
L49. Msg (S), CINCPACAF to CSAF, 2420252 May 67, subj:
Increased AC-47s for Air Base Defense.
150. Staff Sunmary Sheet (S), 7th AF, Base Defense Seminar,
f48

27 May 67 .

1s1. Ibid.
L52. Staff Summary Sheet (S), 7th AF, Increased
for Air Base Defense, 3L May 67.

AC-47s

153. Msg (C), CSAF (Dirl0ps) to CINCPACAF, AFXOPF 89998,
03L4342 Jun 67, subj: Increased AC-47s for Base Defense.
154. Msg (C), TAC to CSAF, 0814502 Jun 67, subj:
AC-47s for Base Defense.
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155. Msg (C), CSAF (Dir/Ops) to TAC, AFXOPF 9L872'
L32O3OZ Jun 67, subj: Increased AC-47s for Base Defensel
nsg (S), CSAF (Dir/Ops) to CINCPACAF, 2422422 Jun 67, subj:
Increased AC-47s for Air Base Defense.

156. Msg (C), CINCPACAF to CSAF, DMM 47006, 30OL48Z
Jun 67, subj: Increased AC-47s for Base Defense.
157. Futrell, Chronology of Significant Airpower Event s
1n Southeast Asia, t9S:T96Z]-T3E .
158. A change to USAF Prograrn Document 69-3 accomplished
the unit realignment. [Msg (S), CINCPACAF to 7th AF , 062L282
Sep 67, subj: Change to USAF PD 69-5.1
159. Msg (S), CSAF (Dir/Maint Engrg) to AFLC, 0914462
Sep 67 .

160. Msg (S),
161. Staff

16 Sep 67.

CSAF

Summary

(Dir/0ps) to PACAF, 9 Sep 67.
Sheet (S) , 7th AF, AC-47 Realignment,

L62. On 19 August 1967 , the 14th Air Conmando Wing Comnander had recommended establishment of a gunship F0L for airbase defense support. ILtr (S), Comdr, L4th ACWg, to 7th AF
(DC0), subj: Airborne Base Defense Support, 19 Aug 67.1
Establishment of a FOL at Da Nang would require construction
of billeting for 24 officers and 7L airmen at an estimated cost
of $140,000. A target date for FOL operation was Feb 1968.
[Staff Sunmary Sheet (S), 7th AF, Da Nang Beddown, 10 Oct 67.]
163. Staff
16 Sep 67 .

Summary

Sheet (S), 7th AF, AC-47 Realignment,

L64. rbid
165. Msg (S), 7th AF to

18 Sep 67.

PACAF,

subj:

SEA Deployment AC-47,

166. Hist (S), 7th AF, 1 Ju1-31 Dec 67 , I, XV.
167. The MACV History declared that at the end of 1967
the Gunship II evaluation indicated a threefold inprovement over
the AC-47. [Hist (TS), MACV, L967, I , 11.]
168. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 67, p 15
169

.

L70.

Ibid. , pp 20 -2L
Ibid., p 13
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L7L. Final Report (S), 14th

Mini -Gun Prob lems , 30 Sep 6 7.

L72. Hist

ACWg,

Evaluation of

AC-47

, 14th ACWg, 1 Apr-30 Jun 67 , p L4.
L73. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb 197L, pp 47-48.
I74. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, 1 Jul-30 Sep 67, p 20. Six
explosions--apparently due to hangfires or cookoffs--took place
during July rninigun operations with injury to crewnen.
L75. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, I Oct-31 Dec 67, p 22.
L76. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, I Ju1-30 Sep 67, p 19.
(S)

I77 . Hists (S) , l4th ACIVg: I Jan-31 Mat 67 , p 15;
1 Apr-50 Jun 67 , p f6.
178. Jacob Van Staaveren, The Air Force in Southeast Asia:
Toward a Bonbing Halt, 1968 (TS)rc-fcA-e-Effi,-sef-EoJlp-7
"

. Ibid., p
180. rbid.
L79

14

.

181. Ltr (U), Co1 Paul

Comdr, 14th ACWg, subj:

I82.

C.

Defense

Hist (S), 14th

ACSq,

183. The Air Commando.
1 Jan-31 trlar -6-8llp-ZTN-'

15

Watson, Condr, 366th TFWg, to
of Da Nang, 14 Mar 68.

1 Jan-31-Mar 68, pp 48-50.
Mar 68; hist (S), I4th

ACWg,

184. Ibid
185. rbid.
186. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Jut-30 Sep 68, p 23.
187. Taped intvw (S) of participants at Duc L"p; hist (S),
14th SOWg (formerly t4th ACWg), 1 JuI-J0 Sep 68. The New York
Times, 2 september 1968, told of the gunship rore In-tne uftd"
at Duc Lap. The heading was t'spooky the Plane Hailed in vietnam.?r
188. DAF SO GB-260 (U), 13 Jun 68.
189. Newspaper clippings in hist (S), 14th

30 Jun 68, I, atch 3.

190. Ibid.
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191. Msg (U), CINCPACAF to 7th AF, subj:
of 14th Air Commando Squadron, 21 lvlar 68.

Redesignation

L92. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, I Jul-30 Sep 68, p 3
193. Msg (S), 14th SOWg to DASC Victor Hue Phu Bai, I
DASC Da Nang, II DASC Pleiku, III DASC Bien Hoa, IV DASC Can
Tho" subj : Spooky Operations, 3 Sep 68.
194. Ltr (C), 4th SOSq to 14th SOWg, subj: Night Hawk
Mission Report, 25 Sep 68.
195. Ibid. Paragraph VI of the report contained this conment: ttSomd-li-vestigation could be warrranted as to the feasibil ity of using a night observation device in conjunction with the
AC-47 pilot gunship. This capability would allow a nore direct
approach to the basic mission outlined in the concept of operations.rt At this same time, of course, Gunship II was so equipped
and the Gunship IIIrs would include this capability.
196. Msg (S), USAFSAWC to TAC , 0122042 Mar 68, subj: SemiAutomatic Flare Launcher and Eraser System.
L97. Msg (S), 7th AF to PACAF, subj: SEAOR 152 FY 68 Class
V Mod-Installation of Special Equipnent in AC-47 Gunship, 22 0ct
68. Air Force Systerns Conmand considered sti1l another palletized
fire-control systen for test in the latter half of 1968. A company had developed a computerzied day/n:-ght fire-control system
which appeared to offer advantages in quick conversion of cargo
aircraft into gunships. In July AFSC proposed to TAC that a
joint test be arranged. [Msg (C), AFSC to TAC, subj: Evaluation
of PalLetized Day/Night Fire Control System for AC-47 and other
Applications, 19 Ju1 68.]
198. Msg (S), 7th AF/ 13th AF to 7th AF, subj: AC-47 Gunship Enploynent in Barrel Roll,15 May 69; Kott, The Role of
USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 16.
199. Msg (S), 7t}j. AF to PACAF , 13L2302 Mar 69, subj : AC-47

Deployment.

200. Briefings (S), Co1 Willian H. Ginn, Jr., Dep Comdr/0ps,
to SAF Robert C. Seamans, J3., subj: IDefense of Lirna
Sites I Iundated] .
20L. Msg (S), CINCPACAF to CINCPAC, I52L25Z Mar 69, subj:
AC-47 Gunship 0perations. This became Detachment E, 4th SOSq.
202. Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 17.
I4th

S0Wg,
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203. Ltr (S),4802d JLD to 7th/L3th AF, subj:

BDA, 19 Mar 69.

"Spooky"

204. Hist (S), SOWg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 69, p 26205. The Air Attache ts congratulatory remarks are quoted
1n message (S), 7th AF to 14th SOWg, L3O230Z May 1969, subject:
AC -47 Gunship in Barrel Rol1.
206. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 69, p 26.
207. Msg (S), 7th AF/13th AF to 7th AF, subj: AC-47
Deployment, 8 May 69.
208. rbid.
2Og. Msg (S), CINCPACAF to 7th AF, 0L032OZ Ju1 69, subj:
Gunship Support in Barrel Ro11.
zLO. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Apr-30 Jun 69, p 24 and p I
of Gunship Operations.
zLI. Hist (TS), CINCPAC, 1969, p 208.

2I2. Kott, The RoIe of USAF Gunshipg it ryI+. t 19.
The transfer of AC-47rs to VNAF was contained Ln VNAI'Uonvelsion Plan 69-15. [Msg (S), 7th AF to 14th Sowg, subj: AC-47
Transfer, 6 Jun 69.]
Hist (S), 14th
2L4. Hist (S), I4th

2I3.

1 Apr-30 Jun 69, p 3.
SOWg, I Jul-30 Sep 69, p 15.
SOWg,

. Hist (TS) , CINCPAC, 1969, I II , 209 .
2L6. Hist.(S), 14th SOWg, I Jul-30 Sep 69,.p I of Gunship
Operations. Bri'efly in 1969, the 4th SOSq was given supervision
ol the Seventh Air Force C-47 Theater Indoctrination School.
When the 4th SOSq was later inactivated the school was transferred to the 9th sOsq.
2L7 . This was done by PACAF Movement order 26, 10 July 1969
Also, see: History (S), 14th SOWg, 1 October-31 Decenber 1969.
A total of 32 tons of equipnent, 4 aircraft, and 90 personnel
were involved in the move
2L8. Hist (S), 14th S0Wg, I Jul-50 Sep 69, p 3 of Gunship
Operations. On LZ October the 4th SOSq acquired two C-47 Moonshine aircraft (one each from the 5th and 9th SOSqs) and began
using them on flareship rnissions out of Bien Hoa and Pleiku
2LS

2I9. Hist (S), 14th

SOWg,

I Jan-31 Mar 69, P 51.
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Apr-50 Jun 69,

22L. Msg (S), 14th SOWg to 7th AF, 18 Jan 69.
222. Hist (S) , 14th SOWg, I Jan-51 Mar 69, p 1. The
14th SOI\tg had become the largest fighting wing in Vietnam.
It was unusual in flying 9 types of aircraft fron 11 operating
locations. 0n 8 March the 14th Wing ended its third year in
the Southeast Asian war.
223. For a fast-moving detailed account of this gunship
episode, see Capt Gary A. Guimond, rrHot Flare! Hot Flare!rr
Airman XIV (June 1970) , 28-30.

t

224. Ibid.; AlC Levitow became the lowest ranking airnan
ever to recefTa the Medal of Honor.
225. Hist (S),14th SOWg, 1 Oct-31 Dec 69.
226. Hists (S), 14th SOWg: I Apr-30 Jun 69, p 22;1 Jul30 Sep 69, p 3, Action was again taken in Septenber to economize on amnunition by minimizing its expenditure.
227. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Jan-31 Mar 69, p 2L.
228. Ibid.
229. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, I Apr-30 Jun 69, p 18. In 18
nonths of operation, the 3d S0Sq had to give in-country indoctrination and training to over 400 combat crewmembers. This
illustrates the nagnitude of the continuous training problen.
ILtr (U), 14th SOWg to 7th AF, subj: Recommendation for Award
of Unit Decoration, 2L May 69.]
230. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, I Jan-31 Mar 69, p 19. In
December 1968 General Brown, Seventh Air Force Comrnander, proposed to PACAF that Nha Trang AB be returned to the VNAF and
USAF units be relocated. Many messages passed between PACAF
and Air Force Headquarters before approval was given. IHist
(TS), PACAF, 1 Jan-30 Jun 69, pp 43-49.1
I

23!. Msg (S), CINCPAC to 7th AF, subj:
AC-47 Aircraft, 22 Oct 69.

Clearance for

232. Hist (S),14th SOWg,1 Jul-30 Sep 69, p 2 of Gunship 0perations.
233. Msg (S), 14th SOWg to 7th AF, subj: AC-47/AC-rr9G
Deploynent, 24 Oct 69.
234. See note

232

.
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235. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, L Oct-51 Dec 69, p 18.
236. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Oct-31 Dec 69, pp 4-6.
Inactivation of the 4th SOSq was effective 15 Decenber 1969.
237 . ROC PACAF -6 -69 (S) , PACAF, subj : Gunship Progran
for Air Base Defense, 7 Apr 69.
. rbid.
239. Hist (S), WRAMA, 1 Jul 69-30 Jun 70, Patt II, 44;
Hearings before the House Sub connittee of the Connittee on
Appropriations, 92d Cong, lst sess, 6 Apt 7L, p 661. A cost
figure of $5.3 million was st ated in these Hearings.
238

Chapter III

1. Proj Little Brother Planning Doc (S), Dir/Alft Planning, Dep/Adv Sys Planning, ASD, 1 Jul 66.
2. Maj Ronald W. Terry and Capt Terry R. Jorris, "Gunship
II, A Study of In-House Response to a Unique Operati'onal Requirementrtr Proceedings of the -1j!q Air Force Science and Engineering
Synposium-(TJl--TSAFA;30-31 Oct
Nov 68, IV, U-10.

to I

3. Memo (S), Dr. V. V. McRae to Dr. Donald F. Hornig,
subj: Case Study for the Vietnam Development Group: Night
Vision for Aircraft Systems, 13 Dec 67.
. rbid.
5. Ibid.; memo (S), Sp Asst to the Pres on Sci Q Tech,
Dr Lee DuBr@, to SAF Robert C . Seamans, Jr. , I Jul 69 .
6. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Ju1-31 Dec 66, pp 93-98; Hernan
S. Wolk, USAF Plans and Policies RQD for Southeast Asia,1965L967 (TS) (Ofc/AF Hist, Jun 1969), pp 59-61.
4

7. rbid.
8. This title had a definite nautical sound and was
evidently chosen to distinguish it from Arny armed helicopter.s
ITerry intvw (U), 1 Mar 7I.]
9. Ltr (S), Dir/Dev (AFRDD-S) to AFSC, TAC, AFLC, ATC,
PACAF, subj: Shed Light Guidance, 17 Nov 66.
10. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1Jul-31 Dec 66, pp 76-77.
11. See note 9.
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L2. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, I Jan-50 Jun 67, p 98.
13. Ibid. , p 80 .
L4 . Terry and Jorris, 'rGunship I I, A Study of In-House
Response to a Unique Operational Requirement,t' p 118.
, Dir/Dev, I Jan-30 Jun 67 , p 80.
16. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97I, pp 92-93;
hist (S), ASD, Jul 1968-Jun 1969, I, L32.
L7 . Hist (S) , ASD, Jul 1968-Jun 1969, I, L32.
18. Hist (S), Dir/Ops, 1 Jan-30 Jun 67, p 2L9.
15. Hist

(S)

19. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jan-30 Jun 67 , p 81.
20. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jul-3L Dec 67, p 180.
2I. Hist (TS), MACV, 1967, II, 87L.
22. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jul-51 Dec 67, p 181.
23. Hist (S), ASD, Ju1 1968-Jun 1969, I, L32. Headquarters AFLC assigned the nicknane Loggy Stinger with a Precodence rating of I-7 to the progran to aid in its support.
[AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb 1971, p 95.]
24. Terry and Jorris, "Gunship II, A study of In-House
to a Unique Operational Requirement,rtp U-26.
25. Ibid., p U-28.

Response

26. Hist (S), 7th AF, I Ju1-51 Dec 67, I, 135-36. Page
this historyfs Chronology indicates that the prototype
arrived at Nha Trang AB on 26 September L967.
27. Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 25.

XV of

28.

TAC

0Plan 6 (S), Final Report Gunship II,

Feb 1968.

29. Hist (S), 7th AF,1 Jul-31 Dec 67, I, L36.
30. Gunship II Flight Test and Combat Evaluation Interim
Report (S), TAC, 11 Dec 67, p 3.
51. Ltr (C), USA Vietnam (AVHGC-DST), to Dep CG, USA
Vietnan, subj: Letter Report - Arrny Evaluation of USAF Gunship
II (U), 10 Jan 68, p 9.
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Conmand

Gunship
33

p 4.

34

Ltr (C), USA Vietnam to CG, USA Conbat Developnent
Fort Belvoir, Va, subj: Arny Evaluation of USAF
II (U), 15 Jan 68.
Hist (s) , 7th AF, 1 Jul -31 Dec 67 , r, 53 .
Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, I Jul*51 Dec 6i$,

55. Release (U), ASD, 16 Aug 68.
36. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb I97\, pp 93-94.
37. Terry intvw (U), I Mar 7L.
38. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, I Ju1-51 Dec 68,
p 4. There were also: L3 secondary fires, 23 secondary explo!ions, 3 gunsites destroyed, and an average of 94 flying hours
per nonth. Of the total 53 missions (94 sorties) flown, 20
nissions supported friendly forces engaging the eneny.

t

39. Hist (TS), MACV, 1967, I, 11.
40. Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, pp 25-26.
4I. Hist (S), 7th AF, I Ju1-5L Dec 67, I, 156.
42. MR (TS), Lt Gen William D. Momyer, Condr 7th AF, subj:
CHC Meeting (2 Dec 67), 3 Dec 67 .
43. Hist (S), ASD, Ju1 1968-Jun 1969, I, I33. To expedite
the prototypets return, the original TAC/AFSC task force was to
return with the aircraft for tenporary duty of L79 days. Perrnanent crew replacements were expected in SEA by March 1968. At
this time the task force personnel would return to the United
States to assist in the follow-on gunship development and training. IMsg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, TAC, AFSC, ASD, USAFMPC'
1020462 Jan 68, subj: Gunship II Deployment (U).1
44. Terry intvw

, I Mar 71.
45 . The Detachment 2 Connander was Lt Col Ross E. Hanli-n.
IHist (S), I4th ACWg, 1. Jan-31 Mar 68, pp 23-25.]
46. Hist (S), 14th ACWg, I Jan-31 Mar 68, p 23.
(U)
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47. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, l Jul-31 Dec 68,
14th
p 4. On 19 March 1968 General Monyer passed along to the
ACWg the following message from General Westmoreland: rrHave
noted with pleasure the continuing impressive accomplishments
of Gunship II.tr General Momyer added: rrI deeply appreciate
the spectacular acconplishnents of Gunship II.rf IMsg (C), 7th
AF to 14th ACWg, subj: Congratulatory Message, General Monyer
to Col Patton, 19 Mar 68.]
48. Staff Sunnary Sheet (S), 7th AF, Ernployment of AC130 (Gunship II) (U), 15 Jun 68.
49. Staff Sunmary Sheet (S), 7th AF (DPLG), AC-130 Gunship II (U), 19 Jun 68; ltr (S), 7tlJ. AF to 14th ACWg, subj:
Gunship II (AC-150) Temporary Deploynent (U), 19 Jun 68.
50 . Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 27.
51. Staff Sunnary Sheet (S) , 7th AF (DPLG) , AC-130 Gunship II, 19 Jun 68. The execution order was message (S), 7th
AF to 854th Air Div, 14th ACWg, 8th TFWg, 460th TRWg, 377th
CSGp, 2L03552 June 1968, subject: Enployment of AC-130 (Gunship II).
52. Hist (S), 14th S0Wg, 1 Jul-30 Sep 68, p L2.
55. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div,.ASD, 1 Jul-31 Dec 68,
p 4. Annunition expenditures for February through November were:
565,900 rounds of 20-mn and 423,400 rounds of 7.62-mm. A total
of 1,610 illumination flares and 66 marker flares were used.
54. Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 27 .

t

I

55. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, I Jul-51 Dec 68,
p 3; hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jul-51 Dec 68, p 166.
56. The 14th ACWg strongly urged the prototype be returned
to the United States with the substitution of production models.
[Msg (S), 14th ACWg to 7th AF,2406412. Apr 68, subj: AC-130
Gunship; msg (S), 7th AF to CINCPACAF, L2022oZ Sep 68; subj:
Gunship II Prototype Replacenent; nsg (S),14th SOWg to 7th AF,
0709472 Sep 68; subj: AC-130 Aircraft Transfer.l The extent
of the prototypers equipnent problens was revealed by message
(S), 7th AF to CINCPACAF, 2002OOZ September 1968, subj: Gunship
II and message (S), TAC to AFSC, AFLC, CSAF,011805Z 0ctober 1968,
subj: Gunship II. The items with difficulties
included: APS42 radar, doppler radar, weather-avoidance radar, flare launcher,
illuninator, fire-control safety display, and infrared target
acquisition.
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57. The Directorate of Development at Air Force Headquarters reported different cost figures. It listed total
cost of the prototype progran as $3,70L,222; average cost
per operating hour, $3,459; and average cost per ki1l,
$5,676. IHist (S), Dir/Dev, I Jul-St Dec 68, p i67.]
58. Air Staff Summary Sheet (S), Use of C-130s in Shed
Light Program, 24 Oct 67.
59. Meno (S), SAF Harold Brown to Chief.of Staff, subj:
Use of C-130fs in Shed Light Progran, 7 Nov 67.
60. Msg (C), CSAF (Dir/Ops) to CINCPACAF and TAC, AFXOPF
84039, 6 May 67. This message asked the addressees to submit
comments on a follow-on gunship aircraft by 10 May L967.
61. Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, subj: Follow-on Aircraft
for AC-47 and SEAOR 50/Hunter/Gunship , 8 Jun 67.
62. Memo (S), SAF to Vice Chief of Staff, 'subj: C-119 G/K
Gunship Phase-In, 8 Jun 67.
63. Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, subj: Follow-on Aircraft
for AC-47,24 Jun 67; hist (S), Dir/Ops, 1 Jan-30 Jun 67, p 29L.
64. Msg (S), Gen Momyer, Comdr, 7th AF, to Gen Ryan,
CINCPACAF, subj: Follow-on Aircraft for AC-47, 30 Jun 67. In
a handwitten note, General Momyer connented: rrWe have too many
worn out aircraft in the theater now. For the future, we should
seek quality inprovements.rl
65. See note 61.
66. Msg (C), CSAF (Dir/Dev) to AFSC, AFRDDH 81350, I Aug
67. This message noted that 'r7AF and TAC prefer the AC-130 for
the Gunship II role whiie DOD and SECAF actions indicate selection of the C-119K. rr Later, the message reported: rtResults of
the 60-to 90-day combat evaluation of Gunsirip II starting in
September 1967 may have sone influence on future replacement
aircraft.rr Thi.s was a hint that the matter rnight be reconsidered
67. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, I Ju1-31 Dee 67, p I82.
68. Gunship II Flight Test and Combat Evaluation Interim
Report (S), 11 Dec 67.
69. Ltr (S), Gen John P. McConnell, Chief of Staff, to SAF,
subj: Additional Gunship II Aircraft for Night 0peratj.ons, 13

Dec 67.
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70. Memo (S), Gen John P. McConnell, Chief of Staff, to
Harold Brown, subj: Gunship II Aircraft, 15 Dec 67. General
McConnell added a postscript to his meno: rrlt should turn out
to be hi.ghly complenentary to Muscle Shoals concept .'f
SAF

7L. See note
72.

69

, SAF Harold Brown to Chief of Staff, subj :
20 Dec 67. As a corollary to the Gunship II

Memo (C)

Gunship Aircraft

developnent, the self-contained night attack (SCNA) aircraft
progran (AP-2H) was canceled on 11 December L967. The Black
Spot, Gunship, and Tropic Moon prograns seemed to offer more
inmediate operational capability.
IHist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jan30 Jun 68, pp 168-170.1
.

73. rbid
74. Msg (S), 7th AF to CINCPACAF , DPL 3920, 26 Dec 67,
Mixed Force fo Gunships in SEA (S);'Kott, The Role of
USAF Gunships in SEASIA, pp 4-5.
75. Msg (S) , 7th AF ro CINCPACAF , 1803182 Nov 67.
76. Msg (S), 7th AF to CINCPACAF , 5108152 Dec 67, subj
Gunship II Requirements; hist (S), Tth AF, 1 Jul-31 Dec 67,
subj:

L43 .

77. Msg (S),

PACAF

to 7th AF, 1500302 Dec 67.

78. Msg (S), 7th AF ro CINCPACAF,510815Z Dec 67, subj:
Gunship II Requirements.
79. Msg (S), Gen Ryan, CINCPACAF, to Gen McConnell, CSAF,
Gunship II Requirements, 12 Feb 68; Kott, The Role of
USAF Gunships 1.11 9_E4SIA, p 26.
80. Ltr (C), CSAF to SAF, subj: Gunship Aircraft, 5 Jan
68; Air Staff working paper, subj: Gunship Aircraft, 5 Jan 68,
in Doc 220, AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L.
sub

j:

81. rbid
82. Meno (C) Dep SECDEF Paul H. Nitze to SAF, subj: AC-119
Gunship Force, 24 Feb 68. Secretary of the Air Force Brown
inforned the Secretary of Defense on I February 1968 of plans for
BIAS/Hunter aircraft:
8 AC-130fs, 16 AC-119Gts, and 16 AC-119Kts.
He added: rrI believe we should make these forces additive to
the AC-47s already in SEA. . . '' [Memo (S) , SAF Harold Brown to
SECDEF, subj: AC-130 Gunship II and C-130 BIAS/Hunter Aircraft,
L7 Feb 68.1
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83. Msg (S), TAC to CINCPACAF, AFSC, USAFTAWC, USAFSAWC,
ASD, AFLC, sub3: Gunship II Follow-on Airctaft, 6 Feb 68.
84. Msg (C), CINCPACAF to TAC, 2005382 Feb 68, subj:
Gunship II Fo1low-on Aircraft.
85. Msg (S), CSAF to AFLC, TAC, AFSC, ATC, CAC, PACAF,
25L8542 Mar 68.

86. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jan-30 Jun 68, P 168.
87. Msg (S), AFLC to CINCPACAF, 1514402 Jan 68; nsg (S),
CINCPACAF to CSAF, 2020352 Jan 68, subj: Gunship Program.
88. Air Staff Sumnary Sheet (S) , Maj Gen Andrew J. Evans,
Jr., Dir/Dev, Third Study rrlncreased Gunship Force," 22 Apr 68.

89. rbid.
90. rbid.
91. Meno (S),
29 Apr 68.

SAF

to CSAF, subj:

Increased Gunship Force,

92. Seventh Air Force was especially concerned about a
reported cost study of 208 gunships including possibly C-97 aircraft. [Msg (S), 7th AF (DPL) to CINCPACAF, subj: Mixed GunGtlnship: in
ship Force f9" SEA,5 Apr 68; Kott, The Ro19 of USAI ---be
found in
SEASIA, p 5.] The Seventh Air Force reaction can
68.
Apr
15
Force,
Sta
Sunmary Sheet, 7th AF (DPLR) Gunship
93. Ltr (S), 7th AF Dir/Manpower & Orgn, to 7th AF DCS/Ops
DCS/P1ans, DCS/Personnel, subJ: AC-130 Gunships, 28 Ju1 68.
94. Staff Sunnary Sheet (S), 7th AF (DPLR) Gunship Force
(U), 15 Apr 68.
95. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD,1 Jul-51 Dec 68,
p 1.
96. Memo (S), Hugh E. Witt, Dep/Sup & Main, Asst SAF
(instls Q Logs), to Robert H. Charles, Asst SAF (Instls q Logs),
subj: Estimated Cost to Destroy/Damage a Truck in Laos, 2 May 68.

p

1.

97. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, I Jul-31 Dec 68, pp L67-68.
98. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, 1Jul-31 Dec 68,

99. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jul-31 Dec 68, pp 168-69. This
reference contains the statement: rtThe Air Force will continue
its effsrts to secure the concurrbnce of OSD in nodifying additional Gunship aircraft when the new political administration
comes into of fice. r'
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100. Staff Sunmary Sheet (S), 7th AF (DPLG) AC-119 Gun ships, 9 Jul 68; Kott, The Role of USAF Gtntiti-E- in SEAS IA, p 7.
101. Msg (S), Gen W. W. Momyer, Tth AF Comdr, to Gen B.
K. Ho11oway, VCS, USAF, subj: AC-119 Gunships, l0 Jul 68;
Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 7.
Lo2. Msg (S), 7th AF C/s to CTNCPACAF DCS/PLans, subj:
Gunship Force Adjustrnents, 11 Sep 68.
103. Modification Progran Directive 1885 (FS-2209/JC-150A)
(C), Dir/0p1 Rqrnts 6 Dev P1ans, 14 Dec 67; hist (S), ASD, Jul
I968-Jun 1969, I, 135-36.
104. Modification Program Directive 1885-1 (FS -2209 /JC-130A)
(C), Dir/Op1 Rqnts & Dev Plans, Install Gunship Equipment in
JC-130 Aircraft, 13 Feb 68.
105. Study (U), AFSC, Gunship II Program Managenent: A
Study of Its Management Success, Iundated], p 2.
106. AFLr Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, p 95.
subj:

. Msg (C), CSAF
Gunship Programs.

L07

108.

See

note

to

AFSC and AFLC, 0601352

Jan 68,

106.

109. Trip report (S), Mr. Louis A. Benavides, HQ AFLC
(Visit to LTVE, Greenville, Tex.,10-13 Jan 68), Gunship lI/
BIAS/Hunter I" 23 Jan 68; AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb
L97I, p 98.
110. Because of support problems, AFLC very early reconmended that the prototype be modified into contractor-nodified
Gunship II configuration. IAFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb
L97I, p 100.1
111. Msg (C), ASD to CINCPACAF, 13th AF, subj: Gunship
II Logistic Support in SEA. L2 Feb 68.
ILz. Msg (U), CINCPACAF to CSAF, 8 May 68.
I15. Msg (C), AFLC to CSAF, subj: Logistic Support of
AC-150A Gunship II Program, 10 May 68.
LL4. AFLC lristorical Study 374 (S), Feb 1971, p LOz.
P

10.

115. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, l Jul-31 Dec 68,

lJNcLAS Sl il E0
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Historical Study 374 (S) , Feb L97L, p 105.
LL7. Ibid., pp 106-09. Too often the extent of the
logistical efEdrt remains in the background and is not fully
116.

AFLC

appreciated.

118. See note 116.
119. Hist (S), ASD, Jul 1968-Jun 1969, I, I37.
L20. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97I, pp 103-4.
L2L. rbid.
L22. Anendment to Modification Program Directive 1885-2
(FS-2209/JC-130A) (C), Dir/0p1 Rqnts & Dev Plans, Install Gunship Equiprnent in JC - 130 Aircraft , 5 Mar 6 8 .
AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97I, pp IO4-6.
proposed u'se of aircraft 1, 2, and 3 for initial
training and Celivery of 4,5, 6, and 7 to PACAF. [Msg (9), CINCPACAF
to CSAF, 09L92LZ Sep 68, subj: AC-130 Gunships.l Despite logistic problens, TAC insisted on using aircraft number 4. [Msg (S)
TAC to AFLC, subj: Revised AC-130 Delivery Schedule. and Proposed Deploynent, 26 Jun 68.]

L23.

CINCPACAF

p s1.

L24. Hist (S), Dirlop1 Rqmts Q Dev Plans, 1 Jul-51 Dec 67,

I25. Msg (C), ASD to AFSC, TAC, 2123092 Jun 68, subj:
Gunship II Delivery Schedule. Monitoring of LTVEts effort by
Gunship II Project Division personnel had led to a belief LTVE
was trunrealistic.rr
126. Msg (S),

AC

-1

TAC

to

CINCPACAF, L223I6Z

30 Gunship Training/Development.

L27.

Apr 68, subj:

Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, p
L28. Ibid., p 109 .
AFLC

106.

L29. Hist (S), ASD, Ju1 1968-Jun 1969, I, 136.
150. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb Lg7L" p 99;
Modification Progran Directive 1885-1 (FS-2209/JC-130A) (C),
Dir/0p1 Rqmts Q Dev Plans, Install Gunship Equipment in JC-150
Aircraft, lJ Feb 68.
131

.

Hist (S), ASD, Jul 1968-Jun 1969, I, I37.

L32

.

Ibid., p

138.
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133. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S) , Feb I97L, pp 110 -111;
hist (S), 8th TFWg, Jan-Mar 1969, p 24.
L34. Hist (S), Gunship II Proj Div, ASD, 1 Jul-31 Dec 68,
p 12.
135. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, PP LLL-L2.
I

136. End of Tour Report(S), Col William M. Fagan, Comdt,
Det 6, ASD (AFSC) (AFSC-10), 10 Nov 69.
I37. Ibid.; AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, p II2.
138. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, l Jan-30 Jun 69, p 188. Amendment
to MR 1885 (FS-2209/JC-l30A), 23 June 1969, revised total cost
upward fron $37,728,835 to $47,069,555 . IHist (S), Dir/0Pl Rqmts
139. Ltr (S),14th ACWg to 7th AF, subj: 'Comnand Relationship Thailand Based AC-130 Gunships (S), 17 Jul 68.
140. Ltr (S), 7th AF to 14th ACWg, subj: Comrnand Relationship Thailand Based AC-130 Gunships (S), 30 Jul 68. USAF Program Document (PD 70-2) cal1ed for the 16th ACSq to be assigned
to the 8th TFWg. The problems involving the Royal Thailand
Government were also expressed to General Monyer in message (S),
CINCPACAF to 7th AF, 1303272 June 1968.
141. Ibid.
142. Although proposing it control all gunships, the 14th
urged in August that the transfer of command
and control to the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing be expedited rather
than drag on. Seventh Air Force said expediting was inpossible
since the transfer required PACAF, PACOM, and State Department
approval. In 0ctober the 14th Special 0perations Wing (fornerly
Air Commando Wing) reiterated its original position that it control the AC-130 fs. [Msg (S), 14th SOWg to 7th AF, subj: Beddown and Operational Control of AC-150 Aircraft, 10 Oct 68.]
Air

Conmando Wing

L43. Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 27.
Even the one aircE-ft was fi- SuThTffi'am-' at ffiffime.
L44. 7th AF Opord 543-69 (C), Jul 1968, p 1.
145 . Ibid., pp 2-3.
L46. Hist (S), 8th TFWg, Jan-Mar 1969, p ls.
L47. Msg (S), 8rh TFWg to 7th AF, subj : 0n 15 Dec an
AC-150 was diverted by ABCCC, 26 Dec 68; Kott , The Role of USAF
Gunship in SEASIA, p 29.
(This page
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148. Rprt 69 -4 (S), The Interdiction Campaign 1 APril0ctober 1968, ASI, Jul q pT
149. Major Louis Seig, Impact of Geography on Air Opera-

tions in sEn (s)

(HQ

pAcArl'rfiect m-Em-;-T-Jun-ao;

fnre

following sentence from a message report of prototype operations
reflects the effect of terrain and vegetation: rrlt nust be
pointed out that due to terrain, forest canopy, etc., we quite
often get only one shot at a target before we lose his precise
location.rt IMsg (S), Det 2,14th ACWg, to 14th ACWg, 2 Apr 68.]
150. Seig, Impact of Geography on Air Operations in SEA,
pp 2-9 .
151. Scientific Advisory Group Working Paper L6-67 i(C),
Evaluation of Laos Interdiction Progran October 1965
through June L967 , 5 Sep 67 , p 2.
L52 , Trends, Indicators, and Analyses (S) , Dir/0ps, Aug
1968, p 2-L2.

CINCPAC,

153. Rprt 69-3 (S), Air Operations in Southeast Asia,
August 1967-January 1969, EST,ffi3-9-, p E.7T€-38F-tfi_TFWg
at Korat RTAFB, Thailand, commented on this point: " rrRepairing
interdicted roads most certainly indicates that the eneny
repairing is well prepared to cope with our more or less sterotyped systen of interdiction, i.e., road repair crew base canps
at strategic locations based on our repeated bombi-ng of specified
targets.rr [Msg (S), 388th TFWg to 7th AF, L3LL45Z Aug 68.]
t5 4. In 1967 an analysis of the interdiction effort cont ai,ne d this statement: 'rOve1a11 trend indicates daytime orient ed
s t rike sorties and predorninantly nighttime Roadwatch reported
truck m ovements.t' IScientific Advisory Group Working Paper 1667 (c), CINCPAC, Evaluation of Laos Interdiction Progran Octobe
1965 th rough June 1967 (U), 5 Sep 67, p 29 .l
155. Rprt 69-5 (S), The Interdiction
31 0ctober 1968, ASI, Jul 69; ;-2.
156. Rprt 70-L4 (S), Development of

Truck KiIl Capability, ASI, Jan 70, p L2.

Campaign
A11

I Aprit-

-Weather

and

Night

157. rbid., pp L2-77. There was high-level interest in
the interdiETE-n ef fort. At nidyear the Mj.litary Aircraft Panel
of the Presidentrs Scientific Advisory Comnittee reported its
concern with the development of a t'truck interdiction plan for
the fal1 of 1968.rt The Panel wanted to see the intergrated use
of such development as Igloo White sensors, gunships, and aerialdelivered mines. It pointed to the urgent necessity for limiting

355

truck-flow through Laos in the critical october-Apri1 period.
on L2 July 1968 Ctart< Clifford (secretary of Defense), Paul Jr'
H. Nitze tDeputy Secretary of Defense), Dr. John S' Foster'
(Director of-Defense Research and Engineering), and Dr. Donald
F. Hornig (Special Assistant to the Fresident for science and
a
systens
Technology), met to discuss anti-infiltration
"ld
to
pasl9-{
in
turn
was
canpaign. This concern
truck-tiiiing
Abrarns, Jr" M{gY ComSeventh Air Force'by Gen. Creighton W.
nander. He requestLa a study of tit" rrentire truck infiltration
problenrt with a report of findings by 31 August. [Msg-(S),
tOUUSunCV to 7rh AF, 3OO2S8Z Jul 68, subj: Anti-Truck Infiltration (U).] Also, ttt" Air Force Cfriee of Staff had requested
development
--on 20 July 1968 through Air Force channels--the (S),
CSAF to
p1an.
[Msg
of an intensified truck-interdiction
Abransl
General
to
In
response
JuL
68.
CINCPACAF, 2OL44}Z
]
request for a report by 31 August 1-968, Seventh Air Force briefed
him on Comnando hunt plans. it e MACV Commander had reservations
about the force comnitment, allocation of IgIoo White sensors
(the Marines needed some on the DMZ) , and conmand and control.
He refused to connit a fixed level of force, saying it would have
to come under continuous review depending on the tactical sit- the
uation. Further, General Abrams was greatly concea.ned about
effect on operations by the review authority of Anbassador Sullivan
in Laos. General Brown, Seventh Air Force Comnander, told ttair
General NazzaTo, PACAF ionmander, that he had detected an
of suspiciontr in his discussions of Commando Hunt with General
General Brown suggested that-Abrams and the MACV senior staff.
I'clarity
requirement for planning
hindsight"--the
of
with the
the interdiction effort "might better have been levied on MACV
by the JCS." This would have made it General Abramsf plan and
assured his unqualified indorsement. IMsg (s), Gen Brown, 7th
AF Condr, to Gen Nazzato, CINCPACAF, 37LL30Z Aug 68.] The Air
Forcers desire to control the Comnando Hunt planning stemned
fron a fear it might develop into a joint operation and thereby
threaten the Tactical Air Control System. ILtr (S), Maj Gen
George B. Simler, Dir/Ops, USAF, to Maj Gen Gordon F. 81ood,7th
AF DCS/Ops, 26 Jul 68.1
158. Wolk, USAF Plans and Policies R&t) for Southeast Asia
1965-1967, p 78.
159. Rprt 69-7 (S), A:ir Interdiction campaisn, I Nov 68#re-;metffi-es3L May 69, ASr, Dec 69. rntdrffits
catffi- 'choke points I' or rrtraf fi c contro I points . rr
160.Rprt7o-L4(S),DeveloPrnentofAl}.Weattreraldl-{ight
on interdiction
Truck Ki11 Cipability, pp f4-T6l-TI-e enphasis raTmed
reconnais points 'rdown-graded tite- irrevious technique of
iance, t wherein strike aircraft sought out and attacked targets
of opportunity although this technique was still authorized-"
IHist (TS), MACV, 1968, I, 409.]
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This included more
161. Hist (TS), MACV, 1968, I,409
than 20 B-52 strikes.
L62. Msg (S), 7th AF to CSAF, CTNCPACAF, CTNCSAC, TAC,
f 409302 Nov 68, sub j:
Irnpact of 7kF Surnrner Interdiction Campaign--14 July through 51 0ctober 1968.
163. Msg (S), 7t}:' AF to PACAF, 1910552 Nov 68, subj:

AC-130 Gunship Enployrnent.

7th AF OpOrd 543-69 (S), Gunship II (AC-130),

L64. Ibid;

Aug 1968.

rt

-7 (S) , Air Interdiction Cernge:€n, I Nov 68-

165.

Rp

166.

l'{sg (S), 7th AF to l4th ACWg, 3L7tt. TAWg, 26L4LSZ Feb
FAC Schooling for C-130 Gunship Crews.

L67

7th AF OpOrd 543-69 (S), Aug 1968.
This nission narrative is taken from AC-130 Mission
, Mission L3I6/17 Detachment 2, 14th ACWg, 30 Decenber

51 May 69, p 6.

69, subj:

.

168.

Report (S)
1968.

69

169. Rprt 70-I4 (S), Development of
Truck Ki11 Capability, p 14:-

Hist (S), 8th
Ibid., 16-18.

170.
T7I

.

TFWg,

A11

-Weather and Night

Apr-Jun 1969, III,

L2

rbid. , I8-20
rbid., 20-23.

172.
L73.

t74. Air Staff Sumnary Sheet
Shed Light Program, 24 Oct 67 .

(S),

AFRDP, Use

of C-150s in

L75.

rbid.

L76.

Msg (S), 14th ACWg to 7t1n AF, 2210092 Jun 68, subj:

Gunship II.

L77. Lt Col Monte D. Wright, USAF Tactics Against
Ground Defense in sEA Novemb e r 6 8 -Mtt-70-(Sf-TE-afffi;
mEeO; 75-Tep zdJ, pp c--ro.

178. Mss (S) ,

Gunship I I

CSAF

to

CINCPACAF, L7L941Z

.
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179 . Msg (S), Det 2,14rh ACWg to HQ USAF, AFSC, TAC,
ASD, TAWC, SAWC, AFATL, 7th AF, 14th ACWg, PACAF, 2IL00LZ
Mar 6 8, subj : Gunship II Report of Operations 22 Feb thru
20 Mar 68.

180. Wright, USAF Tactics Against Air Ground Defense
in SEA Novenber 68-May 70, p 38. The distance is stated as
Eix-or-silen rniles'l:in-Kott, The Role of USAF Gunships in

SEASIA, page 40.

181. See note I79.
L82. See note 180.
183. Msg (S), 14th

Gunship I I

subj:

ACWg

to 7th AF, 2210092 Jun 68, subj:

.

184. Ltr (S) , 7th AF Dir/Cmbt Ops to 7th AF Air Ops Div,
Suggested Fragging and Operational Procedures for AC-130

Gunship, 22 Jun 69.

185. Report of Project Moonwatch (S), 16th
pp 2-3.

SOSq, Jun 69,

186. "EnIisfed Fliers Te11 of Conbat,rr Air Force Times,

L7 Mar 7L, p 20.

187. Capt Janes L. Cole, Jr., Fixed Wing Gunships in SEA
(JuI 69-Ju1 71) (S) (HQ PACAF, Projeffi-G'Eeo,-s0-Tov-7Tl ;pTT
188. DOA Working Paper 68/L8 (S), Dir/Tac Analys, 7th AF,
Flax Suppression with F-4fs for AC-130 Missions Against Trucks ,
10 Dec 68.

189. Hist (S) , 8th TFWg, Oct-Dec 1968, p 35.
190. Hist (S), 8th TFWg, Jan-Mar 1969, p 23.
191. Wright, USAF Tactics
SEA November 6q-U-.ypp

Against Air Ground Defense in
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Twent i e th Weekly Status Report, 28 Dec 70 .
191.

rbid.

192.

See

note

184
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193.

Memo (S)

,

SAF

gram Status, 4 Jan 7L.

to

SECDEF, subj

: AC-130 Gunship Pro-

L94. Sixth Gunship Weekly Status Report to Secretary of
the Air Force (S) , 2 Sep lu.
195. Hist (S) , ASD Gunship Prgm Ofc, 1 Jan-31 Dec 70,
p 11.
Daily Staff Digest 8 (C), HQ USAF, 13 Jan 7L.
L97. Co1 Bradford W. Parkinson, Significant Concepts fron
the USAF AC-130 Gunship Program (S), Naval War College thesis,
28 Jan 72 , P 63.
198. Ibid.
196.

199.

AF SC

Newsreview XVI (March L972) , 4.

rbid.
20L . Hist (S), MACV, L970, I, Annex A, VI-105
202 .
Ibid. , vI -95 .
203 . Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF, subj:
Far East Trip (29
October-l 1 November 1970), 19 Nov 70.
204. Cole, Fixed Wing Gunships in SEA, p 47. It was
pointed out that El-iFnfs-sion w.as exc6-ti-o-nar and not typical
inasmuch as conditions were nearly ideaf, crew experienced, and
all sensors operating we1l.
205. OPREP-5 (Conmando Hunt/Igloo White) (s) .
206. USAF Management Summary Southeast A sia (S), 18 Aug 7L,
p SEA 23.
200.

207. Ibid.; USAF Management summary southeast Asia, 2r May
7I, p SEA 2l-208. Air Operations Review (S), Dir/Ops, LgZl (thru Aug 7L)
Vo1 8, 2-r0. Deputy secretary of Defense Divid packard told a
press briefing that the'rgunships are getting g0 percent of the
trucks' in the interdiction canpaign in t aos. [Air Force policy
Letter for Comnaanders (U), 15 Ap, 7L,J
209. Cole, Fixed Wing Gunships in SEA, p 42.
270. Air 0perations Review (S), Dir/Ops, Lg7L, Vo1 9, 2-L0.
These are peak figures.
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2L3.

rbid. , p 2 -L2
Air Force Magazine, Feb L972, p 9
Air Operations Review (S), Dir/Ops, L97L, Vol 9,

2L4.

The Baltimore Sun, 24 Feb 7L, pP L-2

2Ls.

MR (s)

2t9.

Ibid

zTL

.

2L2.

2-7.

, Spec Ops Div, Dep Dir/Strike Fotces, Dir/Ops,
Iregarding briefing for Dir/DIAl, 7 APr 7L.
2L6 . Co1e, Fixed Wing Gunships in SEA, PP 55-60.
2L7 . See note 2I5. Revelations concerning the 1969
National Security Study Menorandun I in the ApriL L972 newspaPers
bared a long-standing split between optinistic and pessimstic
The U.S. Enbassy,
groups on the effectiveness of SEA policies.
the Military Command in Saigon, and the JCS held the mole positive views; sone DOD offices, the CIA, and the State Departnent
appeared more skeptical. This division of views--or outlook-and the interwas apparent on the natter of eneny infiltration
diction of supplies. [The Baltirnore Sun, 27 Apr 72, "p AL.)
2L8
USAF Management Summary Southeast Asia (S), 18 Aug 7I,
p SEA 23
subj:

220 . Col J. F . Loye, Jr. , et a1, Lam Son 7L9 z The South
Vietnanese Incursion Into Laos, 30 Jan ffizT]f.iafit (31-(H-Q-PAm'il, To j ect T'Em',-24 vffit ), p-T5.

22L. Ibid., p 20.
222. Ltr (S) , Gen L. D. CLay, Jr., 7th AF Comdr, to CSAF,
subj: Lan Son 719 Operations: Lessons Learned , 13 May 7L, p L2.
223. Lo ye , et 41, Lan Son 7L9: The South Vietnamese Incursion Into Laos, gJ"" FU_-W-Z_, pT5.
224

rbid

pp sl-52.

2.25 .
Ibid. , p 105 . The nunber of sorties f lown in support
of ground troops in contact with the eneny helped generate
capability. A
renewed interest in the gunship offset-firing
neeting on the subject was held at PACAF Headquarters in July 1977
system was
The conferees agreed that the gunship offset-firing
accurate and when properly maintained could provide dependable
night, adverse weather, close air support. IMinutes of OffsetFiring Capability Ivleeting , 20 -22 Jul 7I (S) . j The Air Force
established Project Cornbat Rendezvous in August 1968 to support
U.S. Arny tests and evaluations of ground transponders for use
by Air Force gunships. Ironically, this project had been placed
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in a hold status in December 1970 after receipt of an Arny
letter stating they had no requirement for transponders in
SEA. The project was canceled on 9 March L97L. [Hist (TS),
Dir/Ops, 1 Jan-30 Jun 7L, p 313.]
226 . Cc.le, Fixed Wing Gunships in SEA, pp 49 -50 .
227 , Comnando Hunt V Report (S) , 7th AF , May 7L, pp 93,
181-82. Col Bradford W. Parkinson points out some defensive
advantages of positionr'"re1ocity, and acceleration resulting
from the firing orbit of the gunship. At the AC-130 operating
altitude, slant range of 10,000 to 14,000 feet, the AA gunner
must Iead the gunship up to l/2 miIe. "This is a fornidable
problem, sspecially when it is realized that the gunship is a
target roughly 10 mils by 1 mi1 at 10,000 feet.rr The continuous
turn (accelerated flight) would cause fire-control computers
to be in error because of positioning based on an assumption of
constant velocity. Multiple orbits would allow a ground gunner
to adjust his fire, however. IParkinson, Significant Concepts
fron the USAF AC-130 Gunship Progran (S), 28 Jan 72.1

228. Msg (S), CINCPACAF to HQ USAF, 200I0SZ May 7L; hist
(TS), Dir/Ops, I Jan-30 Jut 7L, p 197.
subj:

229. MR (S), Spec 0ps Div, Dep DLt/Strike Forces, Dir/Ops,
Air Staff Gunship Review, 26 Feb 7L.
230.

WRAMA

Historical Study 25 (S), Jan I972, I, 82.
23L. Chief of Staff Decision Letter (S), subj: Additional
AC-130E Gunships (U), 22 Mar 7L.
232.

WRAMA

Historical Study 25 (S), Jan L972, I, 82-83.

233. WRAMA on 6 Apr 7I before the House Subcommittee of
the Committee on Appropriations, Department of Defense Appropriations fot L972, 92d Cong, Ist sesSl-lT-7, pp-659:665. 234. See note 229 .
235. Msg (U), CSAF to TAC, 22790L2 Apr 7L, subj: DAF
Movenent Directj-ve (4f5 S0TSQ); hist (TS), Dir/Ops, I Jan-50
7I, p 98.

Jun

236. Memo (TS) , SECDEF to the President, subj : Gunships
in Southeast Asia, l0 Mar ZL.
237. Msg (S), 7th AF to CSAF, 0ilt00Z Mar 7L, subj: AC-130

Gunships.

238. Hist

(TS)

, Dir/0ps, I Jan-30 Jun lL, pp 98-99 .
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239. Msg (S), CSAF to AFSC, ASD, 2019LzZ Aug 7L, subj:
Improved ECM for Gunships ICROC 6 -71).
240. Msg (S), CSAF to
72-2
Chaff Cartridge.
QRC

AFSC, ASD,09L6L7Z

Jul 7I, subj :

24L. Air Operations Review (S) Dir/0ps, Jan L972, I,
L-4, Aircraft 54-L626 was used as the, test bed.
242. Intvw (S), author with Capt John J. Russel, Dup/
Engrg Mechanj.cs, USAFA , 6 May ZL,
243. Msg (S), CSAF to AFSC, L922492 Nov 7L, subj: 105 mm
C annon for AC - I 30 Gunsh ips .
244. Air 0perations Review (S), Dir/Ops, Jan Lg7Z, I, L-2
Chapter

V

Action Directive Z -ZL0 S- (f) (S) , Dir/
_ I . Requirements
Plans, C-119G/K Gunship program, 2g Jun-67;
Study 374 (S), Feb L971, pp f22-ZS.

Op1 Rqmts Q Dev
AFLC Historical
2

.

rbid.

Msg (C), CSAF ro CINCPACAF, TAC, CAC, AFLC, WRAMA,
_3. AF,
usAFMPc, 222L072 Aug 67, subj: Fo11ow-on Aircrafr
-7th
for AC-47.
SAWC,

4. Msg (S), CSAF (Dir/Ops) to CINCPACAF, AFXOpF 85469,
22 Aug 67; WRAMA Historicar study 18 (s), Ac-1rgc/r Gunship
1967-1970, (Project Corn6at uornetf-CfriRT,MAl MatTgTl),
l-Flgt,
pp o-/.

5.

AFLC

9.

Ltr (S), Gen J. p. McConnell, CSAF, to SAF, subj:
26 Jan 6g.

Historical Srudy 574 (S), Feb Lg7L, p LZS.
6. Modification Program Directive r8s1 (FS 2Lso/c-119c)
(S)r Dir/OpI Rqmts S Dev Plins, 20 Oct 67; WRAMA Historical
Study 18 (S), I'tar I97I, pp 10-14
7. rbid.
8. Air _staff working paper (s),- subj: Gunship Aircraft,
5
68;
1tr (c) , csAF to sAF, sub j: Gunship Aircra-ft, 26 Jan
-Jan
68.
Gunship Aircraft,

10.

Memo

(s), sAF to csAF, subj:

Gunship Aircraft,2
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11. Meno (S), SAF to SECDEF, subj: AC-119 Gunship Force,
8 Feb 68. Secretaty Brown commented; rrEvents in SVN during
the past few days have dranatically enphasized the requirement
for enhancing our gunship posture to cope with increased enemy
infiltration
and attacks at night against population centers
and nilitary installations .rr
L2. Msg (S), CSAF to AFLC, 1000582 Feb 68, subj: AC-119

Gunship Progran.

Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, pp L29-L301'
to AFLC, 0916002 Feb 68.
L4. Msg (C), WRAMA to AFLC , ILLTSOZ Feb 68. The AC-130
program lrad a 1-6 precedence rating.
15. Msg (C), WRAMA to AFLC, 150111 Feb 68, subj: Gunship
13.
nsg (C),

AFLC

WRAMA

Progran.

16. Msg (C),
L7,

AFLC

to AFLC,091600Z Feb 68.
Historical Study 374 (S), Feb Lg7l, pi, 150-31.
WRAMA

18. Msg (C), CSAF toIAFLC,2L20O7Z Feb 68. WRAMA had
II for the AC-119G and Dragon III for the
AC-119K. IWRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), Mar 1971, pp 30-31.]
recommended Dragon

19. rbid.
20.

Historical Study 18 (S), Mar 1971, p 51.
(S), Dep SECDEF to SAF, subj: AC-119 Gunship

WRAMA

2L. Memo
Force, 24 Feb 68.

22. Msg (TS), CINCPAC to JCS, 0322552 Mar 68.
23, Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF,251647Z Apr 68, subj:
Deployment of Mixed Gunship Force to SEA.
24. rbid.
25. Hist (TS), Dit/Plans, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 81 -82 .
26. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, p 150.
27. Msg (S), CAC to TAC, L622O0Z Feb 68.
(S)

28.

AFLC

Historical Study 374 (S), Feb 197L, p 130; hist
19 70, I, 339 .

, TAC, Jul 1969 -Jun
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29. Hist (S), Dir/Dev, 1 Jan-J0 Jun 68, p 169.
30. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, pp L32-34.
31. Ibid., pp 154-38; nsg (C), CSAF to PACAF, AFLC,
2020222 Feb--68--, su65: SUU-11 Assets.
32. Msg (U), WRAMA to AFLrj L22S2LZ lvlat 68, sub j : Combat
Hornet. Earlier, there had been, hope of borrowing guns fron the
Arny but negotiations were necessary before approval was secured.
33, Msg (C), WRAMA to CINCPACAF, 18f8002 Mar 68, subj:
_
SUU-tlA Assets.

34.

Historical Srudy SZ4 (S) , Feb L}ZL, p 1S8.
35. WRAMA Historical Study t8 (S), Mar L97L, pp 104-111.
36 . Ibid. , pp I J8-141 .
37. Ibid., p. 141.
AFLC

38. llist (S) , TAC, Jul 1969 -Jun LgZ0 , I, S4O .
39. Hist (S), SAWC, 1 Jan-S0 Jun 68, pp L6-L7,
40. Ibid., p 35.
4L, Msg (S), lst Cmbt Applications Gp to TAC, L6ALSOZ
Jun 68, subj: combat Hornet Progress Report Number one. The
reduction was to 3.5 or lower.
42. Msg (S), 7th AF to lst Cmbt Applications Gp, 200g0AZ
Jul 68, subj: combat Hornet. seventh Air Force stated: 'This
beadquarters feels it is necessary to maintain the specified
200 feet/rninute rate of climb capability at 103 degr-ees, g0 percent hunidity. tt
43. Hist (S),
44. Msg (S),

Hornet.

USAFS0F,
TAC

to

1 Jul-j1 Dec 6g, pp

CSAF

,

OLTL4SZ

SS-54.

Jut 68, subj:

Conbat

Msg (S), TAC to CSAF, LL}LLSI Jut 68, subj: AC-119G;
hist 1!:
(S), TAC, Ju1 1969-Jun L970, I, S4L,
Msg (S), CSAF to TAC, CINCPACAF, AFLC, WRAMA, I622L3Z
19. subj:
July 68,
AC-119G Operational Test.
47 , rbid.
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Historical Study 374' Feb I97L, p L42,
49. Msg (S), WRAMA to AFLC, 2320152 Aug 68.
50. Minutes (s), AC-119G Weight Reduction/Increased Performance Conference, WRAMA, 30 Jul 68.
51. AFLC Historical Study 374 (S), Feb I97L, Pp 143-45'
48.

AFLC

52. See note
53. Msg (S),

Aug 6 8.

50

.

CSAF

to TAC, AFLC, CINCPACAF,

WRAMA, 02L4482

54. Msg (S), CINCPACAF to CSAF, TAC' AFLC ' L523442 Aug 68,
sulj : Combat Hornet.
55. Msg (S), WRAMA to AFLC, 2320152 Aug 68.
56. Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, 7th AF, TAC, L3L6L4Z Jul
68, subj: AC-119 Deployments.
57. Msg (s), 7th AF to csAF, L7L9L3T Jul 68, subj: AC-l19
Gunships.

58. Msg (S), 7th AF to 1st Cmbt ApPlications Gp, 2009002
Jul 68, subj: Combat Hornet.
59. Cost Reduction Review (S), 7th AF, AC-119 Gunship
Force, 10 Jul 68.
60. Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, 7th AF, TAC, L3I641Z Jul
68, subj: AC-119 Deploynents.
61. Increased Gunship Force, Feasibility Study, Supplemental and Sumnary Report (S), Dir/Ops, APr 1968.
62. AFLC Historical Study 374, Feb L97L' pP 151-52.
63.

Ibid., pp 150-51; contract AF 096303-69-C-0144.

64.

Ibid., p I52.
Hist (S), 14th

67.

1 Oct-31 Dec 68, II.
Msg (S), 14th ACWg to 7th AF, 1106352 MaY 68.
Hist (S), 14th SOWg I Ju1-50 Sep 68, P 59.

68.

Hist (S), L4 SOWg, I Jan-31 Mar 69, P 34.

65.
66.

S0Wg,
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69. Msg (U), CSAF to MAC, TAC, CAC, AFLC, USAFMPC, AFSC,
AFCS, USAFSS, ATC, HQ COMD, NGB, L200252 Apr 68, subj: Mobili-

zation of Air Reserve Forces Units.
70. Intvw (U), author with Col Joe T. Pound, Dir/Aerosp
Prgms, 27 Jun 72. dolonel Pound commanded the 930th TAGp (cAC)
at the tine of mobilization. He reported that 250,000 pounds
of equipment was moved, largely in war readiness kits and
valued it about $3 million. Also, see: WRAMA Historical Study
l8 (S), March L971, pages 43 and 44; history (S), SAWC, -1 January30 June 1968, page L7.

7L. Msg (S), CSAF to CAC, MAC, TAC, AFLC, AFSC, HQ COMD,
NG-AF, USAFMPC, AWS, O922L7Z May 68, subj: Mobilization of
Reserve Forces.
72. Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, L6L327Z Sep 68, subj:
AC-119 Deployment.

73. rbid
74. Staff Summary Sheet (S), 7th AF (DPLG), AC-119 Deployment, 17 Sep 68.
75. Msg (S), 7th AF to CINCPACAF, subj: Gunship Force
Adjustnent ["a L7 Sep 68.]
76, Msg (S), CINCPACAF to CSAF, 2505452 Sep 68, subj:
AC-119 Deployment.

77, Staff Summary Sheet (S), 7th AF (DPLG), Cornbat Hornet
(AC-1f9G) Deploynent, 16 Oct 68. COMUSMACV reported to the JCS
on 12 October 1968 that the total Air Force strength in RVN was
61,435 (U.S. military strength: 5j8,876) .
[Msg (C) , COMUSMACV
to JCS, L2060402 Oct 68, subjs Weekly Strength Report.l
78. Staff Visit Notebook (S), Lt Gen Robert G. Ruegg,
6 Logs, Nov 1968.
79. Memo (S), Paul H. Nitze, Dep SECDEF, to SAF and Chairman of the JCS, subj: Deployrnent Adjustment Request (AF-68-LzS),
27 Nov 68. Change 4L of CINCPAC ptans reflected the Deputy
SECDEFTs approval for deployrnent of the TLst S0Sq. IHist (TS),
cINCPAC, 1969, IIr, 19.]
80. WRAMA Historical Study 18, Mar L97L, p 44.
DCS/Sys

119G

81. Msg (C), USAFSAWC to TAC, 0322352 Jul 68, subj:
Fire Control System Cornputers.
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82. See article on rrHoosierrr reservists of the Tlst S0Sq.
Air
Reservist, Apr 1969, pp 6, 7 .l
IThe
83. Msg (S), TAC to WRAMA, L22LL9 Nov 68, subj: AC-119G
Ferry.
84. Msg (S), 7th AF to 14th SoWg,2009402 Nov 68, subj:
Employment. The basic operations docunent for the
deploynent and employnent of AC-1I9Gts in SEA was 7th AF Operation 0rder 538-69 (S).

AC-119G

85.

Historical Study 374 (S), Feb Lg7L, p 153.
86. WRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), Mar L97I, pp xxxi-xxxii;
TAC OPlan L20 (S), Final Report Combat Introduction Evaluation
AC-119G Gunship III (Combat King), Aug L970.
87 . PAD 68-115 (S), 7th AF, 6 Jun 68.
AFLC

88. TAC OPlan 118 (S), Report of Gunship G Deployment and
Combat Evaluation-Combat Guard , 22 Mar 69. In addiQion to
assessing coubat-nission effectiveness, considerable data was
collected on the operational readiness rate, sorties flown
versus sorties scheduled, maintenance on special equipment and
subsystem operation, and aircraft rnaintenance.

89.

TAC OPlan

118 (S), 22 Mar 69.

90. Kott, The Rote of USAF Gunships in SEASIA, p 24.
91. TAC OPlan 118 (S), 22 Mar 69. This judgment was reinforced by the 7,62-mm axmanentrs greater effectiveness against
personnel than vehicles or storage areas.
92. Hist (S), Dir/Ops, I Jan-j0 Jun 69, p 281.
93. Ibid.
94. WRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), Mar L9ZL, p xxxiv.
The 18th and last aircraft arrived I March 1969.
.95. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, I Jan-J1 Mar 69, pp 1, 2L. To
rated
ful1y combat ready (c-r), a unit had to-posiess at teast
!:
85 percent of its authorized aircraft with 7L percent combat
ready and 90 percent of its authorized personnel with 85 percent
conbat ready.
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96. SSgt Robert J. Lessels, Jr., rtShadow, rr Air Force,
Nov L97L, pp 38-40. other names associated with the C-119
were: Pregnant P-38, Do1lar Nineteen, Gun-Toting Guppy, and
USAFTs Ftying Battleship.
Some of these were carryovers from
C-119 days. [Ma j Willian R. Casey, I'AC-119: USAFTs Flying
Battleship,tr Air Force/Space Digest, Feb L970, pp 48-50.]
97.

WRAMA

Historical Study 18 (S), Mar L97I, p xxv.

98. Msg (S) , WRAMA to AFLC, TAC,
68, subj : Combat liornet Schedules .

CINCPACAF, 0715152 Jun

99. See note 97.
I01.

Historical Study 374 (S), Feb L97L, pp L47-48.
Ibid., p 148.

L02.

rbi d.

100.

AFLC

Historicial Study 374 (S) , Feb L97L, p 149.
104. Ltr (S), Dir/Main Engrg to DCS/Sys 6 Logs, subj:
Personal Summary, 3 Jul 69.
105. WRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), Mar L97L, p LL2.
103.

AFLC

106.

Hist (S), Dir/Main Engrg, 1 Jan-50 Jun 69, p ix.

107.

AFLC

108.

Hornet.

Historical Study 374 (S), Feb 197L, p 149.
Msg (S), TAC to CSAF, 0819452 Aug 68, subj: Conbat

109. Msg (S), WRAMA to AFLC, 2320152 Aug 68.
some of the weights vary somewhat. AFLC Historical
lists 5, L24 pounds as the excess weight.

r10.

1II.
U

SAF SOF ,

Study

on
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rbid.
Msg (C),

WRAMA to AFLC, CSAF, TAC, CINCPACAF, 7th AF,
2714002 Sep 68, subj : AC-119K Weight Reduction.

113

.

I t4

.

Historical Study 18 (S), Mar I97L, p 48.
Ibid., p xxxiii.
Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Jul-30 Sep 68, p 19.

115

.

Msg (S), TAC to CSAF, subj:

TL2.

681.

Figures

WRAMA
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Hornet Ica 15 Oct
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116. TAC OPlan L20 (S), Final Report conbat Introduction/
Evaluation AC-119K Gunship III (Combat King), Aug I970, p 103'
LI7. WRAMA Historical Study l8 (S), Mar 1971' pp 50-51'
118. Ibid., p xxxv.
119. Ltr (S), 7tJl. AF to I 7th SOWg, 3d, 31st, 35th, 37th,
q 366th TFWgrs, 460th TRWg, lst CEG, AFAG, subj: 7AF PAD 68115, Gunships, Progress Report, 30 Apr 69.
L20. Msg (S), TAC to CSAF, cINCPACAF, AFLC, 0822L42 May
69, subj: AC-119K Deploynent.
L2I. Msg (S), TAC to CSAF, AFLC, ASD, 2223312 NIaY 69, subj
AC-119K Deficiencies.
L22. Hist (S), USAFSOF, l Jan-30 Jun 69, pp 40-4I; msg (S),
AFLC to TAC, 0619562 Jun 69.
L23. Msg (S), TAC to CSAF, L3L943Z Jun 69, subj: Gunship
0ffset Fire Deficiencies.
L24 . Hist (S) , Dir/Ops, 1 Ju1 -31 Dec 69 , Pp 147 -48; TAC
-209, SOC 15-28, (S) , AC-119K 0perational Test and Evaluation (Combat Hornet K), Supplenental Repott, Jan 1970.
L25. Ltr (S), Dir/Main Engrg to DCS/Sys Q Logs, subj:
Personal Summary, 12 Dec 69.
L26. Hist (S), 14th SOWg, 1 Jul-50 Sep 69; Movenent order
20 (S), TAC, 5 Aug 69. Approxinate strength was L25 officers
and 44I airmen.
L27. TAC 0P1an L20 (S), Aug 1970, p 70. One AC-119K
danaged the right landing gear while landing at Malmstrorn AFB,
Mont. TAC reported the brakes locked on the right side, the
right tires b1ew, and the right main gear scissor-swiveled.
Since the gear required depot repair, a replacement AC-119K
departed Lockbourne AFB on 22 October.

TR-68

L28. Ibid., p 36 ,
L29. WRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), Mar L97L, p

130. M{.,

p

156.

68.

131. Ltr (U) , Senator Wil lian Proxmire, Chairman, Sub committee on Economy in Gove rnment, to Philip N. Whittaker,
Asst SAF (Instls G Logs), 3 Feb 70.
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L32. Ltr (U), Philip N. Whittaker, Asst SAF (Instls &
Logs), to Senator itlif liam Proxmire, Chairman, Subconrnittee
on-ntonomy in Government,2 Mar 70. Secretary Whitttkgl reported
the cost of spares alone'rresulted in an increase of $20.9
nillion.rl
153. WRAMA Historical Study 18 (S), Mar I97I, p 196'
L34. PAD 69-101 (S), 7th AF. See Chapter II for more
discussion on Nha Trang ProPosal.
135. PACAF Movement Qrder 16 (S), 27 Mar 69. Also governed
by PACAF PAD 69-6 (S), ANG/AFRES/USAF Deployment, Dec 1968.
136. Hist (S), l4th SOWg, I Apr-30 Jun 69, Pp 34-35'
L37. Ibid., pp 20, 34-35. The nunber included 27 pilots,
16 navigatoEl-tZ flight engineers, 18 illuninator operators,
and 151 other personnel tp 201. Hist (s), Dir/ops, L Jan-30 Jun
69, p 344.
158. Hist (S),14th SOWg, I oct-31 Dec 69. Some 166 aircrew personnel had arrived. itre governing plan for the deployment was 7th AF PAD 68-115 (revised)
139. Hist (S), t4th SOWg, I 0ct-$1 Dec 69.
140. Msg (TS), CINCPAC to JCS, 0101302 Jan 70 , subj :
Aircraft f or iaos, ir:-st (S) , Dir/Ops, 1 Jul-31 Dec 69, p 297 '
141. See note
L42.

TAC OPlan L20

L43. See note
L44.

139.

(S), Aug 1970, pp 36-37,

139.

TAC OPlan L2O

145. Ibid., p iii.

(S), Aug 1970, Pp 4l-61.
The combat King Task Force

commander

was Lt Col fr-T'. McCartan.
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150. Hist (S) , 14th SOWg, I Apr-30 Jun 69, p 67 , Extensive corrosion damage was found on the underside of the fuse1age, on hydraulic plunbing, and on nany other areas of the
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AC-47

The C-47 transport converted into a gunship by
adding the General Electric SIfU-IA minigun;
the AC-47 had several nicknames: Puff the
Magic Dragon, Dragon Ship, and Spooky

,

AA
AB
ABCCC
abn
ac
accelerometer

antiaircraft

:

acft
acq
ACSC
ACSq
actg
activate

airbase

airborne battlefield command and control center
airborne
alternating current
An instrument for measuring acceleration or
for detecting and measuring vibrations

aircraft
acquisition

Air
Air

Command and Staff College
Commando Squadron
acting

To put a unit into existence (that has been
previously constituted by name and number) so
it can be organized to function in its assigned
caPacitY

acty
ACWg
ADF

Adm
ADTC
adv
ADVON
aerosp
AF
AFAG
AFAL
AFATL

activity

Air

Commando Wing

Automatic direction finder; it automatically and
continuously measures the direction of arrival
of the received signal; data are usually displayed
visually

Admiral
Armament Development and Test Center
advance, advanced, advancement
advanced echelon
aerospace
Force

Air
Air
Air
Air

Force advisory group
Force Avionics Laboratory
Force Amament Laboratory

uFtcLs$slFlIll
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AFB
AFCS

AFLC
AFML
AFOAP

Air
Air
Air
Air

Force base
Force Communications Service
Force Logistics Command
Force l\llaterials Laboratory
Dir/Aerospace Programs, DCS/Programs
Resources, USAF

&

AFOAPP

Program Development & Integration Division,
Dir/Aerospace Programs, DCS/Programs &
Resources, USAF

AFODC
AFRDQ

OCS/Programs & Resources, USAF
Dir/Operational Requirements & Development Plans, DCS/Research & Development,
L]SAF

AFSC
AFSDC
AFSME

AFXDC
AFXOP
AFXOSO

Air Force Systems Command
DCS/Systems & Logistics, USAF
Dir/I\fiaintenance Engineering, DCS/Systems

& Logistics,

USAF

DCS/Plans & Operaticins, USAF
Dir/Operations, DCS/Plans & Operations, USAF
Special Operations Division, Dep Dir/Strike
Forces, Dir/Operations, DCS/Plans & Opera-

tions, USAF

AGE

AGL
AGMTIP

air

commando

AlC

alft
Alleycat
ALO
AM
Ambassador
Sullivanrs
Air Force

aerospace ground equipment
above ground level
air-to-ground moving target indidcator processor
An Air Force member engaged in counterinsurgency operations

Airman First Class

airlift

The C-130 ABCCC at night in Barrel Roll

air liaison officer

Amplitude modulation; modulation in which the
amplifude of a carrier is varied

Informal reference to the 56th SOWg, Nakhon
Phanom, Thailand; only Ambassador to Laos
William H. Sullivan could approve targets in
Laos; since the 56th struck approved targets,
hence the term
UNCLASSIFIEII
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Ambassadorts

war'

rhe

AmEmb
amph
amplitude

The war in Laos; Ambassador William H.

l;11;i:.H fi?Jff""ll'iJ;:1ff"L"

term

American Embassy
amphibious

Maximum displacement from the zero position
of an alternating current or any other periodic
phenomenon

AMRL
analys
ANG
AOC
APGC
API
app
Arc Light

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
analysis
Air National Guard
air operations center
Air Proving Ground Center
armor-piercing incendiary

armt
ARPA
arty
ARVN
ASD
ASG
ASI
ASOC
asst
ATC
atch
AU
AWS

armament
Advanced Research Project Agency

y
F

appendix

(S) B-52 operations in SEA; initially, missions
were flown from Anderson AFB, Guam;
Kadena AB, Okinawa, and U-Tapao RTAFB'
Thailand; later, all Arc Light missions were
flown from U- Tapao

artillery
Army of Republic of Vietnam

Aeronautical Systems Division
Aeronautical Standards Group
Aerospace Studies Institute
air support operations center
assistant
Air Training Command
attachment

Air University
Air Weather Service
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Bamel Roll

16.1 Interdiction and close air support operations in eastern Laos (beginning 14 Dec 64),
later reduced to the area of norttrern Laos
(3 Apr 65); the operations were under 2d
Air Division and later, Seventh Air Force
control; most recently, Barrel Ro1l refers to
strikes against personnel and equipment from
North Vietnam

bd
BDA

board

beddown
BIAS
Bias Hunter

A unitrs deployment

Black Crow

(#, An ignition system detection sensor used
on AC-130 and AC-123 Black Spot aircraft

Black Spot

$,

Converted C-123 transport (AC-123)
equipped with FLR, LLLTV, forward-looking IR
detector, laser ranger, advanced navigation
system, weapon release computer, orrd weapon
dispensers (CBUIs)

Blindbat

Nickname of C-130 FAC/flareship aircraft operating in Southern Laos; eventually Blindbat
became the nickname for all C-130 flare missions
[see Lamplighter]

etue ihip

The Seventh AF command and control center
(TAFCCC) which controlled out-country combat

Bomb Damage assessment; the term encompasses the determination of the effect of all
air attacks on targets (e. g. , bombs, rockets,
or strafe); also referred to as ttbattle damage
assessmentt'

battlefield illumination airborne system
(Cl C-130 aircraft equipped with a BIAS and
other sensor equipment (e. g. , infrared devices)
to locate the enemy

operations
bn

battalion

fl€t5r.

*,.,

, {f$ffi:
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boresight line

An optical reference lind'used in harmonizing
guns, rockets, and other weapon launchers

br
brainstorm

branch

breadboard
equipment

Equipment put together for test purposes
(often on rather crude mountings) to detect
trouble spots before final engineering design

Brig

Brigadier General
Nickname of OV-10 aircraft
Radar display in which the signal appears as a
bright spot, sith bearing as the horizontal
coordinate
coordinate and range as
't the vertical

Gen

Bronco
B-scope

To practice a conference technique by which a
group tries to find a solution to a specific
problem by amassing all of the ideas spontaneously contributed by its members

bu1

bulletin

c-119

Twin-boom transport nicknamed Flying Boxcar;
modified into AC-119G Shadow and AC-119K
Stinger gunships

c-123

Fairchild Provider transport used in airlift
and as a FAC/flareship; call sign Candlestick
used in latter mission

c-130

Multiengine transport developed for the Air
Force by Lockheed; nicknamed Hercules

C

ca (circa)
CAC
Canberra

Candlestick
CAP

Confidential
about

Air Command
T\e B-57 strike aircraft
The call sign for the C-123 FAC/flare
I
aircraft in Laos
Continental

combat

air patrol

'{ffi
Capt
CCT
CEA
CEG
cen

centimeter
CEP
CG
ch
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Captain

combat crew training

circular error

average
Combat Evaluation Group
center
. 39 inch
circular error probable
Commanding General
chief
Radar confusion reflectors consisting

chaff

of thin,
narrow, metallic strips of various lengths and
frequency responsesr us€d to reflect echoes
for confusion purposes

chap
CIDG

chapter

CINCPAC
CINCPACAF
CINCPACFLT
CJCS

class

Headquarters, Civilian Irregular Defense Group'
at Duc Lap compound, South Vietnam
Commander in Chief, Pacific Command
Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Forces
Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

classification

clean confilryration

An aircraft without extra fuel tanks, ordnance,
and other external stores

clock-code position

Position of a target in relation to an aircraft
or ship; dead-ahead position is considered

or clean aircraft

12 otclock
cmbt
co
COIN
Co1

comdr
Commando Bolt

combat
company
counterinsurgency
Colonel
commander

<;f Task Force Alpha-controlled airstrikes
moving trucks in a specified area, using
sensor activations
{
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Commando Hunt I,
ilI, V

lg, Air interdiction campaigns directed against
the flow of supplies from North Vietnam to
Vietcong and North Vietnam forces in South

Vietnam and Cambodia; these campaigns in
southern Laos (Steel Tiger area of operations)
bore numerical designations that changed with
the semiannual monsoonal shift; the three
northeast monsoon, or dry-season campaigns,
took place in 1968/196g, 1969/19?0, &rrd 1970/1971,
and covered roughly the period from October
through April

COMSEVENTHFLT
COMUSMACV

Commander, Seventh Fleet
Commander, United States Military Assistance
.Command, Vietnam

conf
constifirte

conference

To provide the lega1 authority for the existenee
of a new unit of the armed services; the new
unit is designated and listed but has no specific
existence until it is activated

cookoff

Ammunition firing as a result of being allowed
to rest in the chamber of an overheated weapon

corp

corporation
A comparative evaluation derived from analyses
of alternatives (actions, methods, approaches'
equipment, weapon systems, support systems'
force combinations, etc. ) in terms of the interrelated influences of cost and effectiveness in
accomplishing a specific mission

cost effectivdness

counterinsurgency

Those military, paramilitary, political'
economic, psychological, and civic actions
taken by a government to defeat subversive
insurgency

Covey

(O CaIl sign of 0-2 and 0V-10 FACts of
20th TASSq operating in North and South
Vietnam and Laos

CRC

control and reporting center

the

. *581*r

39?

Cricket

Jnl Operations in Laos of 0-1E and AC-47
FAC aircraft and the C-130 ABCCC

CROC

combat required operational capability
To cross the Mekong River separating Thailand
and Laos

cross

the fence

C/S
CSAF
CSGp

CTZ
CY

DAF
DAR

DASC
DC
dc
DCS

D/D
DDR&E

def
dep

dept
det
dev
DF

dir

Chief of Staff
Chief of Staff, United States Air Force
combat support group
corps tactical zone
calendar year

Department of the Air Force
Deployment adjustment request; it enabled
OSD to monitor force changes with regard
to theater force ceilings

direct air support center
Deputy Commander, Seventh Air Force
direct current
Deputy Chief of Staff
destroyed or damaged
Director, Defense Research and Engineering,
Office of the Secretarv of Defense
defense
deputy
department
detachment
development

direction finder
director

direction finding

The procedure for obtaining bearings of radio
frequency emitters with the use of a highly
directional antenna and a display unit on an
intercept receiver of ancillary equipment

div
DMZ

division

DO

DCS/Operations, Pacific Air Forces; also
DCS/Operations, Seventh Air Force

demilitarized

zone
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DOA

Dir/Tactical Analysis, DQS/Operations,
Seventh Air Force

doc
DOCO

document

Air Operations Division, Dir/Combat Operations,
DCS/Operations, Seventh Air Force

DOCT

Tiger Hound/Ta1ly Ho Division, Dir/Combat
Operations, DCS/Operations, Seventh Air Force

DOD
DOOS

Department of Defense
Operations Security Division, Dir/Operations
Support, DCS/Operations, Seventh Air Force

doppler

radar

A radar 'system that differentiates between
fixed and moving targets by detecting the
apparent change in frequency of the reflected
wave due to motion of the target or observer

DOPR

Reconnaissance/Electronic Warfare Division,
Dir/Operations Plans, DCS/Operations,
Seventh Air Force

DP

DCS/Personnel, Seventh Air Force
DCS/Plans, Pacific Air Forces; also DCS/
P1ans, Seventh Air Force

DPL
DPLG
DPLP

Dir/Programs, DCS/Plans, Seventh Air Force
Dir/Plans & Programs, DCS/Operations,
Pacific Air Forces; also Dir/P1ans, DCS/Plans,
Seventh Air Force

dtd
DTG

dated

ECM
Emb
encl
engr
engrg

electronic countermeasures
Embassy
enclosure
engineer
engineering

ETA

date-time grolp

estimated time of arrival

UNCLASSIFIED

et a1 (1t alii)
ETR
eval
EW
EWO

F-4
FAC
FACP
FAG

Farm Gate
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and others
Eastern Test Range
evaluation

electronic warfare
electronic warfare officer

Strike aircraft nicknamed Phantom
forward air controller
forward air control post
forward air guide

A detachment of USAF air commandos from
the Special Air Warfare Center, Eg1in AFB,
FIa., which entered South Vietnam in
November 1961 at President Diemrs request;
its twofold mission was training and combat
operations

FE

fig

fire arrow

lst Lt
flak
flak-suppression

fire

fuze extender
figure
Could be made of many materials; metal gas
cans filled with gasoline-soaked sand were
often used; ignited it was easy to see at night;
hamlet defenders relayed to flare/strike aircraft the enemyts position with reference to
the fire arrow

First Lieutenant

Bursting shel1s fired from AA guns
Fire used to suppress AA fire immediately
prior to and during an air attack on enemy
positions

flare
fleschette
FLIR
FLR
Flying Boxcar
FM
FOB
FOL

To drop flares
small steel dart
forward -looking infrared
forward-Iooking radar
Nickname of the C-119 twin-boom transport
frequency modulation
J
forward operating base
forward operating location

UNCLASSIFITO
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fr

from
Fragmentation operations order; the daily
supplernent to standard operations order
governing the conduct of the air war in Southeast Asia; it contained mission number and
time on target,
function, type of ordnance,
t'to
means to
fragtt
and other instructions;
issue a fragmentation operations order covering the details of a single mission

frag

fire support officer
foot, feet, fort

FSO

ft

ftr

(U.

S. Army)

fighter

FY

fiscal year

Gen

General

Gooney Bird
GP
gp

Nickname of the C-47 aircraft
general purpose
group

ground return

Reflection from the terrain as displayed and/or
recorded as an image

gun kit

The wiring, gun, pilottssight, and other equipment needed to convert a cargo aircraft to a
weapon system

Any of several modified fixed-wing transport
aircraft equipped with side-firing mBchineguns
and/or cannons; the fixed-wing side-firing aircraft of the U. S. Air Force

gunship

Gunships

III

I, II,

Specially modified USAF transport aircraft
equipped with side-firing machineguns and/or
cannons: Gunship I ( AC-47's called Spooky);
Gunship II (AC-130's called Spectre); Gunship
III (AC-119Grs called Shadow and AC-119K|s
called Stinger)

UNCLASSIFIE,I}
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hangfire

A delay in the explosion of the charge of a

Ilave Auger

t€, An ele,ctro-optical

gun after the primer has been fired; the
temporary failure of a primer or igniter

sensor instaLled in the

Surprise Package aircraft

headroom
HEI
helmet sight

Availability of spaces under manpower eeilings

HF

high frequency
history, historical
The technique of tracking along a position line
f,owards the point of origin of a radio, radar,
or other navigation aid

hist
homing

high- explosive incendiary

A

complex instrument, the helmet sight
incorporated an eyepiece with illuminated reticle
into a crewmemberrs .helmet

hot-day conditions

I00o Fahrenheit, 80 percent dewpoint, and 450foot-pressure altihrde--the worst Southeast
Asia climatic conditions in which the aircraft
could safely conduct operations

HQ
HQ COMD

headquarters
Headquarters Command

IAS

Indicated airspeed, i. e., airspeed read from
the face of the indicator in the aircraftrs
cockpit

ibid.
IFF

in the same place
Identification, friend or foe; a method for
determining the friendly or unfriendly character
of aircraft and ships by other aircraft or
ships, and by ground forces using electronic
detection equipment and associated IFF units

Igloo White

A surveillance system consisting of handimplanted and air-delivered serrsorsr relay aircraft, and an infiltration surveillance center;
Igloo White was formerly Muscle Shoals

402

ILS

Instrument landing system; a radio-navigation
system which provides aircraft with horizonta.l
and vertical guidance just befole and during
landing; at certain fixed points, it indicates
the distance to the reference point of landing

inertial measuring unit

I]![U

inches

incl
in-country

inclosure, include
That part of the Southeast Asia conflict within
South Vietnam

inf

infantry
information
inertial navigation system
installation
To prevent or hinder (by any means) enemy
use of an area or route

info
INS

instl
interdict
interdiction boxes

,
intvw
IO

IP

Refers to four specified strike zones on the
main routes and passes from North Vietnam
into Laos; the Air Force allocated intensive
sorties against these boxes during Commando
Hunt V
interview

illuminator operator
Iaitial point--a well-defined point, easily
distinguished visually and/or electronically,
used as a starting point for the bomb run to
the target

IR
IRAN
ISC

JAOC

JRATA

infrared
inspection and repair as necessary
Infiltration surveillance center; operated by
Task Force Alpha to monitor, display, and
evaluate sensor data

joint air operations center
Joint Research and Test Activity; the Commander,

JRATA, advised COMUSI\IACV on research development, testing, and evaluation
(This page
t

is Unclassified)
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JCS
JOC
JSIPS

Joint Chiefs of Staff
joint operations center

JTCG
JUSMAG

Joint Technical Coordinating Group
Joint United States Military Advisory Group

KC-135

Tanker aircraft used for air refueling
A limestone region marked by sinks and interspersed with abrupt ridges, irregular protuberant rocksr c&verrrs, and underground streams

karst

Joint Continental Defense Systems Integration
Planning Staff

kicker

killed by air
knots, calibrated airsPeed
killed in action
knots, indicated airsPeed
A gunship/flareship crewmember charged with

knot

A

kw

Kilowatt; a unit of power equal to 1,000 watts

lab
Lamplighter

laboratory
Nickname of C-130 aircraft operating in
Northern Laos; eventually Blindbat became the
nickname for all C-130 flare missions

laser

Light amplification by stimulated mission of
radiation; laser light is most often invisible and
infrared; it differs from ordinary light in that
its individual light rays are all the same wave
length and all are in step; hence its energy is
not dissipated as the beam spreads out--thus
permitting an intense concentration of light

KBA
KCAS

KIA
KIAS

dropping the flares

speed of I nautical mile an hour (a nautical
mile equals 6,0?6.115 feet or 1, 852 meters)

energy
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letter contract

LF

A written preliminary instrument to get work'
under way immediately; it is later confirmed
by a formal contract
Iow frequency

LI1VIA Site

Aircraft landing sites (dirt strips) in
used as resupply points

LLLTV

low-light-level television
liaison office, liaison officer

LO
LOC
Iog

Laos

line of communication
Logistic; also a ground flare used by FAC
aircraft to create a reference point during night
strikes

loran

loran

Long-range electronic navigation system that
uses the time divergence of pulse-type transmissions from two or more fixed stations; also
called long-range navigation
C

Extremely accurate long-range system of navigation similar to loran, giving accuracy within
a few hundred feet for up to I,000 miles out to
sea

loran

D

LOS

Tactical loran system that uses the coordinate
coverter of low-frequency loran C and can
operate independently of ground facilities and
without radiating radio-frequency (RF) energy
that could reveal the aircraftts location

Line-of-sight, i. e., the line between the target
and the aiming reference

lower route packages

Lt

Co1

Lt
ltr

Gen

LTD

The southern route packages in North Vietnam
Lieutenant Colonel
Laser target designator; laser target designator
is the use of a laser to direct a light beam
onto the target so the appropriate sensors can
track or home on the reflected energy
Lieutenant General

letter
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LTVE

Ling- Tem
Tex.

lumen

A unit of luminous flux equal to the light
emitted in a unit solid angle by a uniform
point source of one candle

Mk-

White flare marker-marker log used to mark
ground targets

6

co - Vou ght / Ele

\k-24

Parachute flare that could also be rigged as a
ground target marker; dropped at 5- or 10second intervals the Mk-24 illuminated an
area Ll2-mile across for 3 minutes

MAAC-V
MAAG-V

Military Advisory Assistance Command, Vietnam
Military Assistance Advisory Group, Vietnam
Military Airlift Command
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Located in compound at Duc Lap, South

]VIAC

MACV

MACV Subsector
Headquarters

Vietnam

maint

maintenance

UIaj

lVtrajor

Maj

Gen

MAP

marker/marker log
mat
M-Day
megahertz
memo

Major General
Military Assistance Program
A flare dropped from an aircraft to mark
targets on the ground

material, materiel
mobilization day

One million hertz (a hertz is a unit
equal to one cycle per second)
memorandum

of frequency

Meo

An aboriginal people of China inhabiting Southwest China and the northern parts of Vietnam,
Laos, and Thailand

meter
mgt

39. 37 inches
management
megahertz

MHz

UNCLASSIFIEO
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mil
Military
Assistance
Program

UNCLASSIFITD

116400 of 3600
The U. S. program

for providing military

assistance under the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1969, as amended, as distinct from
Economic Aid and other programs authorized
by the Act; includes the furnishing of defense
articles and defense services through Grant
Aid or Military Sales to eligible Allies' as
specified by Congress

miniponder

Small (5 watt and 40 watt) portable transponder carried by ground troops; used with the
AC-119K!s beacon-tracking radar to provide
offset-firing ground support

Misch-metal

Resembling cigarette flints, Mish-metal was
highly pyrophoric (spark-producing) .on impact;
the Nava1 Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Va.,
developed Misch-metal

Mk
mm
MOB
mobilize

ordnance designation

millimeter

(s)

main operating base
Assemble and organize personnel, supplies, and
material for active militarY service

monsoon

A season wind in Southeast Asia which blows
from the southwest from April to October and
from the northeast during the rest of the year

movers
mph
MR
msg
MSgt
MSL

moving enemy vehicle
miles-per-hour

MSQ

a

memorandum

for record, modification requirement

message

Master Sergeant
Mean seal level; the average height of the surface of the sea for all stages of the tide (used
as a reference for elevations)
mobile search special

UNCLASSIFIED
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MTI

Moving target indicator; a radar presentation
which shows only targets in motion; signals
from stationary targets are subtracted out of
the return signal by the output of a suitable
memory circuit

MTT

mobile training team

Nail

Call sign of OV-2 and OV-10 FAC's of

nape
NG
NGB

napalm
Nab.onal Guard

Nha Trang Proposal

National Guard Bureau
Approved by CINCPACAF and CSAF between
15-18 January 1969, COMUSI\IACV 6 February
1969, CINCPAC 19 February 1969' and the JCS
26 February 1969; the 14th SOWg and other units
left Nha Trang and that base was returned to
the Vietnamese

NM

nautical mile

no
NOA
NOD

number
nonoperational

NOS

23d TASq

aircraft

Night observation device; an image intensifier
using reflected light from the stars or moonlight to identify targets
night observation sight

no-show target

A target not showing up on the aircraftrs radar

NSC

National Security Council
North Vietnam

NVN

o-2
ov-10
OASD

OCAMA
ofc
OII

offset firing

FAC aircraft; civilian nickname' Skymaster
FAC aircraft nicknamed Bronco
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
Oklahoma City Air l\fiateriel Area
office
officer
A firing procedure employing a reference or
aiming point other than the actual target

U1{CLASSIFIEO
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oMo
OOAMA
opI
OPIan
OpOrd
OPREP

OPREPIS 0-5

ops

ord
organize
orgn

Dir/I\ltanpower & Organization, Seventh Air Force
Ogden Air Materiel Area
operational
Operations PIan
Operations Order
commanderrs operational reporting system
Operations Reports: 0 (Consolidation of Target
Request); 1 (Daily Submission of Intent to FIy
Missions); 2 (Launch Report); 3 (b:terim
Report of Unusual (Noteworthy) Occurrences);
4 (Comprehensive Mission Accomplishment);
5 (Weekly Summary of Mission Accomplishments)
operations
ordnance
To assign persorulel to
operational

a unit and make it

organization

OSAF
OSD

OT&E

out-country

Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
Office of the Secretary of Defense
operational test and evaluation
That part of Southeast Asia conflict outside
South Vietnam, i. e., Laos and North Vietnam

p

page

PACAF
PACOM
PAD
para
paradrop

Pacific Air Forces
Pacific Command
program action directive

Parrotrs Beak

paragraph

Delivery by parachute of personnel or cargo
from an aircraft in flight
The tip of the Cambodian salient west of Saigon,
South Vietnam

Pathet

La.o

Pathfinder

A Laotian Communist military force or person
Two or more aircraft using the lead aircraftrs
loran for navigation

UNCLASSIFIED
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CI) An offset beacon capability with Black
Crow on AC-130A gunships

Pave Phantom
Pave Sword

The loran-equipped F-4 aircraft
The F-4rs laser-seeker pod; it detected the
laser beam from a gunshiprs laser target
designator (LTD), giving the fighter pilot steering ir:formation to the laser cone ("baskett') for
release of a laser-guided bomb

Pave Way

lA

payload

The sum of the weight of the passengers and
cargo that an aircraft can carry

PCS

permanent change of station
program element
personnel

PE

pers
Phantom
pickle

The F-4 aircraft using various guidance
devices: Pave Way I (laser); Pave Way II
(electro-optical); Pave Way III (infrared)

F-4 tactical aircraft
To release a bomb or expend ordnance
depressing a button (pickle)

A usually upright pivot pin (as of a hinge or
rudder) on which another part furns

pintle

PMD

The center or bead of a gunsight
An unmodified AC-130A gunship
program management directive

pp

pages

pres
prgm
probable

program

pipper

Plain

by

Jane

proj
Project
Moon Watch

president, presentation
An almost certainly destroyed aircraft, ship,
gutr, vehicle, or other object of attack
project

A study of the effects of 1u4ar illumination on
combat operations; conducted by the 16th SOSq
from I February to 31 lVlay 1969

PSAC

Presidentts Science Advisorv Committee

psych

psychology

''{fetEF
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pylon turn

An aircraft turn around an object or reference
point on the ground

RAF
R&D

Royal Air Force (UK)
Research and Development
rapid area supply support

RASS

rd

round

RDT&E

research, development, test and evaluation
The absence of delay, except for the time
required for the transmission by electromagnetic energy' between the occurrence of
an event or reception of the data at some
other location

recce

Recoruraissance, to reconnoiter
reciprocating engine aircraft
reconnaissance
Rapid engineering deployment and heavy
operational repair squadron, engineering; the
Red Horse squadrons handled engineeringl
construction projects in Southeast Asia

real time

recip
recon
Red Horse

ref
reg
rept

reticle
RF
RIIAW

RLAF
RLG
ROC
ROK

Rolling Thunder

reference
regulation
report
A system of lines, dots, crosshairs, or wires
in the forcus of an optical instrument

radio frequency
radar homing and warning
Royal Laotian Air Force
Royal Loatian Government
required operational caPabilitY
Republic of Korea
Nickname assigned to airstrikes against selected
targets and lines of communication in North
Vietnam (lWar 1965-Oct 1968)

(rnis page is Unclassified)
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route packages

(fr)

Numbered areas (I, II, III, IV, V, VIA,
VIB) in North Vietnam, designated by CINCPAC
to facilitate assignment of interdiction responsi-

bilities to CINCPACAF,

COMSEVENTHFLT,

and COMUSMACV, and for other operational
purposes, €.9., Rolling Thunder
RP

Route Package

rqmts
rsch
RTAFB
rules of

requirements
research

rprt

engagement

RVN

SUU-11A

report
Royal Thai Air Force base
Directives issued by competent military
authority delineating the circumstances under
which U.S. forces will begin and/or continue
combat engagement with other forces met
Republic of Vietnam

Minigun used on the AC-4? gunship

SUU-25/A

A modified LAU-10 "Zunitt rocket launcher;
it camied eight Mk-24 flares, two in each
of its four tubes

S

Secret
San Antonio

SAAMA
SAC

SAF
SAM
SAWC
SCANA

scenario

Air l\ltrateriel Area
Strategic Air Command
Secretary of the Air Force
surface-to-air missile

Special Air Warfare Center
self-contained all weather/night attack
An outline plan of the action to be undertaken
during a projected exercise or maneuver

sci

science

SCNA
SEA
SEAOR
sec
SECDEF
SECNAV

self-contained night attack
Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia Operational Requirement
section
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of the Navy

2d Lt

Second Lieutenant

#

a
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t:.a

secondary
electron

Electron emitted as a result of bombardment of a material by electrons or cathode
rays, or by collision of a charge particle

against a surface
secy
sgt

secretary

Shadow

shadow boxes

Call sign of AC-119G gunship
A number of specific strike zones designated
throughout South Viehram for AC-119 operations

Shed Light'

The overall USAF program to improve night
attack/interdiction capability

short rounds

Inadvertent or accidental delivery of ordnance,
sometimes resulting in death or injuty to

Sergeant

friendly forces or noncombatants
SIF

/IFF

selective identification feature /identification,

friend or

foe

single-source
contract

A contract let with a single firm without
competitive bidding or under circumstances that
dictate the contract be given to a single firm

SLAD

sensor and light angle display
The line-of-sight distance between two points
not at the same elevation

slant range
SLAR
SLR
SN
SO

SOF

sortie
SOSq

SOWg
SP
sp

side-looking airborne radar
side-looking radar
service number
special order
special operation force
One aircraft making one takeoff and landing to
conduct the mission for which it was scheduled
Special Operations Squadron
Special Operations Wing
Security Police
special

(this page is Unclassified)
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Military personnel with cross-training in
basic and specialized military skills,
organized into small multiple-purpose
detachments with the mission to train'
organize, supply, direct, and control
indigenous forces in guerrilla warfare and
counterinsurgency operations, and to conduct
unconventionar warfaref\rperations

special operations

Secondary or supporting operations which may
be adjuncts to various other operations' and
for which no one Service is assigned primary

responsibility

special operations
forces
Spectre

Spectre Shuttle

Spooky

Spooky Count

USAF forces specifically organized, trained'
and equipped to conduct special operations
Cal1 sign of AC-130 gunshiP
The two-three refuelings of F-4 Phantoms from
a KC-135 tanker, required while flying escort
for the AC-130 SPectre

Call sign of AC-4? gunshiP
Running totals kept by the 4th Air Commando
Squadron of its ,r""""""" in defending outposts/
hamlets
support
squadron

spt
sq
SSgt
SSIU

starlight

scope

Steel Tiger

Staff Sergeant
slave select interface unit
An image intensifier using reflected light from
the stars or moonlight to identify targets
The geographic area in Southern Laos
JD
-designated
Seventh Air Force to facilitate

by

planning and operations; the terrn also
referred to strikes in Southern Laos against
personnel and equipment from North Vietnam

stf

staff

Stinger
stn
STOL

station
short takeoff and landing

Call sign of AC-119K

.a

{ffffF

gunshiP

It$f{frr
,

4r4

strobe light
subj
subsys
sup

Super Chicken

Surprise Package

A light that produces short intense
subject
subsystem
supply
A nickname applied
some crewmembers

fLashes

to Surprise Package by

A, An enhanced AC-130A gunship aircraft
with improved offensive and survival capabilities due to the addition of special ASD
equipment; the aircraft became a test bed for
improved techniques and equipment

survivability

The probability an aircraft would not be lost

if hit
svc
SVN
sys

South Vietnam
system

TRIM-?

A (transmit-receive-inverse-modulation)

service

ECM

system; simply stated, TRIM-7 gave enemy
radar a much-magnified false target signal
which the radar would move to--thus leaving
the weaker signal of the actual target behind
tac
TAC

TAC Air

tactical
Tactical Air Command
A term used in Souttreast Asia to encompass al1
aircraft sorties other than B-52 and strategic

airlift

TACAN

A tactical air navigation, system consisting of
short-range UHF radio stations; in the form
of a readout on the instrument panel the pilot

continuously receives accurate distance and
bearing information from the particular station
funed

TACC
TACLO

tactical air control center
Tactical Air Command liaison officer

*fffIfrr
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TACS
TAGp
TAOR

tactical aircontrol system
Tactical Airlift Group
Tactical area of responsibility; a defined area
of land for which responsibility is specifically
assigned to the commander of the area to
control assigned forces and coordinate support

target acquisition

Detection, identification, and location of
target in sufficient detail to permit the
effective employment of weapons

TAS

true airspeed
5) A filter point for sensor information
received under the Igloo White/Commando Hunt
concept; it was organized in 1967 under command of Seventh Air Force at Tan Son Nhut AB,
South Vietnam, and deployed to Nakhon Phanom
AB, Thailand

Task Force A1pha
(TFA)

TASq
TASSq'
TAWC
TAWg
TCGp
TCTO
TDY
tech
telecon

telemetry

TEMIG

test

bed

a

Tactical Airlift Squadron
Tactical Air Support Squadron
Tactical Air Warfare Center
Tactical Airlift Wing
Tactical Control Group
time compliance technical orders
temporary duty
technical
telephone conversation
The radio link between an aerospace vehicle
and a ground station use{.to
r't transmit information

G) A ground-based beacon used in Pave Mace
A stand at which some mechanism or engine is
tested out

Tet

The Lunar New Year holiday observed in Vietnam and other Asian countries; it occurs early
in the Julian vear

*fflffF
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-.4

sudden attack by the North Vietnamese
and Vietcong in the early hours of 30 January
1968 on Saigon, many other cities and towns'
as well as numerous South Vietnamese and
American military bases and airfields; it took
the U. S. and South Vietnamese forces several
weeks to control this offensive

Tet Offensive

A

TF
TFR

task force
Terrain-following radar; this radar provides a
display of terrain ahead of a low-flying aircraf t
to permit manual control, -or signals for automatic control, to maintain'tonstant altitude
above the ground

TFSq
TFWg

tactical fighter squadron
tactical fighter wing
Something put through a system; normally applied

through-put

to movement of supplies and

equipment

TIARA

Nickname for a chemi-luminescent material
which the U. S. Army tested for possible use in
bombs or mortar projectiles; when released in
the air, TIARA glows rather than flames and
gives off little light; since tests proved TIARA
undependable, the Army did not put it in bombs
or other projectiles

TIC

troops-in-contact (with the enemy)
Al Southern Steel Tiger south of 1?o north
Iatitude, for FAC employment (1965-1968)

tng
TOT

training

Tiger/Tiger Hound

time -over- target

Trail
transponder

trnsp

Tropic

.t

Moon

Ho Chi Minh Trail
Radio transmitter-receiver which transmits
identifiable signals automatically when the
proper interrogation is received

transport, transportation
Night-strike A-lE aircraft using LLLTV
CBU or napalm munitions (f968)

and

ulrcLAssrFrED

4t7

LLLTV in the B-57 (1968)
Follow-on B-5? program for night attacks
in high-threat areas, forerunner to the B-5?G

Tropic Moon II
Tropic Moon III

Westinghouse

truck park

A localized area within which trucks were
concealed, unloaded, repaired, serviced, and

loaded; supplies were stored and personnel
obtained food, rest, and medical attention;
truck parks were typically located under dense
jungle foliage, within villages, or in caves; they
were often extensively camouflaged and reveted

TS

Tactical Reconnaissance Wing
Top Secret

TSgt

Technical Sergeant

U
UE
UFO

unit

TRWg

UHF
UK
USA
USAF
USAFA
USAFMPC
USAFSAWC
USAFSO
USAFSOC
USAFSOF
USAFSS
USAFTAWC
USMC

VC
VCS

VHF

Unclassified
equipment
unidentified flying object
ultra high frequencY
United Kingdom
United States ArmY
United States Air Force
United States Air Force AcademY
United States Air Force Military Personnel Center
united states Air Force special Air warfare center
United States Air Force Southern Command
United States Air Force Special Operations Center
United States Air Force Special Operations Force
United States Air Force Security Service
united states Air Force Tactical Air Warfare center
United States lVlarine CorPs

Vietnamese Communists
Vice Chief of Staff
very high frequencY
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vidicon

eamera tube in which a charge-density pattern
is formed by photoconduction and stored on

that surface of the photoconductor which is
scanned by an electron beam, usually of 1owvelocity electrons
VNAF
vol
VOR
VSSG

vulnerability

Vietnamese Air Force
volume
VHF omnirange
Vietnam Special Studies Group
The probability an aircraft would be

fired
walk-in fire
adjustment

hit

when

upon

A step-by-step adjustment of fire by the FAC
until the gunship had zeroed in on the target

warf
wet fuel tanks

warfare
Unprotected fuel tanks in contrast'to those
which are foam-filled and explosion-proof

wg
WoIf

wing
Ca1l sign

WPAFB

Wright-Patterson AFB
Warner Robi ns Air Materiel Area

WRA1VIA

xenon

of the F-4 FACrs of the Bth
Tactical Fighter Wing, IJbon RTAFB, Thailand

A hearry colorless inert gaseous element used
in specialized electric lamps
l

Z

Zulu Time (Greenwich Mean Time)
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SAFOS
SAFUS

SAFFM
SAFRD
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SAFMR
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SAFOI
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38. AFXOOS
AFCC
39. AFXOOSL
AF.CV
AFXOOSO
40.
AFCVA
41. Ar'XOOSW
AT'CCN
42. AFXOOT
AF'CVS
43. AFXOOTR
AFIGPP
44. AFXOOTW
AFJA
45. AFXOOW
AFIN
46. AF'XOV
AF'PR
ATPRCCT 47. AFXOXF
48. AFXOXFT
AFPRCX
49. AFXOXJ
AFPRP
AFPRPT 50. AFXOXX
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AFRD
52. NGB
AF.RDG
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MAC
PACAF

sAc
TAC
USAFE
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USAFSS
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AULD

OTHER

L28-L29. AFSHRC

130.

CHECO (OAD)

131-150. AF/CHO (stock)
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